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Address to the Wireless Society of London*

By Sir Oliver J. Lodge, F.R.S.

Mr. President and Members of the Wireless Society—It is a pleasure to speak under the Presidency of Sir Henry Jackson, one of the very early pioneers in the application of Hertzian waves to actual telegraphy between ships, and one who has continued his interest in the subject to the present day. His naval position doubtless prevented full publication of the experiments made in 1895. Consequently, that early work is probably less well known than it ought to be, even by myself.

To a great application of this sort many have contributed; but nothing could have been done had it not been for the magnificent researches in pure science of the great physicists, James Clerk Maxwell and Heinrich Hertz. The present generation can hardly realise, I expect, the sensation caused by Clerk Maxwell's mathematical prediction of electric waves. He showed so far back as 1865 that electromagnetic waves were possible. No, I hardly think he showed that they were actually possible, he certainly did not show that we could generate them, but he showed that they existed and that they would have certain properties and gave their theory, the beginnings of their theory, and ultimately their more complete theory was dissected out from his work by Hertz. I do not think that in this country, at any rate, the name of Hertz is sufficiently well known, that is popularly known. He died very young in the thirties (of his age I mean), but not before he had done some very remarkable things. His chief discovery was the actual production of the electromagnetic waves in space, which was unknown in this country in 1888, and he not only displayed them experimentally, with the very inferior tools which were possible at that time, but he gave their theory in some considerable detail, after a study of Clerk Maxwell's work, and worked out those wave diagrams which you find depicted in wireless books, those waves that curl over the face of the country emitted by an oscillator at the centre of origin. The complete waves are more like those shown in Fig. 1, and all that is due to Hertz. That is how Hertz depicted them, but if you use an earth connection, instead of a complete vibrator at the origin, then you bisect the figure as indicated by the dotted line, the lower half being the image of the upper.

All that is in Hertz's papers, and it holds good to-day. He dissected it out of Maxwell's equations. Maxwell showed us all these details. He did not know all that was in his equations, but he showed...
that the rate of propagation of waves would be the reciprocal of the geometric mean of the two ethereal constants, the magnetic permeability and the dielectric coefficient of the ether of space.

Fig. 1. Electric Waves, showing effect of the Earth.

I apologise to some of my audience for touching on very elementary things just now, but these two constants of the ether I must not lose an opportunity of emphasising in the presence of those who are working with the ether and to whom we look for the discoveries of the future. It is fashionable sometimes to disbelieve in the ether. Some of the newspapers think that Einstein abolished ether and that Eddington agrees with him. Eddington does agree with Einstein but Einstein does not think that he has abolished the ether. Einstein's theory does not say anything about the ether, but he has no thought or notion that the ether does not therefore exist. A thing does not cease to exist because you refrain from attending to it. Those who daily use the ether for signalling purposes can hardly disbelieve in its existence. I advise you to try and investigate its properties by all means. We actually use the ether a great deal more than simply for wireless signalling. We use it really in ordinary telegraphy and in telephony; you use it really when you are driving electric trams; you use it in every electric and magnetic experiment. Moreover you use it every time you look at anything, for it is through the ether that light comes and the eye is our one ethereal sense, only it is a sense organ which does not tell us anything about the ether but it tells us of all the things which agitate the ether and emit or modify the light which enters the eye. We learn about the things in the ether, not about the ether itself, but by means of the ether. That is an inference which is not at all obvious and the human race existed for I don't know how many thousand years without knowing anything about it.

Now, I say, the ether has two great constants which are defined electrically and magnetically. Thus, if you take two electric charges \( e \) and \( e' \) at a distance \( r \) apart, the force of attraction or repulsion between them is the ordinary law

\[
F = \frac{ee'}{r^2},
\]

but the dimensions of that equation, if I leave it like that, are all wrong. You have two electric charges multiplied together, and you don't know what they are, you divide by the square of the distance and get a force. There must be some constant whose dimensions will put the matter right. That is the constant which Faraday called \( k \), and it is called \( k \) to-day—Faraday's dielectric coefficient. We then get

\[
F = \frac{ee'}{k^2r^2}
\]

Faraday did not treat it as a property of the ether but treated it as a property of the substance, and measured the value of \( k \) for different substances in consequence. In a vacuum it has some value, though we have no idea at present what that value is. The constant \( k \) is defined; all that we know are the relative values of \( k \). Comparing the \( k \) of different materials with the \( k \) of vacuum we can say that in one substance the inductive capacity is measured by 3 or 6 or what not, but the true \( k \) is unknown—it is the property of the ether.

Take then the similar magnetic equation. Take two magnetic poles \( (m, m') \) and put them at distance \( r \) apart. There will be an attractive or repulsive force according to the law, \( F = \frac{mm'}{\mu r^2} \), and again as you do not know the dimensions of magnetic poles you must introduce the constant that will put the dimensions right, i.e.,

\[
F = \frac{mm'}{\mu r^2}
\]

That constant was named by Lord Kelvin the magnetic permeability, but again he treated it as relative to different substances—the magnetic permeability of iron having a high value and it may be a thousand times bigger than in an absolute vacuum. It is important to remember these magnetic quantities do not belong to matter, they belong to ether.

Matter interferes with light. Light comes through the ether not through matter. If there is matter in its path it is interfered with. It may be reflected, it may be absorbed, but it is never assisted. Light is transmitted by the ether, sound is not. Sound won't go through a vacuum. Light will. That magnetic permeability constant then is the permeability of the ether of space, and is another constant of the ether. These two are the only two constants which we know the ether possesses, and we have not the remotest knowledge of the value of either, but Clerk Maxwell showed that if there are waves in space they will travel with a velocity equal to the reciprocal of the geometrical mean of these two constants, i.e.,

\[
v = \frac{1}{\sqrt{k\mu}}
\]

He made experiments to determine that velocity not by exciting waves, for he could not have done that, but by balancing the repulsion of two flat coils placed on the same axis, each being wound on a flat plate, Fig. 2. He balanced the repulsion of the coils by the attraction of the plates, the plates being electrified by connection to the terminals of the coils and the current being maintained through the coils. He took a measured current and measured the electric repulsion between the two coils, and balanced that against the electric attraction of the plates. The experiment is not by any means an easy one to carry out, but it is rather an elaborate one, and the above is merely the barest outline of it. It gave not the value of \( k \) or of \( \mu \), but the product \( k\mu \), since \( k \) came into the electric attraction of the plates, and \( \mu \) came into the magnetic repulsion of the coils. When he had balanced the two, from the dimensions he
determined \( k \mu \) and found it to be the reciprocal of the square of the velocity of light. The results came out within the limits of experimental error; and the electromagnetic theory of light was born.

![Fig. 2. Maxwell's experiment for the determination of the product \( k \mu \).](image)

You see the point: If they were electromagnetic waves they would travel at that speed, and so indirectly by measuring this product \( k \mu \) in that experiment in which no light was used (except to see the instruments) and obtaining the velocity of light, showed that light was composed of exactly those particular waves, and that light was an electromagnetic phenomenon. The nature of light up to that time had been not known and I must say that his theory was not accepted straight away, and other theories continued for many years. Lord Kelvin, for instance, as one of the great leaders of science, did not accept Maxwell’s theory until the year 1888. Maxwell’s theory was born in 1865. It was well known to me in 1875, but there was a good deal of conservative feeling about the elastic theory of light—the ether being the light. Many ingenious mechanical theories were developed in the early part of the last century by Faraday and other great men, but they would not work, the more you went into them the more they would not work. The only theory that worked is Maxwell’s, since light is not a mechanical thing at all.

So I say the electromagnetic theory of light was born then. No one knew how to produce waves except by the ordinary methods of producing light. But echoes of Maxwell’s discovery ran about among the young students of these days. Fleming and I, in the Chemical Laboratories at South Kensington, had many talks on the subject in the 70’s of last century. We both of us made a serious study of Maxwell, I partly during a stay at Heidelberg and he more personally at Cambridge. I constructed models illustrative of Maxwell’s theory, and I for one determined to devote myself to the experimental production of such waves, if any method could be devised. Later in the 80’s, I discussed various methods with my great friend G. F. Fitzgerald of Dublin, whose acquaintance I had made during a visit of the British Association to that City. And in due time—though at first I was sceptical about the possibility of producing them, (he read a paper on the “Impossibility” of producing them, but struck out the “im” afterwards)—Mr. Fitzgerald made the suggestion which ultimately in other hands proved successful.

I would like to call your attention to that, because I feel that the present generation which is very active in the practical application of these things and in the details which have grown up in recent years is naturally not so well acquainted with the ancient history of the subject as those who have lived through it, and so it is apt to be forgotten what a lot was done in those early days. Fitzgerald, in 1883, gave the amount of energy that could be radiated by an alternating current. You see all radio generators are really alternators, or oscillators, and because they emit waves it follows that continuous oscillators emit waves. This title of Fitzgerald’s paper is: “On the energy losses by radiation from alternating currents.”

Take an alternating current represented by

\[ I = I_0 \cos \frac{\pi t}{T}. \]

You recognise that as an alternating current with a period \( T \) and amplitude \( I_0 \). Now if you have an alternator producing that current it must radiate some energy. Fitzgerald calculates how much energy it radiates per second. He takes the case of a circular coil like a frame aerial connected with an alternating current, then the energy radiated per second is

\[ \text{Energy radiated per second} = \frac{(2\pi I_0^2 \mu)}{377^2} \]

That is simply the area of the coil multiplied by the current amplitude and the whole squared and multiplied by \( \frac{8\pi^4 \mu}{377^2} \) where \( v = \) velocity of light and \( T = \) period of the oscillations, \( a = \) the radius of the coil and \( \mu = \) the permeability.

Since you do not know what \( \mu \) is, I call it unity, and so you are expressing it magnetically. While if you are working in electrostatic units you call \( \mu \) unity. It is the best we can do for the present, and I hope that some of you will find out what these values really are.

Returning to the expression for the energy radiated per second, the important part lies in the denominator in which the frequency is raised to the fourth power, i.e., the radiated energy will be inversely as the fourth power of the wavelength. I might write that expression thus:

\[ \text{Energy radiated} = \frac{(2\pi I_0^2 \mu)}{3M^4} \]

That is to say, the radiated energy is inversely as the fourth power wavelength, i.e., the longer the wave the less is the radiating power of an alternator, or the slower the frequency the less the radiation. All that was developed in 1883, and it applies to this day both to the alternator and to the Hertz vibrator, and it is encouraging to amateurs who are limited to short waves that the radiation from a short wave radiator is really much more powerful than from a bigger one. The reason for that comes out very well from Hertz’s method of dealing with the matter, because he showed in these wave diagram, which I have given above (Fig. 1) that the wave does not start actually from the oscillator, but a quarter of a wavelength away. Now consider the case of an ordinary commercial alternator or even an alternator with a frequency of a thousand per second, the wavelength is nearly 200 miles, a quarter of that is 50 miles, so if I had an alternator in this room with a frequency of a thousand per second what loss of energy will there be? Not much, because the radiation does not really start...
until 50 miles away, and 50 miles away the magnetic effect of that alternator is not noticeable. Hence for practical purposes there is no radiation from an oscillator of ordinary frequency.

This is rather analogous to Stokes' theory about a vibrating fan. Everyone knows that a tuning fork emits a musical note or a reed does if it is vibrating fast enough. Everyone also knows that a lady's fan does not, even if it is very hot. That is because it is not moving fast enough to create waves. There is a critical speed, which Sir George Stokes worked out, which is necessary before the air is condensed or rarefied. If you work it at any low speed the air curls round the blade, and is not rarefied to any appreciable extent. Now it is something the same with an ordinary alternator. Your present commercial alternator does not emit waves because its frequency is too low. If you raise it from a thousand per second to a million per second then you get some radiation and all the vibrations that we use in wireless are of the order of millions per second, as you know. But, if instead of millions a second you use a thousand millions a second the waves will be stronger still; the higher the frequency the better.

Fig. 3. Inside square: ordinary Hertz Oscillator. Dotted square: enlarged Hertz Oscillator.

the radiation, the radiation being proportional to the fourth power of the frequency. The radiation intensity of an ordinary Hertz vibrator such as we used to work with, excited by a coil (Fig. 3) is of extraordinary intensity, and when we used to work it out in the old days it came to about 100 H.P. from an ordinary radiator. If you make the radiator bigger the radiation is no stronger. If you make it bigger as shown dotted in the Fig., you get more energy to radiate, but you also give it a greater capacity. Of course, there is more electricity accumulated, and so you might expect to get more radiation, and you get more energy in the spark, but you get no more radiation because the wavelength is increased and so the radiation intensity is kept down.

It is rather like the radiation which you get from a hot body; the same law holds in that instance and, indeed, for a very good reason, for the radiation from a hot body is the excitation of waves in the ether, and the same theory holds. Contemplate the effect of frequency in this case—i.e., the temperature as it is called in the world of heat. If you double the absolute temperature you make it 16 times, i.e., $2^4$. The radiating power of the hot body depends on the fourth power of the temperature; that is why the sun is such a prodigious radiator, although it is about 90,000,000 miles away. A few days ago it was exceedingly hot because of this terrific temperature. Every square inch of the surface the sun radiates 16 times as much power as the electric arc, and it is therefore adapted to distributing energy into space in the most efficient manner. But, you may say, why then do we use long waves for getting great distances in radio signalling? Well, these short waves, although they start with great energy, are easily mopped up if there is any obstruction in the way. A short wave gives hundreds of opportunities for being mopped up. That is why light is so easily stopped. The waves are so short and the frequency so high that in an $\frac{1}{4}$ of an inch of space there are thousands of oscillations which have no chance of getting through if each oscillation is wiped out to the smallest degree. Hence, a very thin obstacle will stop light and a much thinner obstacle will stop ultra-violet light, but when you come to the long waves of what we call heat they get through much more readily, and when you come to the longest waves of wireless telegraphy they can go through all sorts of things, and the longer they are the more they can get through. Hence, long waves are useful and necessary for travelling great distances across obstacles and through the atmosphere and round the earth where they may be reflected by the upper Heaviside layer.

At that time, however, the whole subject of electrical oscillations was unexplored, and by many prominent men it was disbelieved. It is true that Kelvin had given the theory of electrical oscillations, quite apart from any idea of waves, as early as 1853, in a very remarkable and still interesting paper on "Transient Currents," to which I would like to call your attention. It is quite a readable paper, as you can see for yourself unless you are bothered with the antique terms, but the whole idea of electric inertia or what Maxwell calls self-induction, but which Kelvin called "Electrodynamic-Capacity," was new and confused, and a great deal of experimental work had to be done to bring home the fact of electrical oscillations in a circuit containing capacity and self-induction. One of the methods for displaying the oscillatory character of a discharge was to take photographs of a spark on a revolving plate. This was done by C. V. Boys and several others (see, for example, Fig. 4).

By this method I determined to make a metrical determination of oscillation frequency, using

Fig. 4. Photograph of oscillatory spark taken on a revolving plate.

absolute measure, and so determining afresh the product of the two etherial constants or the velocity $c$, but I have not time to describe that in detail now.

I entered into collaboration with Sir Richard
Glazebrook, who at that time was Custodian of the British Association Electrical Standards in the Cavendish Laboratory at Cambridge, and with my assistant, Mr. E. E. Robinson, we took up our abode in Cambridge and worked in the Cavendish Laboratory for many weeks, and ultimately made a determination of velocity by means of an oscillatory discharge by a condenser through a known accurately determined self-induction.

The condenser was a large air condenser with multiple plates of known area and known distance apart, and the coil was a special coil of about 4 henries—or 'seohms' as they were then called—the self-induction of which was determined by Glazebrook in absolute measure with extreme accuracy.

Laying off a length to represent the magnetic measure of self-induction, and another length in the opposite direction to represent the measure of electrical capacity, constructing a semicircle on these two lengths, and erecting a perpendicular to meet it, you obtain a radius which, employed as the spoke of a wheel revolving at the determined frequency, would roll along with a velocity "\( \frac{v}{s} \)" that is to say, with the velocity of Light. The frequency was determined by discharging the condenser through the coil, and photographing the spark on a plate which was kept revolving at a steady and known speed by a small turbine, controlled by observation of a stroboscopic disc through the jaws of a vibrating fork, which was carefully timed in absolute measure by a chronometer.

The whole investigation was published in the Stokes Memorial Volume, in 1899, published by the Cambridge University Philosophical Society, but that volume is rather buried, and I do not think it is well known.

The problem now was to convert these oscillations into waves or to demonstrate what Fitzgerald had insisted on, that they produced waves all the time. I succeeded in displaying these waves running along wires, by taking a Leyden jar and discharging it in the manner indicated in Fig. 5, with a couple of wires, one from each coating, running for some distance. I knew that the waves would run along the wires, at any rate along thin copper wires, at the same rate as they travelled through space. Consequently, by attaching long wires to an ordinary Leyden jar circuit of known dimensions I knew what the length of these waves ought to be. By that means I was able to demonstrate the waves, and in the dark the wire glowed at intervals. When the spark was produced the oscillations were set up and they splashed along these wires giving short glows interrupted by dark spaces. That was not the only method of displaying the effects, but it was one convenient method. By a reflection at the far end the waves on the wires were converted into stationary waves and the distance between the glows was half a wavelength, and so the wavelengths could be measured and compared with theory. They came out correctly. That was what I showed at the Physical Society of London, but it was not properly published.

The arrangement of the jars and wires became well known afterwards under the name of Lecher, who, in Germany, made a large number of excellent experiments in this direction, using vacuum tubes as his detector, as, indeed, had also been done by Dr. Drakoulis in my laboratory at Liverpool.

That arrangement was described at Bath with experiments of that kind, in the year 1888. But Fitzgerald who was President of the British Association that year, called attention to the publication that had just been made the month before by Hertz. He had got waves in the same way with nodes and loops, but in space, not running along wires at all, by opening out the coatings of the Leyden jar into two capacity areas, so that the electrostatic field extended into space as well as the magnetic field, thus giving the necessary conditions for generating electromagnetic waves of considerable intensity—in fact of very remarkable intensity, so strong that they could excite little sparks in conductors in the neighbourhood. This fact that they were strong enough to produce sparks was surprising, but it was the fact which enabled the waves to be discovered at that time; a brilliant series of experiments were made upon them by Hertz in spite of the troublesome and capricious nature of his means of detection.

The paper in which I first published the account of the experiments on these waves, and with that diagram (Fig. 5), was published in the Philosophical Magazine for August, 1888, but it is buried under the title of the 'Theory of the Lightning Conductor.' I would like to draw your attention to it because it is buried, and it shows the historical kind of feeling about these waves that was going on at that time.

It is interesting to see how short it is practically possible to make waves of this kind. The wavelength was written down as:

\[ \lambda = 2\pi \sqrt{\frac{S}{L}} \cdot \frac{L}{\mu} \]  

where \( \lambda \) = wavelength  
\( S \) = capacity of the Leyden jar  
and \( L \) = inductance of the discharge loop.

That formula which holds to this day and was the best expression for wavelength known in 1888, shows how short it is possible to make waves of this kind. I reckoned that I might be able to get them 20 or 30 centimetres long, corresponding to a thousand million alternations a second, but the difficulty was to detect them. It might be possible to get them shorter, which Hertz did, but how could they be detected. No doubt they could be detected with the greatest ease by using the wave-
lengths of light, and I consider that glow-worms and phosphorescent creatures have learnt how to accomplish this direct production of very short waves.

Since writing the above I have seen in Wiedemann's Annalen an article by Dr. Hertz where he establishes the existence of ether waves in the same way but in a fresh space. The whole subject of electric radiation seems to be working itself out splendidly. I should like to say more about that luminosity and vision, but there is hardly time for that in this lecture.

At any rate the early researches of Branly and the discovery of the coherer followed; but the surprising thing that Hertz found was that these waves had energy enough to produce sparks. Imagine light so intense that when it fell upon anything it produced sparks, that was the equivalent of what he got. The radiation was at the rate of 100 H.P. while it lasted.

The discovery of the coherer followed, and then things were much better, and by means of the coherer I continued spasmocipic experimenting in the intervals of teaching and at the lamented too early death of Hertz I described my experiments at the Royal Institution in 1894 as a sort of memorial to Hertz, calling the lecture "The Work of Hertz," though I ought to have called it "The Work of Hertz and His Successors," for a number of new results were shown in that lecture. Later, in the same year, 1894, at the British Association meeting at Oxford, I demonstrated that signals could be sent by this means, using a Thomson marine galvanometer for short and long signals; as has been recorded by Silvanus-Thompson, and as known to many others who were present. Alexander Muirhead then began to work at what subsequently became known as wireless telegraphy. Professor Righi at Bologna also devoted himself to the extension of Hertzian experiments, and your President, Sir Henry Jackson, began an attempt to apply the method in some form to ships at sea. Then in 1896 came Mr. Marconi to England, full of energy and enthusiasm and possessing the ability to interest officials and financial magnates, and wireless telegraphy proper entered on its tumultuous career.

Tuning and selectivity, so that stations could be discriminated from each other, and one tuned in while others were tuned out was secured by my patent of 1897. Crystal detectors gradually became employed instead of the more troublesome coherer, and then came the era of the valve wherein electrons were first harnessed to the service of man. And after that most of you know more about the subject than I do, and certainly your past President, Mr. Campbell Swinton, knows a great deal more.

I have gone over the early past history chiefly in order to recall to your attention the extraordinarily brilliant work of Clerk Maxwell. It was not of a kind to get into the newspapers or to be understandable by the people. But in the students of those days—I mean the students of mathematical physics—it aroused the utmost enthusiasm; and it is well that this mighty work in pure science should not be forgotten and overwhelmed in the mass of practical detail and exuberant invention, which is a characteristic of the additional developments in our own day. "All can raise the flower now, for all have got the seed." But it is well occasionally to think of what we owe to the sowing of that seed, as sprinkled in algebraic symbols on the pages of Clerk Maxwell's papers and incorporated, some of them, in his great book.

Since that time Sir Joseph Larmor has shown that Clerk Maxwell's equations contain the whole theory of radiation, and the relation between electric charge and the ether of space. He has also shown that radiation is always excited to a known extent whenever an electron is accelerated, and that without electric acceleration there is no radiation. I must just give Larmor's expression for the radiation of energy because it is very fundamental. It is:

$$W = \frac{2}{3} \frac{e^2}{c^3} \ldots \ldots (7)$$

This gives the energy radiated per second from an accelerated electron where $e$ is the charge of the electron; $c$ is the velocity of light; $\dot{u}$ is the acceleration.

Why is that expression so important. It is because it is exceedingly general and comprehensive. Radiation of so many kinds is known—X-rays, wireless telegraphy, light, radiant heat—all these obey that law—there is no radiation if an electron is not accelerated. There are three possible states: an electric charge stationary is one of them, an electric charge in unchanging motion is another, an electric charge in changing motion, or acceleration, is another. You have the three great departments of the science. Static, kinetic, oscillatory. In the first the charge is at rest, i.e., ordinary static electricity. In the second the charge is in motion—steady motion—that is magnetism. Directly a charge is put in motion you get magnetic lines surrounding the path of the charge. That is all that magnetism is. You don't get any magnetism unless there is a moving charge. In the third, the charge is accelerated, and that is light, because you see in any oscillation there is acceleration. The connections between these three groups are indicated in the table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Charge at Rest</th>
<th>Charge in Motion</th>
<th>Charge in Accelerated Motion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Static Electricity</td>
<td>Kinetic Magnetism</td>
<td>Oscillatory Optics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wherever you have acceleration, and therefore whenever you have oscillation, you must get radiation to an amount which depends upon the frequency in the way I have been explaining, and the amount of energy radiated depends upon the square of the acceleration—i.e., upon $\dot{u}^2$ ($\dot{u}$ being the first time differential of the velocity $u$). If an electron is moving steadily it does not radiate at all, it does not lose any energy—a magnet loses no energy. When its velocity changes, it radiates energy depending on the square of the acceleration.

The only step beyond that is the revolution by Prof. Planck, of Berlin, of the quantum. We all hear about the quantum, we do not hear so much about the quantum as we do of Einstein, but it is, nevertheless, a very important thing in physics. It is that curious and unexpected phenomenon
which prevents radiation of energy below a certain amount and causes it to be emitted in packets or bundles in a numerable manner—by which I mean that the packets can be counted—but that no fraction of a packet can be got. It is rather like counting postage stamps. You may buy any number but not half a stamp, or it is like coins of the lowest denomination, you can pay with any number of them but you cannot have fractions, so that it seems that energy was given to us in quantum units or packets, but no fractions, and if you could not have a whole quantum you could not have anything. If an object cannot emit a whole quantum of energy it does not lose any energy at all.

The quantum thus brilliantly discovered in physics is a fundamental constant of Nature, and we now see that it must depend somehow on the properties of the atom. Although a great deal was said in the other direction I admit there is no discontinuity in the ether or in energy or in time, but there is discontinuity in a group of electrons, and in the systems which are built of electrons, and, accordingly, in atomic theory the quantum is of fundamental importance, and in the hands of Profs. Bohr, of Copenhagen, has begun to solve the secret of atomic constitution. Prof. Bohr's work is well known to those who know it—(laughter)—and too elaborate for anyone else. But it is the needed supplement to Larmor's theory, and the quantum may be said to be the first vital and fundamental discovery in the region of electro-magnetism since Clerk Maxwell, for all the rest of the theory of electricity, magnificent and extensive as it is, may be regarded as a legitimate development of those astonishing equations which contain within themselves a great part of the secret of the ether, except in so far as it is modified and specialized by the presence of the discontinuities of matter.

And yet there are signs that even the quantum can be got out of these old equations too. Attempts in that direction are very recent—too recent to be properly referred to. But I must just refer to a paper by Prof. Whittaker, of Edinburgh, read before the Edinburgh Royal Society last month (May, 1922), together with an introduction and a sequel to it by Sir Alfred Ewing.

The fact that the recent suggestions were that an electron impinging on an atom gave it no energy unless it attained a certain critical velocity, that if it had this critical velocity it delivered up to the atom a certain packet of energy—a quantum, or it might be two or three quanta but no fractions—and that if it had a velocity greater than that critical velocity it delivered up no more but re-emitted the residue.

Furthermore, that an atom so struck emitted this quantum of radiation at a definite frequency, determined by the energy on the impinging electron, and then settled down again into its own steady condition.

Moreover, that if radiation of this frequency fell upon an atom an electron was expelled with an energy precisely corresponding to that frequency; the relation between the energy and the frequency being always definitely determined by the quantum.

It is rather ambitious to refer to this thing now, but you will, I expect, hear more about it because it is an important thing, and I think it will help you if I indicate something of what it is. I was going to trouble you with the equation, but I won't do that, I will just illustrate how an electron striking an atom might refrain from giving it any energy at all unless it gave a whole quantum and that it will not give it more than a quantum, but will retain the rest. I am going to take a ring of perfectly conducting material. (Fig. 6). The little difficulty—if it can be called a difficulty—of following this experiment is because we are not accustomed to dealing with perfectly conducting materials, but some of you may know that Kammerlingh Onnes in Leyden cooled a lead ring down to nearly absolute zero by means of liquid helium—he cooled it down to within two or three degrees of zero—and the lead became perfectly conducting, so that if you excited a current in that ring, such as you might do by snatching a magnet out of it, that current would continue ordinarily for a fraction of a second only, but with the conductivity so perfect there is nothing to stop the current, there was no resistance, so the current simply went on, it was like a flywheel. In Onnes' experiments it died out ultimately—it is not going now—but it did not die out in a fraction of a second, and some trace of it lasted a fortnight afterwards, while it only died down to half its value in four days. Theoretically, if there was no resistance at all it would never stop. As Lord Rayleigh said four days was a very good approach to infinity. (Laughter.) It was a very interesting experiment. You could see the current was in the ring as it deflected a magnetic needle like a galvanometer.

As a matter of fact we are quite used to these currents, but they are generally of molecular nature, as in a magnet where they flow in the interstices of the atom since there is nothing to stop them.

It is like a planet and the sun. What makes the earth go round the sun? Nothing—there is nothing to stop it. Things in Nature do not want propulsion, they want guidance, deflection, they look after the rest. We are all travelling around the sun at the rate of about 19 miles a second. What is driving us? People think it is because they are attached to the earth, but they are not. I am quite loose, I am going round the sun on my own, there is nothing to stop me, and that is what we commonly find in nature—things just going on. We are each of us like little planets circulating once a year round the sun and turning on our axis in 24 hours. Your head is up now, in 12 hours it will
be down. We are all doing the proper things on our own—plane need not be a big thing—and so these electrons are just carrying on and in those experiments they were travelling round and round the ring. Now if you take a magnetic pole (the difficulty of this experiment is that you cannot get one magnetic pole without the other, that is a weak point, but you can imagine a magnetic pole) there is the ring with no current in it, and take the magnetic pole from any distance and bring it up to the ring. As it comes nearer to the ring it induces a current in the ring; that current induced by the approaching magnetic pole repels the pole. It is like propelling the pole as it were against an elastic coil. If you let it go it would drive it back again. If then you shoot at that ring a magnetic pole M (Fig. 6) from a long way off, it will follow a path shown by the arrow (1). It would put some energy into the ring as it approaches, but that energy will be transferred back to the pole as it recedes, and it will go back with the velocity with which it came, retaining its energy and leaving none in the ring. It put energy into the ring, but took it back as it receded. If it is fired at the ring with more energy, and it gets as far as (2), it will still go back. Just for a moment you may think it should be propelled the other way, but that is not so, since the repulsive force is in the same direction. In order to retain any of its original motion it must travel with sufficient speed to get right away out of the range of the ring altogether (3), if it does that it will not wipe out the current generated. If it does that it will have some energy left to go on, and it will have left a quantum of energy in that ring. It will retain the rest. The energy delivered to the ring is

\[ \frac{1}{2} m (u^2 - v^2) = \hbar v \]

where \( m \) = the mass, \( u \) = the initial velocity and \( v \) = the final velocity after passing the ring.

If it starts with the velocity \( u \) and leaves with the velocity \( v \), it retains the rest of the energy, and only delivers up that to the ring the amount given by the above expression which is commonly written as \( \hbar v \). Beyond this rough outline, the matter becomes rather too difficult at any rate to discuss in a separate lecture. But on somewhat those lines the quantum can be explained in terms of Maxwell's equations, and it is interesting to me that it can be explained on proper dynamical principles for at first it seemed to be a fresh thing not explicable in the old theories.

These problems which relate to the spectrum of radiation, the spectrum of the atom, the connection between the atoms and the ether all involve gyrostatic properties—relation between "translation" and "spin." Wherever you have electro-magnetism you have what in mathematics is called "curl." If we had mathematical physics here I would urge you to pay great attention to "curl" because I feel that in it is a theory of the ether, i.e., in the relation between translation and spin. There is in the ether itself, I believe, a tremendous spin always going on, and if we could get at that we should begin to understand the inter-relations between ether, matter and the electron in a way which at present we do not. (Loud and continued applause.)

Mr. A. A. Campbell Swinton.

It is my pleasing duty to ask you to give a very hearty vote of thanks to Dr. Sir Oliver Lodge for the very interesting and I may say wonderful address that he has given us this afternoon. He has touched upon the most difficult subjects, made us think that we have treated them, at any rate for the moment—whether we shall think it in a day or two's time I am not so sure—but in a way he has made everything extraordinarily plain, and done it in a style which I do not think has been imitated by any other living man.

I am personally too young to remember the announcement of Maxwell's discoveries, and I am afraid I should not have understood them had I been old enough to read them, but I do remember some of the very early things which brought about this great science of Wireless Telegraphy.

I was present at the lecture at the Royal Institution given by Sir Oliver Lodge, I think, in 1894, when he gave a wonderful experimental lecture on the work of Hertz and showed us for the first time the sending and receiving of wireless signals over considerable distances of space. Even before that, I think about two years before that, at the British Association meeting in Edinburgh—there was, I think, the first public exhibition in this country of a coherer, and it was shown by Dawson Turner, and it was not what most of you would expect.

It was in the form of a coherer such as we are accustomed to use, but it consisted of a stick of sulphur in which metal filings had been melted. It was a solid stick of sulphur and connected in the circuit with two clips. When a spark was made in the neighbourhood, it cohered just like ordinary coherers with loose filings do. It is to be remembered that even before the coherer Professor Hughes, who was President of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, in whose hall we are sitting, had made experiments on the subject of transmitting signals through space, which he had never published, although he showed them to some of his scientific acquaintances. These experiments have now become known to us by the fact that his note-books, in which he wrote accounts of everything that was done, have been bequeathed to the British Museum by the late Mrs. Hughes. More than that, he and the lecturer's father and myself at some period or other he must have had a great deal of apparatus made with his own hands. That apparatus has now been found in a warehouse off the Tottenham Court Road together with a whole lot of Hughes' effects, including umbrellas and books, etc., and now is in the South Kensington Museum. Hughes had no idea of electric waves—at least that is the impression we have got from his note-books—but still he has arrived at some very wonderful results, for he produced signals over hundreds of yards.

This has now all been published. There is an account of it in the just issued number of the Journal of the Institution of Electrical Engineers. I thought I would just refer to it, as it goes back a little on similar lines to what Sir Oliver Lodge has been saying, some years ago by Sir Oliver Lodge a hearty vote of thanks for the wonderful lecture address which he has delivered to-night. (Applause.)

Professor G. W. O. Howe.

I have been asked to second this vote of thanks.
and I rise to do so with very great pleasure. I am sure we all feel that it is a great honour for the Wireless Society of London to have had Sir Oliver Lodge here this evening to give us this very inspiring lecture. Not only have we learnt much about the early history of wireless telegraphy, but I am sure we will all leave this building with our heads thrown back and our chests thrown out, as we realise we are all "going round the sun on our own." I attended a lecture by Sir Oliver Lodge about two years ago at the Royal Society of Arts. I hope he will not feel hurt if I say I have forgotten what it was about, but I remember the closing expression which was the advice not to throw the other overboard as there was such a lot of it. Another remark that sticks in my mind was not made by Sir Oliver but by my neighbour at that meeting—a well-known electrical engineer—who said what a wonderful man Sir Oliver was to bring all this abstruse scientific matter down to the level of the intelligence of a Member of Parliament. (I do not want to insult the audience by suggesting any close analogy.)

One thing which has been forced upon me in listening to this wonderful address this evening has been the importance of pure scientific research which has no apparent application. The workers in the early days to whom Sir Oliver has referred—Clerk Maxwell, Hertz and all those others—had no idea that what they were doing had any practical application whatever; it was merely pure love of search for all scientific things, and I think when we realise now the enormous benefit that their work has been to mankind, it should prevent us from referring scornfully at the present day to the vast amount of the pure scientific work that is being done without any immediate prospect of application.

I therefore feel sure that I am voicing the opinion of everyone here when I say that we all feel very grateful to Sir Oliver for coming here this evening and giving us such a lecture with so many beautiful reminiscences of the past, and so many thoughts with which he has enlivened his discourse and given us new ideas. I could not help thinking, towards the close of his lecture, what a good thing it would be if Sir Oliver were forced to read all the modern papers on advanced physics and then forced to serve it up to audiences such as this, so that we could understand what it was about. I have much pleasure in seconding the vote of thanks. (Loud and continued applause.)

Admiral of the Fleet, Sir Henry Jackson.

I take it your applause passes that resolution. I think it is difficult to say which part of Sir Oliver Lodge's lecture was the most instructive, the historical, or the descriptive, or the very latest modern particulars about the Quantum Theory. It ought to be borne in mind that we owe him a hearty vote of thanks for bringing to our notice the work done by Prof. Hertz, and by those who are now dead and gone, but never thought that their wonderful work would be of any practical use. We must remember that we are all interested in the modern side of this work, and let us, as we do our daily work on wireless, not forget what these men did for us. For it is due to them that you have got this occupation. Clerk Maxwell certainly stands out first, Hertz comes second I suppose, besides the others which have been mentioned, and I think we must not go away with our cheeks thrown out and too proud because we think we know all about it, because I think there is a great deal more yet to be learnt about wireless telegraphy, and as Sir Oliver pointed out to-night, we are only on the stepping-stone to the quantum theory.

I will not occupy your time further. Sir Oliver, I will ask you to accept the thanks of the Members of the Society and the audience here for your very instructive lecture. (Loud and continued applause.)

Sir Oliver Lodge.

I am obliged to Mr. Campbell Swinton and Professor Howe for what they have said. I will not follow Professor Howe into politics, but I do heartily agree with what he says, as I suppose we are all agreed, as to the importance of pure science. That is sowing the seed, and we are reaping the crop. I have not dealt with the recent advances of wireless because, as I said, I expect most of you in this room know more about it than I do, but I may incidentally mention that my friend and assistant, Mr. Robinson, and I have a little scheme on hand, but I refrained from saying anything about it because I have sometimes talked too soon about something which ultimately became of some use, and so I thought I would not err in this direction this time.

Therefore kept off that subject, but there are many phases of possible discovery before us. There is the whole idea of atomic energy and the means of getting at it. You are harnessing the electrons now, directing them, making them do what you want, in the wonderful instrument with which no doubt you are most enthusiastically working, but you have to supply the energy. You are not at present tapping the energy of the earth. That has got to be done some day, and I hope some of you will do it.

We are living in an astonishing epoch in physical science. I felt that towards the end of the last century, and I suppose you feel it now in the early part of the twentieth century. There are a number of discoveries waiting to be made. The electron itself was only discovered in 1899, it is only just as old as this century—and think of all that it means now.

I concluded in one of my lectures at the Royal Institution by likening the scientific worker to a boy sitting at the silent keyboard of a deserted organ and playing on its keys; an organ into which an unseen power began to blow a vivifying breath. Astonished he finds that the touch of his fingers now elicits a responsive note and he hesitates, half delighted, half affrighted, lest he be deafened by the chords which he could seem to summon almost at will. That is our position in science to-day. (Loud and continued applause.)

The List of Regular Transmissions which is published from time to time is now undergoing careful revision, and it is hoped that the revised list will be completed for inclusion in an early issue in August.
Screening Valve Oscillators

THE ELIMINATION OF HIGH FREQUENCY RADIATION

In a recent paper read before the Physical Society of London, by R. L. Smith-Rose, some experiments that have been carried out at the National Physical Laboratory on the screening of a valve oscillator, such as a heterodyne, were described in detail. The problem of screening a piece of apparatus from the effects of a high-frequency electromagnetic field is known to be very much more difficult than screening it from steady electric or magnetic fields. Electrostatic screening may be accomplished by surrounding the apparatus by a metal covering, which need not be completely continuous—such, for example, as metal gauze—and magnetic screening from a steady field can be accomplished by surrounding the apparatus by a heavy iron screen. Experiments with high-frequency fields, however, give the impression that the difficulty of such screening is much greater, but this is largely a false idea due to the fact that the induced E.M.F. in any circuit placed in an alternating magnetic field is directly proportional to the frequency, and therefore becomes very large at the frequencies used in radio work. It is essentially this fact, coupled with the high amplifications possible with multi-stage valve receivers, that lead to unexpected results when endeavouring to shield instruments from radio frequency fields.

The experiments that were carried out arose from the need for developing a local heterodyne oscillator generator for use in connection with directional reception. The heterodyne oscillator can be operated entirely from a 6-volt battery and the problem is to screen the receiving apparatus from the effects induced directly by the oscillator, which would tend to distort the directional readings obtained with the receiver. The transfer of electrical energy from one oscillating circuit to another may take place either by mutual induction or by radiation, or by both of these methods. In the case under consideration, viz., that of a heterodyne oscillator near to a receiving apparatus—the transfer is almost entirely by mutual induction, and the problem may therefore be considered correctly as the limiting of the high frequency magnetic field around the oscillator by induced eddy currents in the screening body.

The first experiments made in this direction were carried out with an "R" valve, operating from a 6-volt battery, and having a wave-length adjustable between 1,000 and 10,000 metres. With this instrument used in conjunction with a large frame aerial and a seven-valve amplifier, signals from the more powerful C.W. stations could be perceived even when the local oscillator was quite 100 feet away from the amplifier. This indicated how very small is the oscillating current required to give a beat note with the incoming signals. When the oscillator and its battery were placed inside a thin copper box, with a loose-fitting copper lid, the induced oscillations in the receiving coil were considerably reduced in strength and were only effective in producing beats when the oscillator was within 20 feet of the coil. The use of a galvanised iron box gave similar results. In both these cases it was noticed that the placing in position of the lid of the screening box had a considerable effect on the reduction of the induced field, but that the position of the open end of the box relative to the receiving frame aerial appeared to be immaterial to the strength of the induced currents.

The oscillator and its battery were next placed inside the copper box as above, and this was in turn supported on blocks of paraffin wax inside an iron box, the respective lids of the boxes being in position. In this condition the beat note was only appreciable when the boxes were placed within about 12 feet of the frame aerial. By the use of a small search coil attached to the amplifier, it was proved that a considerable proportion of the escaping energy came out through the space between the lid and the sides of the box, the lid having an overlap of about 1/2 only. By fitting another lid having an overlap of 3/4 all round, the effectiveness of the screening was further increased. Experiments were also made with screening consisting of two metallic boxes of various sizes, one being inside the other, and with various arrangements of lids, giving results similar to those obtained with the above-described arrangement.

Tests were also conducted on the effect of bringing connecting leads outside the screening boxes in order to provide a means of definitely coupling the heterodyne to the receiver itself, but as usually experienced in such cases, it was found that as soon as any part of the wire was exposed outside the metal screening, powerful beat-note signals were heard in the receiving amplifier.

As a result of the tests a design for a screened oscillator was prepared, using a wooden box, double-lined with sheet copper, 1/64" thick, fitted with an inner copper lid, and with a second envelooping lid constructed of wood and double-lined with sheet copper. Ebonite connecting pins were used between the control handles on top of the lid and the corresponding condenser knobs, switches, etc., within the box. The metal parts of the control handles were in metallic contact with the outer coating of copper. A separate coil within the box was used to couple to the inductance of the oscillator circuit, and leads from this coil were led out of the box through metallic sheathed wires to a double D-shaped coil to which was coupled a second pair of D-shaped coils, the terminals of which form the outer terminals of the instrument.

The following are the chief features of the instrument:
1. The entire control of the oscillator is obtained from outside, and it need never be opened except for inspecting or for recharging of the accumulator, the complete oscillator with its batteries, etc., being within the sheathing.
2. The opening of the box is a simple operation and does not necessitate the breaking of soldered joints, etc., although when in normal working condition close metallic contact is secured at all joints.
3. No part of the oscillator circuit itself
4. Variations of the coupling of the D-shaped coils forms a convenient means of varying the effective strength of the heterodyne.

When using this oscillator in conjunction with a rotatable frame aerial for amplifier for D.F. work, it was found that it caused no appreciable errors in the observed bearings, thus proving the effectiveness of the screening, provided that the oscillator was kept outside the frame itself. If mounted at the centre of the frame, it caused variable errors up to a maximum of 2°.

Soldering up the joints of a simple copper box surrounding an oscillator was found to reduce considerably the energy radiated from the box, but some still passed apparently through the metal itself, but a similar experiment made with a tinned iron box proved that the iron was much more opaque to the radiation than the copper, as soldering up all the cracks cut off the radiation completely. The theory of the penetration of high frequency currents into metal indicates that such a difference is to be expected and that, in fact, iron should be equivalent to between four and six times the thickness of copper. Hence it is only possible to screen a valve oscillator completely (i.e., completely as far as an ordinary H.F. amplifier is concerned) by enclosing it inside a hermetically sealed box of tinned iron of sufficient thickness to prevent the direct penetration of the H.F. magnetic field through it. A mercury seal for the lid of the tinned iron box proved equally effective to the solder, but the slightest crack not closed allowed a relatively large escape of radiation. For complete screening in this manner no controls can be carried outside the box, unless with careful design it should prove possible to seal with mercury these moving parts as well. If controls cannot be carried outside the screening a large part of the value of the heterodyne is lost, especially since the frequency of the oscillator is changed by a considerable amount when the lid is put on the box, owing to its effect upon the inductance of the coil in the oscillation circuit.

The efficiency of these screening methods depends upon the frequencies of the oscillations, and decreases with increase of wavelengths—the longer wavelengths proving more difficult to screen. Since, however, the amplifier and its associated circuits are much less affected by the stray fields of longer wavelength, the difference is not so serious as the mathematical theory would at first lead one to expect. The difficulty of screening amplifiers, etc., from disturbing low-frequency fields, however, tends to emphasise this fact, and to confirm the general results given by the theory.

The difficulties of high frequency screening arise mainly, therefore, from the extreme sensitiveness of modern amplifiers, as compared with galvanometers and instruments of a similar class for which magnetic screening (low frequency) is more usually called for. Given the same sensitivity of detecting instrument, however, the theory indicates that to obtain the same effectiveness for the screening, the metal would need to be about 80 times thicker for a 100 ~ magnetic field than for an oscillation with a 300-metre wavelength.

To effectively screen a low-frequency amplifier, or note magnifier from disturbances would, therefore, seem to require much more massive screening than is ordinarily employed for this purpose.

P.R.C.

Questions and Answers

INTRODUCTION OF SYSTEM OF REPLY BY POST

In the issue of The Wireless World for December 19th, 1921, a note appeared regarding the "Questions and Answers" columns of the magazine pointing out the necessity for certain changes on account of the growth of this section of the magazine. At the time this note appeared four or five pages were being devoted to this section in each issue, the Journal then being published fortnightly. Although The Wireless World and Radio Review now appears twice as often and we have recently been devoting eight pages an issue to this section it has, in spite of this, been found impossible to keep pace with the demand for information through this Journal in such a way as to give prompt replies to queries.

During the last few weeks the increase in the number of questions received has been enormous, and it is no doubt the result of the big increase in the circulation of the Journal, brought about in part by the ever-growing popularity of wireless. As might be expected, quite a large proportion of the questions now being received are from beginners in wireless who have not back numbers of the Journal to refer to. Taking these circumstances into consideration, it has been decided to form a special department of the Editorial Staff of the Journal to deal exclusively with this section, and our proposal is to introduce a postal reply service (when a nominal charge will be made) in addition to maintaining our present free service. The advantages which the reader will gain from the introduction of a postal reply service will be found principally in a very great saving of time in receiving replies, whilst those who do not wish to avail themselves of the postal service will not suffer in any way as their questions will be included in due course in the Journal as hitherto, but a delay of two or three issues before answers can be published must be expected.

In order to cover certain clerical expenses which must necessarily be involved, it is necessary to make a nominal charge for replies to questions through the post, and the rules under which the "Questions and Answers" Section will be run from the date of publication of this issue will be found on page 334.
List of Experimental Transmitting Stations Licensed in the United Kingdom

In our issue of June 3rd we published a letter from the Postmaster-General to the effect that the hours of transmission are no longer restricted. Transmission is permitted for an aggregate maximum of two hours in each twenty-four, provided listening-in on the wavelength used is practised. Any single transmission must be no longer than ten consecutive minutes, and be followed by three minutes of listening-in on the wavelength used for transmission.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Letters</th>
<th>Power in Watts</th>
<th>System of Transmission</th>
<th>Name and Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 AA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Radio Communication Company (Slough Experimental Station).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 AF</td>
<td>C.W.</td>
<td></td>
<td>A. Rickard Taylor, 49, Idmiston Road, W. Norwood.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 AG</td>
<td>C.W.</td>
<td></td>
<td>A. Rickard Taylor, 49, Idmiston Road, W. Norwood.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 AH</td>
<td>C.W.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Oxford.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 AL</td>
<td></td>
<td>C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>W. Halstead, Briar Road, Briar Lane, Thornton-le-Fylde.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 AN</td>
<td></td>
<td>C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>A. W. Sharman, Kelvin Lodge, 1, Morella Road, S.W.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 AQ</td>
<td></td>
<td>Spark, C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>Davis, Thornton Heath, London, S.W.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 AR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>E. Gaze, 3, Archibald Street, Gloucester.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 AU</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A. C. Bull, 25, Fairland Road, West Ham, E.15.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 AW</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>H. H. Burbury, Crigglesstone, Wakefield.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 AX</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>Geo. Sutton, 18, Melford Road, S.E.22.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 AZ</td>
<td></td>
<td>Spark, C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>William Le Queux.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 BM</td>
<td></td>
<td>C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>J. H. A. Whitehouse, 25, Ennerdale Road, New Brighton, Cheshire.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BXH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Capt. C. H. Bailey, Clifflaes, Crickhowell, Abergavenny.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 BZ</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>Basil Davis, Electric Pavilion, Marble Arch, W.1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 CH</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>Science Society, The School, Oundle, Northants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 CI</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Spark</td>
<td>R. Brooks King, Widecombe, Taunton.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 CZ</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Spark, C.W., Tone-Train and Telephony</td>
<td>C. Atkinson, 17, Beaumont Road, Leicester.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 DC</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>M. Child, 60, Ashworth Mansions, Maida Vale.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 DD</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>A. C. Davis, 105, Brynland Avenue, Bristol.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call Letters</td>
<td>Power in Watts</td>
<td>System of Transmission</td>
<td>Name and Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 DG</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>W. Barnet, 63, Mount Road, Parkwood Springs, Sheffield.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 DH</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>W. Barnet, 63, Mount Road, Parkwood Springs, Sheffield.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 DI</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>W. Barnet, 63, Mount Road, Parkwood Springs, Sheffield.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 DJ</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>A. T. Lee, The Court, Alvaston, Derby.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 DT</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Barrow and District Wireless Association.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 DZ</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>F. Haynes, 26, Avenue Road, S. Tottenham, N.15.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 FA</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>F. G. Bennett, 16, Tivoli Road, Crouch End, N.8.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 FB</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Spark, C.W. and Telegraphy</td>
<td>W. Ison, 80, Harnham Road, Salisbury.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 FC</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>London, S.E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 FG</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Spark, C.W. and Telegraphy</td>
<td>L. McMichael, 32, Quex Road, W. Hampstead.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 FH</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W. and Telegraphy</td>
<td>T. S. Rogers, 2, Park Hill, Moseley, Birmingham.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 FL</td>
<td>100, 50</td>
<td>Spark and C.W.</td>
<td>C. Wilcox, 21, George Street, Warminster, Wilts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 FN</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>L. Baker, Ruddington, Notts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 FP</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Spark, Telegraphy, C.W. and T.T.</td>
<td>F. Foulger, 118, Pepys Road, S.E.14.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 FQ</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Spark, C.W. and Telegraphy</td>
<td>Burnddept Ltd. Experimental Station, Blackheath.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 FR</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Spark - - - - - -</td>
<td>S. Rudesforth, 54, Worthing Street, Hull.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 FU</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Spark, C.W. and Telegraphy</td>
<td>E. T. Manley, Jr., 27, Home Park Road, Wimbledon Park, S.W.19.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 FW</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Spark - - - - - -</td>
<td>Rev. D. Thomas, St. Paul's B.P. Scouts, Bournemouth. Also Portable Set.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 FX</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Spark, C.W., T.T. and Telegraphy</td>
<td>H. C. Binden, Bournemouth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 FZ</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Spark, C.W. and Telegraphy</td>
<td>Manchester Wireless Society, Headquarters, Albion Hotel, Piccadilly, Manchester. Also Portable Set same details and call sign.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 GD</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>For Indoor Transmissions only</td>
<td>Birmingham Wireless Experimental Club, Digbeth Institute, Birmingham.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 GG</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>A. H. Kidd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 GL</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W. and Telegraphy</td>
<td>W. J. Henderson, 2, Hollywood Road, S.W.10.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 GP</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>C.W., T.T., Spark and Telegraphy</td>
<td>W. Gaitland, Highbury, N.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call Letters</td>
<td>Power in Watts</td>
<td>System of Transmission</td>
<td>Name and Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 GQ</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Spark</td>
<td>1st Taunton Scouts, Parish Buildings, Wilton.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 GR</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>T. Forsyth, Ashington.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 GS</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>T. Forsyth, Ashington. Portable Set.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 GU</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Halifax Wireless Club.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 GV</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Rev. J. Rigby, St. Lawrence Vicarage, Bristol.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 GW</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Spark, C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>Allan Cash, Foxley Mount, Lynm, Cheshire.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 GZ</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>C.W. and Spark</td>
<td>A. L. Megson, Bowdon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 HB</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W. and Spark</td>
<td>L. H. Lomas, Macclesfield.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 HC</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W. and Spark</td>
<td>J. W. White, Wincombe Lodge, Bucklebury, near Reading.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 HG</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>T. Boutland, Senr., Ashington.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 HH</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>T. Boutland, Jr., Ashington.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 HK</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>A. A. Campbell Swinington, Chester Square, W.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 HQ</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W. and Spark</td>
<td>A. W. Faucett, 11, Leigh Road, Clifton, Bristol.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 HS</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W. Telephony and T.T.</td>
<td>G. W. Hale, 51, Grafton Road, New Malden, Surrey.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 HX</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Spark, C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>F. A. Love, Ivydene, Guildford Park Road, Guildford.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 IB</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>W. Bemrose, Littleover Hill, Derby.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 ID</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W. and Spark</td>
<td>E. S. Firth, Thames Ditton.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 IF</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>S. W. Bligh, 2, North Lane, Canterbury.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 IH</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Technical College, Cardiff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 II</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Spark</td>
<td>Southport Wireless Society, 74a, Kensington Road, Southport.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 IJ</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Southport Wireless Society, 74a, Kensington Road. Southport. Portable Set.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 IK</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>County High School for Boys, Altrincham, Cheshire.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 IL</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Telephony</td>
<td>H. R. Goodall, &quot;Fernlea,&quot; Winchester Road, Bassett, Southampton.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 IN</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W., Spark and Telephony</td>
<td>J. E. Fish, &quot;Thornleigh,&quot; Thornton-le-Fylde, Near Blackpool.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 IQ</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>W. A. Ward, 26, Marlborough Road, Sheffield.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call Letters</td>
<td>Power in Watts</td>
<td>System of Transmission</td>
<td>Name and Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2IV</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Spark, C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>L. F. White, Priory Road, Knowle, Bristol.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2IW</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>G. R. March, Twyford, Winchester.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2IX</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>S. G. Taylor, Littleover, Derby.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2IY</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>J. Briggs, City School of Wireless Telegraphy, 66½, Corporation Street, Birmingham.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2JF</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Spark, C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>C. G. Williams, 22, Scholar Street, Sefton Park, Liverpool.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2JG</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>W. A. Seed, Crigglestone, Near Wakefield.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2JJ</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Spark, C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>C. Worthy, 4, Riversdale Road, Egremont, Wallasey.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2JM</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Spark, C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>G. G. Blake, 10, Onslow Road, Richmond, Surrey.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2JO</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Spark, C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>J. W. Whiteside, 30, Castle Street, Clitheroe, Lancs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2JU</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Spark, C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>E. J. Pearcey, 610, Fulham Road, S.W.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2JV</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Spark, C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>A. G. Robbins, Station Road, Epping.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2JW</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>J. R. Barratt, Westgate Court, Canterbury.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2JX</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>L. Vizard, 12, Seymour Gardens, Ilford.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2JZ</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>R. D. Spence, Craighead House, Huntly, Aberdeenshire.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2KA</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>N. Curtis, Belvedere West, Taunton.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2KB</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W., Telephony and T.T.</td>
<td>W. E. Earp, 675, Moore Road, Mapperley, Nottingham.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KCLX</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Spark</td>
<td>Professor Wilson, University of London, King's College.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2KF</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>J. Partridge, Park Road, Merton, S.W.19.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2KK</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Hutchinson &amp; Co. (F. Pinkerton), 101, Dartmouth Road, Forest Hill, S.E.23.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2KL</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Spark</td>
<td>F. Pemberton, 50, Peak Hill, Sydenham.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2KM</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Spark</td>
<td>C. Stainton, 44, Kimberley Street, Hull.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call Letters</td>
<td>Power in Watts</td>
<td>System of Transmission</td>
<td>Name and Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 KO</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>C. S. Baynton, 48, Russell Road, Moseley, Birmingham.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 KQ</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Wolverhampton (Communication to Taylor Relief Motor Co., Ltd., Cleveland Street, Wolverhampton).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 KR</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>E. Edmonds, 2 Yew Tree Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 KS</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Spark, C.W., T.T. and Telephony</td>
<td>C. Clayton-Breakell, Mill Bank, Church Street, Preston.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 KU</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Spark, Telephony and T.T.</td>
<td>A. J. Selby, 66, Edward Street, Burton-on-Trent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 KV</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>W. J. Crampton, Weybridge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 KY</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>L. Pollard, 209, Cunliffe Road, Blackpool.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 KZ</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Spark, C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>B. Clapp, Meadmoor, Brighton Road, Purley.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 LA</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>H. F. Yardley, 121, Victoria Road, Headingley, Leeds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 LF</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Spark and C.W.</td>
<td>P. Harris, Chilvester Lodge, Calne, Wilts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 LG</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W.</td>
<td>H. Whitfield, The Glen, Primrose Lane, Hall Green, Birmingham.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 LI</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Spark, C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>H. E. Wilkinson, Lonsdale Road, N.W.6.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 LK</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Tonic Train and C.W.</td>
<td>S. Knivetton, Brooklands, Normanton, Yorks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 LL</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Tonic Train and C.W.</td>
<td>S. Knivetton, Brooklands, Normanton, Yorks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 LO</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Marconi House, Strand, W.C. 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 LP</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Spark, C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>A. W. Knight, 26, Stanbury Road, S.E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 LR</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>John Scott Taggart, 6, Beattyville Gardens, Ilford.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 LU</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>W. A. Appleton, Wembley Park.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 LV</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Spark, C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>W. R. H. Tingey, Queen Street, Hammersmith.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 LW</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Spark, C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>W. R. H. Tingey, Queen Street, Hammersmith.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 LY</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Telephony</td>
<td>H. H. Thompson, 59, Redlands Road, Penarth, Glamorgan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 LZ</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Spark, C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>F. A. Mayer, Stilemans, Wickford, Essex.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 MA</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Spark</td>
<td>P. S. Savage, 14/16, Norwich Road, Lowestoft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 MB</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>E. H. Jeynes, 67, St. Paul's Road, Gloucester.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 MD</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Spark, C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>C. Chipperfield, Victoria Road, Oulton Broad, Lowestoft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 MF</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>Marconi Scientific Instrument Co., Ltd., 21/25, St. Anne's Court, Dean Street, W.1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call Letters</td>
<td>Power in Watts</td>
<td>System of Transmission</td>
<td>Name and Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 MG</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>C. E. Millar, Arndene, Bearsden, Near Glasgow.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 MH</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Telegraphy</td>
<td>A. Lawton, Brown Edge Vicarage, Stoke-on-Trent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 MI</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Spark, C.W. and Telegraphy</td>
<td>L. McMichael, Stag Works, Kilburn, N.W.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 MK</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>A. W. Hambling, 23, Winchester Avenue, Brondesbury, N.W.6.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 ML</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Spark, C.W. and Telegraphy</td>
<td>R. C. Clinker, Bilton, Rugby.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 MO</td>
<td></td>
<td>Spark, C.W. and Telegraphy</td>
<td>Burnddept, Ltd. Experimental Station, Chiswick.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 MT</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>Spark, C.W. and Telegraphy</td>
<td>Marconi Scientific Instrument Co., Ltd. (Near Chelmsford. Station for specially authorized transmissions to amateurs.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 MY</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W. and Spark</td>
<td>H. M. Hodgson, Clifton House, Hartford, Cheshire.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 NA</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W. and Telegraphy</td>
<td>H. Frost, Longwood, Barr Common, Walsall.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 NB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>J. W. Barnaby, Sylvan House, Broad Road, Sale, Cheshire.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 NH</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W. and Telegraphy</td>
<td>O. R. C. Sherwood, 41, Queen’s Gate Gardens, S.W.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 NJ</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>P. H. Lyne, Dartford and District Wireless Society.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 NL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lee, S.E.12.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 NM</td>
<td></td>
<td>C.W. and Telegraphy</td>
<td>F. J. Hughes, “Ashdene,” 129, Well Road, Bath.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 NN</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>G. Marcuse, Coombe Dingle, Queen’s Park, Caterham, Surrey.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 NO</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W., T.T. and Telegraphy</td>
<td>Brig.-General Palmer, Epping.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 NZ</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W., T.T. and Telegraphy</td>
<td>Morton, Kingston.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 OF</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Spark, C.W. and Telegraphy</td>
<td>H. S. Treadwell, Middleton Cheney, Banbury. 'Phone: 3 Y Banbury.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 OI</td>
<td></td>
<td>C.W., Telegraphy and T.T.</td>
<td>J. Knowles Hassall, Mount Pleasant Works, Wooden Box, Near Burton-on-Trent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 OM</td>
<td></td>
<td>C.W. and Telegraphy</td>
<td>J. N. C. Bradshaw, Bilsboro', Near Preston.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 ON</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Spark, C.W. and Telegraphy</td>
<td>J. N. C. Bradshaw, Bilsboro', Near Preston.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>J. C. Trent, Secondary School, Lowestoft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Colin Bain, Newcastle-on-Tyne.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>H. S. Walker, Park Lodge, Brentford, Middlesex.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Major H. C. Parker, 56, Stern Hall Street, Walthamstow, E.17.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call Letters</td>
<td>Power in Watts</td>
<td>System of Transmission</td>
<td>Name and Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 OY</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W. and Telegraphy</td>
<td>Capt. E. J. Hobbs, 4th Tank Battn., Wareham.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 PA</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Spark, C.W. and Telegraphy</td>
<td>C. Z. Auckland &amp; Son, 395, St. John Street, E.C.I.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 PF</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Spark</td>
<td>F. Foulger, S.E.14.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 PI</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Spark, C.W. and Telegraphy</td>
<td>Loughborough College, Leicestershire.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 PJ</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Spark, C.W. and Telegraphy</td>
<td>Loughborough College, Leicestershire.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 PR</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W. and Telegraphy</td>
<td>A. E. Whitehead, &quot;Hollingwood,&quot; King’s Ride, Camberley, Surrey.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 PS</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W. and Telegraphy</td>
<td>J. H. Gill, 18, Fourth Avenue, Sherwood Rise, Nottingham.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 PX</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W. and Telegraphy</td>
<td>H. H. Lassman, 4, Avenue Parade, Barking Road, East Ham.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 QH</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W., T.T. and Telegraphy</td>
<td>A. Hewins, 42, St. Augustine Avenue, Grimsby.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 QI</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Balham.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 QK</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W. and Telegraphy</td>
<td>J. Bever, 85, Emm Lane, Bradford.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 QL</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>C.W. and Telegraphy</td>
<td>R. J. Hibberd, Grayswood School, Haslemere, Surrey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 QN</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>A. Hobday, Flint House, Northdown Road, Margate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 QO</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Telephony</td>
<td>P. Pritchard, Blenheim House, Broad Street, Hereford.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2QP</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>C.W., Telegraphy and Spark</td>
<td>L. C. Grant, 3 Langhorn Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 QQ</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Burnham &amp; Co., Experimental Station, Wembley.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 QC</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Blackheath.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 RB</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Spark, C.W. and Telegraphy</td>
<td>H. B. Grylls, Trenay Fawton, Carew Road, Eastbourne.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 RD</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W. and Telegraphy</td>
<td>G. W. Fairall, 27, Newbridge Street, Wolverhampton.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 RH</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Spark</td>
<td>H. A. Pound, 101, High Street, Broadstairs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 RK</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Spark</td>
<td>A. E. Blackall, 7, Maple Road, Surbiton.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 RP</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W. and Telegraphy</td>
<td>F. W. Emerson, 178, Heaton Moor Road, Heaton Moor, Near Stockport.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 RY</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>S. Hanley, Forbury, Kintbury, Berks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 SD</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>J. Mayall, Burfield, St. Paul’s Road, Gloucester. Portable Set.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 SF</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>C.W., T.T. and Telegraphy</td>
<td>C. Midworth, 4c, Vicarage Mansions, West Green, N.15.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 SH</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>C.W., T.T. and Telegraphy</td>
<td>F. L. Hogg, 37, Bishop’s Road, N.6.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call Letters</td>
<td>Power in Watts</td>
<td>System of Transmission</td>
<td>Name and Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 SK</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>K. G. Styles, 52, Jerningham Road, S.E.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 SL</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>A. G. Styles, &quot;Kitsecot,&quot; Maidstone, Kent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 SP</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>L. Mansfield &quot;Cregneish&quot; Ley Hey Park, Marple, Ches.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 SZ</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Spark, C.W. and Telephone</td>
<td>W. H. Brown, Mill Hill School, N.W.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 SX</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>F. B. Baggs, 24, Westhorpe Street, S.W.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 TG</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>Sheffield University, Dept. of Applied Science, St. George's Square, Sheffield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 TH</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W.</td>
<td>Sheffield University. Portable Set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 TN</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>C. E. Stuart, Lyndon Lodge, Polesworth, Tamworth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 TO</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>F. Townsend, 46, Grove Lane, Ipswich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 UG</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>W. Humphreys Burton, 103, Portland Road, Nottingham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 UJ</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>C.W., Telephony and T.T.</td>
<td>L. R. Richards, Mona, 25, Cholmeley Park, Highgate, N.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 UM</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Spark, C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>H. Lloyd, 3, Ventnor Place, Sheffield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 UY</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>W. Penn, Holly Cottage, Polesworth, Tamworth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 VP</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>P. G. A. H. Voigt, Bowdon Mount, 121, Honor Oak Park, S.E.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 VW</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>E. H. Robinson, 125c, Adelaide Road, N.W.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 WB</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Spark, T.T., C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>George W. Jones, 8, Rosebery Street, Wolverhampton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 XZ</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>C.W. and Telephony</td>
<td>Lewis T. Dixon &quot;Strathspray,&quot; 4, Heythorp Street, Southfields, S.W. 18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Holders of Experimental Transmitting Licences are requested to notify the Editor of changes in the particulars given above for amendment in subsequent lists. Licensees may find it convenient to include their telephone numbers.**

**With a view to making the List of Regular Transmissions of greater value, special consideration is being given to its revision. The list which is consequently delayed, will appear in an early issue in August.**
Time Signals and Weather Reports

BY W. G. W. MITCHELL, B.Sc., F.R.A.S., F.R.Met.S.

1. In this and future articles, it is proposed to deal briefly and in a simple manner with time signals, weather reports and other transmissions of special scientific interest, so that the amateur on picking up these signals may be able to decode them and turn them to some practical use. The following transmissions by W/T will therefore come within the scope of these notes:

(a) Time signals—automatic and semi-automatic.
(b) Rhythmic time signals.
(c) Meteorological messages and forecasts.
(d) Seismological radio-telegrams.
(e) U.R.S.I. signals.
(f) Calibration waves and standard wavelengths.

Details will be given of the various codes in use for these messages, of methods and apparatus employed and times of transmission, together with a brief explanation of how meteorological forecasts are prepared.

Fig. 1. Portion of Wheatstone Tape used for transmitting 1000 G.M.T. meteor message on June 10th from G.F.A. Air Ministry 1680 Av.

2. In the first instance, it may be pointed out that these scientific signals are of special interest to the beginner who is not likely to be expert with the Morse code, for the following reasons:

(1) Such messages are intended for general scientific use and are therefore transmitted at a relatively slow speed, and so far as meteor messages are concerned consist chiefly of groups of figures in code. A figure code is used with the object of dealing quickly and accurately with a large number of observations of different kinds. The messages may be decoded after they are taken down, and with some practice this can be done quite expeditiously.

(2) Forecasts are perhaps of wider interest than coded meteor and are usually sent out in plain language. The Belgian Meteorological Office transmits daily at noon (G.M.T.) from Uccle, callsign RS, a forecast for Belgium and Western Europe in French. The report is issued specially for amateurs, and is therefore transmitted very slowly and repeated. A wavelength of 1,500 metres is used and the message usually lasts about 20 minutes. The Air Ministry also broadcasts daily at 0915 (9.15 a.m. G.M.T.) and 2200 (8 p.m. G.M.T.) on 1,400 metres C.W., a general forecast in plain language based upon observations made at 7th and 18th, respectively. These messages are sent out from the Air Ministry (G.F.A.) through a Wheatstone tape machine and the rate of sending is about eight words per minute. (See Fig. 1.)

(3) The simplest form of crystal detector will enable the amateur to receive Eiffel Tower time signals and thus put him in possession of Greenwich time to within an error of ½ second. Regarding meteorological information, he will be in receipt of reports usually about 1½ hours after the time observations are made. In this connection the newspaper forecast received at the breakfast table is based on observations made at 6 p.m. the previous evening, and is therefore at least 14 hours "out-of-date," so that for this reason alone it is not to be wondered at that newspaper forecasts do not
Fig. 1. Stations supplying Time and Weather Reports. (1) Stations issuing Meteorological Reports marked ——. (2) Stations issuing Time Signals marked T. Principal Steamship Routes marked ——— and long-distance Aeroplane Flights marked ——.
always entirely agree with the actual prevailing conditions of weather.

3. In the case of some reports too long an interval of time elapses between the times of observations and that of transmission by W/T. This is especially the case with the European weather report issued daily from Paris FL at 11.30 a.m., 4½ hours after the time to which observations relate. The International Convention for Aerial Navigation envisaged a scheme in which all National reports were collected and a selection from these reports issued in collective form from a Central National Office within 1½ hours of the time of observation. Although we are far from this ideal at present, progress has been made as is evidenced in the "up-to-date" information contained in the hourly route meteor reports issued on the principal aviation routes. In this country the Air Ministry and the Meteorological Service are housed under the same roof at Kingsway, so that we may expect close co-operation between the two services. The importance of early meteorological information regarding the amount of cloud, wind force and visibility at different levels to airmen is fully realised.

The chief airway companies operating on the Cross-Channel and London-Amsterdam routes require their pilots to sign an undertaking that they are conversant with meteorological conditions along the route before commencing a journey, and it is within the discretion of a pilot to cancel a flight if he thinks the conditions unsuitable.

4. The accompanying map of the world (Fig. 2) indicates the distribution of stations supplying time and weather information and the extent of the present services. The growing importance of the subject to the seaman, the airmen and the general public has found practical expression in the formation of an international body known as The International Commission of Weather Telegraphy charged with the responsibility of devising an International Code. Before the war the recognised, and practically the only method of exchange of weather information, was by ordinary telegram and cable, for in most cases the distances involved are too long to make the telephone practicable. A certain number of reports were received from ships by W/T, although these were by no means regularly received. The Eiffel Tower station had made some headway by issuing a daily weather report from a limited number of reporting stations in Western Europe. At the present time there are many departures from the International Code in the various countries. These are unhappily too frequent, and very often lead to confusion, as for example when wind velocity is given in miles per hour instead of the code agreement of kilometres per second. Another difficulty arises from the fact that in many countries the meteorological services depend upon a single wireless station and consequently the reception of reports from other stations issued at the same hour is impossible.

The two directions in which progress is desired are (a) the "speeding-up" of the issue of reports by W/T, and (b) a carefully conceived time-table of transmission times so that the greatest

Paris FL (lat. 48° 52' N., long. 2° 18' E).

COMPLETE LIST OF REGULAR DAILY TRANSMISSIONS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time G.M.T.</th>
<th>Nature of Transmission</th>
<th>Wavelength</th>
<th>Power in Aerial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0220</td>
<td>Meteor-observations at 1 hr. followed by detailed forecast for France valid until evening of same day.</td>
<td>2,600 m. Spark</td>
<td>60 kW.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0820</td>
<td>Meteor-observations at 7 hr.</td>
<td>2,600 m. Spark</td>
<td>60 kW.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0923-0930</td>
<td>Time signals (automatic)</td>
<td>2,600 m. Spark</td>
<td>60 kW.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000-1003</td>
<td>Rhythmic signals, 300 beats-</td>
<td>2,600 m. Spark</td>
<td>60 kW.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1033-1038</td>
<td>U.R.S.I. signals</td>
<td>2,600 m. Spark</td>
<td>60 kW.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1038-1043</td>
<td>Groups for correcting rhythmic signals</td>
<td>2,600 m. Spark</td>
<td>60 kW.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1044-1049</td>
<td>Time-signal (semi-automatic)</td>
<td>2,600 m. Spark</td>
<td>60 kW.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1130</td>
<td>European meteor ob. at 7 hr. followed by detailed forecast for France and Western Europe until the following morning</td>
<td>2,600 m. Spark</td>
<td>60 kW.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1130</td>
<td>(At end of meteor) Seismological telegram</td>
<td>2,600 m. Spark</td>
<td>60 kW.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>Press</td>
<td>3,200 m. Spark</td>
<td>60 kW.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1420</td>
<td>Meteor. Ob. at 13 hr.</td>
<td>2,600 m. Spark</td>
<td>60 kW.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1700</td>
<td>Telephony</td>
<td>2,600 m. Spark</td>
<td>1 kW. (approx.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1710</td>
<td>Agricultural meteor in plain language (as from February 6th, 1922)</td>
<td>2,600 m. Spark</td>
<td>1 kW. (approx.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1800</td>
<td>Calibration waves, 1st and 15th of month only</td>
<td>5,000 m.</td>
<td>60 kW. (approx.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1810</td>
<td>Calibration waves, 1st and 15th of month only</td>
<td>7,000 m.</td>
<td>60 kW. (approx.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1840</td>
<td>Meteor. Ob. at 18 hr.</td>
<td>2,600 m. Spark</td>
<td>60 kW.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920</td>
<td>(At end of meteor) Seismological telegram</td>
<td>2,600 m. Spark</td>
<td>60 kW.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2200</td>
<td>Rhythmic signals, 300 beats-</td>
<td>2,600 m. Spark</td>
<td>60 kW.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2236-2243</td>
<td>Groups for correcting rhythmic signals</td>
<td>2,600 m. Spark</td>
<td>60 kW.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2244-2249</td>
<td>Time signals (semi-automatic)</td>
<td>2,600 m. Spark</td>
<td>60 kW.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
possible use may be made of reports issued and that they may be available for the greatest number of countries desiring to have them.

The Table on the previous page gives a complete list of the regular transmissions made every day by the Eiffel Tower FL from which it will be seen that the greater part of the daily programme is taken up with these scientific time and weather signals.

A diagram (Fig 3) is also given showing the method of transmission of time signals from the same station, while a future article will explain the apparatus used in this connection.

---

Notes

Second Reading of Wireless Bill.
Mr. Kellaway moved the second reading of the Wireless Telegraphy and Signalling Bill in the House of Commons on June 16th. The Bill, he said, did not propose in any way to withdraw from the public the advantages of wireless communication. On the contrary its effect would be, by ensuring the proper use of wireless, to assist its development. Mr. Kellaway said the conditions under which the broadcasting of wireless telephony would be worked had not yet been decided. He did not think it desirable that the work should be carried on by the Government. The Bill was read a second time.

American Broadcasting Stations No. 300.
Twenty-six new broadcasting stations were licensed during one week in May in 18 different States. This brings the total stations broadcasting news and entertainment to 300. Five of the new stations are located in California, which leads the list with a total of 59 stations. Ohio is second with 23, Pennsylvania has 20, and New York 18. Texas is no longer the only state with one station, as Maryland, Utah, North and South Dakota each have one only.

To-day, every state except New Hampshire, South Carolina, Delaware, Mississippi, Kentucky, Wyoming and Idaho has one or more broadcasting stations.

The prospective Bill to give the Secretary of Commerce more control over radio transmission stations has not yet been introduced in Congress. Little opposition is expected. Support is guaranteed by nearly 16,000 amateurs.

Ice Patrol Broadcasting.
On the closing of the St. John's Station reports hitherto transmitted respecting dangers to navigation in the vicinity of the Great Banks of Newfoundland, are to be broadcasted by the United States Coastguard cutters on ice patrol.

Senatore W. Marconi Receives Medal.
At a joint meeting of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers and the Institute of Radio Engineers, held on June 20th at the Engineering Societies Building, New York, Senatorate Marconi delivered an address on "Radio Telegraphy." He was afterwards presented with The Institute Medal of Honour for 1920.

Charity Demonstration.
A wireless demonstration was given by Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co. on Friday, June 16th, for the benefit of the annual fête and sale in aid of the Actor's Church Union Hostels Fund for Children of Touring Actors, at Caxton Hall, Westminster, the arrangements for which were carried out by Miss Kitty Loftus, in co-operation with the Marconi Company.

There was a demonstration of general wireless reception during the afternoon, and at 8 p.m. a message from the Archbishop of Canterbury, spoken from Marconi House, was received on a loud speaker in the main hall. The message, which contained a warm expression of goodwill and desire for the
success of the fête, had been sent by the Archbishop of Canterbury to the Bishop of Willesden for transmission by wireless.

Some gramophone music was also given and the demonstration proved of great interest to a large gathering of people.

Transmission of Memorial Ceremony.

At Marconi House at noon, on June 21st, when the Roll of Honour was unveiled in memory of the 348 men whose names are on it, the ceremony was broadcast. The Last Post and Reveille sounded on bugles, and an address by Mr. Godfrey Isaccs was heard by operators in ships all round the coast of the United Kingdom.

Report on Radio Telephony Conference.

At a conference called by the Secretary of the Department of Commerce at Washington, questions concerning the regulation of radio communication were considered. The conference was held from February 27th to March 2nd, and April 17th to 19th. The conference recommended that the Secretary of Commerce should have authority to control the establishment of all radio transmitting stations except amateur, experimental and Government stations; also the operation of non-governmental radio transmitting stations.

It was recommended that the Secretary of Commerce assign to each radio telephone broadcasting station a permissible power based on the normal range of the station, such normal ranges for the different classes of service to have stipulated average values. Government broadcasting stations were recommended 600 (land) miles; public stations 250 miles, and private and toll stations 50 miles.

An interesting clause in the recommendation was that for the purpose of self-policing among the amateurs, amateur deputy radio inspectors be created, elected from their number in each locality. The duty of the deputy inspector would be to endeavour to the best of his ability to accomplish, under the direction of the district radio inspector observance of the Radio Communication Laws.

Book Review

HOW TO MAKE GOOD WIRELESS APPARATUS. A Useful American Publication.

Many experimenters who have evolved useful circuits are anxious to embody them in neat, easily handled and robust equipment. They are aware that their apparatus in its experimental form is sensitive and electrically efficient, but owing to the lack of suitable textbooks on instrument design (as distinguished from circuit design) they are frequently unable to produce finished apparatus of the style associated with commercial equipment. With this in mind, Mr. M. B. Sleeper (late editor of the Radio section of "Everyday Engineering," and best known to British amateurs as the originator of the first transatlantic amateur tests), has written a useful textbook entitled "How to Make Commercial Type Radio Apparatus," in which he deals in detail with a number of American commercial designs, giving much data and photographs of interior construction which are not otherwise available.

The book is not intended for the raw tyro. For this reason all theoretical matter is excluded, and the reader is presumed to understand the principles upon which the apparatus works. The work is divided into four parts, devoted respectively to Receiving Equipment, Transmitting Equipment, Airplane Radio Equipment and Special Notes on Miscellaneous Equipment. In the first portion, which is of particular interest to the experimenters on this side of the Atlantic, some suggestive particulars are given on several types of receiver. The first chapter deals with a combined crystal and valve receiver intended to operate on waves from 250 to 8,000 metres, designed by the Bureau of Steam Engineering of the U.S. Navy Department, and known as the "Destroyer Type." The circuits are of the usual loose-coupled form, with a six-step aerial inductance and series condenser for the primary, and a secondary coupling coil, six-step inductance and shunt tuning condenser in the secondary circuit. One-half of the condenser dials are divided into 180 degrees scales, and the other halves are used for wavelength calibrations. An interesting feature is that as the inductance switches are taken from one stud to another, pointers on the calibration scales of the condensers move to corresponding arcs on the dials. The two separate arcs on each condenser dial can thus be ready without risk of confusion. Varnier adjustment of the condensers is brought about by turning small wheels which bear upon the dial edges.

Dead-end effects on the six-stud inductances are obviated by using four contact fingers which short circuit the unused parts of the coils. The filament resistances are made up of resistance wire wound zig-zag fashion between brass pins set into the peripheries of two bakelite discs. A switch arm runs over the set of pins nearest the panel, thus giving the necessary variation. The reaction coil (or "tickler" as it is called over the water) is made in such an unusual way, being partly a fixed coil wound on the same former as the secondary in-

The outstanding feature of French and English instruments is the amount of hand work on them—beautifully made. The trouble is, however, that there is so often the same delicacy of design. American equipment, on the other hand, gains in many cases because due allowances are made for quantity production and the ruggedness required, particularly for the Army and Navy. Although foreign apparatus often calls for commendation of workmanship, it seldom equaled our own recent developments under the severe test of war conditions. In the illustrations... the standard French tube, also used by the English, can be seen.... This tube requires only 40 volts, though transmitting tubes of this type of construction operate at as high as 750 volts. Either sort do not come up to the VT1 or VT2 of the Signal Corps. We rather fancy Mr. Paul Godley held views like this until he came here last winter. We hope it will not be long before Mr. Sleeper awakes.

In Chapter three the Grebe Long-Wave Receiver is described with the same thoroughness which characterizes the other chapters.

Other chapters in the receiver section deal with a uni-control receiver in which continuous searching is automatically carried out by the slow rotation of the tuning handle by an electric motor, an audion control box, and a two-step amplifier (L.F.). The transmitting section contains a detailed description of a recently designed Duplex Radiotelephone set made by the Western Electric Company for the Navy, and other interesting apparatus, including some notes regarding the English Marconi apparatus. The aeroplane section is equally instructive. In the miscellaneous equipment section one of the most interesting portions is the description of the Eaton Oscillator, a device which can be connected to an ordinary loose coupler, tuning condenser and valve so that it can be used for C.W. reception for any wavelength between 200 metres and 25,000 without any additional adjustments. In the same section is also included a description of the Bureau of Standards Long-Wave Wavemeter for waves from 1,500 to 22,000 metres.

Unfortunately, the book lacks an index, which, in view of the many practical and important matters discussed in it, is a drawback to the experimenter. The photographic illustrations are also badly reproduced. However, these are minor criticisms in an otherwise very valuable and well-written book, which constructor (and many a professional as well) should add to his bookshelf.

P. W. H.

Correspondence

To the Editor of THE WIRELESS WORLD AND RADIO REVIEW.

Sir,—I have read with interest the recent correspondence on jamming with valve receivers. I am afraid it is hopeless to ask all amateurs to use separate heterodyne or to make their sets as little nuisance as possible. People are not made that way; as long as they can be found out they will still carry on.

But are even experienced amateurs free from blame? A recent letter in THE WIRELESS WORLD reads:

"Immediately one got the set off the oscillation point and was receiving the concert nicely, in would come a terrific howl... and set the whole apparatus oscillating strongly again." Was there ever a clearer case of "giving the show away?"

Citheroe, Lancs.

J. W. W. Whiteside (2 JO).

Calendar of Current Events

Saturday, July 1st.

CROYDON WIRELESS AND PHYSICAL SOCIETY.

Ordinary Meeting.

Sunday, July 2nd.

Transmission of Telephony from 3 to 5 p.m. on 1,070 metres by PCCG, The Hague, Holland.

Monday, July 3rd.

NEWCASTLE AND DISTRICT AMATEUR WIRELESS ASSOCIATION.

7.30 p.m.—Annual General Meeting and election of President and officers.

Tuesday, July 4th.

Transmission of Telephony at 8 p.m. on 400 metres by 2 MT Writtle, near Chelmsford.

Wednesday, July 5th.

FOLKESTONE AND DISTRICT WIRELESS SOCIETY.

7.30 p.m.—At Cave's Café, Sandgate Road. Weekly Meeting.

ILKLEY AND DISTRICT WIRELESS SOCIETY.

7.30 p.m.—At the "Regent Café," Cowpasture Road, Ilkley. Committee Meeting.

8 p.m.—Lecture and demonstration on "Short Wave Telephony Reception."

Sunday, July 9th.

Transmission of Telephony at 3 to 5 p.m. on 1,070 metres by PCCG, The Hague, Holland.

Monday, July 10th.

WIRELESS SOCIETY OF HULL AND DISTRICT.

7.30 p.m.—Annual Meeting for election of officers.

Tuesday, July 11th.

Transmission of Telephony at 8 p.m. on 400 metres by 2 MT Writtle, near Chelmsford.

Friday, July 14th.

LEEDS AND DISTRICT AMATEUR WIRELESS SOCIETY.

8 p.m.—Lecture on "Maritime Radio Communication," by Mr. D. E. Pettigrew.
Wireless Club Reports

NOTE.—Under this heading the Editor will be pleased to give publication to reports of the meetings of Wireless Clubs and Societies. Such reports should be submitted without covering letter in the exact form in which they are to appear and as concise as possible, the Editor reserving the right to edit and curtail the reports if necessary. The Editor will be pleased to consider for publication papers read before Societies. An Asterisk denotes affiliation with the Wireless Society of London.

WIRELESS SOCIETY OF LONDON.
The Forty-ninth Ordinary General Meeting was held on Wednesday, June 14th, at the Institution of Electrical Engineers, at 6 p.m.

After the minutes of the previous meeting had been approved and signed, the President called upon Sir Oliver Lodge to give his address.* Ballot papers, which had been circulated, were collected at the end of the meeting. The President announced that the new members had been duly elected, and that that meeting closed the session.

The West London Wireless and Experimental Association.*
Club Rooms, Belmont Road Schools, Chiswick, W.4. Hon. Secretary, Mr. Horace W. Cotton, 19, Bushey Road, Harlington, Middlesex.

Meeting held Thursday, June 8th.—
A very interesting gathering assembled to listen to a very instructive lecture by Mr. J. F. Turner, of the M.O. Valve Co., entitled the "Theory of the Thermionic Valve." The lecturer dealt with his subject in an elementary form, and remarked that to understand the inner mysteries of the valve one had to, according to present-day theory, bring in the electron.

The electron was briefly explained and its properties were outlined and with the aid of diagrams, projected by a lantern, a good deal of the "inner mysteries" were made more comprehensible. In turn the lecturer dealt with the composition of the filament, the grid, and the anode, also the bulb, and the pumping of the bulb. Questions were invited and the lecturer replied very fully. A very hearty vote of thanks was accorded Mr. Turner on completion of his lecture and all present were invited to inspect the large number of specimens of different types of valves which were exhibited.

The Secretary desires to point out that all members will receive a copy of the Additional and Amended Rules in due course, and, further, any gentlemen who feel interested in radio telegraphy and are going in for "broadcasting" sets, should endeavour to join a society in that neighbourhood which will give them most valuable help in their launching out into the mysteries of the ether. All applications for membership and terms of subscriptions, together with objects of this Association, will be immediately replied to by the Secretary.

Folkestone and District Wireless Society.*
Hon. Secretary, Mr. H. Alec S. Gothard, Associate I.R.E., 8, Longford Terrace, Folkestone.

Arrangements are being made to hold weekly meetings, in a private room at Cave’s Café, Sandgate Road, throughout the summer months.

The first meeting will be held at 7.30 p.m., on Wednesday, July 5th. Old members are particularly requested to be present. Those seriously interested in the science of radio telegraphy and telephony are cordially invited.

Full particulars of the Society may be obtained on application to the Hon. Secretary.

Newcastle and District Amateur Wireless Association.*
The Annual General Meeting for election of President and Officers will take place on Monday, July 3rd, at 7.30 p.m.

Country and intending new members should make an endeavour to be present.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. Colin Bain, 51, Grainger Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Bradford Wireless Society.*
Hon. Secretary, Mr. J. Bever, 86, Emm Lane Heaton, Bradford.

Organising Secretary, Mr. N. Whiteley, 8, Warrels Terrace, Bramley, Leeds.

A meeting was held in the club-room at 7.45 p.m., on Friday, June 16th, with Mr. W. C. Ramshaw in the chair. The minutes of the previous meeting were read and passed, following which a few new members were elected.

The Chairman then called upon Mr. J. Bever to give his lecture on "General Wireless Matters." This consisted in the main of a description of his own four-valve set, and was extremely interesting. During the course of his remarks Mr. Bever made several reference to the increasing number of people using valve sets, who, not having the necessary knowledge to operate them cause interference by allowing their apparatus to oscillate unnecessarily. Mr. Bever’s set was on view, and is a very well made piece of apparatus, fitting, as it does, in a moderate sized attaché case. The set was connected to the Society’s aerial and excellent signals were obtained on short wave, including telephony from a local station. These signals were easily readable with the telephones lying on the table, at the other end of the meeting room.

At the conclusion a hearty vote of thanks was passed.

The meeting on June 30th concluded the session but the Committee have decided to continue the fortnightly meetings throughout the recess, when short elementary lectures and discussions will be given for the benefit of new members. Morse practice will also be held.

The Chairman made an announcement urging all new members desirous of purchasing apparatus to consult members of the Committee before deciding

* The address by Sir Oliver J. Lodge appears on p. 407 of this issue.
on what to buy, in view of the fact that there is a considerable amount of junk gear being placed on the market at the present time.

Stoke-on-Trent Wireless and Experimental Society.*

On Thursday, June 15th, J. Gaskell, Esq. (Assistant Hon. Secretary), gave a lecture and demonstration on X-rays. Questions were asked and answered regarding the relation of X-ray waves to wireless waves, and remarks were made concerning the similarity between the X-ray tube and the thermionic tube used in wireless communication. A vote of thanks was heartily accorded to the lecturer, the Chairman expressing a wish that in the coming session they would have the pleasure of hearing Mr. Gaskell again.

A corresponding members section has been opened for members unable to attend the ordinary meetings, and a technical committee has been formed to deal with questions put forward by them.

Those interested should communicate with the Hon. Secretary, Mr. E. F. Jones, 360, Cobridge Road, Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent.

Wireless Society of Highgate.*

Hon. Secretary, Mr. D. H. Eade, "Gatra," 13a, Sedgemere Avenue, East Finchley, N.2.

The second of the series of elementary lectures on wireless was given at the Highgate Literary and Scientific Institution on Friday evening, June 16th, by Mr. J. Stanley, B.Sc., A.C.G.I., to an audience which again comprised a large number of visitors, including several ladies.

Mr. Stanley began by giving the theory of the ether, showing that it possesses the properties essential for wave motion—elasticity and inertia—and then took his hearers carefully over the important subject of wave-motion generally, showing exactly what is meant by wavelength and frequency. He illustrated his remarks by analogies derived from the action of water waves, and led up to the fundamental equation for all wave motion, i.e., velocity = frequency × wavelength. He then took up the question of oscillating current, showing how these could be produced by the discharge of a condenser through a circuit containing inductance, and how trains of oscillatory discharges could be produced by the inclusion of a spark gap in such a circuit.

The lecturer followed on by showing what was meant by the "impedance" of a circuit, and gave the formula for this quantity, and went on to point out how it followed from this that the wavelength of a circuit was dependent upon the inductance and capacity in that circuit.

Finally, he showed how by application of oscillating currents to open radiating circuits such as ordinary wireless aerials, electro-magnetic waves were set up in the ether and sent out into space, and showed how the different forms of aerials affected the shape of the waves produced and the directional properties of the waves.

Mr. Stanley's remarks were illustrated throughout by excellent diagrams thrown on the screen, and this added considerably to the interest and clearness of the lecture.

At the conclusion a very hearty vote of thanks was given to Mr. Stanley, and the meeting was adjourned. Seven new members were elected, and five further applications for membership were received.

The Hon. Secretary would be pleased to hear from anyone interested, and to give further particulars of the Society. The Society has arrangements to receive the Marconi concert at the Highgate Literary and Scientific Institution on Tuesdays, at 8 p.m., during June and July, and anyone interested will be welcome on these occasions.

The Wireless Society of Hull and District.*

On June 12th, before a large attendance of members, Mr. W. J. Featherstone, who was one of the pioneers in wireless in Hull, read a most interesting paper on miscellaneous topics dealing with wireless. For the benefit of the new members he gave an account of the various detectors (past and present) such as the coherer, magnetic, crystal and valve. He also exhibited a relay and explained by the aid of diagrams the various uses to which it could be put. The lecturer related many incidents which had happened since he first took up wireless work, and altogether a very interesting evening was spent.

Mr. G. H. Strong, President, was in the Chair, and in the course of a few remarks, in which he welcomed the new members, he sounded a note of warning and told them that they must not expect too much from the crystal detector as regards receiving telephony. He mentioned that in view of the many cheap crystal sets which are being placed on the market just now, he proposed a vote of thanks to the lecturer and this was ably seconded by Mr. C. Dyson (another pioneer of wireless in Hull). Fourteen new members were elected. A number of books on wireless subjects have been given by different members, and the whole question of the formation of a library has been relegated to a small sub-committee, to draw up suitable rules, etc. Members who are willing to give books for this purpose should communicate with the Hon. Secretary. Members should note that "The Wireless Year Book for 1922" can be consulted at the Central Free Library (Reference Dept.).

The annual meeting for the election of officers, and other business, will be held on Monday, July 10, at 7.30 p.m. The remainder of the evening will be occupied by questions and answers, which should prove very helpful to the new members. It is hoped that there will be a large attendance on this occasion.

Meetings of the Society are held at the Sigma Corps Headquartes in Park Street, on the second Monday in each month.

Intending members should apply to the Hon. Secretary, Mr. H. Nightingale, 18, Portobello Street, Hull, who will supply full particulars.

North Middlesex Wireless Club.*

The 93rd meeting of the Club was held on Wednesday, June 14th, at Shaftesbury Hall, Bowes Park, N. The Chair was taken by the President, Mr. A. G. Arthur, and after the minutes had been read, the Secretary, Mr. E. M. Savage, announced that it had been arranged to hold elementary classes for beginners, commencing at 7.30 on ordinary meeting nights, for one hour. Will all those interested please make a note of this for next meeting on June 28th.

The Chairman then called on Mr. L. C. Holton to read his paper on "The Townsend Wavemeter and How to Use It."
Mr. Holton commenced by explaining how waves were produced in water, and compared these with those produced in the ether in wireless work. He made clear to beginners that wavelength is independent of range of transmission. He also explained the meaning of the terms frequency and amplitude. The wavemeter was used in a number of ways, but one of its chief uses was to measure the incoming waves at a receiving station. The lecturer gave a demonstration of this, and explained how to use the charts supplied with the meter.

This wavemeter is the property of the Club, and has been calibrated by the National Physical Laboratory at considerable cost, so that its accuracy is to be depended upon. It is available for the use of members under the Club's Loan Scheme.

A vote of thanks was moved from the Chair at the close of Mr. Holton's lecture.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. E. M. Savage, "Nithsdale," Eversley Park Road, Winchmore Hill, N.21.

The Wallasey Wireless and Experimental Society.*

Hon. Secretary, Mr. C. D. M. Hamilton, 24, Vaughan Road, Wallasey.

The twenty-first meeting of the present session was held on Thursday, June 14th. Mr. S. J. Martin in the Chair.

The lecturer for the evening having met with an accident, Mr. Martin offered to fill the gap caused by his absence and gave a most interesting lecture on "The Construction and Theory of Valve Receivers."

On the termination of the lecture a general discussion was opened, during which question of the reception of the telephony from the proposed Manchester broadcasting station was brought forward. The Society stated their opinion that the music should be received quite well in Liverpool on a crystal set, provided that the power of 11 kW. is used, the Society are also of the opinion that two or three valves will receive the telephony from most of the broadcasting stations in the kingdom.

The above may be of use to the many amateurs in the district who wish to construct a set. The Society would like to ask the users of valve sets in the district to avoid, as far as possible, excessive radiation during the reception of the Beech Ship telephony, and the concerts on Sunday morning.

On Sunday last 15 radiation waves were detected by one of the members. The Society would like to advise offenders in this respect that a direction finding set is under construction; it is intended to find, as far as possible, the culprits, and to take the necessary steps to prevent the disturbances.

Sheffield and District Wireless Society.*

On and after June 23rd the address of the Hon. Secretary of the above Society will be 18, Linden Avenue, Woodseats, Sheffield.

The Wireless and Experimental Association.*

A very busy evening was spent on Wednesday, June 7th, deciding what arrangements were best for our forthcoming public demonstration. Many members volunteered to bring along apparatus for show and demonstration, and some well-known transmitting stations are providing a special programme. It is hoped that the President, Mr. Wm. Le Queux, will be present on that occasion, and a very varied and interesting programme has been prepared so as to give the public a true idea of the possibilities of wireless broadcasting.

Although the membership list is steadily increasing, there are a few rows of seats available for any who care to take up the study of wireless.

Final arrangements for the public demonstration on June 22nd were made. Marconi's had promised to supply a short programme, and the members looked forward to a very successful broadcast of the advantages of wireless, either as a hobby or study. The Chairman gave a very lucid description of how to determine the sensitiveness of receiver required for the reception of signals from predetermined stations, taking into account local conditions and power of transmitter. One of the members coming down from the meeting of the Wireless Society of London was able to pass on some of the information so ably put forward by Sir Oliver Lodge.

Those requiring information should communicate with the Assistant Secretary Mr. W. J. Joughin, 21, Troughton Road, Charlton, S.E.7.

Leicestershire Radio Society.

Standing: Mr. L. Pratt, Mr. D. Morton. Sitting: Mr. J. Rudkin (Treasurer), Mr. C. T. Atkinson (President), Mr. J. R. Crawley (Hon. Sec.)

Radio Experimental Association (Nottingham and District).

Hon. Secretary, Mr. F. E. Bailey, 157, Trent Boulevard, West Bridgford, Notts.

A meeting of the above Association was held on May 25th at 7.30 p.m., Room 74, Mechanics Institute. We had the pleasure of listening to an interesting talk on wireless telephony by Mr. Gosling. In view of the interest taken at the present time in the proposed broadcasting schemes, the subject chosen was very appropriate. Mr. Gosling dealt with the evolution of wireless telephony from the first experiments, and explained the various methods employed in this class of transmission. The lecturer also gave hints on the best methods for receiving telephonic communications. The usual discussion on the lecture ensued.

During the summer months meetings will be held monthly, the dates being: June 29th, July 27th, August 31st, September 28th.
Questions and Answers

NOTE.—This section of the magazine is placed at the disposal of all readers who wish to receive advice and information on matters pertaining to both the technical and non-technical sides of wireless work. Readers should comply with the following rules:—(1) Each question should be numbered and written on a separate sheet on one side of the paper, and addressed “Questions and Answers,” Editor, THE WIRELESS WORLD AND RADIO REVIEW, 12 Henrietta Street, London, W.C.2. Queries should be clear and concise. (2) Before sending in their questions readers are advised to search recent numbers to see whether the same queries have not been dealt with before. (3) Each communication sent in to be accompanied by the “Questions and Answers” coupon to be found in the advertisement columns of the issue current at the time of forwarding the questions. (4) The name and address of the querist, which is for reference and not for publication, to appear at the top of every sheet or sheet, and unless typed, this should be in block capitals. Queries will be answered under the initials and town of the correspondent, or, if so desired, under a “nom de plume.” (5) In view of the fact that a large proportion of the circuits and apparatus described in these answers are covered by patents, readers are advised before making use of them, to satisfy themselves that they would not be infringing patents. (6) Where a reply through the post is required every question sent in must be accompanied by a postal order for the amount of 1s., or 3s. 6d. for a maximum of four questions. (7) Four questions is the maximum which may be sent in at one time.

"CONTACT STUD" (Rotherham) asks with regard to the Reinsra tuner (1) For a diagram of circuit adapted for three valves. (2) Could the broadcast signals be heard with this circuit and the loud speaker at a distance of about 80 miles. (3) Is the speed of a receiving aerial still restricted to 100 ft. (4) Will the Reinsra Tuner tune to any wavelength by means of external coils.

(1) We have no information on a modification of this set in this way, but think the scheme outlined in the diagram should be satisfactory. (2) We doubt if sufficient strength for a loud speaker would be obtained at this distance. (3) We believe that the restrictions are still enforced, but the requirements of the P.M.G. are not finally decided as yet. (4) Yes, up to reasonably high values of wavelengths. We should not recommend this circuit for very long wavelengths above, say, 5,000 metres.

"M.F." Manchester) asks (1) Is a circuit sketched correct. (2) Will the two-valve resistance coupled circuit on page 12 of Mr. A.M.L. Douglas' book receive signals from America and the Dutch Concerts. (3) The gauge of an enclosed specimen of wire, and is it any use for construction of wireless apparatus. (4) Can basket coils be put in series with the solenoid inductance to increase the wavelength.

(1) The circuit is correct, but you would get better results with more turns on the inductance and less parallel capacity. (2) It should do so,
provided that the inductances and capacities in the circuits are suitable for tuning in the stations required. (3) No. 30. It might be used for closed circuit and reaction coils, short wave L.F. transformers and similar purposes. (4) Yes.

"G.S.F.B." (Hampstead) asks with reference to Retnarks Tuner described in the issue of May 13th.

(1) If certain modifications would make it suitable for 700 metres without additional coils. (2) What tapping would be necessary. (3) What tapping for reaction coil. (4) How to add a stage of H.F. amplification.

We cannot give exact valves without experimental work which you can equally carry out yourself, but we think your suggestion of a former 3" diameter with 25 turns for the aerial, and 50 for the grid circuit, should be satisfactory. (2) Try tapping the grid coil at 20, 30, 40 and 50. Tap the aerial coil at every two turns. (3) Reaction coil might have 35 turns, tapped at 10 and 20. (4) See diagram, Fig. 2.

Fig. 2.

"O.J.L." (Euston Road) asks how to add a valve to his set of which he encloses a diagram.

It is difficult to advise you with any certainty without a knowledge of the internal connections of your set, but the addition of a L.F. valve, as in the diagram, would probably be satisfactory.

"ANDREAE COLLEGIUM" (Bradfield) asks (1) How to add another valve through a resistance capacity to a circuit sketched, so that he can switch over quickly from one valve to two. (2) Whether English broadcasting stations could be heard on one valve at Rouen.

(1) Use a spherical reaction coil. Preferably couple the switch shown with a switch to break the filament of the second valve (as shown) when not required, and use separate filament resistances for each valve. (2) Very doubtful.

"LUX" (Grenock) asks (1) For a diagram of a two-valve set. (2) If the Broadcasting Stations would be audible at 23 and 70 miles with crystal set and a single valve set respectively. (3) If an aerial 25 ft. high at one end and 35 ft. at the other would give as good results as an aerial parallel to the ground.

(1) See diagram, Fig. 3. More than one H.F. transformer would be necessary for a big range as 100/5,000 metres. (2) Weak but readable signals should be obtained at 23 miles with a crystal set. Similar results might be obtained at 70 miles with a single valve set, but only if critical reaction were used. (3) Yes, if the height of the level aerial were about 30 ft.

Fig. 3.

(South Norwood) asks (1) Why he gets "howling" when the condenser is put in series with the aerial and coil. (2) How to wind an inductance to cover a range of from 180/600 metres when shunted by a condenser of 0.001 mfd. (3) How could the "howling" be prevented. (4) Is it possible to get PCGG on the above set.

(1) and (3) At is impossible to give reasons as you neither describe nor sketch your set. It may perhaps be due to the leads being crowded too closely together. The howl may possibly be just induction from the A.C. supply. (2) Results would be very poor as suggested. Put the condenser in series with the A.T.I. which should be 3" x 4" of No. 24, with say, three taps. Reaction coil 3" x 2" of No. 24. (4) We cannot say without seeing a circuit diagram, which should be possible with a well laid out set.

"A.B.C." (Sheffield) has bought a loud speaker which will not work on his set, of which he encloses a diagram.

You give us very little information about your loud speaker, but the reason for its bad performance is probably that its resistance is unacceptable. For your set the speaker should have a high resistance. The one you possess is probably low. If so, you should use it with a transformer. A standard telephone transformer will be all right if the resistance of the speaker is about 100 ohms.

"VINGAM" (Framlington) asks if a list of instruments he gives will enable him to receive music and speech from Holland. (2) If they are correctly wired in his diagram. (3) Suggestions for alterations.

(1) PCGG should be obtainable in Suffolk on a single valve set of good type skilfully used. (2) and (3) The type of circuit suggested is quite useless. Your circuit might be on the lines of that shown in Fig. 4, page 372, June 17th.
"A.R.O.S." (Paris) asks (1) For diagram of circuit for a reliable four-valve set, with range between 400 and 500 metres. (2) Would this circuit receive weak signals on 440 metres with Eiffel Tower transmitting on damped waves at the same time 8 miles away.

(1) See diagram, Fig. 6. We do not know of an Army pattern double slide tuning coil. (2) Crystal detectors cannot be used with indoor frame aerials. (3) Range depends upon the transmitting station and aerial dimensions. You should receive all the European high power spark stations, also some ship and coast stations and London telephony transmitted with large power.

"C.L." (Malvern) sends a diagram of his set and asks (1) Whether the condenser should be as shown or across the reaction coil. (2) Whether 50 volt H.T. is sufficient for good results. (3) The best way to add one stage of L.F. to the set. (4) The cost of doing this.

(1) Condenser is best as shown in your diagram. (2) Yes. (3) See the amended diagram, Fig. 5. (4) About 35s. to 50s.

"J.W." (Eglington) asks (1) What kind of a set he would require to receive Broadcasting Stations in England. (2) For a diagram for erecting an aerial.

(1) For good results you will probably require a three-valve set, preferably with one stage of H.F. amplification, one detector and one L.F. amplification. (2) Many types of aerial are possible. The main points are (a) to use as great a length as possible up to the 100 ft. allowed. (b) insulate the wire from all supports, and keep it as far as possible from buildings; (c) avoid sharp bends in the wire; (d) erect the wires as high as possible.

"DE RESKE" (Ashfield) asks for circuit comprising 1 H.F., 1 rectifying and 2 L.F. valves with magnetic reaction and transformer coupled and having switches arranged for using either first two valves shown or all four valves.

See circuit Fig. 7.
"RADIO" (Bolton-on-Deane) sends diagram of a circuit given in "The Wireless World" of December 11th, 1920, and asks with regard to it (1) Length and gauge of wire for the aerial. (2) Gauge and number of turns for the inductance. (3) If a condenser of 0-0015 mfd. would be suitable.

"F.C." (Nelson) has constructed a three-valve set as described in the issue of April 18th, on which he can get no telephony. He asks why.

The set shown is of very good type. Failure to get telephony is probably due to there being none within reasonable distance. Also a set of

Fig. 7.

(1) The aerial might be 7'26 or 3/22 cable, or of No. 16 or 18 phosphor bronze wire. The length should be as great as possible up to the maximum of 100 ft. allowed by the P.M.G., and height as great as possible. (2) Wind a former 8" x 6" with a single layer of No. 24 wire, fitting it with a slider or number of tappings. (3) Suitable for a series A.T.C. If used as a shunt condenser, capacity is rather high and the setting should therefore be kept as near maximum as possible.

"W.E.N." (East Finchley) sends diagram of a three valve receiving set and asks (1) Wavelength of a certain circuit. (2) Criticism of enclosed circuit. (3) Wavelength of the whole set. (4) How should the set be altered so as to receive short wave signals. (1) The inductance would be 1,200 mhs. The wavelength will, of course, depend upon how it is used. It could be used for L., but will not give very great increase of wavelength if L is fairly large. Your reaction coil is wrongly connected. Put it in series with anode circuit of the valve. The telephone transformer should be iron core. C.2 equals 0-0005 mfd. (3) This depends entirely upon L, about which you say nothing. (4) By putting the A.T.C. in series with the A.T.L., instead of in parallel with it.

"OPTIMIST" (Orrell Park). With regard to a two-valve circuit described in the issue of May 28th, 1921, he asks (1) The size of former for L.2 to reach PCGG, with tappings for 300, 600 and 1,070 metres. (2) Dimensions for a reaction coil to rotate inside L.2. (3) Values for grid condenser and leak. (4) If PCGG would be heard on this set. (1) Coils should be 4" x 4" of No. 24 with tappings at 1" and 2½". (2) 3" x 3" of No. 24 should be sufficient. (3) 0-0002 mfd. and 3 mehoms. (4) Yes. N.B.—This circuit is liable to give serious re-radiation trouble.

this type generally needs much patient adjustment to work it up to its maximum sensitivity. An alternative multi-valve arrangement, which is possibly of somewhat simpler type, is given on page 368, June 17th issue, which need not of course be used with a frame aerial.

"E.M.B." (Penarth) has a receiving set made on the lines of that given in the issue of February 18th. He asks (1) Will the set receive telephony with slab coils, including PCGG. (2) Can he make any improvement in the circuit to make telephony clearer. (3) What resistance telephones are most suitable for the circuit. (4) Can a reactance condenser be used in the circuit instead of a coil. (1) It is very unlikely to receive PCGG in Wales. The range on Broadcasting transmission is possibly 50 miles. (2) No, except possibly with the addition of a grid condenser and leak, or additional valves. (3) 8,000 ohms, but either 4,000 or 2,000 ohms will give quite good results. (4) Yes, but we doubt if this would be an improvement, either as regards results or ease of handling.

SHARE MARKET REPORT

Prices as we go to press on June 23rd, are:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marconi Ordinary</td>
<td>£2 10 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preference</td>
<td>2 5 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter. Marine</td>
<td>1 12 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canadian</td>
<td>11 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Radio Corporation of America:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ordinary</td>
<td>1 1 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preference</td>
<td>1 5 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The Name "BURNDEPT" GUARANTEES CENT. PER CENT. QUALITY & EFFICIENCY.

BURNDEPT WIRELESS APPARATUS

BIRMINGHAM: 136, New Street.
BRUSSELS 11, Rue De La Pепинière.

LONDON OFFICE & SHOWROOMS

MANCHESTER:
4, Corporation Street.

LEEDS:
46, Gr. George Street

For Broadcast and Concert Reception the Burndep Ultra II

This Set will receive the broadcast concerts loudly within 150 miles
radius on headphones—within 50 miles radius of London or other high
power broadcasting stations it will receive on loud speaker. Extra note
magnification can always be added if desired for large halls,
demonstrations, etc.

Complete ULTRA II Set consisting of Burndep Tuner, Burndep Ultra II Receiver, Set short wave coils, pair Brown's 120 ohm Phones,
2 Marconi Valves, 6 volt 60 amp. Accumulator, 60 volt H.T.
Battery in case, Aerial wire and Insulators.

PRICE £30.0.0 Packed free

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE post free 6d.; returnable with first order. This
gives full details of our ABSOLUTELY COMPLETE receiving equipment for
ONE up to FOUR VALVE SETS. PRICES RANGE FROM £21

NOTE.—Our MANCHESTER OFFICES will shortly be removing to larger
premises, further notice will be given in next issue.
THE WESTON
MODEL 280 VOLT-AMMETER
Triple Range. 150/15/3 Volts. 15/1'5/0'15 amps.

This Precision Instrument is especially suitable for Wireless Research Work, i.e.
3 Volt Range.—Testing accumulator cells, dry batteries, measuring fall of potential across potentiometers.
15 Volt Range.—Testing 8 or 12 volt accumulator supplying voltage to valves, etc.
150 Volt Range.—Testing H.T. Batteries, etc.
0.15 Amp Range (150mA)—Measuring H.T. current to transmitting valves, determining resistance of Transformers, chokes, telephones, rheostats, etc.
1.5 Amp Range.—Adjusting filament currents, etc.
15 Amp Range.—Measuring output or charging current of accumulators, etc.

NOTE.—The 8 volt range may be used as a sensitive low range Milli-Ammeter.

SEVEN INSTRUMENTS IN ONE CASE.

PRICE 2 1.5, less 20 per cent. Leather Case 1 5/-
Write for further particulars.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO., LTD.
Audrey House, Ely Place, Holborn, E.C.1

ANNOUNCING THE NEW WONDER INSTRUMENT.
(Patent applied for.)

"SYMOPLION"

Five valve amplification obtained by using three valves only.

What the "SYMOPLION" will do.

One "SYMOPLION" will convert your crystal set into a valve set, and considerably increase your receiving range.

One "SYMOPLION" will convert your hose coupled crystal set into a high frequency receiving set, and you can obtain reception by the addition of a simple component, which gives you easier control than by the usual magnetic coupling method.

One "SYMOPLION" will, with a few simple components, give you a separate heterodyne.

"SYMOPLIONS" will give you simultaneous low frequency and high frequency amplification, and in most cases no extra valves or batteries are required.

"SYMOPLIONS" can be connected in cascade to give you enormous amplification, irrespective of wavelength.

The "SYMOPLION" is complete in itself.
The "SYMOPLION" costs you 35/- only.
WRITE TO-DAY, ENCLOSING 3 PENNY STAMPS FOR "SYMOPLION" BOOKLET, which will deal with your particular purpose. Crammed with new and original diagrams of connections, including crystal circuits. If you do not consider the booklet worth the sum, we will return your remittance upon receipt of the booklet.

Mitchells' Electrical & Wireless Limited. Desk "W"
Postal Address: McDermott Road, Peckham, S.E.15. Phone New Cross 1541.
Retail Stores: 188, Rye Lane, Peckham, S.E.15. Phone New Cross 1540.

GREAT BRITAIN'S GREATEST WIRELESS STORES.

APOLOGIES TO APPLICANTS FOR OUR GENERAL WIRELESS LIST. WE HAVE BEEN STORMED. MANY THOUSANDS HAVE BEEN DISTRIBUTED. REPRINTS WILL BE CIRCULATED IN A FEW DAYS.
Berne Radio Station
A DESCRIPTION OF THE TRANSMITTING APPARATUS OF THE NEW SWISS INSTALLATION.

As in most modern wireless stations the general arrangement is one of "central control." This system allows of direct duplex communication from one large centre to another, when from technical and other reasons the transmitting and receiving stations are situated some distance from such a centre; this arrangement also facilitates the handling of traffic. In the case of the Berne Station the control or operating office is contained in the main post office in the Swiss capital.

The transmitting station is situated on a plateau about 1,800 feet above sea level on the outskirts of the village of Munchenbuchsee. A good idea of the site and surrounding country can be seen from Figs. 1 & 2 which give a general idea of the station.

The transmitting and receiving stations are located some 10 kilometres North and 5 kilometres West of Berne respectively.

The transmitter is a coupled circuit Marconi valve set, employing 12 MT6 three-electrode valves in parallel and a total input of 25 kW. The electric supply for the station is taken from the Berne Power Supply Company at 16,000 volts 3 phase 50 cycles, transformed down to 500 volts at a sub-transformer station, and brought in on to the main switchboard by underground cable.

The necessary H.T. D.C. voltage for the anodes of the oscillating valves is obtained by double rectifying the three phase supply by means of 12 two-electrode valves, type MR6. For this purpose the main supply is led in to the primaries of three transformers, the windings of which are delta connected. The secondaries are star connected, the
and of each winding being connected to the plates of 2 valves and the D.C. output taken from the filament circuit and the mid-point, see Fig. 3.

The characteristic of this three-phase double rectification is that the resultant consists of about 90 per cent. D.C. component plus 10 per cent. ripple of six times the original frequency; very little filtering is necessary to transform it into a constant D.C. supply.

The connections of the oscillating valves is the usual top feed arrangement and the general scheme of connections of the oscillating circuit shown in Fig. 4.

As will be seen from Fig. 4, a separate anode tap coil coupled to the closed circuit inductance is used; this arrangement on medium power is more satisfactory and also simplifies the design of the main inductance. The closed circuit is completed through an air condenser of 0.006 mfd., and is coupled to the aerial inductance by two adjustable coils which are normally in opposition.

Control of energy to the aerial is effected by shorting or un-shorting one of these coils by means of a specially designed single contact key operated by a Creed compressed air engine.

It may be pointed out, that nowadays, if the transmitting wave can be kept absolutely constant, the
receiving side has available circuits which greatly decrease atmospheres and other disturbances and allow the use of mechanical recording devices, such as direct printers, etc., also duplex conditions to avail irrespective of directional aerials. This is the reason why the somewhat novel method of keying described has been employed; it possesses to the lower end of the aerial tuning inductance, form the return path of the aerial circuit.

Resistance measurements taken show the efficiency of the aerial at 3,400 metres to be of high order.

The curves of the total resistance and radiation resistance of the similar aerial at Ongar (the English end of the service) are shown in Fig. 5, plotted against wavelength.

In case of any failure from the outside source of supply a reserve power plant is installed consisting of 80 h.p. Diesel engine, driving a 50 K.V.A. three-phase generator, 500 volt 50 cycles, Fig. 7.

The necessary auxiliary machines are installed in a room adjoining the main transmitting room and consist of:

AC/DC motor generator groups for supplying the necessary current for signalling keys and various relay circuits. Motor driven air compressors for supplying compressed air working the Creed engines, and blower motors for cooling the filament seals of the oscillating valves, and cooling key contacts. All the auxiliaries are in duplicate in case of breakdown.

The central control and operating office is on the third floor of the Berne main Post Office, and has direct telephone communication with all the

![Fig. 3. The connections of the Rectifier Circuit, giving three-phase double rectification.](image)

![Fig. 4. The Aerial Circuit showing signalling arrangement and also the Oscillator Valve Circuit.](image)

![Fig. 5. Resistance Radiation Curves of the Aerial at Ongar.](image)

![Fig. 6. Diagram showing location of Transmitting and Receiving Stations.](image)
Fig. 7. Engine Room showing 50 K.V.A. (500 volts, 50 frequency) Reserve Power Plant.

Fig. 8. General View of the Transmitting Room, showing front of 25 kW Valve Panel, Main Air Condenser and Inductances.
principal towns in Switzerland and also Milan. Control of the transmitting station is arranged for both hand and high speed working. The high speed apparatus consists of three Gell automatic perforators for punching up the Wheatstone slip and two Creed Wheatstone transmitters, capable of working up to 150 w.p.m. The high speed received signals are passed on from the receiving station over ordinary land lines, and the signals are recorded on Marconi undulators, which are capable of speeds up to 120 w.p.m. For normal hand speed working the received signals operate a P.O. type sounder, but provision is also made for receiving by the ordinary method of aural reception by telephones, during bad receiving conditions or when receiving from stations, the transmission from which is not steady enough for automatic recording or which are not equipped for working at high speed. All instruments and circuits are in duplicate so that in case of breakdown or the necessity to make any adjustment, this can be done without interrupting the service. The necessary current required for the land line circuits is provided from the Berne Post Office central battery.

Figs. 8 and 9 are general views of the transmitting room.

**LIST OF EXPERIMENTAL STATIONS LICENSED IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.**

Will holders of Experimental Transmitting Licences kindly notify the Editor of any changes that may be desired in the particulars of their stations published in the last issue. It is intended to reprint this list for handy reference, and amendments and additions must be received not later than the 15th July next.
Increasing the Traffic Carrying Capacity of a Radio Station.

The output of a large wireless station from a commercial point of view is reckoned, not by the kilowatt-hours, but in the number of words of traffic that it can effectively handle per hour, which quantity determines the earning capacity of the station. In ordinary practice this commercial output of a station is limited by many electrical considerations. It may be limited by the power expenditure in the transmitting plant, which may be sufficient to communicate over the desired range only during certain hours of the day, or it may be limited by the wavelength that it is necessary to employ in order to signal at all effectively over the desired range. In the latter case, if the wavelength is large, such as must necessarily be the case with high-power stations for communication over long distances, since a large aerial is required to absorb a large amount of energy, and a large aerial means a large capacity and consequently a long wavelength, the workable speed of transmission may be limited by the wavelength.

The use of a long wavelength means that the frequency of the oscillations in the aerial circuit must be comparatively low. Thus, for a wavelength of 20,000 metres, the oscillation frequency is only 15,000 per second, and if we want to signal at 120 words per minute, it means that the average "dot" signal lasts for not more than 1/500th of a second. Hence, during a single "dot" there cannot be more than 50 complete oscillations. In any oscillation circuit the current takes an appreciable time to build up to its final value after the application of the driving electromotive force, and in oscillation circuits employing resonance quite a considerable time—reckoned as number of cycles of E.M.F.—may elapse before the current approaches its maximum value. Hence, in the case of high-speed signalling at long wavelengths there is not sufficient time for the currents to build up to their final steady values during the dot signals, and consequently either the effective signalling range of the station is reduced, or it must be operated at lower speeds of signalling.

In a recent communication to the French Academy of Sciences MM. Abraham and Planhol have outlined another method of reducing this difficulty. They have suggested that it is more profitable to operate the stations with "diplex" transmission, i.e., with two simultaneous transmissions from the same transmitting aerials. Using the ordinary methods of working, this cannot be done without either duplication of a large part of the plant, with consequent increased capital cost for the station, or the sacrifice of a large proportion of the available power for radiation. Neither of these alternatives is attractive, and to avoid these difficulties it has been suggested that the effect of the two transmitting keys is so arranged that when it is depressed it causes the radiation of a signal at a wavelength of \( \lambda_1 \), while the other likewise causes a signal to be sent out at a wavelength of \( \lambda_2 \). Double transmission will be possible only so long as it is possible to ensure that only one of the keys is depressed at a time—a condition that is obviously not workable in practice. If now the circuits of the apparatus are so arranged that should both keys be depressed at the same time, the energy from the aerial is radiated, not at either of the above wavelengths, but at a new wavelength \( \lambda_3 \), the problem seems to be solved, as we have a characteristic radiation for each of the possible combinations of the positions of the two signalling keys.

To pick up such a transmission, each receiver must evidently be arranged so as to be equally responsive to two wavelengths simultaneously, viz., \( \lambda_1 \) and \( \lambda_2 \), or \( \lambda_1 \) and \( \lambda_3 \), and not to be affected by the other transmission wavelength. This can be done comparatively easily by appropriate resonance and rejector circuits. Each receiver will then be enabled to hear its own transmission quite undisturbed by the other transmission which is going on at the same time from the same transmitting station.

Tests which have been carried out successfully between Nantes and Paris recently seem to show that the method is good in practice as well as on paper, and that in consequence it may soon find some practical application in commercial work. In addition to increasing the signalling capacity of the transmitting station, the method is also likely to add to the secrecy of the transmissions, since the three wavelengths are not very close together. An ordinary type of wireless receiver would be able to pick up one of the wavelengths only, and would consequently hear an unintelligible part only of one of the transmissions, or an equally unintelligible mixture of parts of the two. Should the three wave lengths be close enough together to affect an ordinary not specially selective receiver simultaneously, it would prove almost equally difficult to decipher the messages, since what would be heard would be a thorough mixture of the two sets of signals. With C.W. transmission the mixture would be heard by ordinary heterodyne methods as three different notes, one note conveying parts of the Morse signals of one of the transmissions, another note conveying parts of the other, and the third the remaining parts of the two mixed together—a combination which would appear to be not at all easy to unravel by ear.

As compared with the other methods, this one enables the full power of the transmitting apparatus to be employed all the time, so that not only is the power of each signal increased, but the effect of adding energy from the transmitting keys on the signalling range of the station by its use, but the traffic-carrying capacity of the station would be approximately doubled.

P. R. C.
The Addition of One Stage of H.F. Amplification to the Reinartz Tuner.

By G. G. Blake, M.I.E.E., A.Inst.P.

In The Wireless World and Radio Review for May 13th last, Mr. Percy W. Harris wrote an article on the Reinartz Tuner. As this tuner makes use of combined capacity and magnetic reactance, I gave a short description of my own Reinartz set at the conclusion of Mr. Reeves' paper at the last meeting of the London Wireless Society, a report of which appears in The Wireless World and Radio Review for June 24th.

It is one of the most selective tuners with which I have experimented, and almost entirely prevents jamming. I have listened in amongst the shipping on an openly tuned set, and heard several ships jamming one another, and have then changed over to the Reinartz Tuner and been able to separate them quite easily and hear the signals from any one of them without the least interference.

Against this advantage of great selectivity, and the fact that it reduces atmospheric interference to a minimum, this set reduces the signal strength to about two-thirds of its original value, so that although it is excellent for receiving loud signals or telephony from a powerful broadcasting station, it is of little use in picking up the weak telephony from amateur stations.

To overcome this defect I have added one stage of H.F. amplification which has very greatly increased the strength of weak signals and telephony.

The following are the connections employed:

Fig. 1 shows the ordinary single valve connections for a Reinartz Tuner. As this has already been fully described in the two issues of The Wireless World and Radio Review above mentioned, the diagram need not be further explained. It will be remembered that the grid inductance G, aerial inductance A, and magnetic reactance R, are all wound on one former (and in the same direction).

Fig. 2 shows the addition of one stage of H.F. amplification. This set is intended for the reception of telephony from the broadcasting stations, and amateur short wave transmissions; its range is therefore anything from just below 180 metres up to 650 metres, and the number of tappings on the inductance is reduced to a minimum. All are wound with No. 22 double cotton-covered wire on a 3 in. former. The grid inductance G has three tappings, one 20 turns from the point where the earth wire is attached to the inductance, one at the 35th turn, and the last one which is the end of the inductance is 50 turns from the earth.

The portion of the inductance below the earth terminal marked A on the diagram is shown with an adjustable connection to the aerial L. I find, however, in practice that a fixed 10 turns serves every purpose, as the aerial circuit functions aperiodically.

Now, with regard to the magnetic component of the reactance circuit. In order to conform strictly to the Reinartz plan, R should be wound on the same former as G and A, except that owing to the addition of the second valve, the direction of its winding must be reversed. I have tried it wound in this way with a fixed 40 turns and obtained quite good results; but I have found it decidedly better to wind it on a separate former a little smaller in diameter than that used for the inductance, and fix it permanently just inside the aerial portion of the inductance. The best position which will suit all wavelengths is arrived at after the set has been assembled by setting the variable reactance.
condenser $C'$, which should have a capacity of at least 0.001 M.F. at the midway point on its scale, and then introducing the reactance coil until reaction just occurs. After this reaction is regulated entirely by altering the capacity of $C'$.

The other components of the set are: variable condenser $C$, grid condenser $C_1$, with grid leak $K$, filament battery B (6 volts), H.T. battery B1 (60 to 75 volts),* 2 separate filament resistances, $F_1$ and $F_2$, and pair of high resistance telephones $T$.

High frequency amplification is obtained by means of auto-transformer coupling. It will be seen that the plate circuit of the first valve contains an inductance $H$, tuned by variable condenser $C_2$ (capacity 0.001).

The inductance $H$ is wound with 36 turns of double cotton-covered copper wire 16 gauge on a 3 in. former, it is shown adjustable on the diagram, but in practice a fixed coil of 36 turns will cover the entire range of wavelengths for which this tuner is intended. This inductance $H$ should be arranged at right angles to the grid inductance and as far as possible from it to avoid induction effects. Two terminals $X$ and $Y$ are shorted by a copper connector, and when it is desired to use the set in conjunction with a note magnifier, the connector is removed and $X$ and $Y$ are connected to the terminals of the input transformer of the note magnifier.

It will be noted that the high resistance telephones are left connected in order that they may act as an impedance. $F$ in the diagram represents the earth.

* It is just as well to put a fairly large condenser across the H.T. Battery to serve the double purpose of smoothing out any slight irregularities in the output of the H.T. current and as a by-pass for high frequency oscillations. Quite good results, however, can be obtained without it.

Terminal which is connected to the bottom of the grid inductance, between the positive of the L.T. and the negative of the H.T. batteries, also to the side of each of the valve filaments remote from the filament resistances.

The simplest method of tuning in a station is to buzz a wavemeter to approximately the required wavelength, and having set the reactance $C_3$, just over half in, tune $C$ and $C_2$ simultaneously until the buzzer is most loudly heard in the telephones. It will be found that there is only one very sharp point on the scales of each condenser for each wavelength.

Fig. 4.

The signals are then brought up to the loudest possible value by varying the capacity of the reactance condenser $C'$.

Having tuned in the wavemeter its buzzer is stopped, and a very little further variation of $C$ and $C_2$ brings in the signals from the distant station.

Of course if no wavemeter is at hand its use may be dispensed with; but it then becomes a rather difficult matter, as the tuning is so exceedingly sharp.

The following constructional details may be of use to those readers who intend to make up a set.

Fig. 3 shows the dimensions of a suitable wooden case in which to mount the set, 11 in. by 3½ in. by 4¼ in. (outside measurements).

The top and front are made of sheet ebonite and screwed together as indicated in Fig. 4, and the whole of the set being attached to these comes away intact from the rest of the box, should repairs be necessary at any time.

Fig. 4 shows the whole set assembled. The dotted lines indicate how the various components are arranged below the ebonite top. $R$, $A$, and $G$ represent the reactance, aerial and grid inductances, $C_1$ is the grid condenser, $K$ the grid leak; all the other parts are lettered to correspond with the diagram.

The arm of switch $S$ is connected to the grid of the first valve and condenser $C_2$, and is employed to connect up to one or other of the three grid inductance tappings. It should also be noted that $H$ is placed at right angles to $R$, $A$, and $G$, and at as great a distance from it as possible.
The originator of the "Reinartz Tuner" for the reception of C.W. telegraph signals, has now produced a transmitter at his station that makes use of much the same principles as the receiver, and is quite as novel.

His set is a panel using four U.V.202 "Radiotrons," with 700 volts of rectified but unfiltered A.C. on the anodes, antenna currents up to 3J amperes being obtained. Photographs with this article show front and rear views of the panel, about which there is nothing particularly unusual except the two spider-web coils, one at either end of the main inductance.

The wiring diagram is shown in Fig. 1. L₁, the main tuning inductance, is a helix of 8 in. by ½ in. edge-wise wound copper strip. L₂ and L₃ are the spider-webs, respectively in the plate and grid circuits, both wound of No. 24 D.C.C. wire on 2½ in. centres. L₁ has a total of 75 turns, tapped every 15 turns, while L₃ has ten taps of 5 turns each. C₁ is a fixed mica condenser, high-voltage type, capacity 0-002 mfd. or thereabouts, while C₃, the grid condenser, is an air variable of 7 plates widely spaced to stand the voltage, built up from a 13 plate of ordinary construction, with movable plates on ground. C₂ is operated at very low values of capacity but must be variable. The grid leak R₁ has a resistance of 10,000 ohms and the same value is used for any number of tubes from one to four, correction apparently being got by adjusting the value of C₃.

It will be remembered that in the Reinartz receiving tuner the aerial circuit is untuned and

* Extracted from "QST," June 1922.
winding \( L_p \). It is quite permissible to have this inductance separate; it is a reactance for the adjustment of the output impedance of the tube and does not even have to be coupled to \( L_p \). In fact in the Reinhart set neither \( L_r \) nor \( L_p \) need to be coupled to the main helix and are placed at the ends of the winding merely because it was convenient structurally to arrange them there. When so coupled, however, the polarity is important of course—in one direction only do they work well. Fig. 1 shows no coupling between them.

The set is easy to adjust. The antenna clip determines the wavelength. Grid circuit \( C_2 \ L_3 \) must be set approximately right by selecting the proper tap on \( L_4 \) and getting final adjustment by securing the best value of \( C_3 \). As in any such circuit, preliminary adjustments are made using all of the inductance of \( L_3 \) gradually cutting it down as the efficiency is improved. If the anode voltage is variable it too should be reduced while first adjustments are being made. As the adjustments proceed increased efficiency will be apparent mainly by a reduction of the input to the tube—a reduction that drops it below the normal safe rating—whereupon the voltage is increased to bring the input up to normal, the output increasing proportionately, with about the same efficiency as before.

The Reinhart Transmitter (back view).

A Method of Increasing the Life of a Valve.

By W. M. Buchanan, Jr.

ECONOMICS, the subject perplexing the political world of the present day, can be applied to the wireless amateur with reference to his valves, not that it will save him from buying one, but rather that the valve, when once purchased, may live a little longer than is usual.

In this article I will attempt to explain a weakness which has come under my notice and propose a method of reducing this disadvantage to a minimum. The weakest part of the valve (needless to say) is the filament, and to this part I will confine my arguments.

In any text-book on the valve it will be stated that if a heated filament comes under the influence of a positively charged body such as the plate of a valve, electrons will be emitted from the filament to this body, as in Fig. 1a, but in the case of Fig. 1b where the plate is negatively charged, no emission will take place. It is therefore obvious (and will be found if the above experiment be carried out using a millimicrometer in the plate circuit for determination of emission current), that the electrons emitted from the filament are negatively charged. Since the filament generates negative electrons (or rather that the plate attracts only these negative electrons), it is evident that the greatest number of electrons will be emitted from the negative end. This means that the negative end having the largest strain will ultimately break down leaving the remaining part of the filament in good condition.

The method I had in view was not exactly to minimise this effect, but rather to balance it by altering the polarity of the filament at will, by means of a change-over switch as shown in Fig. 2, and working the valve off both sides alternatively for equal periods of time.

The above method will naturally increase the life of a valve, and I leave it to the reader as to whether he thinks it more economical to use perhaps two valves in place of one with the addition of a double pole change-over switch.
Practical Notes on Building a Long-Wave Heterodyne

By Percy W. Harris.

The many advantages to be obtained by the use of a separate heterodyne can only be appreciated by those who have worked with these instruments. In particular, of course, the radiation from receiving aerials—inevitable with simple autodyne circuits—is cut down to a negligible point, and tuning and strength of signals are both improved. In conjunction with reaction* a separate heterodyne will enable the strength of signals from long-wave stations to be increased to a remarkable degree.

The excellent articles by Mr. Philip R. Coursey in The Wireless World and Radio Review contained particulars of, and designs for, some very useful heterodynes. It occurred to the writer that the less experienced readers might like particulars and constructional details of one such instrument, constructed strictly on the lines laid down in the articles, and used with great success for long-wave reception.

The design chosen was that described in the issues of May 6th and 13th, using two coils, a variable condenser and three additional fixed condensers, with a V24 valve. The finished instrument is illustrated in the first photograph, which shows the two coils in place.

The box was made from ½ walnut, purchased from a dealer in fretwork materials. This wood looks well, and takes a good finish. The top is of ½ ebonite, the original skin being removed with fine emery. A view of the top is given in the second illustration. The terminals are the well-known Mark Three type, a ring of black and red paint being made on the negative and positive terminals respectively. The on-and-off switch was purchased from a dealer in motor-car fittings, and the switch below it is taken from an old Mark Three tuner, on which it was used for secondary tappings.

The plugs are “Burndent,” with the curved portions sawn off. (This is not a very simple task, and needs care.) The condenser is of the well-known army pattern, value 0-0015 mfd., with a white 100 degree dial and the standard ebonite knob.

† The Wireless World and Radio Review of May 6th, et seq.

A top view of the long-wave heterodyne.
substituted for the better-known graduated dial usually fitted. The white dial is the more pleasant to use, and the 100 degree scale is, in the writer’s opinion, much better than the conventional 180 degrees dial. On this latter each division stands for two degrees of the scale, so that there are only 90 markings. Experience shows that in quick work the first division after a marked figure is often taken as one more than the marking (e.g., one degree after twenty is often counted as twenty-one, whereas it is really twenty-two). With the hundred-degree scale with a hundred markings this cannot give rise to any misunderstanding, and, in addition, one has the advantage of a little finer graduation.

Valve clips were purchased ready made, and fitted with 6 BA screws and nuts. The condenser pointer was cut from strip brass and similarly fixed.

The third photograph shows the underside of the panel with the wiring, all of which is covered with “Sistoflex” insulation. The fixed condenser at the top is a Dublier. The grid leak is the pencil-mark type (on the right), and the filament resistance was made from one ohm of eureka wire wound on a strip of ebonite held away from the panel by two small pieces of the same material beneath the securing screws (on the left).

The three fixed mica condensers were first of all secured side by side by their lugs to a strip of ebonite, about 1½ by 2½ ins., the screws securing them passing through the ebonite and terminating in locknuts. The strip was then secured to the underside of the panel, the condensers upwards and the projecting screws downwards. This fitting is seen in the centre of the underside of the panel.

Examination of the illustration will show the six terminals of these condensers in two rows. The three on the right are joined to a common wire which is taken to one terminal of the variable condenser. The three on the left are taken to their respective studs on the four-stud switch, the arm of which is connected (by a lead which passes round the underside of the case) to the other variable condenser terminal.

The measurements given by Mr. Coursey for the placing of the plug sockets are correct for Burnden coils, but are rather too close together for Igranic coils, which are wider than the Burnden. Users of the Igranic pattern should therefore allow another ½ in. separation.

The writer takes this opportunity of confirming Mr. Clinker’s observations on the use of reaction with a separate heterodyne. His article understates, if anything, the strength of signal obtainable.
Oscillations in Three Coupled Electric Circuits.*

By S. P. Owen, M. Sc., A. Inst. P.

A GENERAL solution containing arbitrary constants was given by Jackson (Philosophical Magazine 42, Sixth Series, p. 35). Apart from his work and that of Bellini, the attention given to the problem has been very scanty.*

Owing to its increasing importance in Wireless Telegraphy, the present paper is written with the purpose of obtaining a general solution in terms of the general initial conditions. A solution in this form does away with the necessity of solving for the values of the arbitrary constants, a process which usually involves a large amount of analysis.

(a) Writing the equations of motion in the form

\[
\begin{align*}
e_1 + R_1 C_1 \frac{de_1}{dt} + L_1 C_1 \frac{d^2e_1}{dt^2} + M_{14} C_1 \frac{d^2e_3}{dt^2} + M_{13} C_1 \frac{d^2e_2}{dt^2} &= 0 \\
e_3 + R_3 C_3 \frac{de_3}{dt} + L_3 C_3 \frac{d^2e_3}{dt^2} + M_{32} C_3 \frac{d^2e_2}{dt^2} + M_{31} C_3 \frac{d^2e_1}{dt^2} &= 0 \\
e_2 + R_2 C_2 \frac{de_2}{dt} + L_2 C_2 \frac{d^2e_2}{dt^2} + M_{21} C_2 \frac{d^2e_1}{dt^2} + M_{23} C_2 \frac{d^2e_3}{dt^2} &= 0
\end{align*}
\]  

(1)

where \(e_1, R_1, C_1, L_1, M_1\) represent the charge on the condenser at time \(t\), resistance, capacity, self-inductance and mutual inductance respectively, the circuits being distinguished by the suffixes \(1, 2, 3\), the solutions may be written in the form†

\[
\begin{align*}
e_1 &= \frac{1}{2 \pi j} \int \xi \, \alpha' \, dx \\
e_2 &= \frac{1}{2 \pi j} \int \eta \, \alpha' \, dx \\
e_3 &= \frac{1}{2 \pi j} \int \xi \, \alpha' \, dx \quad (j = \sqrt{-1})
\end{align*}
\]

where \(\xi, \eta, \zeta\) are functions of \(\alpha\) to be determined, and the integrals taken over a table contour in the \(x\) plane, so as to contain all the poles of the functions \(\xi, \eta, \zeta\).

Substituting these integrals in the equations (1),

\[
\begin{align*}
\xi (1 + R_1 C_1 \alpha + L_1 C_1 \alpha^2) + \eta M_{14} C_1 \alpha^2 + \zeta M_{13} C_1 \alpha^2 &= p \\
\xi M_{31} C_3 \alpha^2 + \eta (1 + R_3 C_3 \alpha + L_3 C_3 \alpha^2) + \zeta C_3 M_{32} C_3 \alpha^2 &= q \\
\xi M_{31} C_2 \alpha^2 + \eta M_{32} C_2 \alpha^2 + \zeta (1 + R_2 C_2 \alpha + L_2 C_2 \alpha^2) &= r
\end{align*}
\]

(2)

where \(p, q\) and \(r\) are determined by putting

\[
\xi = \frac{e_{10}}{\alpha} - \frac{i_{10}}{\alpha^2}, \quad \eta = \frac{e_{20}}{\alpha} - \frac{i_{20}}{\alpha^2}, \quad \zeta = \frac{e_{30}}{\alpha} - \frac{i_{30}}{\alpha^2}
\]

in the left-hand side of equations (2), and rejecting all negative powers of \(\alpha\) (Bromwich, loc. cit. p. 404).

The added suffix 0 denotes the initial values of the charges and currents respectively.

Clearly we have

\[p = R_1 C_1 i_{10} + L_1 C_1 \frac{di_{10}}{dt} + M_{14} C_1 i_{10} - M_{13} C_1 \frac{di_{10}}{dt}
\]

and similar values for \(q\) and \(r\).

Writing the equations (2) in the form

\[
\begin{align*}
a_1 \xi + b_1 \eta + c_1 \zeta &= p = 0 \\
a_2 \xi + b_2 \eta + c_2 \zeta &= q = 0 \\
a_3 \xi + b_3 \eta + c_3 \zeta &= r = 0
\end{align*}
\]

we have

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\frac{\xi}{f_1(x)}
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
\alpha_1 & \alpha_2 & \alpha_3 \\
\beta_1 & \beta_2 & \beta_3 \\
\gamma_1 & \gamma_2 & \gamma_3
\end{bmatrix}^{-1} \begin{bmatrix}
p \\
quotient
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{\zeta}{f_2(x)}
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{\xi}{f_3(x)}
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{1}{f(x)}
\end{bmatrix}
\]


* Received

Then

\[ e_1 = -\frac{1}{2\pi j} \int \frac{f_1(a)}{F(a)} e^{\alpha z} dz, \quad e_2 = \frac{1}{2\pi j} \int \frac{f_2(a)}{F(a)} e^{\alpha z} dz, \quad e_3 = -\frac{1}{2\pi j} \int \frac{f_3(a)}{F(a)} e^{\alpha z} dz. \]

Choosing a suitable contour enclosing all the zeros of \( F(a) = 0 \) we have by Cauchy's Theorem—

\[ e_1 = -\sum \frac{f_1(a_n)}{F'(a_n)} e^{\alpha z}, \quad e_2 = \sum \frac{f_2(a_n)}{F'(a_n)} e^{\alpha z}, \quad e_3 = -\sum \frac{f_3(a_n)}{F'(a_n)} e^{\alpha z}, \]

where \( a_n \) is the \( n \)th root of \( F(a) = 0 \), the summation taking place over all the roots and \( F'(a) = \frac{dF(a)}{dz} \).

The equation \( F(a) = 0 \), i.e.,

\[
\begin{vmatrix}
1 + R_1C_1a^4 & M_{13}C_1a^4 & M_{15}C_1a^2 \\
M_{23}C_1a^4 & 1 + R_2C_2a + L_2C_2a^2 & M_{25}C_2a^2 \\
M_{33}C_1a^4 & M_{35}C_2a^2 & 1 + R_3C_3a + L_3C_3a^2
\end{vmatrix} = 0
\]

is clearly of the sixth degree and the numerical values of the coefficients are such, in practice, that it has roots of the form \( -p \pm ja_1, -q \pm ja_2, -r \pm ja_3 \). From this it follows that the charge and current in each circuit consist of three damped oscillations, the periods of the oscillations being the same in each circuit, differing only in amplitude.

A general solution of \( F(a) = 0 \) is difficult to obtain. If the numerical values of the coefficients are known, graphical methods may be employed.

(b) The above solution may be verified by taking the simple case where the circuits are completely separated and the initial conditions

\[ e_{10} = C_1V_0, \quad e_{20} = e_{20} = i_{10} = i_{20} = i_{30} = 0. \]

Also it will be assumed that the resistances \( R_1, R_2, R_3 \) are negligible.

Since \( M_{11} = M_{14} = M_{13} = 0 \) then

\[ p = C_1V_0L_1C_1a, \quad q = 0 \]

\[ r = 0 \]

\[ f_1(a) = -C_1V_0L_1a(1 + L_1C_1a^2)(1 + L_2C_1a^4) \]

\[ f_2(a) = f_3(a) = 0 \]

\[ F(a) = (1 + L_1C_1a^2)(1 + L_1C_1a^4), \quad F''(a) = 2L_1C_1a + \frac{a}{L_1C_1} \]

\[ e_1 = \frac{1}{2\pi j} \int \frac{C_1V_0L_1a}{1 + L_1C_1a^4} e^{\alpha z} dz. \]

\[ e_2 = e_3 = 0. \]

Roots of \( 1 + L_1C_1a^4 = 0 \) are \( a = \pm \frac{j}{\sqrt{L_1C_1}} \).

\[ F''(a) = 2L_1C_1a + \frac{a}{L_1C_1} \]

\[ e_1 = \frac{j}{L_1C_1} \int \left[ e^{j(t - \frac{L_1C_1}{\sqrt{L_1C_1}})} + e^{-j(t + \frac{L_1C_1}{\sqrt{L_1C_1}})} \right] \]

\[ = C_1V_0 \cos \left( \frac{t}{\sqrt{L_1C_1}} \right) \]

which is the result obtained by solving the equation \( L_1C_1 \frac{d^2\theta}{dt^2} + \theta = 0 \) with the initial condition \( e_0 = C_1V_0 \).

Royal Grammar School,
Newcastle-on-Tyne.

April 8th, 1922.
How to Get the Best from Your Set
HINTS ON THE MAINTENANCE OF RECEIVING APPARATUS.—(Continued.)

WHEN cells are purchased new, they are dry and need acid to be added to them. The composition and purity of this acid solution is of the utmost importance, and the beginner is well advised to purchase the ready made-up solution from a reputable firm. The more experienced man can prepare it by adding pure sulphuric acid to distilled water, following the makers’ instructions as to specific gravity of the resultant liquid. Generally, and unless the user is experienced, the cell should be taken new to a firm who will undertake the first charge, as this is always lengthy. It will then be returned fully charged and acidated at the correct specific gravity for the particular cell.

Every accumulator user should provide himself with two instruments—a voltmeter and a hydrometer. The first should read to eight or ten volts at the most (otherwise the scale will be too compressed for accurate reading) and should be of good make. Any cheap voltmeter will not do, as an error of half a volt either way may lead to serious consequences in using accumulators. Battery-testing voltmeters are listed by every dealer of repute.

Improperly used, a voltmeter may give very misleading indications of the condition of an accumulator. When fully charged, each cell should give very slightly over two volts. The voltage soon drops to zero and remains at this figure until nearly all the useful charge is dissipated. Towards the end of the discharge period, the voltage begins to fall rapidly, and in no circumstances should the cell be discharged below 1.8 volts, the reading being taken whilst the battery is passing current through the circuit for which it is normally used. It is necessary to emphasise this point, as a cell which has been discharged below the safe limit can, after standing disconnected for a short period, give a reading of about two volts provided it is not in circuit. It will be clear from the explanation given above that the fact that a cell shows two volts is no indication whatever that it is fully charged, even if the reading is taken during discharge. The two-volt reading is simply an indication that the cell has not yet been discharged to the safe limit.

The second instrument mentioned as a necessary part of the accumulator user’s equipment is the hydrometer. This is a device for showing the specific gravity of the acid, which itself indicates as better than anything else the condition of the cell. When fully charged (and of course provided he correct acid has been used in the first place) he specific gravity (S.G. for short) should be about 1.25 in each cell, and as the charge is withdrawn he S.G. steadily falls until at the safe limit of discharge it is about 1.05. Precise figures cannot be given here, as different makes of cell have different figures. Practically every maker marks the cells with the correct S.G. figures for charge and discharge.

If, then, we take a reading of the S.G. of the acid in a cell, we shall be able to learn whether the cell is fully charged, discharged to the safe limit, or of what amount of charge is still available.

When cells are nearing the completion of their charge, a fine spray is emitted from the surface of the acid, due to the bursting of innumerable bubbles of gas. The gas is inflammable and should therefore be kept away from an open flame, and the acid spray is very corrosive. After a time the level of the acid may sink from evaporation of the water, and should be brought up to the original point (just above the plates) by the addition of distilled water. The correct S.G. will in this way be maintained, as the evaporation of the water concentrates the acid. If further acid were added, the S.G. would be too high.

On no account should tap water be used for “topping” cells, as the mineral salts contained in the water are highly injurious to the plates. Distilled water only is permissible.

All terminals should be kept covered with a thin coating of non-corrosive vaseline, to prevent bad effects from the “creep ing.” It should be unnecessary to point out that furniture and carpets are not improved by accumulator acid, and if cells are used in living-rooms, adequate precautions should be taken.

There are several types of hydrometer on the market for accumulator testing. Perhaps the most generally useful for the amateur is the type consisting of a glass tube fitted with a rubber bulb with which the acid can be drawn up into the tube. Inside the tube are three glass beads of different colours. When the S.G. is highest all three beads float, and when it is lowest none will rise. At an intermediate value two out of the three will float. In this way a good general idea of the state of the acid is obtained.

For general purposes a three-cell battery should be purchased, as although a four-volt battery will suit many valves, this voltage leaves little to spare for adjustment through a rheostat. A good size for a three-valve set is a 40 ampere hour (actual). For a two or one-valve set the battery can be proportionately smaller, although a larger battery will of course last longer without charging.

EDISON ACCUMULATOR

A type of accumulator which has been used for wireless purposes abroad a great deal, and to a small extent in this country, is the Edison, which differs radically from the type of cell we have been describing. In the Edison the positive plates consist of a series of perforated nickel-steel tubes, containing many layers of tightly rammed nickel oxide and pure nickel in flakes. The negative elements are also of steel, with a number of pockets filled with iron oxide. Steel containers, ribbed for strength, are used throughout. The electrolyte is a 21 per cent. solution of potassium hydrate (caustic potash solution) with a certain amount of lithium hydrate added. The S.G. of this solution is 1-21, and this figure does not vary throughout charge and discharge. Evaporation is made up by adding distilled water only. The voltage per cell is low, averaging on discharge 1-2. The battery is usually discharged down to 1 volt per cell. The whole battery can be completely discharged and left in this condition for months without injury. Even short-circuiting does no harm.
Experimental Station Design

(Continued from page 393, June 24th, 1922.)

These articles, which will appear in alternate issues, are intended not only to be a complete guide to those new to wireless, but to give explicit details on the construction of all the components of the experimental station. Actual designs will of necessity in some instances be somewhat crude, in order that they can be made without elaborate workshop equipment. Practical working instructions will be given where necessary for the help of those unacquainted with the more simple processes of instrument making. Of course, where good workshop facilities exist, the designs may be readily modified.

Economy is made an essential feature, bearing in mind always that where low-priced component parts can be obtained their use has been embodied in the designs. For those who do not desire to make their own apparatus, the descriptions will assist them in selecting the equipment for their stations.

The information contained in the first few articles under this heading is to help those new to wireless and whose first aim is to build a simple set capable of receiving broadcasted telephony and consequently may cover ground already familiar to many readers. The succeeding instalments, however, will advance by easy stages, and in the course of the series the construction of an elaborate station will be evolved.

VII. A SIMPLE VALVE PANEL.

The complete panel is shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Fig. 1 represents the top and Fig. 2 is a view of the under side when the instrument is turned over. Both drawings are exact full size.

One edge of the ¾ in. polished ebonite sheet must first be filed straight and true and at right-angles to the faces. As the piece of ebonite is 6 ins. wide it may not be possible to insert it far into the vice, and it will therefore be necessary to prevent vibration while filing. This can be done by clamping a piece of planed inch board on either side of the ebonite, leaving only ¾ in. projecting. One of the end edges must next be squared off in the same way as was described for the construction of the small wavemeter condenser, though it will be a little more difficult in this case owing to the increased dimensions. Measuring back along the trued edge from this end mark off 5 ins. for the length of the panel and scratch a line across the face exactly at right angles to the edge. Saw off the spare portion and file true to the line. The width of the panel is 4½ ins. and points are marked off along either end at this distance from the trued edge, and a scratch line ruled between them. If the two ends are at true right angles to the edge this line should prove to be at right angles to either of the ends. In order to give good finish to the edges they may be rubbed down by firmly holding the panel and sliding the edges in turn along a piece of emery nailed to the bench. Care must be taken to keep the panel standing exactly vertical during the process, and giving even pressure along the whole edge. Too much stress cannot be laid upon the necessity for care and accuracy. Good workmanship is evidenced by attention to detail, and as the processes described are quite simple and require no special skill, but merely a little patience, the reader is entreated to do his best to obtain a good finish to his instrument.

The next step is to make the two condenser covers, marked G and P in Fig. 1. These are exactly square, and measure 1½ ins. each way. They are made from the spare end piece and by the methods already described. Holes are put through their four corners to give clearance for No. 6 BA screws, and a No. 28 or 7/64 in. drill will make a suitable hole. No countersinking is necessary as round-headed screws are used.

Putting these pieces aside, the next consideration is the marking out of the top for the various holes. This is done on the under side, that is the view shown in Fig. 2. Where two or more screws are in line, a fine scratch line must be made with a divider, point, scriber, or a sharpened up tag of a file, and the spacing between the holes marked up along the line. Endeavour, as far as possible, to make all measurements from two edges only, which are at right angles to one another. Make all measurements with the utmost precision, as the eye can distinguish the minutest discrepancy, or lack of balance due to erroneous setting out. The position for the holes for the valve socket is particularly important and a slight inaccuracy will result in a bad fitting for the valve. All points where holes are to be put through must be centre-punched to prevent the drill from wandering over the smooth surface. Before drilling it is worth while to one unaccustomed to this work to go over all the points with a rule to ensure correct location. The position for the valve socket is ⅞ in. from the top edge, and the centre for the resistance lever bearing ¼ in. lower. The first holes to be made are those near the edges which are to carry the twelve 4 BA screws for terminals. These are made with a 5/32 in. drill and in putting them through, a piece of hard wood or scrap ebonite is used to prevent the back face from cracking away as the drill passes through. Two 5/32 in. holes are made to pass the screws which hold down the former on which the filament resistance is wound. Holes must also be made to pass the ends of the resistance wire, and likewise the leads to the condensers. If the four valve stems have 4 BA threads, holes can be put through the one only of these for them without changing the drill. It is more usual, however, for them to be 6 BA, in which case the No. 28 drill should be employed. Using this drill the eight holes can be made to pass the 6 BA screws which hold down the condenser covers. In order that these holes may exactly coincide with those already made in the cover pieces, it will be found convenient to drill one only of each of the four holes. By using these holes to keep the covers in position the remaining holes are made by passing the drill through the other holes already in them. Before putting the cover pieces aside again they should be marked to show the exact position they occupied when the holes were made so as to avoid any risk of them
being interchanged, turned over, or turned round. Four holes will now complete the drilling, which are those passing through the four wooden battens. These battens are to space the panel above the surface of the operating table, and are \( \frac{3}{8} \) in. thick. The holes made in them are to give clearance to the \( \frac{1}{2} \) in. by No. 6 brass wood screws which hold the panel in position.

These battens should preferably be made of hard wood, and may be planed or filed to size.

traction which would slacken the winding. The wire must be entirely free from kinks, and having determined approximately the length required, one end is held in the vice, and keeping it taut, the former is revolved and the wire wound on.

The resistance arm is made from a piece of hard brass of thickness of about 20 S.W.G., and is shaped as shown in Fig. 1. One edge of the brass is turned up to a height of \( \frac{1}{8} \) in. to give stiffness. The end is also turned up, giving a projection of \( \frac{1}{8} \) in. to act

The wooden former, Fig. 3, on which the resistance wire is to be wound, can also be filed to size, and it is important that the top edge shall be quite straight and parallel to the under edge in order that the rubbing arm may give even pressure throughout the length. The ridge along the top is filed away at the ends to give flat faces for the screws, holes for which are made with the \( 5 \frac{3}{8} \) in. drill. Two other holes are made near the ends for the purpose of passing through and holding the resistance wire. In winding the former it is necessary to keep a strong tension on the wire and make it bind into the surface of the wood. It is as well to dry the wood before commencing to wind in order to prevent any subsequent con-

![Fig. 1. The valve panel (top) drawn to full size.](image-url)
small block of wood and revolved in small circles, a good matt finish will be obtained entirely free from scratches.

In placing the resistance in position and obtaining the correct pressure by the arm on the wire, small ebonite or wood spacing pieces are inserted as shown in Fig. 3, their exact thickness depending upon the height of the terminal. The building up of the condensers is as described in the previous article.

Fifteen pieces of mica interleaved with copper foils passing out alternately to opposite ends will be required for the condenser marked “P.” For that marked “G” four pieces of mica will be required and one foil will project out at one end and two, being one on either side of it with mica interleaved, out of the other. The two other micas are on the outer faces. This latter condenser is bridged with a high resistance leak.

Fig. 2. A view of the underside of the panel showing the wiring drawn to full size.

It is arranged by laying in with the plates of the condenser two additional strips of foil, one connected to either end, which, when assembled, will rest against the ebonite top. The pieces will be shorter than the plates and approach each other from opposite ends, leaving a \( \frac{1}{4} \) in. in the middle space. Taking a pencil of medium hardness an area of about a square quarter inch is well pencilled over at either end of the condensers, on the points where the two short strips will rest. This pencilling is to make good contact with the strips. Between these points a uniform and unbroken line is made about 1/16 in. wide, which forms a leak path for charges acquired by the condenser.

Circuit drawn in the form usually adopted in wireless circuit diagrams. The condenser across the telephone terminals is omitted.
Improvements in Audio Frequency Amplifiers

ANYONE who has tried to employ several stages of low frequency amplification soon discovers two things: first, the fact that noises are produced locally in the low frequency circuit itself; and second, that successive stages of amplification do not give the progressive increase in the strength of signals which one might be led to expect.

These objections to several stages of low frequency amplification are bad enough in the case of the amplification of telegraphy signals, but it becomes a far more serious matter where telephony and music are required to be amplified.

The ideal case would be that of an amplifier which through successive stages gives maximum amplification of the signals through each successive valve without distortion and without producing any reaction between one circuit and the preceding circuit.

The cause of the distortion of signals and absence of silence of the circuit is due principally to electromagnetic and electrostatic couplings between successive stages of amplification, and in addition oscillations set up in any one stage will tend to interfere with the amplification. If these oscillations are of audible frequency the circuit commences to howl, but there may also be high frequency oscillations produced which would not be readily detected.

In an article which appeared in a recent issue of "QST," Mr. H. E. Bussey describes improvements which he has applied to low frequency amplifier circuits for the purpose of controlling or preventing interaction between stages of amplification, comprising thorough shielding for both magnetic and static coupling effects by completely enclosing each stage, including the detector stage, with sheet
A Simple Plug and Socket

By G. P. Kendall, B.Sc.

ONE sees so many makeshift plug-in devices giving unsatisfactory service in amateur sets that one wonders greatly why so few experimenters have realised the potentialities of valve pins and valve socket legs. If they did but know it, they have here the ideal materials for making battery plugs and jacks, tapping plugs for H.T. variation, coil-holder plugs and sockets, plug-in devices for changing circuits in experimental sets and a host of other useful accessories. True, H.F. transformers are often fitted with pins to plug into ordinary valve sockets, but one does not begin to perceive the possibilities of the method until one starts to use the separate socket legs. With these as sockets it is easy to make up plugs and jacks having any number of "ways," and with the advantages of neatness, good contact and cheapness; also the sockets can be spaced well apart—a distinct advantage in some circuits.

The best appearance is obtained when the sockets are mounted flush with the surface of the panel, which can be easily done by threading the barrel of the socket and tapping the hole in the panel. The socket can be locked in position by means of a nut on the underside of the panel. It happens that the sockets are just the right size to take a quarter-inch Whitworth thread, and this serves fairly well; a finer thread would be better. To give a neat finish to the panel, fix the socket so that it projects very slightly above the surface, then, with a "rose-head" (or a 4 or 8" twist drill) reduce the socket to the section shown in the figure. Each socket is then in the middle of a little conical depression in the ebonite, which makes the insertion of the plug much easier.

WIRELESS IN THE SICK ROOM.

The accompanying photograph, sent to us by the Rev. H. W. Doudney, shows his son enjoying the companionship of a wireless set during an illness when he was confined to his room.
Notes.

Elimination of Static Interference.

Mr. J. H. Reeves reports, apropos of his remarks on X's, June 29th, 1.00-1.30 B.S.T., while the thunderstorm was raging he listened-in on 600 and could read FFU with only occasional loss of a letter.

Coming Conference of Government Representatives.

In the House of Commons Mr. Pike Pease stated that the Canadian Government will shortly send two technical representatives to discuss the whole subject of the Empire wireless chain with representatives of His Majesty's Government.

Amateur Telephony Transmission.

A Doncaster reader states that he is receiving very good telephony from 2 ND and 2 GJ, and is desirous of being informed of their location. He further says that the speech and music on 280 metres is the finest he has heard.

Equipment for American Army Aeroplanes.

America's Army aeroplanes are soon to be equipped with a radio apparatus claimed to be the best in the world.

Service machines are to be equipped with new sets capable of transmitting both telegraph and telephone messages during flight to the ground, or from machine to machine in the air. The new sets are of three types, designed for pursuit, observation and bombing aeroplanes, and are the latest development of the Signal Corps Radio Section. Although the specifications have been drawn up and tenders invited by the Signal Corps, no description of the new equipment has been released. It is said, however, that they are a big improvement on the sets now in use in the American Air Service.

The largest and strongest set, S.C.R. 135, designed for bombing planes such as the dual-engined Martins, will have a telephone radius for machine-to-ground of about 75 miles, and a telegraph radius from machine-to-ground of about 200 miles. For pursuit machines, S.C.R. 133 is designed to give a reliable telephone radius for aeroplanes in flight up to 5 miles. Set 134, for observation machines, like the DH-4's, will ensure radio-telephony between two aeroplanes on the wing up to about 10 miles. The largest sets which are to be installed in the Martins, it is expected, will make serial conversation possible up to 25 miles.

In aerial work a trailing antenna is used as an aerial, and for ground work the metal parts of the plane. Previously, radiophone messages have only been carried on between aeroplanes over short distances as in "voice-control" flying, where the commander of a squadron directs the manoeuvres of his pilots, but with the new sets officers of the Army Air Service hope to employ radiotelephony to a greater extent and see far larger applications of radio in flying operations.

Receiving Sets for Broadcasting.

Mr. J. R. Schofield, of the South Wales Wireless Training College, Cardiff, in a letter to the South Wales Daily News, says:— "Having had numerous inquiries and offers to purchase receiving sets, and inquiries re the kind to purchase, I strongly advise merchants and private buyers not to purchase any kind of instruments until the Government and manufacturers have agreed on a standard wavelength, otherwise they will be loaded with worthless goods and have to purchase numerous accessories. I turned down an offer last week to purchase 250 sets, knowing the present state of things. When broadcasting sets are purchased, buyers would be well advised to buy only the instruments of recognised makes. Cheap goods prove the dearest in the end, and never give the best results."

Civil Engineers' Conversazione.

Mr. W. B. Worthington, President of the Institution of Civil Engineers, received the guests at the Annual Conversazione held on June 27th, at Great George Street.

A lecture was given by Capt. H. Riall Sankey, on "Broadcasting," who demonstrated by the aid of old and new apparatus by the Marconi Company. Engineering models and scientific devices were placed round the library for inspection.

Transmission by Air Ministry.

The Air Ministry notifies that:

(1) With effect from the 1st July, the Symptotic Reports and General Observations issued on 1400 metres C.W. by Air Ministry daily at 0800, 1400 and 1900 (G.M.T.); and 0915 and 2000 (G.M.T.) respectively will be transmitted on 4100 metres C.W. The Symptotic at 0200 will continue on 1400 metres as hitherto. The 0830 report will cease.

(2) In cases where breakdown of the main set, or other delay in commencing transmission on 4100 metres is occasioned, should transmission not have been commenced at the expiration of ten minutes, the message will be issued on 1400 metres commencing at ten minutes after the routine hour.

Telephony Transmission.

Marconi House 2 LO hopes to carry out telephony transmission tests as follows:—

7th July, every alternate 20 minutes from 5 to 8 p.m. 10th July, 2.30 p.m. 11th July, 7.30 to 8.30 p.m. 12th July, 5 to 5.20 p.m., 6 to 6.20 p.m., 7.30 to 8.30 p.m. 20th July, 8 to 9 p.m.

Imprisonment for Fraud.

William Parsons, a dental mechanic, of Bayswater, pleaded guilty at the Marylebone Police Court on June 29th, to a charge of being in the supposed unlawful possession of a number of postal orders, a cheque and a money order, and obtaining two guineas by fraud from Leonard William Sims. It was stated that defendant had advertised for sale "ten-guinea wireless sets for two guineas," in the name of Messrs. Barkers, Ltd., Queen's Road, Bayswater, which was an accommodation address. Inquiries were made by the police, and it was found that he was not in a position to supply the sets. A sentence of six months imprisonment in the second division was passed. This case should serve as a caution to those about to purchase wireless sets. Not only does the sudden demand for apparatus bring with it opportunities for fraud, but also provides a field for
the sale of equipments of uncertain reliability. Purchasers are advised to see the apparatus actually working on an aerial of similar dimensions to the one they propose to install, or if ordering through the post, a guarantee that the apparatus will function correctly under the conditions for which it is required, should be asked for.

We take this opportunity of advising our readers that every care is taken to ensure, as far as is possible, that apparatus advertised in the journal is reliable, and that the firms offering it can be depended upon for fair dealing. In this connection we shall be indebted to readers for bringing to our notice any instances of unsatisfactory treatment by our advertisers.

The Institution of Electrical Engineers: Wireless Section Committee, 1922-23.

The following members have been nominated to serve on the Wireless Section Committee for 1922-23—Chairman: Professor G. W. O. Howe. New nominations for membership of the Committee: Mr. F. S. Brydon, Mr. J. St. Vincent Pilette, Captain H. R. Sankey, C.B., C.B.E., R.E., and Mr. R. L. Smith-Rose. The following will continue to serve as members of the Committee: Mr. B. Blyqon, O.B.E., Mr. R. C. Clinker, Dr. W. H. Eccles, Professor C. L. Fortescue, Mr. G. H. Naeh, C.B.E., Mr. C. C. Paterson, O.B.E., Captain H. J. Round, M.C., Mr. L. B. Turner. Other nominations may be made within fourteen days of the publication of the Committee's list.

Long Distance Amateur Reception.

Mr. F. D. Bell, of Otamiru, New Zealand, states that he is frequently able to get LY (Bordeaux) on a single valve, and with three valves IDO, POZ and all the louder U.S.A. stations can be heard. The apparatus used by Mr. Bell is of Burndept manufacture and Burndept coils are used.

Correspondence

To the Editor of The Wireless World and Radio Review.

Sir,—An error in your reply to the query of "Radio-Lantic" (Newark), in the May 6th issue of your journal, has just come to my attention, and for the benefit of others interested the following information is submitted.

During the war all commercial stations in this country were taken over by the Navy Department and were thus allotted calls with the Naval prefix "N." In this manner New Brunswick became NFF and kept this call until the station was returned to the Radio Corporation of America, at which time the call became WII, although still appearing in some of the older lists as NFF.

The station at Tuckerton, New Jersey, appearing on the call lists as NWW, its Naval call, now has two transmitting units with the calls WGG and WGI.

For those of you who are keen on long distance reception on the higher wavelengths the reception of the Radio Corporation's Trans-Pacific stations should afford a good test of an efficient receiver. The Pacific Coast end of this link is a 200 kW. alternator unit, situated at Bolinas, California, working on 13,100 metres, call letters KET, in communication with two other transmitters of the same power at Kahuna, Island of Ohau, Territory of Hawaii, working on 16,975 and 16,433 metres, call signs KIE and KGI respectively.

G. A. BURNS.

To the Editor of The Wireless World and Radio Review.

SIR,—It would appear that, in view of the rapid extension in the use of wireless apparatus by private individuals, we shall soon be requiring some distinct type of classification between technical and non-technical "amateurs.

Up to the present time the so-called wireless amateur has, as a general rule, been an individual displaying considerable skill in the utilisation of his instruments, and having very high technical knowledge. From how onwards there will enter into the field a large number of wireless enthusiasts who are much more interested in hearing music and signals than in carrying out experimental and research work, and it would appear that it will be necessary to find some sort of a name under which to head these individuals if the private technical enthusiasts are still to be called amateurs. No doubt some of your numerous readers will be glad to offer suggestions for a suitable name.

At any rate, Mr. Editor, I am sure the ingenuity of some of your staff will solve the problem so that in discussions in the future no confusion may exist between the two very distinct classes of amateur wireless enthusiasts.

Yours faithfully,

2 WQ.

Calendar of Current Events

Saturday, July 8th.

WANDSWORTH WIRELESS SOCIETY.
Field Day.—Outing to Box Hill.

Sunday, July 9th.

Transmission of Telephony from 3 to 5 p.m. on 1,070 metres by PCGG, The Hague, Holland.

Monday, July 10th.

WIRELESS SOCIETY OF HULL AND DISTRICT.
7.30 p.m.—Annual Meeting for election of officers.

Tuesday, July 11th.

Transmission of Telephony at 8 p.m. on 400 metres by 2 MT Writtle, near Chelmsford.

Friday, July 14th.

LEEDS AND DISTRICT AMATEUR WIRELESS SOCIETY.
8 p.m.—Lecture on "Maritime Radio Communication." by Mr. D. E. Pettigrew.

Sunday, July 16th.

Transmission of Telephony from 3 to 5 p.m. on 1,070 metres by PCGG, The Hague, Holland.

PADDINGTON WIRELESS AND SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY.
Field Day.

Monday, July 17th.

LEICESTERSHIRE RADIO AND SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY.
General Meeting, Vaughan Cottage, Leicester.
Lecture on "Continuous Wave Transmission," by Mr. J. W. Pallett.

Tuesday, July 18th.

Transmission of Telephony at 8 p.m. on 400 metres by 2 MT Writtle, near Chelmsford.
Wireless Club Reports

NOTE.—Under this heading the Editor will be pleased to give publication to reports of the meetings of Wireless Clubs and Societies. Such reports should be submitted without covering letter in the exact form in which they are to appear and as concise as possible, the Editor reserving the right to edit and curtail the reports if necessary. The Editor will be pleased to consider for publication papers read before Societies. An asterisk denotes affiliation with the Wireless Society of London.

The West London Wireless and Experimental Association.*

Club-rooms, Belmont Road Schools, Chiswick, W.4.
Hon. Secretary, Horace W. Cotton, 19, Bushy Road, Harlington, Middlesex.

On Thursday evening, June 15th, the members of the Association had the pleasure of hearing its Vice-President, Mr. F. E. Studt, read his paper entitled "Interpretation of Wireless Circuits".

The subject was one that is of great educational value and assistance to the wireless amateur. The lecturer having drawn a single valve circuit diagram on the board, commenced with the aerial circuit and explained most minutely the functions of each small part of the circuit throughout. The other individual circuits, collectively forming the whole circuit in turn dealt with, and expounded carefully and to the fullest extent—owing to the length of the subject the lecturer was unable to conclude the paper and this will be continued at a subsequent meeting. It is hoped that members will have the opportunity of visiting the Slough Experimental Station at an early date. The Secretary will be pleased to reply to all applicants for particulars of membership and objects of the Association. Members are still rolling in so that they will be more versed in the science of wireless by the time "broadcasting" comes into operation.

Wakefield and District Wireless Society.*

A meeting of the Society was held at the Y.M.C.A., Grove Road, at 8 p.m., June 16th, when the Chairman moved a vote of thanks both to the lecturer and to members who kindly brought apparatus which contributed to making the meeting such a success. The motion was carried with enthusiasm.

All desirous of becoming members are invited to communicate with Hon. Secretary, Mr. Ed. Swale, 11, Thornes Road, Wakefield.

The North London Wireless Association.*

Hon. Secretary (pro tem.), Mr. V. J. Hinkley, Northern Polytechnic Institute, Holloway, N.7.

At a meeting of the above, held on Monday, June 19th, a very successful demonstration of telephony was given, the station 2VW, run by one of our members, specially transmitting for the occasion.

Our friend at 2VW, besides having time for experimental wireless, also turns his attention to music and gave selections on the cornet, tin whistle, and flute, which instruments, having a considerable range of pitch and quality, proved a good test for modulation.

The Association will welcome any inquiries from prospective members addressed to the Hon. Secretary as above.

The Dewsbury and District Wireless Society.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. A. Horsfall, Willow Grove, Lee Street, Ravensthorpe, Dewsbury.

On Thursday last, June 8th at 7.30 p.m., the above Society opened its new rooms in South Street, Dewsbury, by an open meeting and lecture, the President, Mr. S. S. Davies, presiding.

Mr. Yardley, of Leeds, was to have lectured but was unable to attend, and the Society was very fortunate in being able to obtain the services of Mr. Denison, of Messrs. Denison Bros., Halifax, better known as 2KD.

His lecture was illustrated by blackboard diagrams, and dealt chiefly with the erection of aerials, the working of thermionic valves, and reception on short wavelengths. It was a most instructive and interesting lecture, especially the latter, in view of the reduction in the amateur wavelength.

At 8.30 p.m., according to programme, music and speech was picked up (transmitted by Mr. Burbury, of Crigglestone, 2AW), and was audible all over the room.

At the close of the meeting the usual vote of thanks was expressed to the speaker (Mr. Denison), and Mr. Burbury who so kindly sent the transmission.

Almost 100 persons were present, and although the Society is only four months old, 50 members have been enrolled to date.

The members have been informed that the Club-rooms will be open on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Club night is Thursday.

Prospective members will be welcome at the Club-rooms on Thursday evening. Further particulars from the Hon. Secretary.

Smethwick Wireless Society.

Hon. Secretary, Ralph H. Parker, Radio House, Wilson Road, Smethwick, Staffs.

The above Society held its annual meeting on Friday, June 2nd. A statement of accounts was submitted by the Treasurer which showed that the Society was in a very satisfactory position financially. The report for the year was read by the Secretary, and the following officers were elected:—President, Mr. B. W. Hutchinson, M.Sc., A.I.E.E., F.R.G.S., F.G.I.; Vice-Presidents, Mr. A. Adams, F.G.S., Mr. A. J. Hülmé, Mr. J. Stoney, B.Sc., A.I.E.E., F.R.G.S., F.G.I.; Mr. G. Brew; Mr. H. Garrett, B.Sc., Mr. Sidney D. Waltho, Major Thompson, Mr. S. W. B. Stephens, Mr. McKale; Secretary, Mr. Ralph H. Parker;
Assistant Secretary, Mr. L. Lee; Treasurer, Mr. A. Allen; Committee, Messrs. Bryant, Sessions, Whitehouse, Kay Evans, Ben.

It was also decided to apply for affiliation. During summer months meetings will be held monthly.

On June 30th, Mr. L. Lee, of the Smethwick Technical Institute, lectured on telephony

**Leicestershire Radio and Scientific Society.**

The monthly meeting of the Leicestershire Radio and Scientific Society took place on Monday, June 19th, at headquarters.

The balance sheet of a recent dance was read and accepted, it showing a substantial profit of £5 2s. 5d.

Three new members were accepted, bringing the total to 43 members.

The lecturer for the evening was the Society’s President, Mr. Cyril T. Atkinson, and the subject, “Short Wave Reception.” Mr. Atkinson first of all pointed out the reasons for the special measures necessary for short wave receiving the short aether waves of below 300 metres, and then described, step by step, the various classes of gear and methods of construction.

The lecture was illustrated by a number of pieces of apparatus of the lecturer’s own construction, and an extremely interesting evening was spent.

At the conclusion a very hearty vote of thanks was accorded to the lecturer, proposed by Mr. Pallett and seconded by Mr. Yates, being heartily acclaimed by the whole assembly.

The meeting closed at 9.30.

Secretary, Mr. J. R. Crawley, 269, Mere Road, Leicester.

**Southampton and District Wireless Society.**

Hon. Secretary, Mr. T. H. Cutler, 24, Floating Bridge Road, Southampton.

A meeting of the above Society was held on Wednesday, June 14th, at Kingsland Assembly Room. A large gathering was present and an enjoyable evening spent. Mr. Bateman demonstrated on his “single valve set,” on which, by the way, he receives the Hague very loud and clear. A special message sent out by the Hague to the secretary of the above Society was logged by him and forwarded to the Secretary for confirmation. He also received by telephony the result of the Derby. Mr. Bateman is an ex-soldier, and having the use of only one hand is greatly handicapped. He has only taken up wireless two months, and has
belonged to the above Society during that time. Great credit is due to him for the rapid advancement he has made.

All questions asked Mr. Bateman were answered with satisfaction. Buzzer practice brought the evening to a close. The Club is now open to accept associate members. Full particulars will be sent on application to the Secretary.

Wolverhampton and District Wireless Society.

A Committee meeting of the above-named Society was held at Headquarters, 26, King Street, on June 12th, Mr. H. H. Speke in the Chair. The chief item on the agenda for discussion, was the arrangement of a programme for future meetings. Messrs. D. Baker, H. Taylor, and Geo. W. Fairall, members of the Committee, who have transmitting stations, suggested a visit of members on June 28th, to see them. This idea was gladly received and adopted. A general meeting was held on June 13th, when Mr. Blakemore, A.M.I.E.E., delivered the third and last part of his paper, on the subject of "Electrical Terms and their Meaning." With practical demonstrations in static and current electricity the lecturer held the attention of his audience from beginning to end. At the conclusion of the lecture the hope was expressed that Mr. Blakemore would again favour the Society at an early date. An invitation was then extended to members, to visit the stations of Messrs. D. Baker, H. Taylor, and Geo. W. Fairall, and names taken of those members who were able to accept. In addition to the visitation a general meeting will be held at Headquarters, 26, King Street, on June 28th, at 8 o'clock. Buzzer practice at 7 o'clock.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. Geo. W. Jones, 8, Rosebery Street, Wolverhampton.

The Hackney and District Radio Society.

The first general meeting to discuss the formation of a Radio Society, was held at 111, Chatsworth Road, Clapton, E.5, on Thursday, June 8th.

It was decided to carry out all activities under the above title. Being the first meeting the members were more or less strange to one another. The good number of the attendance was surprising.

Officers were elected as follows:—Mr. D. Street, Chairman; Mr. E. R. Walter, Secretary; Messrs. Douglass, R. J.son, A. Valin, F. Jenkins, A. V. Morgan, T. Kiernan, Committee.

Several resolutions were passed which the Committee considered after the meeting, so as to bring into motion at the next meeting. A general conversation took place, which ran into many interesting subjects on Wireless. Mr. A. Valin exhibited some high frequency transformers. It was decided to start a Morse class, and instructional help to members who are young with the subject, at the meetings on every Thursday, at 8 p.m.

The second meeting of the above Society was held on June 15th, at 111, Chatsworth Road, Clapton, Mr. D. Street in the Chair. The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed. Further arrangements for the programme were discussed, and a list of rules and regulations were compiled. This was read and confirmed at the next meeting, on June 22nd, at the above address.

Morse practice was carried out. The meeting was of an informal nature. Wireless instrumental parts, chiefly condensers and coils apart were produced. The major part of the conversation was concerning the making and sizes of efficient broadcasting coil.

All enquiries should be addressed to the Secretary, Mr. E. R. Walter, 48, Dagmar Road, South Hackney, who would also be glad to receive catalogues.

Ifford and District Radio Society.

On Thursday, June 16th, our Chairman, Mr. H. H. Lasman, gave a lecture on "A Single Valve Receiver."

The lecturer first dealt with the subject from the point of view of apparatus required, the functions of each individual part, and built up the circuit in diagram form.

The making of the set was then explained, suitable values of leak and condensers and sizes of coils for the 440 metre wave were given. The general working of the set was detailed and many hints and precautions given. A large number of questions were asked, and a very lively discussion arose on the size of coils required, and the best form to be used for the 440 metre wave. The merits of every form of coil were discussed and easy methods of making described.

The Society has pleasure in announcing that Mr. Fredk. Wise, M.P., and Mr. W. W. Burnham have very kindly consented to become Vice-Presidents of the Society.

A series of junior constructional classes is being run under the supervision of Mr. F. C. Grover. This should be of particular interest to those just starting.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. A. E. Gregory, 77, Khedive Road, Forest Gate, E.7.

Tunbridge Wells and District Wireless Society.

On Wednesday, June 7th, the Society, which has changed its address to 81, Calverley Road, Tunbridge Wells, accepted the kind invitation of Sir Robert Gower to visit him at Sandown Court, on the outskirts of Tunbridge Wells. After inspecting the large new aerial which had recently been erected, the party adjourned to the house to listen-in to the Marconi Concert. This was successfully picked up and rendered audible to all present by means of a Marconi M16 receiver, four-valve amplifier and loud speaker.

Sir Robert, after a short interval for refreshments, exhibited further apparatus supplied by W. R. H. Tingey (unit system), in which five valves were employed. Followed by a Brown's relay and loud speaker. Considerable interest was shown by the visitors in the tuning arrangements and the remarkable powers of amplification possessed by this set.

The Marconi receiver and amplifier previously referred to, were then formally presented to the Society. Mr. G. W. Howard, the President, on behalf of the members, expressed his thanks and great appreciation of their host's generous gift. He stated that it supplied a long-felt want, and he was sure that it would assist the Society in its endeavours to obtain new members.

Amateurs in the district who may wish to join the Society should apply to the Hon. Secretary, Mr. W. P. Burin, 86, Stephens Road, Tunbridge Wells.

A Society has recently been formed at the above school, membership being open to the senior scholars. At the inaugural meeting the following officers were elected:—President, H. Nicholson, Esq., M.A.; Vice-President, A. H. Cooper, Esq., M.Sc., B.A.; Hon. Secretary, Mr. J. W. Crichton. The activities of the Society are under the direction of the officers who are assisted by a small committee.

A General Meeting was held on May 15th. Mr. A. H. Cooper was in the chair, and the general business having been completed, he introduced Mr. Paul D. Tyers who was to open a discussion on "The Valve as a Detector of Damped Waves." The function of a valve as a detector was illustrated by means of a number of experiments, the necessary apparatus being supplied by the school science department. A number of curves were made during the evening, the actual anode currents and grid potentials being made visible by means of large scale meters mounted on the wall. At the close of the address Mr. Paul D. Tyers expressed his thanks for the way in which his remarks had been received and stated that he was indebted to the Marconi Scientific Instrument Co., for supplying a large number of the slides which he had been able to show them.

The interest in the Society is increasing, and it is hoped to arrange a definite programme very shortly. The Society has in its possession an excellent serial and a large amount of apparatus. Listening-in is a regular feature among the members and many are becoming expert with the Morse code.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. J. W. Crichton, Watford Grammar School.

Cercle Anversois d’Etudes de T.S.F.

This Society, recently formed in Antwerp, comprises already some sixty-five members, and has succeeded in obtaining the Physics Lecture Theatre of the Lycée d’Anvers for its meetings and lectures. A monthly bulletin is being published, the first copy of which was due to appear the beginning of June. They will be pleased to insert any important communication emanating from either amateurs or societies in England, and invite correspondence on wireless matters. Some of the Antwerp amateurs possessing very complete apparatus, the Secretary wishes to get into touch with British amateurs possessing transmission licences in view of proceeding to some trans-North Sea tests, the importance of which will no doubt appeal to readers. The Belgian amateurs hope that they will be granted transmission licences shortly.

At present informal meetings are held, and a course of lectures on apparatus construction and electricity and wireless has been started.

Anyone interested should write to the Secretary, Mr. A. Wust, A.C.G.I., Engineer-in-Charge, Central Station of the Société d’Electricité de l’Escaut, Merzen-Antwerp.

Cannock and District Wireless Society.

At a meeting held on June 5th it was decided to form the above Society. Mr. G. M. Whitehouse was elected chairman and Mr. T. Ball, Secretary. A good membership is expected, and affiliation to the London Wireless Society has been applied for.

Proposed Wireless Club at Deptford.

Mr. Henry C. Cook is desirous of forming a Wireless Club under the name of "The New Cross and Deptford Radio Society." He has two first-class sets of instruments with a loud speaker, a 90 ft. mast and a generator for charging batteries, which he will place at the disposal of the Society, with a club-room and necessary fittings.

Clapham Park Wireless Club.

Mr. J. C. Elvy, A.M.I.E.E., M.I.E.S., 3, Fontenoy Road, Bedford Hill, S.W.12, will be glad to hear from amateurs in the Clapham Park district with a view to their co-operation with him and a number of others in the formation of a wireless club.

Bedford and District Radio Association.

Mr. C. W. Clarabut, of Beverley Crescent, Bedford, is making an effort to establish a Radio Association in his locality. He finds it difficult to get in touch with actual manufacturers of radio accessories such as condenser plates, contact studs, terminals, switch-knobs, etc. Those interested should communicate direct to Mr. Clarabut.

Our Picture of the Week.

We feel that an apology is due to readers of the Wireless World for our remissness in not previously publishing the type of wireless picture that is so popular with our contemporaries. The defect is hereby remedied with acknowledgements to the American wireless magazine QST, from which the drawing is taken.
Questions and Answers

NOTE.—This section of the magazine is placed at the disposal of all readers who wish to receive advice and information on matters pertaining to both the technical and non-technical sides of wireless work. Readers should comply with the following rules:—(1) Each question should be numbered and written on a separate sheet on one side of the paper, and addressed "Questions and Answers," Editor, THE WIRELESS WORLD AND RADIO REVIEW, 12/13, Henrietta Street, London, W.C.2. Queries should be clear and concise. (2) Before sending in new queries, readers are advised to search recent numbers to see whether the same queries have not been dealt with before. (3) Each communication sent in to be accompanied by the "Questions and Answers" coupon to be found in the advertisement columns of the issue current at the time of forwarding the questions. (4) The name and address of the querist, which is for reference and not for publication, to appear at the top of every sheet or sheets, and unless typewritten, this should be in block capitals. Queries will be answered under the initials and town of the correspondent, or, if so desired, under a "nom de plume." (5) In view of the fact that a large proportion of the circuits and apparatus described in these answers are covered by patents, readers are advised to make use of them, to satisfy themselves that they would not be infringing patents. (6) Where a reply through the post is required every question sent in must be accompanied by a postal order for the amount of 1s. or 3s. 6d. for a maximum of four questions. (7) Four questions is the maximum which may be sent in at one time.

"C.G.B." (Wimbledon Park), with reference to the Reinartz Tuner, asks (1) Will the winding of 600 metres tune down below 400 metres. (2) The size of windings for a range of from 300 to 600 metres. (3) If any tapping are required in either aerial coil or grid coil. (4) What are the effects of various values of a QX will be noticeable? (1) Not as shown. It is intended for the 600 metres only. (2) and (3) A 70-turn coil would probably cover this range if provided with aerial and earth taps of approximately the same number and proportionate size as those in the original receiver, but it would be safer to increase the size of the coil to about 80 turns. The exact number will have to be determined by experiment. (4) Almost any hard valve.

"SPARKS" (Birmingham) asks (1) For a diagram of a two-valve circuit. (2) Could he get PCGG with a two-wire aerial 30 ft. high. (3) Could he make a reaction coil. (4) What would the inductance of a basket coil be wound with 44 turns of No. 30 S.C.C. wire. (1) See diagram. (2) Doubtful, but possible. (3) Yes, a reaction coil is made in exactly the same way as any other coil. (4) The dimensions given for the coil do not appear to be self-consistent. Assuming the number of turns as correct, then the inductance would be approximately 300 mnhys. The value is used in this circuit of apparatus and asks if this is complete, and how to connect up the various pieces. (2) Is it necessary to have a licence before purchasing apparatus.

"W.H.S." (Sutton-on-Sea) asks a list of apparatus and asks if this is complete, and how to connect up the various pieces. (2) Is it necessary to have a licence before purchasing apparatus.

"W.H.K." (Hurlingham) asks (1) How to add an L.F. amplifier to a circuit sketched. (2) How to add an H.F. amplifier to the circuit without alteration, if possible.

(1) In spite of the way in which the diagram is arranged this circuit is of quite ordinary type. The additions required will make the circuit essentially that of Fig. 3, page 340, June 10th issue, H.R. telephones being retained if required. (B.D.C. — (Chepstow).—The circuit is O.K., and should give most of the results you suggest, but we doubt if you will get useful results with 2 M.T. The maximum wavelength is probably not less than 3,000 metres, but we cannot give the actual value as you do not state the capacity of the A.T.C. A condenser across the telephone would improve the set. There is probably not much difference between the telephones you mention, though with equal design and workmanship 4,000 ohm telephones would be better than 2,000 ohms.

"R.P.H." (Parkstone) gives a diagram and asks (1) Are the connections correct. (2) Would a reaction circuit improve the results.

(1) The circuit is quite O.K. (2) Reaction might be used to increase the range, but great care should be taken if this is done to prevent the set from oscillating.

"BEGINNER" (Hampstead) asks (1) For a single valve circuit using basket coils. (2) What range would it have with an indoor aerial 80 ft. long of No. 26 enamelled copper wire. (3) Does the u00b0z of Sullivan's 120 ohms headgear receivers mean the resistance of each ear-piece or the two together.

(1) See diagram (Fig. 1). (2) It depends on the power and wavelength of the transmitting station, and also how badly the receiver is shielded by the walls of the house. It is impossible to give any useful figures. (3) 120 ohms is the total resistance of the pair.

Fig. 1.
"H.E.C." (Kentish Town) asks for a diagram of a resistance coupled circuit, using two R type H.F. valves followed by crystal rectification and one R type L.F. valve, and giving the respective values of the resistances of condensers required.

See diagram. (Fig. 2.)

"H.B." (Forest Gate) wishes to construct a frame aerial for 350 metres and asks (1) Size of frame. (2) Number of turns and size of wire. (3) Is the shape sketches correct. (4) Where to connect the two ends of the winding.

(1) About 3 ft. square. (2) Six turns, spaced 1 cm. apart of about No. 18 wire. (3) This type will be satisfactory. (4) Across the terminals of a small variable condenser, which itself is connected across the grid and filament of the first valve.

Fig. 2.

"AFICIONADO" (Madrid) asks (1) The gauge of a sample of wire. (2) If this would be suitable for a reaction coil of a single valve receiver described in February, 1921.

(1) No. 36. (2) Yes, provided about the same number of turns are used, that is 50 and 200 for the two sections.

"H.M.R." (Newcastle-on-Tyne) submits a diagram of a four-valve set with jacks for switching in one to four valves and asks (1) If satisfactory. (2) How many foils and what size with mica 0.002" thick, and 2" x 1 1/4" for condensers of capacities 0.003, 0.001 and 0.004 mfd. (3) If certain data for an inter-valve transformer will be correct. (4) For information about certain coils.

(1) Yes, except that jacks used for H.F. in this way lead to a certain amount of inefficiency, and are liable to oscillation owing to the capacity of the jacks and the connections. (2) For 0.0003 mfd. two coils 1 cm. wide, overlap 2 cms. For 0.001 two coils, 2 cms. wide, 3 cms. overlap. 0.004 mfd. five coils, 2 cms. wide, 3 cms. overlap. (3) Quantities suggested and size of formers O.K. (4) We should advise making reaction coil to slide within the other former if possible. If so, probably 100 turns sufficient. If not, wind it full. Re-wind the tuning former with about No. 30 wire.

"RINAIDO" (Porstmouth) proposes to construct a set described in the issue of September, 1921, and asks (1) How he can estimate the capacity of the aerial to get 0.000055 mfd. (2) What should be the capacity of the A.T.C. (3) For a diagram to supplement the Figs. 3 and 9 of this article showing connections.

(1) Accurate computation of the capacity of an aerial is a lengthy and difficult process. You will find the method described in Nottage's "Calculations of Inductance and Capacity." The value of 0.000055 mfd. is somewhat high for a P.M.O. aerial. Yours will probably be rather less, giving you a somewhat smaller maximum wavelength. (2) See page 350 in the article referred to. (3) The amplified diagrams you ask for are given in figures 8a and 8b of the article. We think these are about the only useful simplification of Fig. 9 which it is possible to make.

"W.H.T." (Newcastle) sends a diagram of his set and asks how it could be improved for the reception of telephony.

The set is of quite good type and not capable of any considerable improvement. We dislike, however, the L.F. reaction shown, which is liable to produce distortion and howling. The fact that the grid leak has no effect points to the insulation of the valve holder being defective to an extent which is probably enough to weaken your signals.

"A.C.M." (Woolwich).—We regret having no information regarding the receiver you describe.

"A.C.R." (Blackpool) asks why he gets signals on short wave by putting his hand on the top of the tuning coil. (2) How to construct honeycomb coils on a former 1 1/4" x 1 1/4"—the number of pegs and number of turns for each coil. (3) A suitable reaction coil for use with the above. (4) Should he get 2 MT or FL telephony on a single valve.

(1) The effect is practically equivalent to the rearrangement of the set on the lines of the diagram, which should, and evidently does, tune the set to a much lower wavelength than is obtained with the additional earth removed. (2) 15 pegs required. Try number of turns as follows: 40, 80, 150, 250, 400, 600, 1,000 and 1,500. (3) For the reaction use the coil next smaller than the one in use for tuning. (4) 2 MT very doubtful; FL possible.
"WIRELESS BUG" (Brighton) asks (1) How to renovate Perikon crystals. (2) Whether LP now transmits telephony on 2,500 metres. If so, at what times. (3) If a P.O. telephone relay, 500 ohms, can be used in conjunction with 150 ohm telephone receiver for a loud speaker. (4) What is the wavelength used by aeroplanes calling Croydon, and why the noise of the engines does not interfere with their speech.

(1) The only thing that we can suggest is to take them out of the mountings (i.e., by careful application of heat) and turn them into new positions and search for new sensitive regions, or careful chipping to expose new surfaces, afterwards remounting them. (2) We regret we have no knowledge of telephony transmission by this station. (3) We are afraid this instrument would not be of much use for this purpose. (4) 800 to 1,000 metres. Careful arrangements of various types are made to make the microphone respond only to the localised sound of the operator’s voice and not to the general distributed noise of the engine of the machine. The problem is similar to the use of a speaking-tube in a very noisy building, which is quite practicable.

"J.W.T.++ (West Kirby) asks for a diagram of a circuit for a certain three-valve receiver.

See diagram. (Fig. 3).

"RECEIVER" (Beds.) refers to a certain set and asks (1) Whether it will give good results. (2) Why he gets “echoes” in receiving telephony. (3) Would Brown’s A 8,000 ohm telephones be liable to be damaged in the 30 volt circuit of a plate. (1) This set should be capable of giving quite good results. (2) This effect is generally due to the reaction being adjusted too near the oscillation point. Try rearranging the reaction coupling. (3) Yes, frequently, but no definite programme is at present arranged. (4) No.

"E.F." (Sussex) has constructed the school receiving set described in the October issue, and asks (1) Why the 500 turn coil used as A.T.I. gives no signals unless the hand is placed on the tuning condenser or the telephone terminals. (2) Would the addition of another valve enable him to hear Dutch Concerts. (3) For a diagram of a circuit using another valve. (4) How to prevent howling when listening to telephony.

(1) Impossible to say without examination. It might possibly be due to a break in the coil, or a bad connection between it and the earth. (2) Yes, preferably as an H.F. amplifier. (3) See diagram (Fig. 4). (4) If the howls are due to your neighbour’s radiating receiver you can do nothing. If owing to your own set oscillating, weaken the reaction.
what should be the value of B.2 (Fig. 2) to give a
total input of 10 watts, using R type valves with V.1 and V.2. (3) Can this circuit be used for
C.W., if so, where should the key be connected. (4) Is it necessary to have L.3 and L.4 (Fig. 2) of heavy
gauge wire.

(1) The system is quite a good one. It has un-
doubtedly been used in certain forms by amateurs, but no one knows how far this particular
modification has been applied. (2) You will not
get a full 10 watts from 2 R type valves efficien-
tly. The 10 watts could be obtained by putting up the
H.T. voltage, but the power radiated would not
be increased. 150 volts will be as high as you can
usefully apply. (3) Yes, insert the key in the grid
circuit of the control valve, adjusting the static
potential of the grid with a potentiometer until
the best results are obtained. (4) The wire need
not be of very heavy gauge for this power. Use,
say, No. 18, or better, 7/32 or 7/64 stranded cable.

" V.H.T." (Canterbury) asks (1) For criticism of
enclosed diagram of circuit with possible improve-
ments. (2) Why do single honeycomb coils made
by different firms vary as to wavelength. (3) Which
type of coil should be best, those covering the smaller
wavelength or those covering the greater. (4) Could
he have both PCGG, 2 MT, LP, NSS and aircraft
telephony with the set described.

(1) The circuit is O.K., except that the reaction
coil should be in series with the primary of the
inter-valve transformer, and not in shunt across it.
Also, the use of loose coupled circuits would mini-
mise the danger of considerable re-radiation.
(2) This may be due to the difference in the con-
densers (some have a much lower minimum capacity
than others), or more probably to differences in
the self-capacitances of the coils. (3) The latter.
(4) You should do if the inductions of the coils
used are suitable.

" G.A.H." (Farnborough) asks (1) The
capacity of a certain variable air condenser. (2)
What would be the capacity if the fixed vane spacing
were 5/16" instead of 5/16". (3) What weight and
gauge of wire is required for a 2'" former for use as
a telephone transformer.

(1) Approximately 0-0002 mfd. (2) Approximately
0-0002 mfd. (3) 2" is too big a diameter for
efficiency. Make the core 1½" diameter, the windings
may then be 6 ozs. No. 30 S.W.G., and
3 ozs. No. 44 S.W.G.

" S.W.B." (Manchester) asks for advice with
regard to certain troubles in his receiving set.

We are afraid there is no certain cure for the
induction troubles you complain of. It might
help to abandon the use of grid condensers and
leaks. Also put a condenser across the winding of
the inter-valve transformer in series with the
reaction. Try shielding the apparatus, particu-
larly the iron cored transformers, in an iron, or
iron-covered box. If possible get the aerial at
right angles to the tram wires, or as far as possible
from the telephone wires. Do not use a too
critical reaction.

" H.F.L." (Chesterfield) asks (1) the difference
between high and low frequency transformers. (2)
If a circuit sketched will receive PCGG. (3) Maxi-
mum and minimum wavelength of the circuit. (4)
Winding for the coils.

(1) H.F. transformers are in general air-cored and
are designed to efficiently transform radio-
frequency currents before rectification. L.F. trans-
formers are iron-cored, and arranged to transform
currents of auto-frequency. (2) No, not without
additional amplification. Moreover, a grid leak
is useless without a grid condenser, and L.R.
telephones cannot be used in such a circuit without
a transformer. (3) Impossible to say as no dimen-
sions of coils are given. (4) 6" x 4" of No. 34
for the A.M. coil, and 22" x 25" for the reaction
coil will give a useful range.

" L.U.G." (Brighton).—(1) This condenser is
useful for long wavelengths, but will be necessary
under about 1,000 metres. Capacity can be about
0-0005 mfd. Arrangements may be made to
switch the series condenser over to this position
if desired. (2) Telephones should be connected
across the I.P. and O.P. terminals as shown in
the diagram. (3) This tuner is unsuitable for alter-
ation for so large a range. Dismantle and use
the pieces for incorporation in a new set with honey-
comb coils. (4) Current always flowing in one
direction through a circuit. See any electrical
textbook for the distinction between this and
A.C.

" E.W.S." (Hurstpierpoint) wishes to make
up a panel receiver embodying a detector oscillator
valve and one note magnifier and tuning up to
4,000 metres, and asks (1), (2) and (3) Types of
cables to adopt. (4) Whether the results that his present
single-valve set gives are satisfactory. He receives
2 MT comfortably at Southend-on-Sea.

(1), (2) and (3) For compactness and at the same
time keeping self-capacity to a minimum, you would
be well advised to make up coils of the style shown
on page 328, June 10th issue. These can be
mounted to take up very little space by making a
½ hole through the centre of each card, and assem-
bling them on an ebonite rod fixed to the under face
of the panel, and putting a thick cardboard ring,
1½" in diameter, between each inductance card.
(4) Yes.

" T.S.F." (Edinburgh) asks for a circuit for a
four-valve set comprising 1 H.F., 1 rectifying and
2 L.F. valves, with switching arrangement for trans-
ferring telephone transformer primary from last
valve to plate circuit of second valve, and at the same
time switching off the a.m. current of the two
L.F. valves.
For circuit see reply given to "DE RESKE
(Ashfield).

" J.G.W." (Loughborough) wishes to know
(1) What posts are obtainable connected with wireless
other than operating. (2) The qualifications neces-
sary for such posts. (3) How to obtain such qualifica-
tions. (4) Probable pay.
There are many posts, such as designer, research
engineer, maintenance or installing engineer, wireless
instrument maker, salesman, demonstrator,
etc. (2) A thorough knowledge of all branches of
modern wireless telegraphy, together with such
specialised ability as the post may demand. (3)
A sound grounding in electrical, physical and general
scientific work, such as can be obtained at any of
the recognised university centres, followed by
experience in the class of employment selected.
As with all other occupations a keen interest in
the very specialised work is essential. (4) Varies
according to ability, but equal to that in other
branches of electrical engineering.
"K.C.L." (Bedford) asks (1) If crystal circuit which is shown on page 120, April 22nd issue, but without potentiometer and with blocking condenser can be recommended. (2) Windings for coils to tune up to 4,500 metres. (3) Dimensions for making variable condenser with large test tube. (4) Whether it would be an advantage to use smaller tuning condensers but connected in parallel to make up the necessary total capacity.

Yes. (1) Aerial coil of loose coupler, 4" of winding on 4" former No. 28 D.C.C. Loading coil 8" of winding on 4" former No. 26 D.C.C. Secondary 4" of winding, No. 28 D.C.C. with tappings according to your switches. (3) This method will not give sufficient capacity (0-0005 mfd.), but if you are particularly desirous of working somewhat to these lines see page 197, May 13th issue. You may increase the capacity by completely covering the outer case with foil, and arranging inner plates which extend around the wooden cylinder slide, instead of revolve. (4) Little would be gained.

"H.E.P." (Birmingham).—(1) The address of Messrs. Robert W. Paul in 69, Addison Road, W. 14, and their works are at New Southgate, London, N. (2) Without a description of the set it is quite impossible to give you a diagram or advise you on its capabilities.

"T.H." (Marple-by-the-Sea) submits two circuit diagrams and wishes to know (1) If they are correct. (2) Which would give the better results. (3) Which would be the easier to construct and manipulate.

In your circuit (1) you show both potentiometer and grid condenser, grid potential control, on the rectifier valve. Both are not necessary but, of course, would not be detrimental. As you tune the plate circuit with the intervalve oscillation transformer, in construction you might provide a varying coupling. It is not necessary to bridge the primaries of the second intervalve transformer and telephone transformer with condensers. Do not connect the aerial tuning condenser to the earth side of the aerial and intercostal inductance when in series, for if you do you will have the whole of your receiving apparatus excited earth and above earth potential. (2) Circuit No. 1, as rectification, must be arranged after high frequency amplification. (3) Very little to choose between with regard to construction, but the operation of reaction coil in the plate circuit of the second valve as in circuit 1 would be easier.

"S.T." (Manchester) asks (1) For approximate windings for H.F. transformers for operating on wavelengths of 400 to 500 metres. (2) Dimensions of formers for these transformers and sizes of wire. (3) Diagram for two-value circuit for telephony, using transformer coupling and tunable to 24,000 metres. (4) Whether slab coils are suitable for telephony.

(1) and (2) Use form of ebonite rod 1" in diameter, and wind with No. 28 to 42 S.S.C. wire. For wavelengths up to 300 metres use 150 turns primary and the same number for the secondary, wound on an ebonite former about 3" long and with a single layer of empire cloth. For 600 metres use 600 turns each. For 1,200 metres use 1,500 turns each, or, as this will be rather long, 800 turns on a 2" ebonite tube may be used. Beyond this wavelength use resistance capacity intervalve couplings. (3) For circuits see Fig. 1, page 255, May 20th issue; Fig. 2, page 213, May 13th issue, and read also article by H. G. Evans, M.Sc., page 133, April 29th issue. (4) Yes, and you would be advised to construct them in the manner shown on page 328, June 10th issue.

"GRID LEAK." (Glasgow) asks (1) How to convert "office" receivers into L.R. head telephones. (2) Windings for a suitable transformer for use in connection with these receivers. (3) Names of firms supplying wireless apparatus on a deferred payment system. (4) Capacity of a given condenser. (1) and (2) We do not understand what type of receivers you refer to, but if you mean receivers such as are used for land-line telephony, we do not think that these can be successfully rewound for wireless use. (3) We are not aware of any firm undertaking this class of business. (4) About 0-0002 mfd.

"J.H.A." (Bedford) wishes to make a receiver for the reception of telephony, C.W., and spark signals up to 3,000 metres. He has aerial and a pair of telephones and proposes adopting the circuit shown on page 100, April 22nd issue, and does not wish to spend more than £6. He asks for windings for inductances and values of condensers.

The aerial tuning condenser should be of the air dielectric type, and have a maximum value of 0-001 mfd. This can be purchased from any of the dealers in surplus Government wireless apparatus, to whom you should apply for prices. The aerial inductances consist of a total of 1½" of winding of No. 28 D.C.C. on a 5" former, and the reaction coil 4½" of winding on a 3½" former and sliding inside the aerial inductance. Both inductances tapped out. The aerial at about 20 points and the reaction circuit about 7. Special coils should be made for 400 metres telephony of the style shown on page 328, June 10th issue, using one in the aerial and one in the reaction circuit. The grid condenser should consist of three strips of metal foil, ½" wide by ½" overlap, and separated with two of mica 0-002 in thickness. The leak should have a valve of about two megohms, and you are recommended to purchase one of reliable make. The intervalve transformer may also be purchased from dealers in ex-Government wireless apparatus, or made up as described on page 132, May 20th, 1921, issue. Condensers C2 and C3 should consist of 15 metal foils of above dimensions, separated with 16 micas.

"N.H." (Shrewsbury) wishes to know (1) Power required to communicate over a distance of 190 miles, using P.M.G aerial and single valve receivers. (2) What values to use in circuit diagram. (3) Dimensions of A.T.I. and A.T.C. (4) Whether he would be permitted to communicate over this distance.

(1) With efficient apparatus 50 watt valve transmitters should be suitable for signalling over this distance (2) and (3) The "U" type, made by the General Electric Company, would be suitable, but write to the valve manufacturers stating your requirements. 240 volts is too low for the power stations in (1). For circuit diagrams and windings see pages 127 to 144, May 28th, 1921, issue, omitting, of course, microphone and modulating valves. (4) Depends upon circumstances, and judging from your letter we should think improbable but ask the Postmaster-General, giving him your reasons.

"H.W.W." (Walthamstow) — Your circuit A is satisfactory, excepting that you have omitted...
a condenser 0-002 mfd across the telephone receivers, and it is better to connect the aerial tuning condenser on the aerial side of the inductance than in the earth lead, so that the whole of the apparatus is not insulated from earth with its components all above earth potential. The circuit B is not recommended, whilst circuit C is quite good, but try loose coupling in the aerial circuit.

"W.G.M."
(Bristol).—(1) The circuit you submit is quite good, but you omit to show a condenser (0-002 mfd.) across the telephone receivers. For the construction of such a set see page 140, April 29th issue, and also watch the "Experimental Station Design" appearing in alternate issues. (2) Receiving range will depend upon efficiency of aerial and power of transmitting station, but as an example it should be capable of receiving the telephony transmitted by Writtle (2 MT) up to 50 miles. (3) and (4) Extra valves can be added in the many ways shown from time to time in this journal. See page 100, April 22nd issue.

"S.A.R." (Croydon).—(1) Your circuit Fig. 1 is quite correct, but without further practical details we cannot suggest cause of your trouble, as it must obviously lie in some constructional errors rather strange. For the reception of Croydon telephony transfer the variable condenser to the aerial circuit. No circuit termed "reaction" is required with a crystal receiver. (2) You can easily add H.F. valve and for circuit see Fig. 8, page 217, May 13th issue, using common H.T. and L.T. batteries for the operation of both valves. (3) "Note magnifying" or "L.F. valves" magnify after rectification of oscillations. "H.F." valves increase the amplitude of high frequency oscillations. (4) The basket coils you propose making are quite unsuitable for 400 metre reception. The aerial coil 1" inside diameter×4" outside, wound with No. 36, would tune a P.M.G. aerial up to approximately 1,200 metres, and such fine wire is not recommended. Make up flat coils as similar to the one shown on pages 327 and 328 June 10th issue.

"R.W.D."
(Derby).—(1) and (2) Your trouble in the reception of telephony, inasmuch as signals are strong but undecipherable, is probably due to difficulties in the manipulation of reaction.

"E.W.M." (W.C.2) wishes to know with regard to a Crystal set (1) What distance or wavelength he will get. (2) Any suggested improvements. (3) What apparatus is required for a two-valve set capable of receiving Dutch Concerts. (4) Diagram of a two-valve set showing arrangement.

(1) A properly arranged set would tune to about 2,000 metres, but would not be efficient above about 800 with so small a coil. (2) The suggested scheme is very poor. Try the circuit of Fig. 2, page 120, April 22nd issue. (3) Apparatus required:

- H.T. Battery.
- L.T. Battery.
- 2 valves.
- 2 valve holders.
- 1 Grid condenser and leak.
- 1 Filament resistance.
- 1 Anode resistance.
- 1 Reaction coil.
- 1 Blocking condenser.

(4) See diagram in Fig. 2, page 213, May 13th.

---

SHARE MARKET REPORT

Prices as we go to press on June 30th, are:

- Marconi Ordinary ... £2 6 9
- Preference ... 2 3 6
- Inter. Marine ... 1 10 0
- Canadian ... 10 9

Radio Corporation of America:

- Ordinary ... ... 1 0 3
- Preference ... ... 14 6
EDISWAN
HIGH TENSION
Batteries
for
WIRELESS

All types in voltages
ranging from 15 to 60

EDISWAN ACCUMULATORS for WIRELESS
2, 4 & 6 Volt. Various Sizes and Capacities

Please write for our List AA253
which also gives details of Accumulators
for Ignition, Hand Lamps, and all purposes

Makers also of
EDISWAN PRIMARY BATTERIES
FOR
Telephones, Bells, Ignition, Hand Lamps,
Pocket Lamps, Torches, Alarms, &c.

If you have any difficulty in obtaining
Ediswan Batteries send us a card and
we will furnish you with name of
nearest supplier.

The Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.
Ponders End, Middlesex

London Showrooms:
123-5, Queen Victoria Street, E.C.4, and 71, Victoria Street, S.W.1
Branches in all Large Towns.
MANCHESTER
Change of address of the City Depot of
BURNDEPT WIRELESS APPARATUS
to larger and more convenient premises at
61, BRIDGE STREET, DEANSGATE Phone: City 6192

LIVERPOOL
A City Depot will be opened August 1st
at 10, SOUTH JOHN STREET Phone: Bank 4611
F. C. BARRACLOUGH, in Charge

WALTER C. BARRACLOUGH, North Western Agent
All the Latest BURNDEPT APPARATUS ON VIEW

RADIO INSULATION
AS SPECIFIED AND USED BY THE BRITISH ADMIRALTY

BRITISH MADE PAXOLIN BRITISH MADE

TUBES DISCS PLATES, &c.
MANUFACTURED IN ALL FORMS, SIZES AND THICKNESSES
BY
THE MICANITE & INSULATORS CO. LTD.
EMPIRE WORKS
WALTHAMSTOW LONDON, E.17

TELEGRAMS: "MYTILITE, Phone, London." TELEPHONES—WALTHAMSTOW 738, 739
THE BURNDEPT ULTRA III RECEIVER

(New Series Mk. 4)

The Best All Purpose Receiving Set

This high-class receiving set has had more refinements added, further improving H.F. Amplification for very short waves—we now claim to obtain the maximum H.F. amplification it is possible to obtain from one valve from 140 to 20,000 metres.

All the well-known features of the previous series are retained, viz., separate valve control—indepenent use of valves, etc. A telephone transformer is incorporated so that either high or low resistance phones can be used at option.

SHORT WAVE (CONCERT) COILS.

These coils have been specially designed for BROADCASTING and NEW AMATEUR WAVELENGTHS.

They are 3" in diameter and mounted on standard BURNDEPT coil plug so that they are interchangeable with BURNDEPT PATENT COILS.

The new coils (4 in number) replace Burndept Coils No. 25 and 50 which are now discontinued.

Price 25/- set of Four Coils.

BURNDEPT LTD.

Manufacturers of Wireless Apparatus

AERIAL WORKS, BLACKHEATH, LONDON, S.E.3

The Western Counties Electrical & Engineering COMPANY

Telegram—"Electron. Yeovil."

Electric Lighting & Power Engineers

MIDLAND BANK CHAMBERS, YEOVIL.

SOLE AGENTS for

MESSRS. BURNDEPT LTD.

for South-Midland and South-Western Counties (excepting the City of Bristol) to whom applications for sub-agencies for that area should be addressed.
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Cut your production costs...

On Wireless Instruments by quantity manufacture. Single unit production means reduced profits.

As the sole exponents in this Country of the original DOEHLER PROCESS OF DIE CASTING we can offer exceptional facilities for the mass production of Wireless parts.

We are already turning out for many well-known firms, large quantities of EAR CAPS for HEAD GEARS LOUD SPEAKER PARTS CASINGS SOCKETS KNOBS CONDENSER PARTS in fact All Wireless Parts where accurate and thoroughly reliable castings are required at the lowest possible cost.

The absolute accuracy of every part fully guaranteed. No machining is required. The Doehler Process means rapidity, LOWER COSTS and LARGER PROFITS.

Every wireless manufacturer should write at once for particulars to—

THE PATENT DIE CASTINGS CO., LTD.
Strode Road, Willesden Green, London, N.W.10
Telephone: Willesden 788.
YOUR WIRELESS SET IS ONLY AS EFFICIENT AS YOUR BATTERY IS RELIABLE, THEREFORE ALWAYS USE

HART BATTERIES

SUITABLE FOR

HIGH AND LOW TENSION CIRCUITS.

IMMEDIATE DESPATCH FROM STOCK OF FOLLOWING TYPES:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>Voltage</th>
<th>AMPERE HOUR CAPACITY</th>
<th>APPROXIMATE OVERALL DIMENSIONS</th>
<th>TYPE OF BOX</th>
<th>NET PRICE EACH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CONTINUOUS</td>
<td>INTERVAL</td>
<td>WIDTH</td>
<td>LENGTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.L. 3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>273/32&quot;</td>
<td>78&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 5/32&quot;</td>
<td>78&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E 5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 3/32&quot;</td>
<td>78&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.P. 7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 3/32&quot;</td>
<td>78&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THESE CELLS CAN BE SUPPLIED MADE UP IN BATTERIES OF ANY REQUIRED VOLTAGE. SPECIAL PRICES FOR SUCH BATTERIES WILL BE QUOTED ON APPLICATION.

HART ACCUMULATOR CO., LTD.
STRATFORD,
LONDON, E.15

BRANCHES:
Belfast..............41, Chichester Street
Birmingham.........171, Corporation Street
Bristol..............37, Victoria Street
York.................6, Bridge Street
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THE WHITECROSS COMPANY, LIMITED
:: WARRINGTON ::

Manufacturers of All Descriptions of
WIRE ROPES AND WIRES

SHEET, ROD AND TUBE stocked in qualities suitable for all Wireless work.

KNOWS (Moulded), various patterns stocked

CONDENSER DIAL AND KNOB.

3" and 4" dia.—0°—100°

Watch this Advert.
for new mouldings.

EBONITE
(HARD RUBBER)

Enquiries Solicited.

WHOLESALE ONLY.

AMERICAN HARD RUBBER CO.
(BRITAIN) LIMITED
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NOW IS THE TIME to acquire a sound theoretical and practical knowledge of THREE ELECTRODE VALVES, (as applied to C.W. Radio-telegraphy and Radio-telephony), by means of my POSTAL INSTRUCTION COURSE.

Perfectly Simple
May I Send you Particulars?

2/Lt. E. REDPATH,
19, Niger St., BARROW-IN-FURNESS
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HOLLOW STEEL MASTS FOR AERIALS

These masts are light, strong, easily erected, and will last a lifetime. All lengths over 15ft. are made in sections and each mast is supplied complete with baseplate, finial, rope cleat, pulley sheave, guy clips, three steel guy ropes and strainers, painted one coat ready for immediate erection. Being made of steel, no lightning conductors are required

Promt Delivery.

Prices F.O.R. for Cash with Order, Each

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10ft.</td>
<td>32/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15ft.</td>
<td>42/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20ft.</td>
<td>45/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25ft.</td>
<td>57/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30ft.</td>
<td>84/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40ft.</td>
<td>126/-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other Lengths supplied at equally Low Prices.

Trade Inquiries Invited

The Wireless Steel Mast & Accessory Company
Lombard Street West, West Bromwich

Telephone No. 447
THE IDEAL WIRELESS SET CAN BE BUILT UP ON THE MARCONI SCIENTIFIC UNIT SYSTEM

If you invest in this series of units you need not scrap any of your gear when you wish to improve your set.

Units 1, 2 and 4 form a nucleus which will give you all the broadcast programmes and all telephony and telegraphy between 300 metres and 26,000 metres.

This nucleus consists of a Variable Condenser; a Retroactive Tuner; and an Amplifying Detector.

If you want greater range add Unit 3, a High Frequency Amplifier.
If you want greater audibility add Unit 5, a Note Magnifier.
If you wish to use low resistance telephones add Unit 6, a Telephone Transformer.

THE FULL SYSTEM

FULL DETAILS AND FREE ADVICE upon the combination most suitable for your special needs will be sent on receipt of your enquiry by

THE MARCONI SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT CO., LTD.

40 DEAN STREET SOHO, W.1

TELEGRAMS: THEMASINCO. WESTCENT
TELEPHONE: GERRARD 7746
ALL RADIO NEWS, CONCERTS, SPEECHES, etc.
can be RECEIVED IN YOUR HOME AT MODERATE COST by simply installing one of the high
cquality sets we supply. Why not call at our showrooms to inspect the complete range of receiving apparatus
on view. Our extensive experience is at your disposal to help you in deciding the best receiver to suit
your particular requirements. If unable to call, send card or phone for illustrated list.

An Ideal
Valve Accumulator

50 Amps
2 volts .. 10/-
4 " .. 20/-
6 " .. 30/-

Carriage—
2 volts .. 1-
4 " .. 2-
6 " .. 3-

Dimensions of each cell, 6 x 4 x 3;
Weight without Acid 5 lbs.

UNIT SYSTEM
RECEIVING SETS

-These units are readily joined by means of brackets to make from 2 to 6 valve sets, 2-valve Receiver
with Condenser, as illustrated, without valves,
Price £8

WATES HIGH
TENSION BATTERY

15 volt standard size with strip connection, 3/6 each
Postage, 6d.

ONE VALVE
PANEL

Suitable for Receiving Telephony or Telegraphy;
Price (without valve) £4

WATES BROS., 13/14 Gt. Queen St.
'Grams : Zywatesen-Westcent.
KINGSWAY, W.C.2

SIEMENS DRY BATTERIES.

SIEMENS DRY BATTERIES are the product of many years' research applied
to manufacture, such research having been carried out for the purpose of making
these batteries unequalled in every respect.
This object has been attained and the SIEMENS DRY BATTERIES remain the
premier batteries of their class.
Other brands of dry batteries may be purchased at lower prices, but as is the case
with most articles of commerce, the best is found eventually to be the cheapest and
dry batteries possess characteristics which lend notable support to this fact.
Having regard to the high quality of materials used, the great care exercised in manu-
facture and the output they yield, the prices of the SIEMENS DRY BATTERIES
are very reasonable.
To ensure that high-tension circuits are efficient, it is desirable that these batteries
are installed.

Prices and particulars of both dry and fluid primary cells and batteries for the high-
tension circuits of thermionic valves, will be supplied on application to the manufacturers:

SIEMENS BROTHERS & CO., LTD.,
WOOLWICH, LONDON, S.E.18

Telegram : "SIEMENS WOOLWICH."

Telephone : CITY 6400.
A Four Valve Station Particularly Suitable for Short Wavelengths

By Percy W. Harris.

It is generally accepted that to obtain the highest efficiency of reception on all wavelengths from the very shortest in everyday use (about 180 metres) to the great wavelengths used for long distance communication, two distinct sets of apparatus should be used, one for the short waves and one for the longer. The several reasons for this have frequently been discussed in this magazine and have been pointed out in answers to correspondents. The growing use of short waves for amateur communication, and particularly the adoption of short waves for broadcasting, has drawn renewed attention to the subject, and the writer ventures to think that a description of a special short wave set which he has recently constructed may aid those amateurs whose attention so far has been concentrated on wavelengths above the 400 mark.
As a preliminary it should be stated that the efficient reception of short waves is by no means easy, and if efficient high frequency amplification is also desired it is hopeless to expect a set of the "one-control" variety. The apparatus to be described is therefore designed, not for the actual beginner, but for the serious experimenter who is prepared to take a little trouble in adjustment to obtain the best results. Incidentally the reception of long wavelengths has also been borne in mind, as well as the adaptability of the component parts to general reception work, and the construction is such that it can be attempted with a minimum of tools.

THE TUNER.

Short wave reception can be carried out with the detector shunted across the aerial inductance, and not placed in a secondary circuit. In such cases a variable condenser may be connected either in series or parallel. In the first case there is loss of efficiency, and in the second very few turns, and therefore low potentials on the grid, are the inevitable consequence. For this reason, at least, it is advisable to place the detector in a secondary tuned circuit where a greater potential is obtainable, and a further advantage consists in the greater selectivity which results. A reaction coil is also desirable if the best is to be obtained from the valve.

Interchangeable plug-in coils, of the honeycomb, duo-lateral and other types are very popular, but until recently have not been available in efficient forms for short-wave working. Within the last month or two a series of short-wave coils have been placed on the market by one of the firms in the trade, consisting of single-layer inductances wound on ebonite formers of about three inches in diameter. These are eminently suitable for short-wave work, the self capacity being low, and were chosen by the writer for the set under description. Strangely enough, there appears to be no tuner on the market designed to take three coils. Several devices are given this name, but on examination they prove to be nothing but three-coil holders, without any means of changing from "stand-by" to "tune," or from "series" to "parallel" in the case of the aerial tuning condenser, other than by disconnecting the several leads and reconnecting them in the desired fashion. The writer therefore set to work to design and make a tuner to fill his requirements, detailed drawings and photographs being given here.

Bearing in mind that variable condensers are expensive, and that most workers use all they have for general experimental work, the variable condensers are not built into the tuner, but are connected to the necessary terminals. This has the further advantage that for very short wave work, small variables can be used, and for long wave working, condensers of larger value can be connected up. The general appearance of the finished instrument will be seen in the first photograph.

On the top of the panel, which is made of 3/8-inch ebonite, there are ten terminals in all. Of the back row the two on the left are for aerial and earth respectively, and the pair on the right for reaction. The terminals for connecting the detector or first valve are on the right (middle), the two lower pairs being reserved for the primary and secondary condensers.

Fig. 2. Arrangement of terminals and switches.

In the middle of the panel are two double-pole, double-throw switches (taken from an old Mark III tuner, in this case), the upper of which changes the primary condenser from series to parallel, the lower changing the detector from across the primary inductance to across the secondary. On the left of the instrument is mounted a three-coil holder purchased complete from one of the advertisers in this paper. The actual connections are shown photographically and diagrammatically in the illustrations.

This instrument works excellently in practice. A further refinement might have been added by making the reaction connections reversible.
by a switch, but this would have added to the complications of the wiring, which is inadvisable in short-wave work. Further, it is necessary when working on "stand-by" to swing the secondary coil well away from the primary, or some of the energy will be absorbed in the closed circuit. In the army tuners arrangements were made to disconnect one lead of the secondary circuit when working on the primary side, but in the set described this was not done—once more to avoid complications. If the secondary coil is swung back, no trouble will be experienced, while the wiring is much simpler.

Wiring is effected with No. 18 tinned copper, with the exception of the leads from the coil holder, which are No. 24. Connections are soldered throughout and sistoflex tubing fitted to each lead. The box measures five inches deep by six inches wide, this measurement being standard throughout the set. The tuner is eight inches long. The other units are longer.

In building up the set the box should be obtained or constructed first, the bottom being left unattached. Then obtain the sheet of ebonite and cut it to the exact measurements of the top of the box, and drill the necessary holes for switches and terminals. When these are fitted attach the three-coil holder to the side of the box, previously connecting long leads to each of its six terminals. These leads should be threaded through six holes in the box, the holes being made large so that subsequently insulating tubing can be slipped through in a way to be described. Quarter-inch holes will do for this purpose. In mounting the holder, see that none of its terminals touch the wood of the box, or there may be leakage.

All connections, save those to the three-coil holder, can be made on the panel before it is fitted to the box. When this is done attach the panel with eight wood screws in counter-sunk holes, as shown, and invert the whole box.

Take each of the leads from the three-coil holder, stretch it across to its correct terminal and cut off just enough wire to reach. Then cut a length of insulating tubing about a quarter of an inch less than the length of the lead, and slip it over the wire, forcing it through the hole in the box right up to the terminal of the coil holder outside. This will effectively insulate the wire from the box. The tip of the terminal should have been "tinned" previously, and if a well-heated soldering bolt is used, each lead can be neatly joined without difficulty to its proper terminal.

A tuner constructed in this way will be found to be equally efficient on long and short waves, if for the latter single-layer coils are used. Such coils are easy to construct, and can be wound on ebonite tube of three inches or more in diameter, subsequently being fixed to the well-known plug mountings. As, however, a set of four such coils can be bought for about 25s., they are scarcely worth the trouble of making, taking into account that the plugs must be purchased in any case. For long waves any of the well-known multi-layer
coils will suit, as the plug fittings are now standardised.

For short wave working a pair of 0.0005 mfd, variable condensers will serve quite well, although on "concert" wavelengths a 0.001 mfd is not too large to handle when practice has been obtained. Those who have them can use vernier condensers in addition. The best reaction coil for the particular wavelength will be found by trial, but usually bi," the condenser switch on parallel, connect the aerial and earth to the secondary condenser terminals, and leave the other connections as they are. If the aerial condenser is needed in series and not in parallel, the condenser which is normally the secondary should be placed in series with the aerial wire, the switch on the tuner being still left at parallel, as this is, at the moment, controlling the secondary circuit. The fact that all leads

Fig. 5. A photograph of the under side of the tuner, with bottom of box removed.

one number above or below that used for the detector circuit will be found about right. Thus a "50" coil will work well with a "75" for reaction, or a No. 4 short-wave coil with a No. 3.

It will be noticed that the reaction coil is arranged to act on the aerial circuit. It would be difficult to arrange otherwise, for it must act on the aerial circuit when "stand-bi" is used, and to act on the secondary on "tune" adjustment would need an elaborate change-over switch which would again complicate the device. The writer always uses a separate heterodyne for C.W. reception, so that this reaction on the aerial does not cause radiation in his case. If, however, the user wishes the reaction to act on a loosely coupled secondary, it is only necessary to place the switch on "stand-
Time Signals

HOW CLOCKS ARE CHECKED WITH SCIENTIFIC PRECISION.


(1) Historical.

As the practical outcome of efforts made by the Bureau des Longitudes, a time-signal service was established in 1909. Signals were first transmitted twice daily by the radio-telegraphic station at the Eiffel Tower and were primarily intended for navigation purposes. Shortly afterwards, the German wireless station at Norddeich established a time service, using a different code from that used in the Eiffel Tower transmissions.

The practical value of these two services having been demonstrated and their usefulness to navigation and other purposes having been proved, a conference was called in 1912 to consider the whole question upon a world basis and to devise an International Code for transmission. Accordingly, a new system was drawn up and was first employed on 1st July, 1913, by the Eiffel Tower. This system is still used by this station at 0923 every day and by nine other stations in different parts of the world. The original system, generally known as the French system, is, however, still used by FL at 1044 and 2244. At the present time there are 45 stations which send out T.S. regularly.

Unfortunately there has been but little cooperation among the various countries in the use of a standard code, with the result that these 45 stations use no less than 15 different codes between them.

A list of stations and their transmissions is given in the table below in connection with which the following points should be noted:

i. Times of sending are given in G.M.T., civil reckoning (i.e., 0000 corresponds to midnight, 1200 midday, the third and fourth figures signifying minutes past the hour).

ii. In most cases the Greenwich mean times are adhered to both in summer and winter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Call</th>
<th>Wave-length</th>
<th>G.M.T. Times</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>Adelaide</td>
<td>VIA</td>
<td>2,600</td>
<td>0227-0230</td>
<td>International</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Melbourne</td>
<td>VIM</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>0157-0200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perth</td>
<td>VIP</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>2257-2300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sydney</td>
<td>VIS</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>2257-2300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>Wellington</td>
<td>VGW</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>0830-0905</td>
<td>Automatic ; dashes begin at 0900-1-2-4-5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>Capetown</td>
<td>VNC</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>2050-2100</td>
<td>Special Code.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portuguese S. Africa</td>
<td>Lourenço Marques</td>
<td>CRZ</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>0757-0800</td>
<td>International.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Camperdown</td>
<td>VGS</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>1356-1400</td>
<td>Special code.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S.A.</td>
<td>Annapolis</td>
<td>NSS</td>
<td>17,000</td>
<td>0255-0300</td>
<td>American system ; daily.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eureka</td>
<td>NPW</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>1955-2000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Great Lakes</td>
<td>NAP</td>
<td>1,512</td>
<td>1955-1700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Key West</td>
<td>NAR</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>0255-0300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Orleans</td>
<td>NAT</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1655-1700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>North Head</td>
<td>NPE</td>
<td>2,800</td>
<td>1955-2000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Point Arguello</td>
<td>NPX</td>
<td>1,512</td>
<td>1955-2000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>San Diego</td>
<td>NPL</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>1955-2000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>NPG</td>
<td>2,400 spk.</td>
<td>1955-2000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>NAA</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>0255-0300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Balboa</td>
<td>NBA</td>
<td>7,000</td>
<td>1755-1800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Colon</td>
<td>NAX</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>1755-1800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Except Sundays and holidays.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Call</th>
<th>Wavelength</th>
<th>G.M.T. Times</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Panama</td>
<td>Darien</td>
<td>NBA</td>
<td>10,110</td>
<td>1755-1800</td>
<td>Operated under distant control from Balboa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0955-1000</td>
<td>American system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2355-2400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Rio de Janeiro</td>
<td>SOH</td>
<td>1,800</td>
<td>1355-1400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Ilha de Governador)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2355-2400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>Buenos Ayres</td>
<td>LIA</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>0155-0200</td>
<td>Dots (duration 4 sec.) at end of each minute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Daily, except Sundays, and holidays.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chili</td>
<td>Valparaizo</td>
<td>CCE</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>1255-1300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>Bombay</td>
<td>VWB</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>0057-0100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1257-1300</td>
<td>International.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Calcutta</td>
<td>VWC</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>0127-0130</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1237-1330</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dutch E.</td>
<td>Soerabaya (Java)</td>
<td>PKH</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>0209-0214</td>
<td>Dots at 0210-12-14.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indies</td>
<td>Weltevreden (near</td>
<td>PKB</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>0605-0104</td>
<td>Dots at 0100-1-2-3-4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Batavia)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borneo</td>
<td>Kocking (Sarawak)</td>
<td>VQF</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>0039</td>
<td>Special code.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>Cavite</td>
<td>NPO</td>
<td>952 spk.</td>
<td>0255-0300</td>
<td>Dots every sec., except 28, 29 and 51-58 inclusive, daily.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5,000 arc.</td>
<td>1355-1400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>Hongkong</td>
<td>BXY</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>0156-0200</td>
<td>Dots of about 0.2 sec. duration at even sec., 1, 2, 28, 50, 52, 54 sec. omitted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1256-1300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indo-China</td>
<td>Kien-An</td>
<td>FKA</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>0253-0259</td>
<td>Dots at 55, 57, 59 mins. past hour.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Funabashi</td>
<td>JJC</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>0855-0859</td>
<td>Special code.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1159-1204</td>
<td>Dashes begin at 59-00 01-02-03-04.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Choshi</td>
<td>JCS</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>1159-1204</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nauen</td>
<td>POZ</td>
<td>3,100</td>
<td>1157-1200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2357-2400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>Eiffel Tower</td>
<td>FL</td>
<td>2,600 spk.</td>
<td>0850</td>
<td>Time signals. French system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lyons</td>
<td>YN</td>
<td>15,500</td>
<td>0850</td>
<td>Rythmic signals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>YN</td>
<td>15,500</td>
<td>0859-0904</td>
<td>Time signals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LY</td>
<td>23,450</td>
<td>1350</td>
<td>Rythmic signals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Ocean</td>
<td>Mauritius</td>
<td>BZG</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>0859-0901</td>
<td>Dash operated from ob. at 0901 and 2101.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>Chapultepec</td>
<td>XDA</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Special code.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java</td>
<td>Malabang</td>
<td>PKX</td>
<td>8,800</td>
<td>0057-0100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Petrograd</td>
<td>TSP</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1900-1905</td>
<td>Dots at -03-04-05.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moscow</td>
<td>MSK</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1906-1914</td>
<td>Rythmic signals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2202</td>
<td>Rythmic signals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(2) The Reception of Wireless Time Signals.

The present time services are of two different types:

i. Ordinary time signals transmitted either automatically or semi-automatically.

ii. Rythmic-scientific signals which are entirely automatic.

Ordinary time signals such as those sent out by FL (see Fig. 3, p. 429*) give G.M.T. with an accuracy of 1/2 second for a practised observer, but under the most favourable conditions and by employing a self-registering system of reception, a

maximum accuracy of 1/100th second is attainable. As previously mentioned, these signals are intended to enable navigators to set their chronometers while at sea at least once a day to standard G.M.T. (or prime meridian time), thus either entirely eliminating errors of rate in the chronometers or reducing such errors to a minimum. If in addition the local mean time of the ship is determined by observing the sun or one of the other celestial bodies, and the observations are timed by the chronometer, the difference between the Greenwich and local mean times will be found and this is the ship’s longitude measured from Greenwich. In effect the reception of accurately transmitted time signals is equivalent to establishing a transit circle on board ship. Consequently these signals are of great value when approaching shore or in danger of ice, while they are of sufficient accuracy for most of the ordinary time-keeping purposes of every-day life, such as regulating town and railway clocks.

We shall now indicate a method of recording time as accurately as possible without the use of any self-registering system. Essentially, the problem is to compare the beats of a local pendulum with

---

Fig. 1. Apparatus used in the comparison of American Time Signals with the beats of a local clock for the purposes of the determination of longitude. By this method, an accuracy of about 1/100 sec. is obtainable.

Fig. 2. American Time Signal System.
the transmitted T.S., both of which must be conveyed to the telephones for aural comparison if anything but the coarsest approximation to the real time is desired. In this connection it may be pointed out that the eye is far less accurate than the ear, and no reliance can be placed on the movements of a seconds-hand between consecutive intervals of one second on the dial of a clock. For conveying the local time to the telephones either a microphone may be suitably placed within the clock chamber or direct contact may be established with the pendulum at successive beats as indicated in the system described (see Fig. 1, circuit PNE). For convenience, let us imagine that the observer is receiving ordinary T.S. from FL (French system, see Fig. 3, page 429*). In this system the dots at 1045, 1047, 1049 are automatically transmitted by the closing of a pendulum circuit of a clock in the Paris Observatory, all the other signals being sent by hand. These dots are of duration $\frac{1}{2}$ second and are the only signals upon which reliance is to be placed. The observer has to place the position of the dots with respect to the beats of his own time apparatus. The actual reception may be represented more clearly graphically and the observer should proceed as follows:—

In the first place prepare a scale as shown in Fig. 3, the equidistant divisions in the scale marked 1-30 representing the beats of the local pendulum. Next note time of clock at beat 60 = 10h. 45m. Mark off beats as ticked out by the pendulum on the scale, and shown in the figure as dotted lines. By allowing the eye to travel along the scale at a uniform rate, place the $\frac{1}{2}$ second T.S. dot as accurately as possible between the one second intervals of the pendulum. A practised observer should be able to do this to within a $\frac{1}{2}$ second.

Calculation:

$$T.S. = 10h. 45m.$$  
$$Pendulum = 10h. 45m. 10s.$$  
$$Correction = T.S. - (pendulum) = (10h. 45m.) - (10h. 45m. 10s.).$$  
$$= 10.5s.$$  
:. Local clock is 10.5s. fast.

The following conditions are necessary for the highest accuracy:—

i. It is essential that the room where observations are made should be quiet and the observer free from disturbance so that his whole attention can be concentrated upon counting the beats of his local pendulum and placing the T.S.

ii. The preliminary signals enable him to tune in his T.S. circuit or adjust his local pendulum circuit until the ticks of the pendulum are just slightly louder than the T.S.

Continuing in the same manner with the 1047, 1049 signals the final result should be the arithmetic mean of the three.

---

Installation at the Paris Observatory for the comparison of Time Signals received from Eiffel Tower, Lyons, Bordeaux, Annapolis, Nauen and other stations with the pendulum of the Observatory clock. Signals received on the frame aerial shown in the photograph are thus compared by aural methods and by self-registering apparatus shown near the window.

---

Welcome News Regarding Patents

TOWARDS THE ACTIVITIES OF AMATEURS

As a result of recent actions brought by Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Company, Ltd., against certain manufacturers for infringement of patents owned by that Company, there exists considerable uncertainty amongst amateurs as to their position in relation to the patent situation.

This is made apparent by the numerous letters on the subject received by The Wireless World and Radio Review, and in the interests of all wireless amateurs we referred the question to the Marconi Company in an interview.

We found the attitude of that Company towards amateurs to be very encouraging, and we have been authorised to make the following announcement, which should remove completely the uncertainty to which we have referred above.

Far from wishing to take advantage of its patent rights to hamper and discourage amateurs, the Marconi Company expresses its desire to assist rather than hinder them in following their hobby.

The Company has no intention of taking any action against amateurs who construct for their own use wireless apparatus embodying any of the patents owned by the Marconi Company, provided that such apparatus is not offered for sale, and is used only for amateur purposes. In this particular connection the word "construct" is intended to signify the actual manufacture, wholly or in part, of a wireless set, and not the mere connecting up of purchased instruments.

On the other hand the Company intends to protect its rights when unauthorised use is made of its patents in the manufacture of apparatus for sale publicly or privately.

Any patent action the Company has taken hitherto has been confined to the protection of its rights in respect of apparatus manufactured for sale by firms or individuals in infringement of the Company's patents with the object of commercial profit.

We feel sure that this announcement, which is endorsed by the Marconi Company, will give full satisfaction to all amateurs, and we appreciate the opportunity which has been afforded us to be the means of conveying to our readers such a reassuring statement. The many amateurs and clubs who have received demonstrations, lectures, special transmitting programmes and loans of apparatus and lantern slides at the hands of the Company know its encouragement of amateur wireless is practical and by no means a new policy.
The French Experimental Station 8 AB.

Most British amateurs are now familiar with the capabilities of the French amateur station 8 AB, and it will therefore interest our readers to have the following account, which has appeared in "L'Onze Electrique," from Mr. Léon Deloy, the constructor, describing the considerable experimental work done in the development of the station. The constructor wishes to point out that the station must not be taken as anything like a model example, as it has been put together with a minimum of time and apparatus.

Undoubtedly there are numerous details which still remain to be improved and a more carefully planned installation would undoubtedly give better results. The principal ideas which have directed the installation have been to obtain in the minimum of time and with the minimum of material the best results possible. As these are the conditions which control the work of the majority of amateurs, and considering that signals have been heard as far as Aberdeen, Scotland, and within a radius of about 1,700 kilometres, we have reason to believe that the following description of the progress of the installation of 8 AB may be helpful to many amateurs who contemplate the installation of C.W. transmitters, and perhaps these notes may be the means of saving them some loss of time.

The aerial which has been used in all our transmission experiments is an umbrella aerial consisting of three bronze wires of two millimetres diameter and 25 metres of effective length. They are extended by insulated cables and suspended from their point of connection by an ebonite insulator attached to the lightning conductor of the house where the station is situated. The mean height of this aerial from the ground is about 20 metres. The lead-in wire, which is taken from the top of the aerial, is about 10 metres long to the point where it reaches the instruments; this is also a bronze wire two millimetres in diameter. (One must mention here that this aerial was constructed entirely for reception, and is far from ideal from the point of view of transmission, and its resistance in all probability would be largely diminished by replacing the single wires with stranded.)

As soon as the necessary authority had been received for conducting experiments in transmission, we installed a valve station on the 24th November, 1921. The connections were those shown in the circuit diagram given in Fig. 1. The valve was an ordinary receiving valve type T.M. Alternating current was used for the filament, using a small tapped Ferrix transformer to step down the voltage.

Fig. 1. Connections of the first transmitter used.

The coils used for the primary and secondary were coils which had served in the construction of a heterodyne. They consisted of 300 turns of No. 24 wire for the anode and aerial coil wound on a cardboard cylinder 15 centimetres in diameter, and for the grid coil 250 turns wound on a cylinder 12 centimetres in diameter. The condenser of the grid coil was an ordinary receiving condenser of a capacity of 0.00075 microfarad. The plate voltage was supplied by a Ferrix transformer giving 250 volts at the secondary. Listening-in with a separate receiver and varying the positions of the inductances with respect to one another one could check the intensity of reception and so obtain the best adjustments for transmission.

This station was soon improved in the following manner. The key, instead of being placed in the
earth lead, was placed in the primary of the high tension transformer. In this way it was possible to avoid the shocks which might be obtained if two ends of the key were touched at the same time. The second improvement consisted in employing two valves in parallel in place of one, and the signals of the station were at once heard at Cros-de-Cagnes at a distance of about 11 kilometres. A high tension transformer was next installed which gave 500 volts at the secondary in place of 250. In these circumstances the plates of the valves heated quickly, but for telegraphic transmissions, where the signals are never of long duration, this did not constitute a serious difficulty. The valve filaments were supplied with 5 volts in order to obtain sufficient electronic emission, but it is obvious that this excess voltage was detrimental to the life of the filaments.

With this circuit completed, a 4-volt lamp with a carbon filament was put in series with the earth lead, in order to indicate by its brilliance approximately the best adjustment of the apparatus and to facilitate these adjustments. With this addition the station was rendered more powerful by employing four valves in place of two. The energy transferred to the aerial was then found to have been greatly augmented. Our signals were heard on the 24th of December, 1921, at Antives, a distance of about 18 kilometres. Up to this stage the earth connection had been simply to the water-pipe and now, with the assistance given by the lamp in the earth lead, we were able to ascertain that by connecting the earth lead in turn to water, gas and central heating connections, and to the lightning conductor, we increased the energy transferred to the aerial. Our first transmission had been made on a wavelength of 1,580 metres. Towards the end of December we came down to 960, then 725, and finally 525, employing other coils in the oscillating circuit. For 525 metres the same coils were employed which had been used for a long while in the receiving apparatus. The plate and aerial coil consisted of 120 turns of bell wire coiled on a cardboard cylinder 75 millimetres in diameter and the grid coil 100 turns of No. 24 wire coiled on a cardboard cylinder 55 millimetres in diameter.

At this stage the four receiving valves were replaced by two 50-watt transmitting valves, the connections being modified in the following manner. The transformer of 500 volts was replaced by a transformer of 1,000 to 2,000 volts. A fixed condenser was put in the plate circuit to allow the passage of H.F. currents, whilst a choke coil...
inserted between the secondary of the high tension transformer and the plates prevented the transfer of high frequency currents into the secondary. A grid condenser shunted by a resistance was also inserted as shown in Fig. 4.

By earthing a receiving aerial which hitherto we had left insulated during transmission, a considerable increase in aerial current was obtained.

The aerial coil and the grid coil were later replaced by an oscillation transformer constructed in the following manner. The exterior coil was formed of a copper tube 7 millimetres in diameter, wound in a spiral of 20 centimetres diameter, and consisting of about 30 turns spaced 7 millimetres apart. With this coil two metallic clips were used which permitted connection to be made to the aerial and plate wherever desired. The grid coil was constructed of bronze wire three millimetres in diameter, and consisted of 25 turns on a diameter of 17 centimetres, a metallic clip allowing the required number of turns to be included in the circuit. An aerial ammeter was included and thereafter all adjustments were made following its indications and with the successive improvements which we have just described, the aerial current gradually rose from tenths of an ampere to three amperes.

On the 23rd of March, 1922, when the aerial current registered 2 ¼ amperes, our signals were heard at Bonifacio about 300 kilometres distant. The replacement of all the earth leads which went from the apparatus to water, gas and other connections, by strip, and the elimination of all unnecessary joints in the high frequency circuit, enabled an increase of aerial ampereage from 3 to 4 amperes to be obtained. At the same time the wavelength was reduced to 300 metres in order to get away from interference caused by numerous stations working on 600 metres spark.

On the 1st of April, with 4 amperes in the aerial, our signals were received at Amiens, about 800 kilometres distant. At this time the two 50-watt valves were replaced by one 250-watt valve, the aerial current remaining at 4 amperes, but the valve was much less forced. At this stage we undertook tests with the experimental station of Mr. Burnham, 2 FQ, at London. Mr. Burnham was putting 2½ amperes into his aerial, and we had every hopes of receiving him. Actually, after some days unsuccessful efforts, his signals were received very strongly by us on the 5th of April, at 2046 hours G.M.T. As to our own signals they had been received since the 4th of April by another London amateur, at a distance of about 1,100 kilometres. On the 7th of April, 2 FQ heard us and we were able to communicate very easily backwards and forwards several times in the evening as well as on subsequent evenings.

We have since learnt that we were received on the 8th of April by an amateur in Aberdeen, Scotland, at a distance of 1,700 kilometres. We have communicated with 2 OM, another amateur station in London, and on the 16th of April received excellent signals from 2 CV.

The arrangement of the circuit which we are at present using is shown in Fig. 4 with the only difference that we now use two 250-watt valves in parallel and the antenna current is normally from 4 to 5 amperes.

For the information of amateurs who may care...
to construct a similar station, the following dimensions of the principal pieces of apparatus which we have not already described above are given:—

The plate condenser is composed of 40 photographic plates 18 \times 24 \text{ centimetres} to separate the foils. The grid condenser is composed of 10 glass plates of 5 \times 18 \text{ centimetres} separating sheets of tinfoil. The grid resistance is of a special type not yet patented. The choke coil is composed of 250 turns of No. 24 wire on a cardboard cylinder 12 \text{ centimetres} in diameter.

In concluding the description of this station which has effected the first communication by wireless between English and French amateurs, we wish to express our thanks on the one hand to the French Administration of Posts, Telegraphs and Telephones for having rendered it possible for amateurs to conduct such interesting experiments through having given authority for amateur transmissions, and on the other hand to French and English amateurs who have been good enough to notify us of the reception of our signals.

We express our most sincere wishes that the severe restrictions which at present hamper the work of our friends across the Channel will soon disappear, and that the future will realise numerous and regular communications between French and English amateurs.

8 AB.

Some Notes on the Construction of Small Shunt Switchboards

By Marcus J. Martin.

The shunt switchboard is a piece of apparatus little known or used by the amateur, although it is employed largely by electricians for purposes where a number of various pieces of apparatus are used, each working at a different voltage and taking different amounts of current. To the wireless amateur engaged in experimental or other work where the need is constantly arising, for some purpose or other, for varying amounts of current at different voltages, the shunt switchboard should prove a useful piece of apparatus, as with it any voltage from zero to the full supply pressure, by as many intermediate steps as required, can be readily obtained.

This type of switchboard should appeal to a large number of readers, as it can be constructed by any worker of average ability, is simple in design, inexpensive, and when once set up and connected to the mains is always available for tapping off the required voltage.

In this article it is not proposed to fully describe the construction of such a board, but to only give sufficient data and information to enable anyone, who so desires, to design and build a board to his own individual requirements. As the output required by different workers will necessarily vary between very wide limits, it is not possible to give dimensioned details, but the worker will not find any great difficulty in proportioning the various parts to suit his own particular case.

Fig. 1. Showing Principle of a Shunt.

To those who have no knowledge of the working of these boards, the principle of a shunt may be easily understood from a study of Fig. 1. Let X, Y, represent a fixed resistance connected between the supply terminals, and through which a current is flowing. If, now, another circuit is connected to two points along this resistance, a current will also flow in this second circuit, and the pressure will vary according to the position of the tapping points A, B.

Let us suppose that the distance apart of the two points A, B, is one-fifth of the length of the resistance X, Y, then the voltage in the circuit A, V, B, assuming the supply pressure to be 250 volts, will be 250 ÷ 5 = 50 volts. If A, B = \frac{1}{3} X, Y, then the voltage in A, V, B, will be 250 ÷ 2 = 125 volts, and if \frac{2}{3} X, Y, the voltage will be 10, and so on, the voltage in the second circuit varying in direct proportion to the ratio of the lengths AB, XY.

It is, therefore, obvious that if we provide X, Y, with a number of tapping points to which we can attach the circuit A, V, B, we can obtain any voltage we require from zero to the full supply pressure, and any current up to the maximum which can be carried by the resistance X, Y.

The general arrangement of a shunt switchboard is given in the diagram Fig. 2. The terminals E, F, are the main supply terminals, and connected...
directly across these is the resistance X, Y. Tappings taken at various points along this resistance are connected to the studs of the radial switch S, the switch arm being connected to the positive board terminal C, through the ammeter A. The negative board terminal D, and the off stud of the switch S, are both connected to the negative end of the resistance X, Y, as shown. The voltmeter V, is connected directly across the two board terminals C, D, the instruments indicating the pressure and current actually being used.

To more fully understand the calculations necessary for working out the values of a board, we will suppose that a board is required capable of supplying 10 amperes at 100 volts, the voltage to increase from zero by multiples of 5, the supply pressure being 230 volts. The resistance of the coil X, Y, will be $230 \div 10 = 23$ ohms, and by referring to a resistance wire table we shall find that to carry 10 amperes safely 13 S.W.G. Eureka wire will be necessary, this wire carrying 11.25 amperes with a temperature rise of 200° F. Eureka wire 13 S.W.G. has a resistance of about 1.3 ohms per pound, so that the total amount required will be $23 \div 1.3 = 17.5$ lbs. (approx.). The length of 1 lb. of wire is roughly 43 ft., so that this length multiplied by 17.5 makes a total of 750 ft. for the complete resistance.

From what has already been explained, it will be understood that in order to obtain a pressure of 5 volts we must take our tapping from two points, which measure $230 \div 5 = 46$th of the total length of the resistance, and this will be $750 \div 46 = 16\frac{3}{4}$ ft. Therefore, to obtain the 100 volts required, 20 tapping points, 16 ft. 4 ins. apart will be necessary. In practice the resistance X, Y, would be made up of a number of coils of equal length, suspended in a frame, and so connected as to form a continuous length from which tappings would be taken at the correct points to the radial switch. In the example just given the resistance would be composed of 23 coils each 32 ft. 8 ins. long, the 20 tappings being taken from the first 10 coils, as shown in Fig. 2.

A few points concerning the actual construction of a board will now be considered. The size of the board will, of course, be determined by the length and number of the resistance coils, but these having been decided on, the dimensions of the frame can be easily obtained. A simple type of frame is shown in the diagram Fig. 3. It consists of two iron brackets A, of fairly stiff section, bent to the shape shown, and held in position by the four iron bars B. The resistance coils are suspended between the two slate bars C,C', a compact method of fixing and arranging the coils being shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The distance apart of the bars C,C' should be such that the coils, when stretched between, form a fairly open spiral. If tappings are required at other points on the coils than at the various junctions, a good method is to divide the coil and bolt together, the connections being taken from these joints. A divided coil is shown in Fig. 6.

The front panel P, should be of slate, and is fitted with a suitably calibrated voltmeter and ammeter, radial switch and two pairs of terminals. The general arrangement of the panel is given in Fig. 3. The connections from the resistance to the radial switch, etc., must be heavy enough to carry the maximum current safely, and care taken that all coils and connections are perfectly free and tight.

It is essential to insert a main switch in the supply circuit to completely isolate the board when not in use as, all the time the circuit is closed the total amount of current for which the resistance is designed is being consumed, however much or little you are actually taking from it.
Amplification of Telephony

DEMONSTRATION AT A LONDON CINEMA

A very interesting demonstration was given by Mr. Basil Davis (2 BZ) in the hall of the Pavilion Cinema, Marble Arch, W., on Friday, July 7th, using an arrangement which he has devised for rendering low power telephony transmission audible to a large number of persons.

The demonstration was preceded by a series of very attractive films, shown by means of moving diagrams. The production of oscillations by valve circuits, their modulation, and the reception of the modulated waves were represented in such a way that anyone could immediately grasp the general principles of wireless telephony.

By arrangement with Lieut. H. S. Walker (2 ON), music was transmitted from his station, which included two songs by Mr. Gilwyn Evans, the well-known tenor. The reception in the Cinema was remarkably good, and Mr. Davis is to be complimented in developing an arrangement capable of giving such great amplification, the music being easily heard by all those present, who were mostly seated at the far end of the hall. The modulation was particularly good, and the combination of voice and piano, especially the maintaining of their relative strengths, being exceptionally well carried out. It was unfortunate that a little jamming occurred near the end of the transmission, due, no doubt, to the use of reradiating receivers by other experimenters who were tuned in to the transmission.

Below is a description of the apparatus at Mr. Davis's station.

For the sake of compactness, safety, etc., it is contained in a roll-top desk. This was gutted out, and standard receiving and transmitting sets installed inside, including H.T. and L.T. batteries. The whole can be locked up, to protect it from any curious folk that may use the room.

The aerial is a perpendicular twin wire about 60 ft. long with a very short lead-in. It is suspended from a steel cable stretched between tall buildings on either side of the theatre.

The receiver consists of one H.F. amplifier, detector and three L.F. valves for magnification. Any of these may be switched in separately. Tuning is done by Burndet coils and condensers. Either single circuit or secondary and aerial circuits may be used, controlled by switches. A Brown's
loud speaker is installed, but reception is usually done on the "Magnavox," the American loud speaker, to be seen on top of the desk in the photograph.

For transmitting the well-known choke control method is used, and sometimes the patent circuit of Lieut. Walker (2OM). For high tension a Mackie generator is employed, direct coupled to a high-speed ½ h.p. D.C. motor (seen above the desk on wall brackets). This supply is effectively smoothed by a 2 microfarad waxed paper condenser, which is taken from an old 12-in. spark coil. A certain clarity of modulation in speech and music is obtained owing to the special microphones used. Mr. Davis usually transmits most week-day evenings after 8.30 p.m.

A photograph of the transmitting equipment is shown above, and it is hoped in the near future to give more information concerning this station.

**LIST OF EXPERIMENTAL STATIONS.**

There has been a ready response to our request for additions and corrections to the List of Transmitting Stations published in our issue of July 1st. Will those who have not yet forwarded particulars kindly do so.
Receiving Circuits

By Crispin C. Redshaw, Assoc.I.R.E.

Since recently reading a paper entitled "Receiving Circuits" before the King's College Wireless Society, and its subsequent publication in the pages of the *Wireless World*, I have had quite a number of enquiries for further information on various points in connection with the circuits I described. Hence I am of the opinion that the following few notes will be of assistance to amateurs generally, especially as the majority of the information to be given has not yet appeared in print.

To begin with, in Fig. 1, the function of the 10,000 ohms resistance, which is the resistance not lettered in Fig. 1 (Fig. 13 in my previous article), a non-inductive one, of the type usually employed for anode resistances in the resistance-capacity coupled circuits, seems to be obscure.

It is inserted to aid reaction on short wavelengths. Its insertion causes greater potential variation at the anode of the second valve, the point from which reaction is obtained, in the same manner as the resistance in the anode circuit of the first valve causes large potential variations at point A for impression on to the grid of the second valve via the inter-valve capacity C. The exact value of this resistance will be decided by the type of valve employed as No. 2, H.T. volts, impedance of primary and secondary of note magnifier transformer, etc.

The next thing I wish to point out is that the two curves (Fig. 3 in my previous article) have been accidentally interchanged, i.e., that labelled "auto-transformer" should be "coupled," and vice versa.

I will now deal with another circuit—quite a standard circuit, certainly, but one which can be made to give very excellent results on all waves and for all purposes. It is outlined in Fig. 3. The circuit is well known, so I will leave out the general principles underlying its action and confine myself to those particulars which are usually neglected by the average writer. In particular, I wish to deal with coil L. This is an auto-transformer, and is shunted (optionally) by condenser S. The design of this coil plays an important part in the satisfactory working of the set as a whole. It should be made as small as possible and placed so that it has little capacity to other parts of the set, especially to wires and apparatus conveying or dealing with audio-frequency impulses. I have made up coils for this purpose wound "in air." This needs explanation. The usual method of winding these coils is either (i) ordinary single-layer solenoid; (ii) pile wound, basket wound or honeycomb wound on an insulating former of wood, ebonite or other material; (iii) pile wound, basket wound or honeycomb wound, but without former. I favour the latter—the pile wound coils in air—as I have found them better than all those classed in group (ii). Group (i) coil is suitable only for short waves, while group (iii) coils are usually difficult or tedious to manufacture, with that one exception.

My method of winding these coils is as follows. Procure a former of any material, circular cross section, diameter about 2" or 2 1/2". The wire is pile wound on to the required number of turns, the whole slipped off the former and taped up with ordinary white tape in a manner similar to that employed for armature winding, shellaced and baked. The cross section of the resulting coil should be somewhat as shown in sketch (Fig. 4).

**Electrical Particulars.**

Gauge of wire anything between 26 S.W.G. and 36 S.W.G. No. 28 S.W.G. is a very convenient size.

---
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Flexible ends should be well soldered on for connections outside the coil. Increasing gauge of wire from 28 S.W.G. to 26 S.W.G. gives unnoticeable increase of strength of signals; decreasing gauge from 28 S.W.G. to 36 S.W.G. weakens signals about one strength.

Fig. 4.

CALIBRATING.

Having made up the coil it must be calibrated. This is quite easy to do in the following manner. We will start with assuming that the set as a whole is not calibrated for wavelength. This must be done first. Curves are given showing the form the calibration will take, and are obtained as follows. Insert an 85,000 ohms (approximately) resistance in place of L. Set condenser C at zero value and inductance M at shortest wave, i.e., stud 1. Listen-in for C.W. and adjust C till generated oscillations are equal in frequency to the wave being received, when no sound will be heard in telephones. Note position of pointer of C, and determine origin of and consequently wavelength of the signal by listening for call sign. Do this for as many stations as are available, using stud 1 and various settings of condenser, at all times being just on the oscillation point. Repeat for studs 2, 3... and plot curve for each stud as shown in Fig. 5. There will be an "overlap" a between consecutive studs. This overlap should not exceed, say, 30 degrees of condenser. If it does, your tuning apparatus is not functioning at the height of its efficiency unless the capacity C is very small. However, the set as a whole being calibrated, we turn our attention to the auto-transformer in question. Take out resistance and connect in the transformer. Set aerial circuit to any wave and couple up with condenser K till oscillations commence. Decrease value of K till they just cease. Re-tune aerial till they again start and cut out more of K till they stop. Again

Fig. 5.

Fig. 6.

The empirical equation to curve is:

\[ f = \text{0.136} \times \frac{\text{WAVE IN METRES}}{\text{TURN}} + \text{7.33} \times \text{STUD} \]

Verifying that it follows a straight line law for all ranges of wavelength between 400 metres and 25,000 metres.

Gauge of Wire — 28 S.W.G.  
Covering — Enamelled  
Least Dia. of Coils — 2.5"  
Winding — Pile  
Ratio — Thickness Width = 0.08701
One of these calibration curves is given herewith, where the diameter of former used was 24" and 28 S.W.G. enamelled wire. One can now wind a coil for any desired wavelength by reference to the curve, which is a point of great importance to the serious-minded amateur. A table is appended, giving further details of these transformers, which may be of assistance:—

**HIGH-FREQUENCY AUTO-TRANSFORMERS.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. 26 S.W.G. Enamelled Copper.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Turns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These transformers may also be wound in sections if desired, though this is not such an economical proposition as that already described. For instance, a certain coil was wound in two sections, taped up separately and taped together concentrically in two ways: (i) both windings in the same direction (compounded), and (ii) windings in opposite directions (differential). Both coils were the same size. The effect of the arrangement (i) was to increase the wavelength by about 10 per cent. of that of the two coils taken separately, and of arrangement (ii) to decrease it by the same amount. The only advantage gained is in ease of winding.

It will be noticed that coils calibrated on one valve panel will not necessarily give the same wavelength results on another. The capacity of the valve panel due to its mechanical construction and the disposition of its component parts is the deciding factor. The calibration curve given refers to a 3-valve panel having a standard R.A.F. 0.0004 mfd. interpulse capacity between "1" and "2" valves, the valve-holders being 3½ apart (centre to centre) and leads being perfectly straight short wires.

---

Valves, and the Juice to give Them

By G. P. Kendall, B.Sc.

The first thing that the purchaser of a valve requires to know is what voltage to apply to filament and plate. The experienced valve fancier, of course, obtains this information for himself by experiment; but the novice is in a different position, and often has disheartening experiences trying to run a six-volt valve from a four-volt accumulator, or striving to pacify a low-plate voltage valve which will do nothing but howl (he having given it the provocation of a 70-volt H.T. battery).

To assist such beginners some good working values for the commoner types of valves are given below. They may require a little modification to suit particular circuits and individual valves, but may be taken as satisfactory starting-points to be improved upon when experience has been gained:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Valve</th>
<th>Filament Volts</th>
<th>R.</th>
<th>H.F. (a)</th>
<th>L.F.</th>
<th>H.F. (b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>French R</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORA</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V24</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marconi</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osram R</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4B</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

R denotes voltage when valve is to rectify.  
H.F.(a) denotes voltage when the valve is to amplify at high frequency with transformer coupling.  
L.F. denotes voltage when valve is to amplify at low frequency.  
H.F.(b) denotes voltage when valve is to amplify at high frequency with resistance-capacity coupling.

A Method of Increasing the Life of a Valve

The circuit diagrams (Figs. 1 and 2) relate to the article which appeared on page 448 of our last issue, and it is regretted that they were omitted, owing to a delay in their preparation.
Notes

Transmitters: Official Figures.

In the House of Commons it was stated by the Assistant Postmaster-General that up to June 3rd approximately 11,000 receiving and 450 transmitting licences had been granted. He hoped to make a statement shortly on the question of a complete scheme for broadcasting, but as yet the matter was still under discussion.

Air Ministry Demonstration at Agricultural Show.

At the Royal Agricultural Show held at Cambridge, which is of world importance, the Air Ministry, in conjunction with the Cambridge School of Agriculture, demonstrated the distribution of meteorological reports. The importance of keeping farmers and others informed of the anticipated weather was emphasised. Reports were received on the ground three times a day, and the data exhibited on a large chart. Deductions were made by an expert forecaster for the benefit of those attending the show.

Wireless in Education.

That education in future must include early training in wireless is evidently recognised by education authorities. We learn that the Lowestoft Education Committee have granted permission to the headmaster of the Central School in that town to erect an aerial. Furthermore, the school managers have recommended that the apparatus be purchased out of the amount of money allowed by the committee for scientific teaching. The boys at the school under the science master, Mr. C. C. Cull, have made a complete set.

Many schools have given recognition to the place which wireless study should take in the everyday life of the pupils, but when the governing bodies in the educational world make a move toward including this phase of science in the school curriculum there is hope that the time is not far distant when the universal understanding of the fundamental principles will be prevalent. What is now a popular hobby will then be looked upon as child's-play, and the student will seek experiment not in fields now only traversed by a few highly qualified scientists, but in a general realm of science from which still higher platiitudes will be sought.

P.M.G.'s Power to Prescribe Licence Fees.

Sir Douglas Newton in the House of Commons, referring to the Wireless Telegraph and Signalling Bill, said the Postmaster-General indicated that the Bill is generally one to make permanent the powers he has hitherto possessed. "In one or two important details the Bill breaks new ground," he said. "One is that power is taken by the Postmaster-General to prescribe, subject to the consent of the Treasury, the fees to be paid in respect of the grant or renewal of any licence or certificate. That, presumably, governs the licences now required, for which a fee of 10s. is chargeable, in respect of all the wireless receiving sets. Would it not be possible to add to the clause a provision that any regulations which increase the fees chargeable are to be laid on the table of the House? It is most important that the receiving stations should not be hampered in any way."

Sainte Assise (UFT).

A correspondent notifies us that Sainte Assise, with call UFT, has commenced transatlantic working on a wavelength of approximately 1,500 metres. H.F. alternators are used; the signals are very strong.

Wireless to Entertain St. Dunstan's.

On Friday and Saturday, July 7th and 8th, some excellent telephony was transmitted by the Marconi Company to St. Dunstan's, Regent's Park. A large number of prominent artists gave their services, with the result that a splendid entertainment was provided for those assembled at St. Dunstan's, as well as all those who listened in to the transmission.

Bedford Physical and Radio Society.

Mr. C. W. Clarabut, Hon. Secretary of the above Society, informs us that during the last two months considerable success has attended their efforts. They now have over 80 members, and Mr. Rupert S. Allen is the President.

Correspondence

To the Editor of THE WIRELESS WORLD AND RADIO REVIEW.

Sir,—I read with considerable interest the article in the June 17th issue entitled "Some Effects of Capacity on Mutual Induction," by J. H. Reeves, M.B.E., as for the past six weeks I have been using a somewhat similar circuit for short waves.

Rough tuning is done quickly with the reaction condenser, fine tuning with magnetic reaction, then finally the set is stopped from oscillating by reducing the filament current of the detector valve. The performance of the set is very good—very easy to operate, very stable, and very easy to bring to position of just not oscillating and therefore greatest magnification of speech and music without distortion. 2 FQ and 2 ON are very loud and clear using two valves—1 rect., 1 L.F.—and can easily be heard 25 ft. from 'phones. (Station, Wimbledon Park; aerial, temporary, 40 ft. double wire, 40 ft. high lead-in end, 20 ft. high free end, badly screened by house.)
The method of tuning by alteration of filament current is, in my experience, badly neglected by amateurs.

The two inductance coils are two Mark III short wave coils, not rewound. The capacity reaction is a small Mark III condenser of 0.00055 mfd. capacity (max.). It is possible to receive Croydon and the Hague on this short wave set by increasing the capacity reaction, the Hague being reasonably loud on one valve.

By using the Mark III condenser (0.00055 mfd.) as capacity reaction instead of for tuning the reaction coil, much better results are obtained and the set is more stable.

The following might be of interest:

No A.T.C. is used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wavelength</th>
<th>200</th>
<th>220</th>
<th>420</th>
<th>600</th>
<th>900</th>
<th>1050</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capacity</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Degrees of Condenser of 0.00055 mfd. |

The above with magnetic reaction at right angles to A.T.I.

A. CASTELLA IN, Treasurer and Asst. Hon. Secretary, City and Guilds Wireless Society.

To the Editor of THE WIRELESS WORLD AND RADIO REVIEW.

Str.—The question of the use of fine wire coils in reacting valve circuits has been dealt with in a recent paper by Mr. J. H. Reeves, but their use in crystal reception is of course quite different. Coils wound with No. 22 to No. 26 S.W.G. are usually recommended for use in the aerial circuit when using a crystal detector, to eliminate undue damping.

I have been experimenting in this connection recently, and find no appreciable difference in range or strength of signals when using No. 36 wire instead of No. 24 in a direct coupled tuner. I have now wound a basket coil for 600 metres with No. 47 S.S.C., and while signal strength has decreased slightly, my receiving range is still quite good. With a 70 ft. twin wire aerial of an average height of 30 ft. in open country, using this coil and a zincite-copper pyrites detector, it is possible at night to read most 600 metre stations as far south as Las Palmas (EAL), also several of the Mediterranean stations, signals being of a very fair strength.

I must apologize for trespassing on your space, but the use of these coils being contrary to normal practice, I thought the above details might possibly be of some interest to your readers.

C. H. AITKEN.

Book Review

DIRECTIVE WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY. By L. H. Walter. (London : Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons, Ltd.)

This book forms a valuable addition to Pitman’s well-known technical primers. The book assumes on the part of the reader a general acquaintance with the theory of Wireless telegraphy, and the special branch of the subject under consideration is therefore treated without any preliminaries of introduction.

In the opening chapter the author sets forth some of the principal advantages of directive transmission and reception, and later proceeds to describe different types of aerials suitable for the purpose of Loth transmission and reception. The relative merits of these are considered and formulae for different types of aerials are given.

Commercial types of direction finders are illustrated and described. In a concluding chapter some miscellaneous applications of directive wireless telegraphy are considered.

The book is well written and illustrated, and provides a complete guide to what has already been accomplished in directive wireless telegraphy, whilst giving very full references to sources from whence more detailed accounts of various systems and methods may be obtained.

H. S. P.

Calendar of Current Events

Sunday, July 16th.

PADDINGTON WIRELESS AND SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY.

Field Day.

Transmission of Telephony from 3 to 5 p.m. on 1,070 metres by PCGG, The Hague, Holland.

Monday, July 17th.

LEICESTERSHIRE RADIO AND SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY.

General Meeting, Vaughan College, Leicester. Lecture on "Continuous Wave Transmission," by Mr. J. W. Pallett.

Tuesday, July 18th.

Transmission of Telephony at 8 p.m. on 400 metres by 2MT Writtle, near Chelmsford.

Thursday, July 20th.

DERBY WIRELESS CLUB.

7.30 p.m.—At "The Court," Alvaston, Derby, Lecture on "Detecting Devices," by Mr. E. V. R. Martin.

Sunday, July 23rd.

Transmission of Telephony from 3 to 5 p.m. on 1,070 metres by PCGG, The Hague, Holland.

Tuesday, July 25th.

Transmission of Telephony at 8 p.m. on 400 metres by 2MT Writtle, near Chelmsford.

Thursday, July 27th.

RADIO EXPERIMENTAL ASSOCIATION.

(NOTTINGHAM AND DISTRICT).

Meeting.

DERBY WIRELESS CLUB.

7.30 p.m.—At "The Court," Alvaston, Derby, Lecture on "Practical Construction of Single Valve Receiver Set," by Mr. A. T. Lee.
Wireless Club Reports

NOTE.—Under this heading the Editor will be pleased to give publication to reports of the meetings of Wireless Clubs and Societies. Such reports should be submitted without covering letter in the exact form in which they are to appear and as concise as possible, the Editor reserving the right to edit and curtail the reports if necessary. The Editor will be pleased to consider for publication papers read before Societies. An Asterisk denotes affiliation with the Wireless Society of London.

The Wireless and Experimental Association.*

A most successful public demonstration was given on June 22nd at the Central Hall, Pekham. Over 400 were present and greatly enjoyed music broadcasted for the Association’s benefit by Marconi House, as well as the usual lot of amateur experimenters. Short lectures were given by various members, many of whom brought along their instruments for exhibition. Public queries were invited and fully answered by those on the Committee. Popular books on wireless were sold for the benefit of the visitors. One item worthy of comment was the appearance of a complete class from a near-by school who are studying wireless, and to whom the association look for future support and information. The whole evening from 7 till 10.30 was fully occupied and enjoyed by all present. Over 50 new members were enrolled as a sequel to the Association’s broadcast appeal.

The meeting of the Association held the following Wednesday was spent giving valuable information to the large proportion of new members who turned up hungry for information. Although they did not go away satisfied, as it was impossible to impart all the necessary information in one evening, they eagerly looked forward to the next week. Although the membership has been so greatly augmented there is room to enrol and educate new members, be they novices or experienced.

The Wallasey Wireless and Experimental Society.*

Hon. Secretary, Mr. C. D. M. Hamilton, 24, Vaughan Road, Wallasey.

At the meeting of the Society held on June 22nd, Mr. J. C. Mason lectured on “Radio Frequency Amplification.” He first dealt with the theory of H.F. amplification and its advantages and disadvantages as opposed to L.F. The lecturer drew a few transformer coupled circuits, treating each one in detail, also one or two resistance capacity circuits. During the discussion many interesting points were raised.

It has been arranged to hold the club meetings fortnightly until further notice, owing to so many members being away from home.

The first field meeting of the present session was held at Thursaston Hill on Saturday, July 1st.

Paddington Wireless and Scientific Society.*

Hon. Secretary, Mr. L. Bland Flagg, 61, Burlington Road, Bayswater, W.2.

The third general meeting of the above Society was held in the lecture room of the Electrical Department, Paddington Technical Institute, on Thursday, June 22nd, at 7.15 p.m. It was gratifying to see the great majority of members in attendance.

After the Minutes of the last meeting and the monthly accounts had been disposed of, the Chairman announced that the Society had been fortunate in securing two papers for the evening.

The Chairman then called upon Mr. Marley, B.Sc., to read his paper on “Receiving Circuits.” Mr. Marley commenced with the simple crystal circuit and gradually enlarged upon the subject, taking his audience through every known method of rectifying and amplifying wireless waves.

The paper was illustrated throughout, no less than 30 diagrams being used, and one could not help feeling that the lecturer had struck an original idea, for he handed round papers on which were drawn each one of the numerous diagrams, making the lecture easy to follow and at the same time giving a means of obtaining a great number of diagrams which must prove of great use for reference.

A discussion was opened in which further items were discussed, the most important of these being intervalve transformer ratios and magnitude of anode resistances.

Mr. A. L. Peak, A.M.I.E.E., then followed with his paper entitled “Oscillatory Circuits.” This paper was also profusely illustrated and a number of experiments were shown, the whole being dealt with in a way that shows that the lecturer was more than familiar with the subject.

The Chairman pointed out that owing to the lateness of the hour it would be impossible to open the discussion but that would be done at the next meeting.

A hearty vote of thanks was proposed to the speakers of the evening, to which the members responded.

It is proposed to hold two field days during the summer, the first to take place on Sunday, July 16th, and the other to take place on Sunday, August 20th, 1922. Permission has been applied for and it is hoped that some gentleman will be good enough to transmit us a short programme.

The Society is now possessed of a receiving licence and the aerial is making good progress.

The affiliation to the Wireless Society of London is now complete.

The Secretary will be pleased to hear from any amateur who has not yet connected himself with any society, and will assist him in any way that lies within his power.

The date of the next general meeting will be announced later.

Wireless Society of Highgate.*

Hon. Secretary, Mr. D. H. Eade, "Gatra," 13a, Sedgemore Avenue, East Finchley, N.2.

Mr. J. Stanley, B.Sc., A.C.G.I., gave the third of series of lectures on the elementary theory of his wireless telegraphy and telephony on Friday, 23rd June, when there was again a large attendance of visitors.

After briefly alluding to the different types of aerials and indicating the functions of the earth connection, Mr. Stanley went on to deal with tuned circuits. He showed how, by coupling a
A letter was then read from Mr. Bartle tendering his resignation as Hon. Secretary owing to the pressure of business, which, after some discussion, he agreed to withdraw until the end of the session, Mr. W. G. Kimber being provisionally appointed to act as Joint Hon. Secretary in the meantime.

Two new members were elected and the meeting was adjourned until the first Tuesday in October, 1922, at 7.45 p.m.

Hon. Secretaries, Messrs. A. Bartle and W. G. Kimber. All communications to be addressed to Mr. W. G. Kimber, 39, Bargery Road, Catford, S.E.6.

Woolwich Radio Society.*

Hon. Secretary, Mr. H. J. South, 42, Greenvale Road, Eltham, S.E.9.

The monthly meeting of the above Society took place at the Woolwich Polytechnic Institute at 8 p.m. on Friday, June 30th, 1922.

Mr. W. T. James, who was to have given a paper, was unable to be present, being unwell in health and the Secretary therefore arranged a concert.

Promptly at 8 o'clock 2 AQ opened the concert by calling up and sending some fine music. He was followed at 8.10 by 2 OM, at 8.20 by 2 KT, at 8.40 by 2 ON, at 9 p.m. by 2 BZ, and at 9.20 by 2 LT. Thus from 8 o'clock to 9.30 the Society was entertained with music and telephony, which was received very successfully. To all the gentlemen concerned the Society tenders its best thanks. Considerable interference was experienced, particularly from "howling" valves. Evidently other amateurs in S.E. London were trying to get the music as well.

Dartford and District Wireless Society.*

Hon. Secretary, Mr. E. C. Deavin, 84, Hawley Road, Dartford.

The activities of the above Society for the month of June are reported as follows:—On Friday, June 2nd, the usual fortnightly meeting was held with the Vice-President, Mr. J. R. Smith, M.I.E.E., in the chair. A general discussion on wireless matters took place and members had an opportunity of seeing crystal and valve sets in operation.

A wireless demonstration was given on Wednesday, June 14th, at a garden party at Dartford, which was held from 3 to 9 p.m. A three-valve experimental L.F. set and five-valve sets were made use of on this occasion. Telephony was clearly received and made audible by means of a loud speaker. The demonstration was very successful and aroused considerable interest.

The usual meeting was held at Dartford Grammar School on Friday, June 18th, Mr. J. R. Smith, M.I.E.E., in the chair. Seven new members were enrolled. There was a demonstration of violet ray apparatus, given by Mr. Phillips, and also a French transmitting and receiving set and a coil winder were shown by Mr. Pernett.

A wireless demonstration was conducted at a garden party in aid of "Waifs and Strays," given on Wednesday, June 21st, at Wilmington Hall, the residence of Lord and Lady Dudley Gordon.

This demonstration was even a greater success than the previous one. A regulation twin aerial

**The Greenwich Wireless Society.**

A meeting of the above Society was held on June 4th, 1922, at the Rangers House, Blackheath.

In the absence of the President, Mr. Ferguson was invited to take the chair for the evening, who, after the usual business of the evening, gave the members present a very interesting account of the development of wireless in America by reading several extracts from letters received from his son, who is staying there. Mr. A. Bartle then gave an address on broadcasting, giving some very useful diagrams of suitable receiving circuits which were very much appreciated.

A letter was then read from Mr. Bartle tendering his resignation as Hon. Secretary owing to the pressure of business, which, after some discussion, he agreed to withdraw until the end of the session, Mr. W. G. Kimber being provisionally appointed to act as Joint Hon. Secretary in the meantime.

Two new members were elected and the meeting was adjourned until the first Tuesday in October, 1922, at 7.45 p.m.

Hon. Secretaries, Messrs. A. Bartle and W. G. Kimber. All communications to be addressed to Mr. W. G. Kimber, 39, Bargery Road, Catford, S.E.6.
had been erected and the apparatus used was a
two-valve reactance set with a two-valve L.F.
amplifier, a five-valve set, a three-valve L.F. and
two H.F. amplification. By means of loud
speakers telephony was not only heard in the
demonstration room but also in the garden, a loud
speaker being suspended from a tree.
Mr. Burnham, of Blackheath, very kindly gave
a special transmission of music, which was received
splendidly. The Society's best thanks are due to
him for his kind assistance. Telephony from
Marconi House, also from Eiffel Tower, was clearly
received.
A high frequency coil with fluorescent tubes was
demonstrated as an additional interest.
On Sunday, June 25th, by arrangement with the
Air Ministry, a visit was made to Croydon Aerodrome.
After a splendid charabanc journey the aerodrome was reached at 3 p.m., where plenty of
interest was soon found. The wireless installation
was very kindly explained by the officials in charge.
A very interesting and instructive time was spent.
The usual fortnightly meeting was held on
Friday, June 30th, at which Mr. L. J. Miskin,
M.D., F.R.C.S., presided. A demonstration set,
as used at Wilmington Hall, was placed in operation,
also a two-valve set made by Dr. Miskin. Very
good telephony and signals were received. New
members continue to be enrolled and local interest
is improving.

**Birmingham Experimental Wireless Club.**

At a meeting held on Friday, June 16th, at
Digbeth Institute, Birmingham, a lecture was
given by Mr. S. H. V. Abbott, on "Wireless at Sea." Mr. L. J. Dore, Vice-President, took the
chair at 7.45 p.m.
Mr. Abbott, in the course of a most interesting
and instructive lecture, described wireless
systems and methods since the earliest days of marine
wireless. He was accorded a hearty vote of thanks.
The monthly "General Discussions" was held
at Digbeth Institute on Friday, June 30th. Thirty-
two members were present.
The Hon. Secretary, having read the Minutes of
the previous meeting, these were confirmed, and
the discussion was opened by Mr. B. A. Matthews.
Mr. Matthews' valve receiver was discussed and
criticised at length. Several other members then
mentioned difficulties which they had met, and
these were discussed by the meeting. Several
interesting and original ideas were described by
members.
Meetings are held at Digbeth Institute fortnightly at 7.30 p.m. on Fridays. The Hon. Secretary,
Mr. Frank S. Adams, 110, Ivor Road, Sparkhill,
will be pleased to hear from intending members.

**Bradford Wireless Society.**

A meeting was held at Headquarters at 7.45 p.m.
on June 30th, Mr. W. C. Ramshaw in the chair.
The minutes of the previous meeting were read and
passed, following which a few new members were
elected.
The Chairman called upon Mr. H. G. Evans, of
the Bradford Technical College, to give a lecture on
"Electricity and Matter." This subject, as
everyone knows, is an exceedingly difficult one to
deal with in a simple manner, but Mr. Evans
certainly succeeded in presenting his subject in a
most attractive way.

The lecture was admirably illustrated by experi-
ments—including Faraday's well-known one of
passing electricity through solutions—and also by
means of lantern slides.
At the conclusion a hearty vote of thanks was
 accorded the lecturer and the proceedings
terminated.
This meeting ended the session, but the rooms
are open every fortnight as usual for informal
meetings, elementary lectures and Morse practice.
The Committee wish it to be known that persons
interested in wireless work and under the age of
18 will be welcomed as Associate Members of the
Society. Names of such should be proposed by a
member in the usual way, or application made to
the Secretary.

**Middlesbrough and District Wireless Society.**

At the 32nd meeting of the above Society, held
at its meeting room in Borough Road East on
Monday, June 26th, at 7.30, Mr. W. B. Ward
gave a very interesting lecture on "High Frequency
Currents."
He fully explained some elaborate experiments
which he has recently carried out, and pointed
out some curious phenomena which he has found
when working his apparatus. One very extra-
ordinary effect which he pointed out was that the
frequency of alternation produced by his apparatus
was such that he was able to pass sparks 18 inches
in length from the apparatus to his bare hand
without pain, the only sensation being that of
warmth at the hand. Another of the curious effects
which Mr. Ward explained was that in a reasonably
shaded room the top of his apparatus gives off a
magnificent display in the form of an extensive blue
glow, known technically as the "silent discharge,"
which is seen on rare occasions on ships' masts and
at the points of lightning conductors during a storm.
Mr. Ward further explained the principal theories
with regard to high frequency currents and the
instruments now in use for producing them, many
of which instruments are in regular use for the
purpose of wireless telegraphy and telephony. At
the conclusion of the lecture, Mr. Ward was accorded
a very hearty vote of thanks.
A meeting of the Wireless Committee was then
held whilst the other members listened-in on the
wireless set of Mr. C. E. Thewlis, connection being
made to the aerial which was raised to a new mast,
55 feet high. This new mast is to form part of the
Society's permanent aerial, on which it is hoped to
receive the broadcasting messages at a high standard
of perfection.
Hon. Secretary, Mr. Cleveland Hood, Nunthorpe,
S.O., Yorks.

**Cardiff and South Wales Wireless Society.**

Hon. Secretary, Mr. P. O'Sullivan, 16, Adams-
down Square, Cardiff.
One of the most successful of wireless demon-
strations held this year was that inaugurated by the
Cardiff and South Wales Wireless Society at the
Cory Hall on Wednesday, June 21st. It is
interesting to note that this demonstration was
the first public one of its kind to be held in South Wales.
"To a large and highly attentive audience (number-
ing over a thousand people) Mr. E. Ogden
A.M.I.E.E., a Post Office Engineer, lectured in a
simple, non-technical manner on the principles of
wireless telephony.
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Mr. R. O. Sanderson (ex-President of the Cardiff Chamber of Commerce) was in the chair, supported by Capt. C. Crompton (Post Office Superintendent Engineer), Mr. F. Jones, and many other notable South Wales personalities.

The Chairman, upon introducing the lecturer, enlarged upon the value of the new science to commerce and mentioned various newfangled varieties arising in that and other directions. He asked the support of the public for the Society which had done so much for the furtherance of wireless studies in the principality.

Mr. Ogden dealt in a light and concise manner with the first principles, and pointed out many of the difficulties arising during amateur experience, showing how they could be overcome. He invited the questions of the audience; and from the large number that were asked, it was clearly indicated what interest was being taken, and how successful the lecturer was.

For the purposes of the demonstration that followed, the Marconi Company very kindly provided apparatus and demonstrators, the Wireless College, St. Mary Street, being used as the transmitting station.

At the Cory Hall an amateur receiving set, the property of Mr. H. F. A. Sanderson, was also in use, and musical items contributed by prominent local artists were rendered audible over the spacious auditorium.

During the demonstration Sir William Diamond, K.B.E., by means of wireless telephony, strongly appealed for the public support of the forthcoming Alexandra Rose Day.

The Chairman, at the conclusion of a very successful evening, and amid much applause, moved a vote of thanks to Mr. Ogden for the very able manner in which he had given his lecture. The motion, before being carried unanimously, was seconded by Mr. F. Jones.

The thanks of the Society were extended to the local Y.M.C.A. officials for the valuable assistance rendered by them.

Leeds and District Amateur Wireless Society.*

Hon. Secretary, Mr. D. E. Pettigrew, 37, Mexborough Avenue, Chapeltown Road, Leeds.

A general meeting was held on Friday, June 23rd, at the Leeds University, Mr. A. M. Bage (Vice-President) taking the chair at 8.0 p.m. The Chairman informed the meeting that it had been found impossible to arrange a discussion on "Direction Finding," as scheduled in the syllabus, but Mr. G. P. Kendall, B.Sc. (Vice-President), had very kindly come forward and the Chairman had great pleasure in calling upon Mr. Kendall to describe "A Four-Valve Receiver."

This set, as Mr. Kendall explained, was still in the experimental stage, being assembled in the well-known 50-watt trench set cabinet, and utilising some of this set's components. The first valve functions at radio frequency, having potentiometer grid control, and is directly coupled by means of reactance-capacity or resistance-capacity methods to the grid of the rectifier, which functions on the grid condenser system. The set is provided with magnetic regeneration taken from the plate side of the rectifier to the aerial circuit, which will provide for the reception of continuous waves if the coupling be tight enough to set up self-oscillation or auto-

dying. Two stages of low-frequency magnification follow, and by means of a plug and jack combination, the telephones or loud speaker may be placed in the plate circuit of either the rectifier, the first L.F. or the second L.F. valves. The receiver uses "R" valves and will function on all wavelengths, being very useful for telephony reception. Theoretical and practical diagrams of the scheme of connections were explained briefly, but clearly, by the lecturer.

A short discussion followed, at the close of which Mr. Kendall was heartily thanked for his very interesting and instructive lecture. The meeting then broke up and adjourned at 10 p.m., after the apparatus on view had been closely examined by all present.

The Ilford and District Radio Society.

On Thursday, June 29th, Mr. J. E. Nickless, A.M.I.E.E., assisted by Mr. F. Grover, gave a lecture and demonstration on "Wireless Workshop Hints."

Both these gentlemen are of the pre-war school of amateurs, accustomed to making things themselves instead of purchasing them, and after giving much useful information on the correct method of using tools and explaining many makeshifts by which considerable expense could be saved, proceeded to show, with explanations as to the method of manufacture, wireless instruments made by themselves from odds and ends usually regarded as of no value.

Mr. Grover's description of a crystal set capable of receiving ship traffic and meteorological reports from the Eiffel Tower made at an inclusive cost of less than £10, was greatly enjoyed. The telephones, which invariably defeat the efforts of amateurs endeavouring to produce cheap sets, did not conquer Mr. Grover, for he produced a single high resistance earpiece which had cost him 2s. to make. When tested by the audience it proved to be quite an efficient article.

The Society's programme for the coming session has now been completed and includes many useful lectures. As before, the meetings are alternately "formal" and "informal," definite lectures being arranged for the formal nights, while the others are devoted to buzzer practice and junior constructional classes.

Hon. Secretary, A. E. Gregory, 77, Khedive Road, E.7.

Birmingham Y.M.C.A. Wireless Club.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. R. Jenkinson, Y.M.C.A., Dale End, Birmingham.

A wireless club, as above, has now been formed and appears to be progressing well, the membership numbering about fifteen.

The equipment at present consists of a two-valve receiving set, but it is hoped to improve on this in the near future, and during the winter months arrangements are being made for a series of lectures appertaining to wireless and general electrical apparatus to be given.

There are still vacancies in the Club for a few more members, and enthusiasts residing in the vicinity are invited. Applications to be made to the Secretary, who will be pleased to furnish full particulars.
Questions and Answers

NOTE.—This section of the magazine is placed at the disposal of all readers who wish to receive advice and information on matters pertaining to both the technical and non-technical sides of wireless work. Readers should comply with the following rules:—(1) Each question should be numbered and written on a separate sheet on one side of the paper, and addressed "Questions and Answers," Editor, THE WIRELESS WORLD AND RADIO REVIEW, 12/13, Henrietta Street, London, W.C.2. Queries should be clear and concise. (2) Before sending in their questions readers are advised to search recent numbers to see whether the same queries have not been dealt with before. (3) Each communication sent in to be accompanied by the "Questions and Answers" coupon to be found in the advertisement columns of the issue current at the time of forwarding the questions. (4) The name and address of the querist, which is for reference and not for publication, to appear at the top of every sheet or sheets, and unless typewritten, this should be in block capitals. Queries will be answered under the initials and town of the correspondent, or, if so desired, under a "nom de plume." (5) In view of the fact that a large proportion of the circuits and apparatus described in these answers are covered by patents, readers are advised beforehand not to make use of them, to satisfy themselves that they would not be infringing patents. (6) Where a reply through the post is required every question sent in must be accompanied by a postal order for the amount of 1s., or 3s. 6d. for a maximum of four questions. (7) Four questions is the maximum which may be sent in at one time.

"INEXPERIENCED" (East Sussex) encloses a sketch of a circuit and asks (1) If it would receive the Hague Concerts with a 50' double wire aerial. (2) What wire and how many turns should the coils be wound. (3) What should the capacity of the condenser be. (4) The circuit is O.K. except that a condenser is connected. (5) Can a heterodyne be made to oscillate on all wavelengths? (6) Where a reply through the post is required every question sent in must be accompanied by a postal order for the amount of 1s., or 3s. 6d. for a maximum of four questions. (7) Four questions is the maximum which may be sent in at one time.

"WIRELESS FIEND" (Oundle) encloses particulars of a Reinartz tuner and asks (1) If the design is correct and concise. (2) What should the capacity of condenser C. (3) How many tappings and how many turns between each tap will be needed on an inductance tube 4" x 4" primary, and 4" x 3" secondary, wound with No. 22 and No. 26 respectively. (4) The core should be considerable. (5) The design is O.K. except that when, for instance, the closed circuit is plugged direct to one valve, the grid winding of the H.F. transformer between the second and third valves should be broken or lost through this winding will be considerable. The same applies to the second valve. The grid condenser of the rectifying valve should not exceed 0-0005 mfd. except for very long waves. (6) Correct. (7) One heterodyne will do for all waves provided that a suitable collection of pairs of coils is made.

"G.R. SHORT WAVE" (Amersley Woodhouse) asks how many tappings and how many turns between each tap will be needed on an inductance tube 4" x 4" primary, and 4" x 3" secondary, wound with No. 22 and No. 26 respectively. With good variable condensers in each circuit hardly any tappings will be required, while if no condensers, or only fixed value condensers are used, as many tappings as could be arranged would be needed. We should, of course, recommend the use of condensers, and you might then find it convenient to have about three equally spaced taps on each coil.

"W.J.A." (Tottenham) asks questions about a single valve receiver. The coils will be quite suitable. Wind the primary of the loose coupler with No. 20 and the secondary with No. 22. If a secondary condenser of 0-0005 mfd. is used, the maximum wavelength will be about 6,000 metres. This value can be considerably increased by using a larger capacity with a parallel A.T.C. The reaction coil might be 8" x 6" of No. 22.

"T.J.W." (Palmer's Green) asks how to design an inductance to give a required wavelength. The method is briefly as follows:—The formula \[ \lambda = \frac{1885}{\sqrt{LC}} \] gives the relation between LC for the wavelength required. In almost all detector circuits C should be kept small, say 0-0005 mfd. Assuming this value L can be worked out from the formula. When L is found, suitable dimensions for the coil can be found by consulting the table on page 123 of Nottage's book, making allowance for the gauge of wire used, if necessary. Alternatively a guess at suitable windings can be made, and the inductance of the proposed coil worked out by a Nagoskas formula. The proposed dimensions can then be adjusted by trial until the computed value agrees with the value required.

"R.F.F." (Oundle) asks (1) For a diagram of a tuner for a four-valve H.F. amplifier. (2)
Could PCCGG be received on a small indoor aerial stretched across the roof of a room with the same amplifier.

(1) In Fig. 7, page 276, May 27th, you will find a combined tuning and amplifier. The tuning circuits alone may be used if you already possess the amplifier. (2) We think it is somewhat unlikely that very good results will be obtained, but it is worth trying.

"SHORTY" (Portsmouth) asks for information regarding a proposed crystal set, range 300/2,700 metres.

Wind the primary and the A.T.I. full of No. 20, and the closed circuit full of No. 28. The quantities required will be approximately, No. 20, 2 lbs, and No. 28, ½ lb.

"NEW READER" (Streatham) asks (1) If 2 MT could be received on a crystal set with an eight-wire aerial, and a range of 500/3,500 metres. (2) When a Broadcasting Concert begins, if call signs are sent out in Morse or verbally. (3) Why is the H.T. taken through the reaction coil before going through the primary of the L.F. transformer. (4) It is not necessary to a circuit described in the issue of April 1st page 15, to a circuit with a mean diameter of 3", and from 40 to 350 turns. (2) Condensers should be used in series with the A.T.I. for short waves. (3) No. 40. (4) Yes.

"MORSE" (Hoylake) asks (1) With reference to a circuit described in the issue of April 1st page 15, why is the H.T. taken through the reaction coil before going through the primary of the L.F. transformer. (2) The advantage of putting a grid condenser and leak between the H.F. transformer and the grid of the second valve. (3) Data for a L.F. transformer.

(1) It is better to go straight to the reaction coil from the valve. (2) The use of a grid condenser and leak gives a somewhat more sensitive detector, but is liable to be a little more tricky in operation. Transformer amplification is the better for short waves, but is not adaptable to big ranges of wavelength without interchangeable transformers. (3) See diagram Fig. 1. (4) With regard to 2 KW, see list of amateur transmitting stations published in our issue of July last. We have no knowledge of the other two stations mentioned.

"MICRON" (South Shields) encloses a diagram of a set and asks (1) If L.F. transformers are likely to cause howling on long wavelengths. (2) With regard to certain figures concerning the construction of the A.T.I., if they are correct. (3) If the H.T. and L.T. batteries should be joined in series or opposition. (4) If a grid condenser and leak are necessary for the H.F. amplifying valve, and what should be the value of blocking condenser across the transformer primary.

(1) No, but the suggested circuit is O.K. It would be better to put the condenser on the aerial side of the A.T.I. (2) The suggested A.T.I. is O.K. Reaction coil is probably excessive. 25 millihys. should be sufficient. (3) It is almost immaterial provided that the positive of the H.T. goes to the plate of the valve. (4) It is not necessary with this arrangement. The blocking condenser may be 0-002 mfd.

"G.H.B." (Warwick) encloses a sketch of his circuit and asks (1) If suitable for reception of concerts on an aerial 45' long. (2) If 0-00025 mfd. is correct for the variable condenser C.1 and C.2. (3) If a tuning inductance of 12"x3" wound with No. 20 D.C.C. and a reactance of 10"x2" wound with No. 28 is suitable. (4) If a grid condenser and leak gives a somewhat more sensitive detector, but is liable to be a little more tricky in operation. Transformer amplification is the better for short waves, but is not adaptable to big ranges of wavelength without interchangeable transformers. (3) See diagram Fig. 1. (4) With regard to 2 KW, see list of amateur transmitting stations published in our issue of July last. We have no knowledge of the other two stations mentioned.

"J.D." (S.E.18) asks for the formulae which govern the capacities of the condensers described in the answers to "D.G.B." (Putney) and "G.G.F." (Newcastle).

The correct formula is:--

$$C_{\text{mfd}} = \frac{1}{900,000 \times K \times \mu}$$

$K$ being taken as approximately 8 for mica. This leads to the approximately correct results for "D.G.B." The value given to "G.G.F." is incorrect. The mistake, which we regret, is probably a printing error of 7 for 3, which would be approximately correct. It is impossible to predict such condensers accurately owing to the uncertainty of the di-electric constant of the mica used.

"—" (Sutton Coldfield) asks (1) For particular of set of basket coils to tune from 150 up to 3,000 metres. (2) For improvements to a circuit shown. (3) Gauge of a sample of wire. (4) If the auto-telephone transformer described on February 5th, 1921, will be suitable for 300 ohm telephones.

(1) Wind about half a dozen coils for each circuit with a mean diameter of 3", and from 40 to 350 turns. (2) Condensers should be used in series with the A.T.I. for short waves. (3) No. 40. (4) Yes.

"W.L.B." (Walsall) asks (1) For windings for a set to tune from 150 to 3,000 metres with a 0-001 mfd. A.T.C. (2) Data for 2,000/10,000 metres. (3) Data for a L.F. transformer.

(1) A parallel A.T.C. is very inefficient on short waves. Use it in series. A.T.I. might be 9"x6" of No. 22 and reaction coil 5"x4" of No. 28. (2) A.T.I. 9"x6" of No. 28 with a parallel condenser. Reaction coil 4"x3" of No. 32. (3) Core ¼" diameter by 4" long. Primary and secondary 1 oz. and 4 ozs. of No. 42.
MAINDO (Farnborough) asks (1) Whether a Reinartz Tuner or the tuner shown on page 281, June 7th issue, would be better for broadcasting reception. (2) If much modification would be necessary for the Dutch Concerts. (3) If any trouble would be experienced with re-radiation with these sets. (4) For a winding for telephone transformer. (1) Either should be suitable, but we prefer the Reinartz. (2) The Reinartz could be brought up to this range with additional coils as described in the article. The exact dimensions for these coils should be found by experiment. Runford's Tuner could also be brought up by increasing the size of the variometers. (3) Both would be experienced with re-radiation with these sets. (4) Winding data for a tuning transformer.

W.E. (Godalming) asks (1) Dimensions for a loose coupler with a range of from 300 to 10,000 metres. (2) If he should get 2 MT and FL telephony on a single valve set. (3) Which is the nearest broading to him. (4) If he is allowed to use an aerial more than 100 ft. long. (1) One loose coupler would not be sufficient over so big a range. Use two, up to and above, say 2,000 metres. The latter might have primary 10" x 6" of No. 26, with a 0.001 mfd. parallel condenser and secondary 8" x 4 1/2" of No. 30, also with a 0.001 mfd. condenser. Many figures for short wavecouplers have been given recently. (2) Possible for a good set skillfully used, but results from 2 MT will not be very strong. (3) London. (4) No.

W.E. (Newcastle) encloses sketch of circuit and asks (1) Will it receive telephony from European stations. (2) Consumption in watts of 4 volt Mullard transformer. (3) Will a telephone induction coil function as a telephone transformer. (4) Does the H.T. negative come on to the positive or negative side of the filament of the valve. (1) From such stations as Eiffel Tower, yes. (2) If of normal receiving type, about 3 watts. (3) The resistance of the windings would probably make it quite unsuitable. (4) Generally immaterial.

SENNOCKE (Sevenoaks) asks (1) Would an A.C. main lighting circuit interfere with the use of a single valve set. (2) Would a variable condenser as sketched be sufficiently variable. (3) Would the length of in-lead as sketch have any bad effect on reception. (1) No. (2) Yes, if you have a variometer or vernier condenser for fine tuning, but you will probably have considerable trouble with the contacts. (3) Yes.

B.V.W. (Sevenoaks) wishes to make a two-valve receiving set, diagram enclosed, and asks (1) If it will receive PCGG. (2) Winding data for the A.T.I. and reaction. (3) Can he use an "Ora" valve and a "V.24," or two "Ora" valves. (4) Number of plates required for a variable condenser for set of 0.001 mfd. capacity. (1) O.K., except that a blocking condenser should be used across the telephones, and a potentiometer for the first grid. (2) For such a large range a series of coils would be almost essential. We should recommend basket or honeycomb coils as advertised in this magazine. (3) Either arrangement is O.K. (4) You will require 105 plates in all.

REACTION (Swansea) encloses particulars of set and asks (1) If connections are correct. (2) Why the telephones produce a high-pitched note when the slider of A.T.I. does not make contact with the A.T.I. (3) Can a valve be heard oscillating on the telephones. (4) Shortest and longest wave length which can be received with set. (1) The connections and dimensions appear to be correct. We see no reason why you should not get good results. The A.T.C. should be variable. (2) Probably due to intermittent discharges across the bare contact or A.T.C. (3) Oscillation is not generally audible in your own telephones. If the set is oscillating a click will generally be heard on touching the aerial side of the A.T.C. (4) About 300 to 3,000 metres.

NOVICE (Wellington) wishes to add a two-valve amplifier to his set, and asks for a diagram showing arrangement. (1) There is not a good deal of difference between the American and British gauges. The use of British No. 24 instead of American will not appreciably alter your wave range. (2) Any kind of valve panel can be attached thereto. The valve terminals go to the grid and filament of the valve. (3) This is not a particularly efficient arrangement as the valve is used merely as a detector and not as an amplifier. Various rearrangements of this tuner for more effective valve operation have been given in back numbers.

LAIREA (Thorne) asks (1) If the tuner described in the issue of June 3rd, page 281, could be used with an indoor frame aerial. (2) If a frame aerial 4 ft. square could be used for broadcast reception. (3) If it is possible to add a note map, value to the circuit mentioned above. (4) Approximate broadcast range. (1) Yes, but efficiency would be considerably reduced. (2) Yes, if only a few turns were used. (3) Yes, in the ordinary way. (4) Probably about 50 miles with one valve.

N.W. (Swansea) has a single valve receiving set and asks (1) How he can remedy howling. (2) Particulars of windings. (3) Should the grid potential be positive or negative in his circuit. (4) Why his set does not function. (1) There appears to be too much reaction. Weaken this. Also try removing the grid condenser.
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THE "BROWN" MICROPHONE AMPLIFIER

This Amplifier magnifies signals, or music, without distortion, and is of considerable interest to amateurs and scientific investigators. The Magnification is much greater than that obtained from two valves, and the current consumption is about 50 milliamps. In construction, this instrument is simple, and it is much more robust than other sensitive relays of this class. This instrument satisfies the urgent demand for a reliable, inexpensive amplifier, which the most inexperienced amateur can use, and which the most experienced requires. It is much cheaper, ultimately, than a multi-valve amplifier, and the operator is relieved from many of the varied causes of breakdown. It includes a transformer suitable for low resistance telephones or loudspeakers.

The price of the "Brown" Microphone Amplifier is £6 for low resistance (120 ohms) input and £6 2s. 6d. for high resistance (2,000 ohms) input.

THE "BROWN" LOUD SPEAKER

With an Amplifier signals or telephony may be so magnified as to cause discomfort to wearers of headphones, yet not be loud enough to be audible at any appreciable distance from the head. Every wireless experimenter sometimes wishes to let his friends hear, which would involve the use of several pairs of telephones simultaneously with consequent loss of signal strength, as well as considerable expense. The "Brown" Loud Speaker was designed to meet this need efficiently and economically, and is used in all up-to-date receiving stations. The sound is intensified by means of a horn.

The "Brown" Loud Speaker (120 ohms), Standard Pattern with Upright Funnel

Wound to special high resistance

IN UNIVERSAL USE. As supplied to British, Allied and Foreign Governments.

THE "BROWN" SUPER-SENSITIVE TELEPHONES FOR WIRELESS, ETC.

These Telephones are unquestionably the clearest and most sensitive made, and, consequently, increase the distance over which the wireless can be heard.

IN UNIVERSAL USE. As supplied to British, Allied and Foreign Governments.

Exide batteries can be relied upon for wireless work and retain their charge over very long periods.

Prices and Particulars on Application.

Exide BATTERIES FOR WIRELESS

We specialize in the manufacture of batteries for filament current supply to Valves and high-tension batteries for application of Anode Potential. We can supply these batteries in glass, ebonite or celluloid containers to any desired voltage.

and using a potentiometer. (2) Using A.T.C. in series arrangement will require about 75 turns, and for the reaction coil about 60 turns on 2½" former. (N.B.—This circuit will give serious re-radiation.) (3) It depends on the type of valve, H.T. volts, etc. With the arrangement shown the potential required will generally be positive. (4) As you give no details as to the dimensions of your apparatus we cannot help you much, but try putting a variable condenser across the secondary. This will give you some chance of tuning the circuit. Do not use a grid condenser without a leak.

"H.J.B." (Everton) asks (1) Winding to put on a solid wooden former of given dimensions for use as A.T.I. (2) If 2,000 ohm telephones could be converted to 4,000 ohms or higher. (3) If he could receive telephony in Liverpool on a crystal. (4) If his aerial is O.K.

(1) A solid wood former will be very inefficient, wood being a very poor di-electric. As regards size, if you wind with No. 24, range would be up to about 2,000 metres. (2) This could be done by rewinding with finer wire, but we do not recommend it, as, unless you are very careful, you are not likely to improve the sensitivity. (3) Yes. Manchester broadcasting station and local amateurs.

"P.D.A." (Uppingham) asks (1) For criticism of circuit. (2) Dimensions for loading for his circuit. (3) Can "Ora" valves be used for this circuit. (4) What is the capacity of a condenser A in diagram, and should it be variable. (1) The circuit is O.K., except that amplification will be poor below about 1,000 metres. (2) 8" x 6" of No. 20 will probably be sufficient. (3) "Ora" valves will be suitable. (4) About 0·001 mfd. maximum capacity. It should certainly be variable. (1) See Fig. 7, page 276, May 27th issue. (2) 21 fixed and 20 moving vanes, 3½" diameter, with a spacing of 1 mm. between fixed and moving vanes. (3) and (4) Any hard valve, for instance "V.24" or "R" type. L.T. voltage generally 6, H.T. 24 to 40 volts for "V.24" and "Ora" and 40 to 75 for "R" types.

"R.A.J." (Woodside Park).—Yes. Take the down lead from the middle of horizontal portion; also, if possible, stay away from the wall instead of leading it through a tube close to the wall.

"NOR-RADIO" (Stavanger) asks (1) If he should receive LP, FL, 2 MT and PCGG on a four-valve set with an indoor aerial. (2) Why it is possible to obtain FL's carrier wave when his speech is inaudible with the reaction weakened. (3) What is the value of the modulation co-efficient. (1) FL and LP, possible; PCGG, possible; 2 MT very unlikely. (2) Set is working in a more sensitive condition on the carrier wave, which is also intrinsically stronger. (3) We do not know the value employed in this station. Probably of the order of 50 per cent.

"G.E.H." (Dewsbury) asks (1) What type of set to use to receive PCGG, 2 MT, FL and the proposed broadcasting stations. (2) What advantage 8,000 ohm telephones have over the 4,000 ohm type. (1) A four-valve set, with two H.F., one detector and one L.F. valve. The former are slightly more sensitive than the latter. (2) Yes, 8,000 ohm telephones are more sensitive than 4,000 ohm type.

"J.L." (Newcastle-on-Tyne) asks (1) For criticism of a set. (2) If suitable for telephony, including PCGG. (3) How to fit another valve as L.F. magnifier. (4) If slab coil or a loose coupler (presumably solenoid) would give better results. (1) O.K. if a fixed condenser is put across the winding of the first L.F. inter-valve transformer, which is in series with the reaction coil. (2) Yes. (3) Fit exactly as your present third valve, the input side of your additional L.F. transformer being inserted in place of the telephones. (4) This depends mainly on the wavelength, slab coils being more convenient for long waves and solenoids more efficient on the short to medium waves.

See diagram Fig. 2.
"E.A.F.B." (Westcliff-on-Sea) asks (1) For a diagram of a three-valve set to receive amateur broadcasting, PCGG and other telephony. (2) How he can get PCGG on the set described. (3) Would put type of H.F. transformer mentioned over resistance coupling. (4) Is a fourth valve as note magnifier necessary to get PCGG.

1. Your aerial circuit is all wrong, as it shows the set with nothing connected to earth when on tune side and with the grid of the first valve earthed when on stand-by. Moreover, 300 megohms is far too high for a potentiometer resistance. You probably mean 300 ohms. (2) There should be very little difference at 1,000 metres. (3) They should be O.K. Your condenser or valve panel seems to be very leaky. (4) The set will not be very efficient below 100 metres.

"RADIO" (Salford) refers to the crystal set, Fig. 2, page 120, April 22nd issue, and asks (1) Is it suitable for local broadcasting. (2) Size of coil and wire required and capacity of condenser for wavelengths from 200/3,000 metres.

(1) Certainly, within a distance of about 12 miles from a broadcasting station. (2) A.T.I. 9" x 6" wound with No. 22. Coupling coil, 3" x 3" of No. 22, with one or two tappings. Closed circuit inductance, 6" x 4" of No. 26, with about six tappings. Variable condenser 0-0005 mfd.

"HENRY" (Hampstead) asks re the tuner of a single valve circuit. Range about 300 to 5,000 metres. (1) The dimensions of solenoidal A.T.I. and number of tappings, and range of small suitable variable condenser to be used in parallel. (2) Dimensions of solenoidal reactance. (3) Stations likely to be received by the set.

(1) 6" x 6" wound with No. 24, tapped at 1", 1 1/2", 2", 2 1/2", 3 1/2", 5" and 7". The condenser should be about 0-0005 mfd. approximately, and should be in series at the shorter wavelength. (2) Reactance 8" x 4", wound with No. 28 or 30, and tapped at every inch. (3) London Broadcasting Stations, 2 MT, Air Stations, Ships and Continental Stations such as Norddeich, Eiffel Tower, etc.

"L.O." (Hampstead), with reference to the short wave set described in the "Work" book by E. Redpath, Esq., asks (1) What difference, if any, will it make if formers of 3 1/2" x 4 1/2" are used instead of those given. (2) Should the leads from secondary tappings be kept inside the secondary former, and led out through one of the end plugs to the panel studs. (3) Will it be possible to hear the London Broadcasting Stations on a crystal set.

(1) The set will tune to higher wavelengths, but not to as low a wavelength as the original. (2) It will be best to take the leads along the inside of the secondary to the end plug. This can easily be done while the coil is being wound, but not afterwards. (3) Certainly.

"VICTORIA" (Stranraer) asks (1) If the telephone set described in Fig. 1, page 316, in the issue of July 24th, 1920, would have a range of 5 or 6 miles. (2) If the set in question (1) is not suitable, for a diagram of suitable set. (3) If it is better to use set as sketched or with aerial and earth inductively coupled.

(1) Quite suitable. The microphone may be shunted across part of the A.T.I. or connected in series with it. (3) There is no necessity to couple inductively a set of this type.
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<tbody>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Mansbridge 2 mfd. condensers, each</td>
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<tr>
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<tr>
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AN UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY OF OBTAINING MATERIAL FOR THE HOME CONSTRUCTION OF WIRELESS SETS

CALL BETWEEN 10 a.m. & 5 p.m. at 31, Wybert St., Osnaburgh St.,
London, W.1
nearest Tube Station Goodge St.
(Ramseleand Highgate Rly.).
"SAILOR" (Dover) asks (1) How to add a valve to a circuit sketched. (2) Could he use slab inductances in place of a loose coupler. (3) Wavelength range of a certain coil. (4) Could a 6-volt accumulator be used for "Ora" valve.

1See diagram Fig. 3. (2) Slab coils could be used. Except for very short wavelengths the reaction coil should be smaller than the A.T.I. (3) About 2,800 metres. (4) O.K.

"X.B.S." (Yorkshire) asks (1) If the Retinartz tuner described in the issue of May 31st is suitable for S.W. telephony. (2) If tubular condensers would be efficient for telephony. (3) What size of condensers technique to use with Retinartz tuner. (4) If a separate licence is required for a portable set, and if the area over which it may be used is limited.

(1) Yes, if carefully used to prevent re-radiation. (2) Quite satisfactory. (3) Both 0.0005 mfd. (4) Separate licence is usually required, but why not write to the Secretary of the Post Office?

"Widnes."—Range of your set will be up to about 3,000 metres. A variable condenser for series use and short wavelengths would be an improvement. A potentiometer is not necessary.

"J.W.K." (Stannore) encloses diagram of a three-valve transformer circuit and asks (1) If it would be suitable for all telephony. (2) Data for constructing transformers, inductances and condensers. (3) Data for the construction of fixed condensers of 0.00025 mfd. and 0.0004 mfd. (4) Would the set described on page 280 of the May issue be suitable for telephony: if not, what additions would be required, and would it interfere with other people.

(1) The circuit is O.K. A.T.I., 6" x 6" of No. 22; Secondary inductance, 6" x 4" of No. 28: A.T.C., 0.001 mfd.; C.2, 0.0005 mfd.; C.3, 0.0002 mfd.; C.4, 0.001 mfd. (2) Condenser should be 0.00025 mfd., micro 4 mils thick, four foils overlapping 2 cms. x 4 cm. For second condenser 0.0004 mfd., as above, but six foils. (3) We do not think so.

"RAFAT" (Hull) asks for a diagram of a three-valve circuit for all wavelengths between 400 and 24,000 metres.

See Fig. 3, page 340, issue June 10th. In order to cover such a large range of wavelengths it will, however, be necessary to use a series of H.F. interchangeable transformers, about six being needed for each pair of valves.

"A.H." (Sheffield) asks (1) Would PCGG, 2 MT and FL telephony be audible at Sheffield on a three-valve receiver with a frame aerial. (2) If some wires 10 ft. long, stretched across a room, would be better. (3) How many and what distance apart would the wires require to be. (4) Suggestions for a better arrangement of aerial.

(1) No, you should use at least two stages of H.F. amplification. (2) This is somewhat better than the suggested frame. (3) Only two or three, say 2 ft. apart, would be required. Make the down-lead as long as possible. (4) An indoor aerial with four or five valves, including two H.F., should give the required results.

"E.D." (Kennington) asks (1) For diagram of a panel to be connected to one already in use. (2) If necessary to have separate H.T. batteries for soft and hard valves. (3) If it is necessary to use L.R. telephones with a transformer.

(1) See diagram Fig. 4. (2) If the valves are of such widely different types we should recommend separate H.T. batteries and filament resistance, although the second H.T. battery could very likely be dispensed with. (3) The H.R. telephones will be quite suitable.

"K.B." (Hucknall) sends diagram of a set and asks (1) If the connections are correct. (2) Winding data for the inductance. (3) If it will be possible to receive telephony from a distance of 150 miles. (4) Would a two-valve set be better.

(1) The connections are O.K. if the negatives of the two batteries are connected together as well as to the earth. (2) For British broadcasting, 80 ft. of No. 22 for the A.T.I., and 50 ft. of No. 26 for the reaction. (3) You are unlikely to get such a range—50 ft. is more like it. (4) Certainly; see Fig. 2, page 272, May 27th, and many others.

"CRYSTAL" (Eland) has a set which works well except on telephony. He asks (1) How to improve it. (2) If variable H.F. transformers would be better than resistance capacity coupling. (3) If PCGG should be heard with four valves. (4) Causes of noises in telephones if the L.F. valves are too bright.

(1) If a set works well on everything else it must be suitable for telephony. Failure is probably due to unskilful handling. For good results very careful reaction adjustment is required. A potentiometer is not required. (2) Very little difference at 1,000 metres. Transformer coupling better on short waves. (3) Yes, but more H.F. amplification instead of L.F. would be better. (4) Due either to...
an uneven discharge of the battery at the high rate or toaccentuation of noises already there owing to a steepeningup of the characteristic.

"LABURNUM" (Bethnal Green) asks (1) The wavelength range of a certain circuit. (2) If 0.0003 mfd. is too small a condenser for a closed circuit. (3) If a certain winding will be suitable for a spherical reaction coil. (4) What times are indicated by 15.50 and 23.30 G.M.T., and if there is a codebook for deciphering these times.

(1) Approximately 3,500 metres. (2) No. The parallel vernier condenser you suggest would not greatly affect the wavelength. (3) No. Wind it with the same wire as the coil in (1). (4) 3.60 p.m. and 11.30 p.m., G.M.T., i.e., 4.50 p.m. and 12.30 a.m., B.S.M. No codebook is necessary.

The last two figures give the minutes and the first one or two the hours, reckoning 24 from midnight to midnight.

"R.G.W." (Stockton-on-Tees).—(1) If you are using reaction you should hear PCGG, 2 MFT and FL, all weak. Without reaction we doubt if you will get much except local amateurs. (2) We should prefer the new H.F. panel, but the alternative scheme should give quite good results if properly designed. (3) A.T.I., 9"x6" of No. 22, with slider. Coupler primary, 3"x3" of No. 22, two taps. Coupler secondary, 6"x5" of No. 26, six taps. Reaction coil, 4"x3" of No. 28, three taps. (4) Use the same gauges as in (3), and try the following numbers of turns; the cams used do not matter much:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metres</th>
<th>A.T.I.</th>
<th>Closed circuit</th>
<th>Reaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>1,200</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Final adjustment should be made by experiment.

"M.E.M." (Clayton) asks (1) For criticism of a set. (2) For criticism of a suggested intervalve transformer. (3) If fine tissue paper may be introduced between the layers of the windings. (4) How to make honeycomb coils.

(1) Circuit O.K., but grid condenser should be about 0-0002 mfd. With vanes 4" diameter and spacing 1 mm. between fixed and moving, 16 plates will be required of 0-0005 mfd. and 3 for 0-001 mfd. (2) Probably O.K., although 4/1 is rather a high ration of turns. (3) Yes. These coils need some form of winder, such as the "Lokap," or the winder described in the issue of July 3rd, 1921. The use of such coils will enable a range to be brought up to any desired value.

"E.O." (Leighton) wishes to transmit about 50 yards and asks if it would be possible to do this with, for instance, a coherer set without the necessity of a transmitting licence. Also, if reception on a crystal would be possible.

Transmission without licence is only allowed in the case of what may be called toy sets. We do not know of any ruling as to the exact range which may be covered. We should advise application to the P.M.G. for a ruling in regard to your case. Crystal reception could be employed, but not very easily, with the type of set generally used for these transmitters, which operate on a very low wavelength.

"L.J.R." (St. John's Wood) asks (1) Question about certain aerials. (2) For dimensions for a 0-0005 mfd. condenser. (3) Dimensions for a 0-002 mfd. variable condenser. (4) If 120 ohm. telephones can be used with a crystal set without a transformer.

(1) The aerial across the road would give better results, and would not affect the other stations, but it would be necessary to obtain a permit from the authority responsible for the road. This might be somewhat difficult to obtain. (2) About 30 plates, with a space between fixed and moving of 1 mm., diameter of plates 3". (3) 45 plates, 5" diameter, also with a spacing of 1 mm. (4) A transformer must be used.

"H.R." (York).—(1) and (2) Set should give PCGG if the parallel A.T.C. is removed, or only used at approximate minimum value. Also, grid condenser should be about 0-0002 mfd. and not 0-004 mfd. (3) The H.R. telephones will be somewhat more sensitive than the L.R. and transformer

"L.H.C." (Cambridge) asks which of the formulae (a) \( \lambda = 1885 \sqrt{LC} \) (b) \( \lambda = 597 \sqrt{LC} \) is correct where \( \lambda = \) wavelength in metres, \( L \) is inductance in mhy's., and \( C \) capacity in mfds. (2) If a combined crystal and valve set is suitable for PCGG.

(1) Formula (a) is correct formula; (b) is correct if inductance is measured in mhy's., and capacity in millimicrofarads.

"S.W.R." (London) (1) Wind primary with No. 20, and reaction coil with No. 30. (2) About equally spaced taps on each coil. (3) No. 26. (4) See diagram Fig. 6, page 94, April 16th issue.

"C.G." (Lowestoft).—(1) Your present set is of very inefficient type. Revised set should be as in Fig. 5, page 92, April 16th issue. (2) An iron-cored L.F. with a valve transformer is required. This should have a core \( \frac{1}{2} \)" in diameter, with windings of 1 oz. and 3 ozs. of No. 42. (3) Not essential, but generally desirable.

"INTERESTED" (Eastbourne).—(1) Yes. (2) Yes, about 0-002 mfd. (3) 0-0005 mfd. (4) Yes. Certain extra parts would be required, but all the old apparatus could still be employed.

"TRIER" (Manchester) wishes to use a two-valve set with an indoor aerial, and asks what resistance telephones to use, and if a suitable telephone transformer has been described.

The suggested aerial is very poor. You will get as good result from about 25' of wire in a straight line somewhere in the house. Telephones may be 4,000 ohms, or 120 ohms with transformer. For transformer see article on page 782, February 5th, 1921, issue.

SHARE MARKET REPORT

Prices as we go to press on June 30th, are:

Marconi Ordinary .. £2 4 6
Marconi Preference .. 2 0 6
Marconi Inter. Marine .. 1 7 3
Marconi Canadian .. 9 3

Radio Corporation of America—
Ordinary .. 19 6
Preference .. 14 0
Distortionless Audio Frequency

INTERVALVE TRANSFORMER

designed and built on scientific lines

25/-

Immediate delivery if order is placed at once.

WINDING AND INSULATION—The winding is effected by a patented process in which every individual turn is specially insulated from adjacent turns, in addition to the insulation between layers. Tested between windings at 1,000 volts.

DIMENSIONS—The dimensions reduced to the smallest limit consistent with absolute reliability, are 34" wide, 24" over feet, 36" deep. The gauge of wire used is unusually heavy, thus eliminating a common weakness in other designs, where efficiency and reliability are sacrificed to space.

CONSTRUCTION—The closed core is made from best quality Stalloy iron laminate and the transformer is built up on exact similar lines to power transformers.

IMMUNITY FROM BREAKDOWN—Scientific design and careful construction coupled with high insulation, large gauge wire, and efficient dimensions ensure absolute immunity from breakdown or burning out. Comparative tests confirm the superiority of our designs.

Send cash with order to secure delivery at once.

OTHER PRODUCTS—We also invite inquiries for Short Wave Anode Reactances, Efficient Tuning Inductances, Precision Air Condensers, H.F. Transformers, and any other components used in wireless practice.

Every article is manufactured at our own works under the direct supervision of the directors.

RADIO INSTRUMENTS Ltd

Managing Director: J. Joseph, M.I.E.E.
Lieu Manager to Mr. H. W. Sullivan.
Chief Designer: W. A. Appleton, M.B.E., M.I.R.E.
Late Admiralty Technical Research Officer.

ONLY ADDRESS.

Works, Offices, Showrooms:
12a, Hyde Street.
NEW OXFORD ST., W.C.1

Efficiency-Reliability-Simplicity

These most essential Factors are embodied in all our Receiving Sets, ensuring Maximum Results and Greatest Satisfaction.

Portable Outfit in Polished Cabinet containing—
- Single Slide Tuning Inductance, Condenser,
- Sensitive Crystal Detector,
- and 500 ohm Receiver

Our 72 Page Catalogue deals fully with Electrical and Wireless Apparatus of Every Description, Thousands of Illustrations, Post Free.

Gives excellent results for Time and other Signals also from local Broadcasting Stations.

£3 : 5 : 0

This Set is representative of a number of Wireless Lines which we illustrate in our complete catalogue.

We hold Stocks of the Leading Makers' Wireless Apparatus Give us a call or send your Enquiries and we shall be pleased to quote.
To Manufacturers of
CRYSTAL SETS, Etc.

We can quote you attractive prices for
STRAWBOARD
INDUCTION TUBES
All diameters from 2" to 6".
Enquiries Solicited.

A. EATON LEE & CO.
4, Little College Street, London, E.C.4

CONDENSERS
All values supplied to
Manufacturers & Retailers.
Keen prices.
Enquiries invited.
Agents required in provinces:
and abroad.

SPENIC,
73, High Street, Lewisham, S.E.

ACCUMULATORS

Highest Quality—New—Guaranteed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voltage</th>
<th>Current</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 volt</td>
<td>40 amp.</td>
<td>18/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 volt</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>21/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 volt</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>28/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 volt</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>30/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 volt</td>
<td>40 amp.</td>
<td>28/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 volt</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>31/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 volt</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>37/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 volt</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>41/6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2/6 extra for Packing Case (returnable).

SPECIAL

2 volt 10 amp. Accumulators in Ebonite
cases—new:

One only 3/6 post free
2 or 3 3/6
4 to 6 3/- carriage forward
7 and over 2/9

4 volt 24 amp. Accumulators in celluloid
cases—new:

Only 11/9 each. Postage 1/-

F. YATES & SON
144, Church Street, Kensington, London, W.S.
(One minute from Notting Hill Gate Station). Phone—Park 4276.

Write for Lists.

CONDEMSENES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 0015     | Assembled 30/-
| 0005     | 12/6 15/-
| Vernier  | 3/- 4/6
| Filament Resistances | 3/6
| Valve Holders     | 1/6, H.T.
| Batteries  | 15 Volts
| Switch Studs     | 1/6 doz.
| Arms 2/-, Detector Valve Panel | E1 - 5 - 0, Parts 17/6.
| Irontubes 1/ set | £4.000 "Phones from 35/-.
| Single Valve Short Wave Tuner | £5 - 10 - 0.
| Complete Receiving Stations | £12 - 12 - 0.
| Especially made for Broadcast Reception.

B. L. HOUSTOUN
Regent 4911.
65, ENDELL STREET, W.C.2.

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT.

Single Valve " Broadcast Receiver " (less Valve), £2 5s.
Two-Valve " Broadcast Receiver " (less valve), £4 15s.
Three-Valve Receiver, I.F., Rectifier, I.E.F. (less valve), £8 9s.
(Orders in Strict Rotation.)

" Broadcast Tuner " specially wound for reception of music, speeches, concerts (angular adjustment), 7- (postage 9d.).
" Broadcast Crystal Receiver," specially constructed, minimum adjustments, with maximum efficiency, complete with " Broadcast Tuner," £1 15s. (postage 1/-).

Terminals, brass, double 2 B.A., 3/- doz. (postage 9d.).
Terminals, brass, single 2 B.A., 9d. doz. (postage 9d.).
Valves, Accumulators, "Phones, Condensers, H. T. Units, and all accessories.

Make your own plant.

The DRUMMOND 3¼in. Screwcutting and Boring Lathe
is a splendid investment for the ardent worker; it combines the qualities of the best bench lathe with a capacity and adaptability of prime importance to the experimenter. Its accuracy is guaranteed.

May we tell you about it? Write:-

DRUMMOND BROS. LTD.,
Aldershot Hill, Guildford.
The London Telegraph Training College, Ltd.

Morse House, Earl’s Court, S.W.

OFFICIALLY RECOGNISED BY THE WAR OFFICE AND POST OFFICE AUTHORITIES

CABLE AND WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY.

Parents desirous of placing their sons in either of the above Services and of affording them the best training facilities should apply for particulars of Courses and the methods of instruction which place this Institution in the first rank. Cable Telegraphy offers at the present time excellent prospects to youths from 15 years of age and upwards, and the College has exclusive facilities for obtaining posts for qualified students in the leading Cable Companies at commencing salaries of £150 to £300 per annum, with yearly increments of £12 to £25, and ultimate possibilities of obtaining positions as Supervisors, Assistant Superintendents, Managers, etc.

In the Wireless Telegraph Service the commencing remuneration at the present time is approximately £150 per annum, and Operators, when qualified by obtaining the Postmaster-General’s Certificate of Proficiency, are nominated by the College for appointments.

No Correspondence Classes or Branches.

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES.

An Illustrated Prospectus containing all information will be forwarded on application to

THE SECRETARY (Dept. H.), 262, Earl's Court Road, Earl's Court, London, S.W.5

Sole Proprietors of the "Scott" Training Disc, which contains useful formulae and other information for Wireless Telegraph Operators and is invaluable to Army Signalling Officers for range finding, etc.

Price, complete with instructions for use, 1/.- Postage 2d.

**SECOND ROUND.**—Many good deliveries and promising form.

QUALITY GOODS AT QUANTITY PRICES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aerial Wire, 7/32's, Enamelled hard-drawn copper, per 100'</td>
<td>£0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerial Pulleys 6&quot; book to eye</td>
<td>£2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batteries, for H.T. Make your own, Flash lamp batt. per doz.</td>
<td>£5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buzzers for Morse practice</td>
<td>£1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condensers, Fixed. Exceptional quality, terminal connections</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condenser Vanes. Not rubbish. Best aluminium...per doz.</td>
<td>£5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condenser Spacing Washers. Accurate. Small, per doz.</td>
<td>£1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condom Screwed Rod. Brass. 12&quot; lengths. 2 B.A. each</td>
<td>£8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact Studs. Large, Well finished</td>
<td>£4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper Foil. Sheets, 9&quot; x 3&quot;</td>
<td>£6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core Wire, Soft Iron</td>
<td>£4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ebonite. Best quality. Any size, rod or sheet...per lb.</td>
<td>£1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filament Resistances. For panel mounting. A specialty, each</td>
<td>£0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid Leaks. Exceptional quality. All tested. Terminal connections</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inductance Tubes, 12&quot; long. Specially impregnated. 3&quot;, 6&quot;, 7&quot;.</td>
<td>£6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulation Tubing</td>
<td>£1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulating Tubing</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulation Sliders. Polished ebonite. 4&quot; square box, each</td>
<td>£6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulation Sliding Wire, square in 7&quot; lengths</td>
<td>£4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inductance Sliders</td>
<td>£7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inductance Sliders, ¼&quot; square in 7&quot; lengths</td>
<td>£1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivory Scales, 0 to 180°. Engraved (not printed)</td>
<td>£1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivory Tablets. Set of six</td>
<td>£9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knobs. Plated. 14&quot; diameter. Superior finish. Knurled each</td>
<td>£3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loud Speakers. Marked efficiency, 4,000 ohms each</td>
<td>£3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mica, Pure Ruby. Pieces 3&quot; x 3&quot; x 00&quot; thick...each</td>
<td>£6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraffin Wax</td>
<td>£8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraffin Wax</td>
<td>£1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance Wires. “Elisi” brand. 22½ (1 ohm per yard), 24½ (17½ ohms per yard), and 28½ enamelled (4 ohms per yard)</td>
<td>£24.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switch Arms. Exceptionally strong and well made. 3 leaf</td>
<td>£2.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SUPERIOR QUALITY WIRE. BRITISH MADE.**

All wire wound on bobbins free. Postage extra.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>C.C.</th>
<th>D.C.C.</th>
<th>Single Silk</th>
<th>Dble. Silk</th>
<th>Finish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1/10</td>
<td>1/11</td>
<td>3/-</td>
<td>5/-</td>
<td>1/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>1/11</td>
<td>2/-</td>
<td>4/-</td>
<td>5/-</td>
<td>1/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>2/-</td>
<td>2 1/2</td>
<td>4 1/2</td>
<td>5/-</td>
<td>1/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>2 1/2</td>
<td>2 1/2</td>
<td>4/-</td>
<td>5/-</td>
<td>1/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>2 1/2</td>
<td>2 1/2</td>
<td>4/-</td>
<td>6/-</td>
<td>2/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>2 1/2</td>
<td>2 1/2</td>
<td>4/-</td>
<td>6/-</td>
<td>2/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>3/-</td>
<td>3/-</td>
<td>5/-</td>
<td>7/-</td>
<td>2/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>4/-</td>
<td>4/-</td>
<td>5/-</td>
<td>7/-</td>
<td>3/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>5/-</td>
<td>5/-</td>
<td>5/-</td>
<td>8/-</td>
<td>3/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>5/-</td>
<td>5/-</td>
<td>6/-</td>
<td>8/-</td>
<td>4/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>6/-</td>
<td>6/-</td>
<td>6/-</td>
<td>9/-</td>
<td>5/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>7/-</td>
<td>7/-</td>
<td>7/-</td>
<td>9/-</td>
<td>5/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>8/-</td>
<td>8/-</td>
<td>8/-</td>
<td>10/-</td>
<td>6/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>9/-</td>
<td>9/-</td>
<td>9/-</td>
<td>10/-</td>
<td>7/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>10/-</td>
<td>10/-</td>
<td>10/-</td>
<td>11/-</td>
<td>7/-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Carriage extra. Please remit ample postage, balance returned. Orders over £2 carriage paid. Money back if not satisfied.

J. L. CARTWRIGHT & CO., Manufacturing Electrical and Radio Engineers

'Tel.: Cartwright 4200.'  Dept. W. 130/132, LONDON ROAD, MANCHESTER.

*Special terms to the trade. Agents wanted. Agents’ names will be included in our advertisements.*
AGENTS WANTED TO DISTRIBUTE 40,000 CRYSTAL SETS

FIVE GUINEAS COMPLETE AS ILLUSTRATED
LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO TRADE

WIRELESS EXPLOITATION CORPORATION
BECK HOUSE,
91, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.1.

Telephones: GERRARD 1185
Telegrams: "OSJFILMY," WESTCEN. LONDON.
WE were the originators of the WIRELESS DRY BATTERIES, and manufactured and supplied them to the Government Deps. during the War. Ever-Ready Batteries supplied from stock are identical in electrical efficiency with those supplied to the War Office, Admiralty, Ministry of Munitions, R.N.A.S., R.A.F., Air Ministry and The Marconi Co., Ltd.

Our list of Standard Sizes and Voltages will be sent on application to Dept. (D.L.1).

Wholesale only from:
The EVER-READY WORKS
Hercules Place, Holloway, LONDON, N.7

OUR EASY PAYMENT SYSTEM
For the PURCHASE OF BOOKS is still open to ALL READERS
FOR FULL PARTICULARS WRITE THE MANAGER, MAIL ORDER DEPT.,
THE WIRELESS PRESS, LTD., 12-13, Henrietta Street, London, W.C.2
RAPID WIRELESS TRAINING
DAY AND EVENING CLASSES: Correspondence Classes with Instrument work at School if desired. Postal Course on Valves. Classes for Amateurs and Experimenters.
CABLE AND INLAND TELEGRAPHY. For details send P.C.
PHONE : North 1036.
ELECTRICAL TRAINING COLLEGE, Radio House, Manor Gdns., Holloway, London, N

THE "ESI-FIX" AERIAL
Patent applied for. "FIX IT LIKE A CLOTHES LINE."
A new "One-Piece" aerial complete with patented continuous insulation, lead in tube, wire and socket, strain eye and adjustable hook. No joints, no soldering, no leakage, no bother. Absolutely weatherproof.
Send cash with order and secure delivery at once.
Length 50', 10/-; 75', 12/6; 100', 15/-.
Carriage paid in U.K. Agents wanted.
CHAMBERS & ELLIS
6 & 7 Craven House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2

LIBERTY
HIGH RESISTANCE
HEADPHONES
Light-weight Aluminium Cases. Readily adjusted to all positions.
Price post paid
36/.
With Cords
High Resistance
HENRY J. BREWSTER & Co.
11, Queen Victoria St., London, E.C.4

HAVE YOU HEARD THE HOWL
AMONGST OUR COMPETITORS. THEY CANNOT
IMAGINE HOW WE DO IT
OUR PRICES AND QUALITY BEAT THEM EVERY TIME
L.F. INTERVALVE TRANSFORMERS . . 19/6
FILAMENT RESISTANCES (unmounted) 4/6
EVLINS
Mail Order Office—
126, FOREST ROAD,
DALSTON, LONDON, E.8
Price List Post Free on application.

SKINDERVIKEN BUTTON.
A Supersensitive Microphone. Known all over the world and patented in every civilized country. Over 63,000 sold ENGLISH Manufacture. Make up your own Loud Speaker. Transmit your GRAMOPHONE music to any room in your house.
The only practical Microphone for use in Detectophone Sets.
Price 5/- each
Special Low Resistance Receivers (for use with Skinderviken Buttons) . . . . . 10/- each
Special Gramophone Attachments . . . . . 1/- each
Write for 18 page BOOKLET fully illustrated and containing much useful information for all interested in Electrical Sound Transmission. Ed. Post free.
Sole Proprietors:
MIKRO LTD., 274/6, Pentonville Rd., London, N.1

DON'T MAKE
any haphazard purchases until you have seen OUR CATALOGUE OF
WIRELESS INSTRUMENTS
ACCESSORIES and MATERIALS
SEND NOW!

THE TINGEY UNIT SYSTEM
has proved its efficiency
Write for ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
which contains an article on Wireless Made Easy and a Complete List of all Wireless Goods in Stock
Write For Illustrated Catalogue 3d. post free
W. R. H. TINGEY, 82, Queen Street, Hammersmith, London, W.6

If you want advice as to the books on Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony best suited to your requirements write to:
The Radio Expert,
THE PIONEER HOUSE FOR WIRELESS PUBLICATIONS.
WIRELESS
Cabinet Crystal Receivers (ideal for reception of telephony), 150/2,000, tapped inductance, perikon detector, -0005 variable condenser, polished cabinet £4
H.T. Battery Boxes with fuses and switch 6/-
Ebonite Knobs 6d.
H.T. Batteries, 15v. 3/3
Fuller Insert Cells 9d.
Aerial Insulators 6d.
Wilson Transmitter, 120 Watt 27 10/-
Leading in Tubes with Terminals 1/6
Crystals, per piece 6d.
Filament Resistances (ebonite) 3/9, 4/- and 6/-
Microphones, with replaceable inset 2/9
Ivorine Scales, °0-180° 9d. and 1/-
Condenser Vases, Ali 2d. each, 1/6 per doz.
Mahogany Instrument Cases, 13 x 8 x 6, with brass lock and 2 Keys 9/-
Telephone Leads, 4-way 6d.
Valve Holders, “A” Type 1/9
Valve Holders 1/-
Sullivan, 150 W. ‘Phones, new 1/-
Valve Pin with nuts each 2d.
Basket Coils 4 for 2/6
Switch Arms with Bush, laminated Brush 2/6
Variable Condenser (21 plates) 17/6
Terminals, MK III Type each 3d.
ALL CARRIAGE PAID ON ORDERS OF £1.
C. S. SWAN, 191 Bishopsgate, and 65 Windsor Road, Leyton, E.10 E.C.2

THE GUDWRUN—SOLDERING SET
Price 7/6 Per Set

CONTENTS
CONTAINED COPPER TIN PLATE BLOxRS SOLDERING FLUX
COMPLETE AND READY FOR USE

ALL CARRIAGE PAID ON ORDERS OF £1.

THE GUDWRUN—SOLDERING FLUX
Reliance Brand
MAKES THE BEST JOINT
The Paste Flux that SOLDERS BEST
Superior to Acid and Easier to Use
Saves Time—Saves Money
The Flux that makes soldering Easy
FOR ALL KINDS OF SOLDERING
4d., 8d., 1/4 and 2/8 per tin.
H. A. PINCHBECK, Proprietor.
24, Garlick Hill, Mansion House Station, London, E.C.4

WHEN you install your wireless set—crystal or valve—you’ll get maximum results if you fit Ericsson Phones—clarity, sensitivity, strength of signals and absence of “click.” Specially suited to telephony.
Ericsson Phones embody the accumulated experience of telephone manufacture for a generation.
Easy to the head, light and comfortable. The magnets never lose their strength and “shorts” are non-existent.
Write for Particulars
The BRITISH L. M. ERICSSON MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd.
Head Office:
60, Lincoln’s Inn Fields, E.C.2

CQ Std bi
for ERICSSON PHONES

Ericsson
Telephones
The B.K. Radio Company

WIRELESS SPECIALISTS

Beg to advise the "Radio" public that their

SHOWROOMS
are now open and extend to all a cordial invitation to visit them.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

We would like to mention that we have been associated for
many years with a famous firm of Electrical and Wireless
Engineers, and the very valuable experience gained is embodied
in our apparatus, making it highly efficient yet simple to
operate and reasonably in price, and includes several new
features.

B.K. "Super A" Set (Station ready to erect with
Aerial, etc.) £12 0 0
" B " ( ) £17 0 0
" C " ( ) £21 0 0
Receiver only " A " type ... ... £5 5 0
" B " ... £10 10 0
" C " ... £15 0 0
" Std. Tuner " (for use with above receivers) £4 4 0

OUR UNIT SYSTEM WILL BE READY SOON.

ALL COMPONENTS STOCKED.

INCLUDING:
Variable Condensers (for panel mounting) '00124/-, '0005 17/-
'0005 (B.K. Vernier) 5/-, Filament Resistances (for panel mounting) 4/-.

IF YOU REQUIRE ANY EXPERT ADVICE OR ASSISTANCE EITHER CALL OR WRITE AND WE SHALL BE
DELIGHTED TO HELP YOU IN ANY WAY POSSIBLE.

307, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.1.
(Close Tottenham Court Road)
1 min. Warren Street Stn. (Hampstead & Highgate Tube).
3 mins. Euston Square and Great Portland Street Stns.
Buses—Nos. 1, 27, 30, 74 pass door.

Get Ready for the
Broadcasting Stations
and send for particulars of the famous
HETERODYNE RECEIVER

Manufactured by the
Marconi Scientific Instrument Co., Ltd.

This is the instrument for every home. Broadcasting Stations will be
received at the height of perfection. It is specially adapted to
receive the beautiful music from Paris and the Hague, also Aircraft
Telephony.

Price without Valve ... ... £7 0 0
Complete Stations from ... ... £12 0 0
2 & 4 Valve low frequency Amplifiers a speciality.

Ask your dealer for
A.T.M.
Broadcasting Apparatus

Automatic Telephone Manufacturing
Co., Ltd.

Head Office & Works: London Office:
Milton Rd., Edge Lane, 60 Lincoln's Inn Fields
Liverpool, W.C.2.
AUCKLAND'S

INTERVALVE TRANSFORMERS................. 22/-
TELEPHONE TRANSFORMERS................. 15/-
CONDENSERS, .001 Panel Type.............. 24/-
CONDENSERS, .0005 Panel Type............. 18/-
CONDENSERS, .0002 Panel Type............. 15/-
COILS, (Duo Lateral)....................... from 2/-
COILS, Stands, 3 Coil..................... 21/-
COILS, Stands, 2 Coil..................... 18 6
BROWN'S A TYPE 'PHONES, H.R.............. 55/-
BROWN'S A TYPE 'PHONES, L.R.............. 50/-
VALVE HOLDERS, Screwed Legs.............. 1/9
VALVE LEGS, with 2 nuts and washers...... 3d.
SWITCH ARMS............................... 2/9
STUDS........................................ per doz. 1 6
CONDENSER DIALS, Bevelled................ 3/9
CONDENSER PLATES......................... per pair 2 1/4.

CONDENSER SPINDLES....................... 9d., 11d. 1 3
CONDENSER WASHERS, Large, 9d., Small 3d.
SEMICIRCULAR SCALES......................... 10d.
EBONITE KNOBS............................. 9d.
VARIOMETER FORMERS....................... 7 6
H.T. UNITS, 15 v.......................... 4 6
H.T. UNITS, 15 E., Ready................... 4 -
EBONITE, any size......................... lb. 5 -
WIRES, BRASS ROD, etc., in stock .......... 5 6
FIL. RESISTANCES......................... 5 8
CRYSTAL DETECTORS, several patterns.....
We are the actual Manufacturers of all Component Parts...
We also carry out Press Work, Repetition work in brass or ebbonite, engraving, etc.

G. Z. AUCKLAND & SON
395, ST. JOHN STREET, LONDON, E.C.1
Manufacturers of Radio Apparatus

Factory: ISLINGTON, N.
Phone—CLERKENWELL 3173. Telegrams—"ZAUCKADIO, LONDON"

BATTERIES OF MERIT.

15 Volt Strip Connection............... 3/6, postage 6d
15 Terminal type, 7½ or 15 volts..... 3 6 6d
15 Wander Plug, 3 volt variation..... 2 3 6d
36 Wander Plug, 3 volt variation..... 2/-
99 Wander Plug, 3 volt variation..... 14 6d
Fully Illustrated List of Wireless Goods, post free, 4d.

H. D. BUTLER & CO., LTD.
Office: BANK BUILDINGS, 222, GT. DOVER ST., S.E.1
Works: CANONBURY, LONDON, N.

Important Announcement to the Trade

LIVE AGENTS WANTED IMMEDIATELY IN ALL PARTS OF THE COUNTRY TO STOCK FULLER BLOCK ACCUMULATORS FOR WIRELESS PURPOSES.

There is an unprecedented opportunity for the retailer to build up a wide connection amongst wireless enthusiasts by supplying a really efficient Accumulator, one that is fool-proof, an important factor when the same is to be used by the Amateur.

Don't run the risk of making a dissatisfied customer by supplying a plate-type battery, which will not hold its charge when not in use. The E.M.F. of the "Block" cell will not fall below 2 volts even if left unattended for a period of 12 to 18 months.

We are about to establish reliable ACCUMULATOR CHARGING STATIONS throughout the country in readiness for the rush of business which is sure to follow as soon as the broadcasting scheme is launched.

If interested, please write to "AGENCY"

THE CITY ACCUMULATOR CO. (Dept. 88)
79, MARK LANE, E.C.3
Phone: Avenue 91 (3 Lines) Telegrams: Tyche, Fen. London
"SEMAPHORE"
High Tension Dry Batteries for Wireless Receiving Sets

**TERMINALS.** — The 15 volt Batteries are supplied (unless otherwise ordered) with 2 Brass Connecting Strips as illustrated. All the other sizes have 2 Insulated Plugs. Brass Sockets are fixed to every other Cell so that Tappings can be taken at each 3 volts.

Other sizes can be supplied and quotations given on receipt of enquiries.

The "SEMAPHORE" is THE Battery for Wireless Work.

Its Specialities:—No "Crackling." Low resistance throughout long life.

London Made.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volts</th>
<th>Number of Cells</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
<th>Carriage paid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3/9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>8/6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>9/3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>13/6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>16/6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>24/6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>26/6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Trade supplied promptly.

Terms on application.

SEND 8d. FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE WITH LIST OF TRANSMITTING STATIONS.

PETO SCOTT, The
Condenser King
7 Featherstone Buildings,
HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.1

(Trade Enquiries invited.)
THE WIRELESS WORLD AND RADIO REVIEW
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THE WIRELESS WORLD EXCHANGE AND MART
TARI FF. Advertisements are accepted for

FOR SALE.

this Section at the' rate of twopence per word,
with a minimum charge of two shillings. The

All Wireless and Electrical Goods stocked at

as words. Compound words will be counted

Two 24 H.P. Motor Generators, one o Mast,
Direction Finders, Drafting Instruments, etc.,

9, Colonial Avenue, Minories, near Aldgate
advertiser's name and address will be charged for, Station. Handiest place for City buyers.-LESLIE
and single letters and single figures will be counted DIXON & Co. Telephone No. Avenue 4166.

as two words.

DEPOSITS.
prepaid in

the

ex Admiralty surplus.

Half prices.-Tna LowDON

All advertisements must be ELECTRIC FIRM, Croydon.
form of

Postal Orders, the

Screws, Nuts and Washers, assorted gross,
remittance being forwarded to Messrs. Bertram as.,B.A.
lists 2d.-J. H. BENNETT, Station Road,
Day & Co., Ltd., 9 & In, Charing Cross,

Intending purchasers may deposit the purchase

money of any article advertised or sold by

advertisers with Messrs. Bertram Day & Co., Ltd.,

who will acknowledge its receipt to the vendor
and the depositor, the full addresses of whom
should be given. Subject to special agreement
between the parties, it is understood that all
goods are sent on approval, each party paying
carriage one way in the event of the goods being
returned. The deposit will be retained until
due advice of the completion of the purchase has
been given or until the articles have been retained
and accepted.

SITUATIONS VACANT

Willesden Junction.
Newtonian Wireless Factory. -2,000 Telephone
Receivers, single 21S., cords Is. 6d., double with
head band 40s.-13/15, Whitcomb Street, W.C.2.
Regent 643.
Newtonian Wireless Factory.-Reel insulators,
samples 6d. each. Condenser plates, 3d. pair.
Crystal cups 4d., ebonite inductance sliders
rod. each. 3 x 12 spiral wound tubes 9d. each.
Shellac insulating varnish, rod. per bottle. Square
rods, drilled, 13" long, 6d. each.-r3/15, Whitcomb
Street, W.C.2. Regent 643.
Newtonian Wireless Factory.-Complete crystal
set for making up your own apparatus, comprising

all materials and 2,000 ohm receiver, reduced
price, 43s. 6d. Carriage 2S.-13115, Whitcomb

REQUIRED by Wireless Engineers for
certain areas, London and Home Counties,

Street, W.C.2. Regent 643.
Brown's " A " Telephones.-une pair 4,000: two
8,000. Excellent condition. £2 2s. each, lot £6.
-WILLIAMS. Redstone. Chinstead, Surrey.

Apparatus and Receivers. Splendid Terms.
Small deposit again't Sample Outfit.
Enthusiastic amateur preferred. Apply in
writing. Box C, Commercial Publicity Co.,

and Whitworth. Trade
invited.
enquiries
Amateurs' assorted, gross is. 9d. post free.
-GALLOWAY, 55, Red Lion Street, Holborn,

We Reply by Return

and in every principal Town to act as
Sales Agents for the sale of Wireless

59, New Oxiord Street, London. W.C.r.

Our Stocks of Wireless Apparatus and
Sundries are complete and we can give

PROMPT DELIVERIES
Send two stamps to -day for complete list.

Electrical Supply Stores,
5. Albert Terrace, King Cross, HALIFAX

BUREAU OF AMERICAN RADIO
SUPPLIES, 12 Upper Camden St.,
Dublin, Ireland.
Agents for leading American firms.

Standard Products. Wanted, Price
Lists and Quotations from British
firms.

Screws, Nuts and Washers at Cut rrices.-B.A.

38/ -

21/.0005 Variable Condensers .. 18/6
Above 3 make an Ideal Receiver.
Broadcast Concert Coils pair
2/ Grid Leaks and Condensers
3/6
Fixed Condensers ..
2/6
6/6
5 -Plate Condensers
2 -Valve H.F. Amplifier Panels 35/ -

Get our New Bargain List.

AMATEUR SUPPLIES,
134, COTEFORD STREET,
TOOTING, LONDON, S.W.

Rotary. Air Dielectric. For Panel Mounting,

in the following capacities: '0003, 10/, two
for 18/6 ; '0005, 12/8, two for 23/6 ;

'00075, 16/-, two for 28/6.
Mounted in highly polished cases 3* x 3* x 3,
'0003, 12/6, two for 28/8 ; '0005, 17/6, two
for SS/.
VERNIER Condensers, 3 plates 4/9. 5 plates
Mr. A. Heighe, of Guildford, writing
of our Condensers, says . . . " They
are absolutely value for money. I
shall recommend them to my
friends .
SUNDRIES DEPARTMENT :-Condenser Vanes,
fixed and rotary 1/- a dozen, 10/6 a gross ;
Ivorine ENGRAVED (not cheap printed) ;
Condenser Scales, semi -circular, 1-18o, 1/6
each, 1 6/- a dozen ; Ebonite Knobs ri',

milled, ed. each, 6/6 dozen ;

Moulded

Ebonite top and bottom plates for Skeleton

Condensers, oblong 31" x a'', 1? thick, drilled

and tapped, 1/6 a pair; Condenser Spacing

washers 4d. a dozen : z B A Screwed brass
rod 8d. a foot ; Wood Cases for Condensers,
highly polished, 31 x 31 X 3", 4/8 each.
Ebonite Condenser Tops for box mounting,
31 x 3} X }", $d. a piece.
Postage paid on all lots over £1.
BUY FROM THE MAKERS !

W. J. FALLON & CO.,

230a, Hermitage Rd., London, N.4

London W.C.
Brown Telephones.-Few pairs of low resistance
for sale 35s. per pair, or near offer. Inspection

KEYSTONE WIRELESS SUPPLIES

by appointment in evening.-Howa, " Home-

stead,". Hilly Fields Crescent, Brockley, S.E.
" Tingm, ' Set.-RS. RV and A2 panels,
2
" A ' inductance coils, condenser. Price

WHOLESALE ONLY.

£13 los., or sell separately.-Norr, The Briars,

Ebonite, cabinet work, engraving, expert
designers in amplifiers. Slab inductances,
basket coils, etc. Switch arms, contacts.

Harpenden.
Aerial Wire. -7/22

Low Prices

Hard -drawn high

con-

ductivity bare copper strand, guaranteed best
quality, roo'

5S.

3d., 140' 7S., 100 yards 13S.

All carriage paid.-FAnzaaormag & Co., Vulcan
Street, Leeds.
Single Valve Panels, from 25s. Intervalve
transformers, guaranteed, 15s. 6d. Small filament resistances, smooth working, 3s. Grid
leak and condenser, 3s. 6d. Blocking condenser,

3/16" screwed brass rod, per length, 20.
Let us know your requirements.-HARRIS,- 84,
3s.

Ronald Park Avenue, Westcliffe-on-Sea.
Ebonite, Vulcanised Fibre, Mts.-Shape pieces,

washers, handles, etc.-A. CORT & CO., 3031,

Camberwell Road, S.E.S.
Quotations Invited for any or all of following :Aerial wire, accumulators, anode resistances,
condenser scales, crystals, contact studs, grid
leaks, ivorine tablets, insulators, insulated sleeving,
phosphor bronze, spring washers and strip, tinfoil,

copperfoil, brass strip and rod, woods, metal,

RADIOPHONE TUNERS,
200-1,400ms.
..
Valve Panels for above

Variable Condensers

rheostats, resistance wire, sliders, valve pini,
valve leg sockets, radial switch arms, terminals,
* condenser spacing washers, o, 2, 3, 4, 6, B.A.

nuts and screws.-Box K.x, BERTRAM DAY'S

ADVERTISING OFFICES, 9 and xo, Charing Cross,
S.W. t.

New Fuller Block Accumulators, guaranteed

5o hours, discharge at 1.3 amps., equal to 2 receiv-

ing valves. in. 6d. per 2v. cell, carriage ed.
-FARADAY WORKS, Britannia Bridge, Erith.
Vulcanised Fibre.-Substitute for ebonite sheets,
so" x 6" x
x 4- 1,-, Is. 3d.
IS. 6d.;
Telephone receivers, 2S. 3d. each. Post free.-

ROBERTS, 2, Midmoor Road, Balham.
Wireless Valve Set, with valve, telephones, and
all accessories. Just purchased, £ro los., unused,
Price £8.-WILKINSON, Solicitor, 28, Bedford
Row, W.C.t.
Splendid Signals.-For sale, crystal set,
hictance, detector, telephones, condenser,

inounted, £x.-Wicks, Erlsmere, Pembury Road,
Westcliffc.

Terminals. Scales.

offi

High Finish.

33, Trinity Read, TOOTING, S.W.
H.F. Transformers, interchangeable, fit valve
sockets soo metres
..
.. 8/6
600 M 3/8, x000 M 8/9, r800 M 4/-,2500 M 4/8.

Formers only 2/-. Valve Pins lid. each. Valve
Legs with nuts and washers, set of four 9d.
H.E. Grid Condenser and Leak
5/-.
Fixed Condensers any capacity to 't mfd mica.
dielectric 2/- each. All accessories supplied,
goods despatched per return. Postage extra.
A.

44,

WOK), Electrical Engineer,

Bracebridge Street,

Nuneaton.

Send us your enquiries for

INSTRUMENT CASES
CABINETS, Etc.

and all classes of Woodwork in Mshogany,
TRADE SUPPLIED
:
:
Teak, etc. :
COMPETITIVIt. PRICES
PROMPT DELIVERIES

The

Central

179, High Road

TIME

Aircraft

- -

Company

KILBURN, N.W.6

Variable Condensers

'0005 in Polished Cabinet 4"x 4"x 4", Engraved

Ivorine Scale 0°-180°, Ebonite top and
16/6
..
Snob
10/6

Ditto for Panel mounting
Engraved Ivorine Scale 1/6 extra.
.

.

Post free.

Weatherall & Co., EStd. over 20 years.
28 Woodbridge Street, CIerkenwell,London,E.C.


ELECTRADIX WIRES

Highest Conductivity at Lowest Prices.

18 2 1 3 2 3 2 4
20 2 2 3 2 3 2 3
22 2 2 3 2 4 2 3
24 3 3 4 3 4 3 4
28 4 4 5 4 5 4 4
31 5 4 6 5 6 5 5
34 6 5 7 6 7 6 6
37 7 6 8 7 8 7 7
40 8 7 9 8 9 8 8

Other sizes in Stock. Prices at per lb. Postage Extra. 1/2d Aerial Wire at 6/0 per 100 ft.

ELECTRADIX\n9, Colonial Avenue, Minories, E.1

SITUATIONS WANTED.

A Qualified Expert in the scientific and mechanical design of small engineering products and who possesses a wide manufacturing and commercial experience desires to change his present position. Companies or principals requiring a technical engineer having the above qualifications, with the addition of an unusual knowledge of radio apparatus in all its branches are invited to communicate with Box X, THE WIRELESS WORLD EXCHANGE, 9 and 10, Charing Cross, S.W.1. Your correspondent is thoroughly familiar with the latest work in this line and who possesses a wide manufacturing and commercial experience, is desirous to treat with reliable manufacturers of Wireless Sets, with a view to special selling arrangement. Thirty years' experience in electrical industry, travellers and extensive connections U.K. and Colonies. Works already completely equipped with aerial and receiving set. Replies treated in strict confidence.-Box H.F., BERTRAM DAY'S ADVERTISING OFFICES, 9 and 10, Charing Cross, S.W.1.

TRADE ENQUIRIES.


EBONITE "A" TYPE 4 PRONG VALVE HOLDERS 1/9 each, post free.

VANES, WASHERS and bell-crank screws for Wireless and Electrical work.

For full particulars and advertising rates apply to BERTRAM DAY & CO., LTD. Complete Advertising Service, 9 and 10 CHARING CROSS, S.W.1.
COMPONENTS AND PARTS FOR MAKING UP

COMPLETE INSTRUMENTS READY FOR DELIVERY

Marconi Mark 16 Receivers.
250 to 3800 metres wavelength. This excellent instrument is most suitable for receiving the Broadcasting concerts. £8 10 0 each.

Marconi Short Multiple Tuner. Condensers.
This is valuable on account of it being easy to convert into a valve set. Price £2 10 0 each.

Marconi Telephony Transmitter and Receiver.
Brand new £40.
Marconi Type V24. 4 Valve. £8 10 0 each.

B.S.I.C. No. 3 One Valve Telephony complete Receiver, set up in one or two cabinets, with 3 valve holders for easy conversion into 2 or 3 valve set. The most efficient instrument of its type ever put on the market. Finest workmanship and finest finish. Complete (less valve, phones, Aerial and Batteries, which can be supplied at lowest possible figures.) £5 12 6. For a two valve set £6 12 6.

Condensers.
'001 21/6, '0005 16/-, '0003 14/6.

Price List on Application. Wholesale Price List on Application.

VERNIER CONDENSERS.

Marconi Mark 16 Receivers.
250 to 3800 metres wavelength. This excellent instrument is most suitable for receiving the Broadcasting concerts. £8 10 0 each.

Marconi Short Multiple Tuner. Condensers.
This is valuable on account of it being easy to convert into a valve set. Price £2 10 0 each.

Marconi Telephony Transmitter and Receiver.
Brand new £40.
Marconi Type V24. 4 Valve. £8 10 0 each.

B.S.I.C. No. 3 One Valve Telephony complete Receiver, set up in one or two cabinets, with 3 valve holders for easy conversion into 2 or 3 valve set. The most efficient instrument of its type ever put on the market. Finest workmanship and finest finish. Complete (less valve, phones, Aerial and Batteries, which can be supplied at lowest possible figures.) £5 12 6. For a two valve set £6 12 6.

Condensers.
'001 21/6, '0005 16/-, '0003 14/6.

Price List on Application. Wholesale Price List on Application.

WIRELESS

Aerial Wire, 7/22 Bare Copper Stranded in 100 ft. £ 5 0
Hanks ... ... ... per hank 5 6
Ring Pattern Insulator, 3" x 3", 1" hole ... each 9 6
Cardboard Cylinders, 4" diam. x 12" long ... each 0 10
1" Sq. Section Braan Rods for Sliders, cut in 15" lengths, and drilled each end for fixing ... each 0 8
Inductance Sliders, complete with plunger ... each 1 0
Plain Cardboard Tube, 12" x 4", shellac varnished, wound ready for fixing on supports with No. 24 enamel wire ... each 6 0
'0002 mf Condensers complete, assembled in polished Mahogany Box ... ... ... each 17 6
All necessary Parts for above Condenser, no drilling or fitting required, but unassembled ... each 16 0
Ditto, but without Box ... ... ... each 11 0
Ditto, but without Ebonite Top and Box suitable for Panel Mounting ... ... ... each 10 0
Government Surplus Accumulators, 15 volts, 15 amp. hours, in case complete. (Sent carriage forward) ea. 1 5 0
Hut Accumulators, 4 volt., 4 amp. hour ... each 14 9
Packaging and Packing extra, each 1/4

'Send 3d. for Catalogue and Advice

Radio Experimental Co.
103, Gell Street, SHEFFIELD
ENLIGHTENMENT!

The increasingly important part played by the Valve in all Modern Wireless Installations makes it essential that all those interested in Wireless communication should have at least an elementary knowledge of its action and the principles underlying its various uses.

The

Oscillation Valve

The Elementary Principles of its Application to Wireless

BY

R. D. BANGAY

215 Pages 110 Diagrams

Price 6/- nett.
(post free 6/6)

CONTENTS.


The Wireless Press Ltd.,
Dept. W.W.
12-13, Henrietta St., London, W.C.2

The Construction of Amateur Valve Stations

By ALAN L. M. DOUGLAS

78 pages. 55 Diagrams and Illustrations.

Price 1/6 Nett.
(Postage 2d.)

The aim of the author in compiling this volume has been to place within the reach of the amateur who is interested in Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony a Handbook which will enable him to obtain data that he has otherwise difficulty in acquiring, in order that he may construct for himself apparatus which he desires to make, but does not quite know how to design correctly.

The Wireless Press, Limited
12-13, Henrietta Street, Strand, London, W.C.2

WITH GOOD APPARATUS YOU CAN GET GOOD RESULTS

THE "W.P."

Morse Practice Key

Well Made, First-class Finish, Thoroughly Reliable

Price 7/6 Post Free

THE WIRELESS PRESS, LTD.
12-13 HENRIETTA STREET, LONDON, W.C.2

I HAVE IN STOCK

5000 BROWN'S PAIRS (120 ohms) PHONES

NEW AND UNISSUED POST FREE 45/- PAIR

CASH WITH ORDER

WILKINSON, Lonsdale Rd., Kilburn, TRADE SUPPLIED (Same address since 1900) N.W.6
A Dot, a Dash, and further Dots and Dashes. What Do They All Mean

The Handy Little Pocket Guide

MORSE MADE EASY

By ARTHUR L. RYE.

Explains It All

Printed on strong linen card, this valuable Illustrated Explanation can be carried about ready for use anywhere and everywhere.

A thorough system of memorising is suggested, which will facilitate the learning of the Morse Code in the shortest possible time.

Invaluable To All Who Contemplate Taking Up Wireless

as by knowing Morse the fullest possible use can be made of your set, and a greater number of messages received.

PRICE 3½d. POST FREE

Obtainable from:

The Wireless Press Ltd.
12 & 13, Henrietta Street, London, W.C.2

DON'T WORK IN THE DARK.

If you have a Wireless Set and know but little of the principles of its working, you are missing a great amount of the interest and pleasure which the man obtains who has this knowledge.

It is nice to get good results but where is the satisfaction if you know not how they are obtained?

The Elementary Principles of Wireless Telegraphy

By R. D. BANGAY,

tells in the simplest possible manner, the theory and practice of wireless.

The Author makes the subject intelligible to persons who do not possess much technical knowledge, and at the same time it is brief and accurate.

The book is so arranged as to be useful as a reference book for students and amateurs.

It is published in two parts

PRICE 4/- EACH
(post free 4/5)

or combined in one volume

PRICE 7/6 NETT
(post free 8/3).

The Wireless Press, Limited
Dept. W.W.
12-13 Henrietta St., Strand, London, W.C.2
The
ABC
OF WIRELESS
BY
PERCY W. HARRIS
EDITOR OF "CONQUEST"
(The British Magazine of Popular Science.)

Price 6d. net. Post free 8d.

THE BOOK for the
'MAN IN THE STREET'

This wonderful little book has been specially prepared for those who are desirous of getting a good knowledge of Wireless without delving into text books.

No technical expressions to puzzle over.
No hard thinking to be done.
No mathematical formulae to be elucidated.

What is Wireless? How does it Work? The A.B.C. Will Tell You

Wireless is the Topic of the Day The Up-to-date man needs to be conversant with it.

An evening spent in reading this book will put you in a position to appreciate to the full the wonders of the latest and greatest of sciences.

The Wireless Press, Ltd.
12-13, Henrietta St., Strand, London, W.C.2
BEFORE YOU CAN STUDY WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY
AND TELEPHONY YOU MUST HAVE A
KNOWLEDGE OF MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY

Dear Sir,

A READER’S APPRECIATION.

I received in good condition a copy of “Mag. and Elec. for Home Study” on Saturday last, and I am very highly pleased with it. I have much pleasure in enclosing a P.O. for 6/- which I trust you will find in good order. Again thanking you for the value offered and the prompt attention.

Yours faithfully.

To many who are anxious to gain a knowledge of Magnetism and Electricity some text books on the subject have a very forbidding appearance.

The formulae and equations too frequently haunt the non-mathematical reader and cause him to abandon his intention.

Such fears, however, need no longer deter anyone from acquiring the knowledge desired as in MAGNETISM & ELECTRICITY FOR HOME STUDY By H. E. Penrose will be found FIFTY COMPLETE LESSONS prepared in such a form that the reader ceases to regard them as a study.

The various facts and theories are elucidated subtly but surely. No effort has been spared by the Author to explain the subject so clearly and thoroughly that no one can misunderstand him.

At the conclusion of each lesson is placed a series of questions which enable the reader to test his progress and assure himself that his knowledge is well grounded. In this way he will know that his future study of Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony will be based upon a solid foundation.

A copy of the book will be sent ON APPROVAL to all who complete the request form below.

The Manager, Mail Order Dept.,
THE WIRELESS PRESS, LIMITED,
12-13, Henrietta St., LONDON, W.C.2

I enclose 6d. for postage.

Please send me a copy of MAGNETISM & ELECTRICITY FOR HOME STUDY. By H. E. Penrose.

If I retain it I will remit the sum of 6/-. Otherwise I will return the book in good condition within 5 days of its receipt.

Name ................................................
Postal Address ....................................

Date ............................................. 1922

W.W. 8/7/22
THE TINGEY UNIT SYSTEM

HAS PROVED ITS EFFICIENCY

Write for

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
which contains an article on
Wireless Made Easy and a
Complete List of all Wireless Goods in Stock

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 3d. POST FREE

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1. CONDENSERS. One pair mounted in case</td>
<td>£ 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1. RECEIVERS (for R. Valves)</td>
<td>4 17 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1*. RECEIVERS (for Mullard Valves)</td>
<td>4 7 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. SINGLE VALVE RECEIVER</td>
<td>3 4 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.V. UNIT H.F. to follow R.S. Unit</td>
<td>2 9 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2. MULTI H.F. AMPLIFIER UNIT, Choke and resistance type</td>
<td>3 15 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3. MULTI L.F. AMPLIFIER UNIT</td>
<td>3 15 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4. MULTI H.F. AMPLIFIER UNIT, without inductance or variable condenser</td>
<td>2 10 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A24. COMBINED UNIT, tuned or stand-by position</td>
<td>3 15 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1. MULTI TELEPHONE TRANSFORMER UNIT</td>
<td>2 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I1. INDUCTANCES. A Coil—500-1,000 metres with approximate calibration</td>
<td>1 5 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

INDUCTANCES

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B Coil—1000-8500 metres with approximate calibration</td>
<td>£ 1 17 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C Coil—5000-24000 metres with approximate calibration</td>
<td>3 2 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J1. JUNCTION BRACKETS (3 Styles) from 3 to 6 6 each</td>
<td>6 2 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2. BROWN'S PHONES (D Type). 120 w. Per pair</td>
<td>2 8 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BROWN'S RELAY UNIT (mounted in case), for rapid attachment to Tingey Units. No loose connections (2000 ohms input)</td>
<td>1 2 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;ORA&quot; MULLARD'S VALVES</td>
<td>1 5 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 5 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUCTANCE PLUGS</td>
<td>4 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2. INTERCHANGEABLE TRANSFORMERS (300 to 24000 metres)</td>
<td>2 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TINGEY (3 Valve) RECEIVER, 1 valve H.F., 1 Rect.</td>
<td>8 10 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 L.F. (without valves)</td>
<td>6 10 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COMPLETE RECEIVING SETS (VALVE) From £14.

Showrooms Open 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Saturdays 8 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Unipivot Thermal Instruments
WITH INTERNAL VACUO-JUNCTIONS.

Calibrated to read in milliamperes or amperes, and suitable for frequencies up to 1,000,000 per second. Can also be supplied for direct measurement of D.C. and A.C. pressures and currents covering a very large field by the addition of standard shunts and range multipliers.

WRITE FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS.

The Cambridge & Paul Instrument Co., Ltd.

Head Office & Showrooms: 45 GROSVENOR PLACE, LONDON, S.W.1.
Works: London & Cambridge

THE RADIO EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK
By PHILIP R. COURSEY, B. Sc. (Eng.), F. Inst. P.
113 pages.
PRICE 3/6 NET.
(Postage 6d.)

The aim of the true Wireless Experimenter should not be merely to purchase a complete installation or to build one up from a complete set of working drawings, but rather to design his set to meet his own requirements. The object of this handbook is to foster, if possible, such an attitude by indicating the chief features of such design work and the principles upon which it depends.

CONTENTS—
General Considerations—Components of Wireless Installation—The Aerial Circuit—Receiving Tuners—Receivers, including detailed instructions on the making of the many types of inductances and useful Mark III tuner modifications, Amplifiers and Valve Detectors with circuits of high-frequency, low-frequency and resistance—Capacity Coupled Amplifiers—Heterodynes, giving working instructions for making up a long range heterodyne wavemeter—Appendix: High Frequency Measurements and Calculations with valuable data and tables.

THE WIRELESS PRESS, LIMITED, DEPT. W.W., 12-13, HENRIETTA ST., STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2
GAMAGES
SPECIALISTS IN WIRELESS

SPECIAL OFFER OF RESISTANCE BOXES OR RHEOSTATS
Resistance value 0 to 10, 120 ohms. by steps of 10 ohms. The coils are wound with platinoid wire and mounted in a polished teak case with heavy ebonite top. The resistance value is varied by means of three plugs and two radial arms as illustration. A very useful piece of apparatus for testing and experimental work, and is at the same time a resistance standard. Invaluable for the experimenter for measuring and comparing resistances. Length 8", width 4½", height 6", weight 4 lbs. 2 ozs. Now being offered at the low price of £3.

LOW FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER
The single stage low frequency Amplifier here illustrated can be easily connected to any valve or crystal receiving set, thereby increasing the efficiency of the receiver by 50%. With the use of this instrument, signals are rendered very distinct, and many otherwise inaudible messages are sufficiently strengthened as to become readable. This Amplifier is particularly suited for the reception of telephony and music owing to the absence of noise usual with multi-valve amplifiers. The transformer used is the finest on the market, and the design and finish of the whole instrument are up to our usual high standard of excellence. Length 8", width 6", height 3½". We are offering this fine piece of apparatus at the extraordinary low price of 42/- Post Free.

FULL VALUE FOR MONEY ALWAYS

WRITE NOW FOR OUR WIRELESS CATALOGUE
Fully illustrated, giving all details and prices, indispensable to the man who wants the best apparatus at the lowest prices. A copy will be gladly sent POST FREE ON REQUEST.

"WESTON" MOVING COIL RELAYS
This well-known instrument is one of the most sensitive relays obtainable. It consists of a very delicate permanent magnet ("Weston"), moving coil instrument movement and is provided with a platinum circuit closer in place of a pointer. The contact screws are adjustable and are so arranged that the contact closer can be set to move through an arc ranging from 1° to less than 1°. It is highly recommended for all classes of work where an extremely sensitive relay is required: the attention of wireless enthusiasts being especially drawn to same for the purpose of experimenting in wireless recording. We are now offering this beautiful instrument at the low price of 55/- Post Free.
FOR THE MAN
WHO PREFERS

to make up his own

Variable Condenser

WE ARE "IT"

ABSOLUTELY

Our goods are right, delivery
is prompt, and our
prices speak for themselves

Read This

Mr. A. Heighes
of Guildford,
writing of our
Condenser, says,
"... They are
absolutely value
for money. I
shall recommend
them to my
friends"

Spacing Washers, accurate, to 1/1,000", 5d. doz.,
4/6 gross.
Ebonite Top and Bottom Plates for skeleton con-
densers, 3 x 3, 1/4 thick, tapped and drilled,
1/6 pair, 6 pairs 7/6.
Ivory Scale, 0-198, engraved, not cheap printed,
1/3 each, 1 1/2 doz.
1 1/4 Moulded Ebonite Knob, milled edge, 6d. each,
5/6 doz.
Ebonite Top for Box Mounting, 3 1/4 x 3 1/4 x 1 1/4,
1/- a piece.
Terminals, single, 2BA Brass, 1/6 doz.
2 B.A. Brass Standard and Lock Nuts, 5d. doz.
Condenser Cases, polished Mahogany, 3 1/4 x 3 1/4 x 1 1/4,
1/- a piece.
Engraved Scale, 0-180, engraved, not cheap printed,
.0005, 12/6 each, two for 23/6.
.0003, 10,- each, two for 18/6; AssembledCondensers,
2" x 3", 1" thick, tapped and drilled,
Prices for large quantities on application.
prices speak for themselves

SEE WHAT YOU SAVE

Assembled Condensers, Rotary Air Dielectric,
for Panel Mounting, .0005, 1/2 each, two for 18/6.
.0003, 12/- each, two for 23/6. Engraved Scale,
1/8 extra. Mounted in Mahogany polished cases,
3 1/4 x 3 1/2 x 3", with Ebonite top and knob, Scale
and Pointer, .0005, 10/6, two for 23/6; .0003, 10/-,
two for 23/6.
VERNIER CONDENSERS, unmounted, three
plates; 4/8; five plates, 5/6.

Buy from the Makers. The Trade supplied,
Small Dealers specially catered for. Post paid
on Orders of 21 upwards

W. J. FALLON & Co
230, HERMITAGE ROAD,
LONDON, N.4.

EBONITE

SHEET, ROD, TUBE & MOULDINGS

In reliable consistent qualities — FROM STOCK

Send us your enquiries, and let us put you on our
mailing list, so that particulars of new specialities
may be sent you from time to time.

WHOLESALE ONLY

RADIO EBONITE SUPPLIES,
4, Little College St., London, E.C.4
Telephone—Central 4711

W. H. PORTER & CO.
44, CHURCH STREET
BIRMINGHAM

Telephone: 
Telegraphic Address:
Central 1547.

Large quantities Marconi Apparatus. Every-
thing in Wireless Apparatus and Parts.

Wholesale Price List
on application.

Don’t Buy Shoddy CONDENSERS

when we can offer strong, well-made Fine Tuning and Variable
Condensers that are both better and cost less.

We must apologise for the delay in executing orders until
now, owing to the huge demand and the difficulty of obtaining
raw material, but having made arrangements to overcome this,
we are now in a position to greatly augment our production,
which is now running into four figures weekly.

Prices—Fine Tuning Condensers, 6/3. Variable
Condensers, 7 fixed vanes (nominally .0005), 13/-;
15 fixed vanes (nominally .0005), 16/-; 29 fixed
vanes (nominally .001), 22/6.

We can also supply Ebonite Knobs, Mica, and other Insulat-
ing Materials, Terminals, Switch Studs, and other Brass Parts.

Agents:—London—Selfridge & Co., Ltd.; Gamages, Ltd.;
Radio Supplies, High Holborn; R. Winter, Radiotechnics,
Little Titchfield Street, Oxford Circus;
Hamblin Clapp & Co.,
110, Strand; Scientific Appliances, Ltd., Sicilian Avenue,
Southampton Row; Russell & Shaw, Ltd., St. James Street,
Bedford Row. Provinces—Beresford Bros., Bull Street,
Birmingham; Mechanical & Electrical Engineering Co.
Bradford Street, Walsall; G. S. Baynton, New Street,
Birmingham; E. Dyson, Baker Street, Oakes, Huddersfield;
Radio Experimental Co., Ltd., Gell Street, Sheffield;
Bates & Co., Electrical Engineer, Bury St. Edmunds;
Electrical Supply Stores, Albert Terrace, King’s Cross,
Hamblin Clapp & Co., Ltd.; H. E. Ashdown (Birmingham) Ltd.
Birmingham.

Barnsley Co-operative Society, Radio Section, Ness
Street, Barnsley; H. E. Ashdown (Birmingham) Ltd.,
Greyfriar Gate, Nottingham;
F. Hough, Sussex Road, Southport;
Cross Bros., Ltd., Cardiff; Bacon & Coates, Royal Arcade,
Keighley.

Others wanted in districts not represented, also Colonial and
Foreign.

Genuine Traders please write for discounts.

Post free if no agent in your district.

H. E. Ashdown (Birmingham) Ltd.
Aldridge Road, Perry Barr, Birmingham.
THE BURDGEPT ULTRA III RECEIVER
(New Series Mk. 4)

The most Perfect all purpose Receiver

ALL the well-known features of the previous series are retained, viz., separate valve control—independent use of valves, etc. A telephone transformer is incorporated so that either high or low resistance phones can be used at option.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
Burndep III Ultra Receiver
Price - £25
(less valves)

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
Post free, 6d.
Returnable with first Order.

This Catalogue gives full details of our one, two, three and four Valve Receiving Sets
Absolutely complete and ready for Signals, Telephony and Music
(Prices range from £31)

BURDGEPT LTD.
Manufacturers of Wireless Apparatus
AERIAL WORKS, BLACKHEATH, LONDON, S.E.3

W. A. C. SMITH
236, Argyle Street,
GLASGOW,
are Sole Scottish Agents for the
Famous Burndep Receivers
"Transform" Engraving Costs to Profits.

The present high costs of engraving are reduced to a minimum with Taylor-Hobson Engraving Machines.

The speed and efficiency of these machines make them a profitable section of every plant.

They turn out high quality work on hard or soft surfaces at a fraction of the old cost.

They are invaluable for rapid mass production.

General Engravers everywhere have adopted these machines for all styles of engraving.

Send a Post Card for full particulars.

TAYLOR, TAYLOR & HOBSON, LTD

74a, Newman Street, London, W.1
Works: LEICESTER.

RADIO INSULATION
AS SPECIFIED AND USED BY THE BRITISH ADMIRALTY

BRITISH MADE PAXOLIN BRITISH MADE

TUBES DISCS PLATES, &c.
MANUFACTURED IN ALL FORMS, SIZES AND THICKNESSES

BY
THE MICANITE & INSULATORS CO. LTD.

EMPIRE WORKS
WALTHAMSTOW LONDON, E.17

Telegrams — "MYTILITE, Phone, London." Telephones — WALTHAMSTOW 738, 739
"K.B." UNITS

**SIMPLICITY**

**ECONOMY**

**EFFICIENCY**

**IMMEDIATE DELIVERY**

**IMMEDIATE SATISFACTION**

By means of these units you can build up a complete one to seven valve receiving set in easy stages to suit your pocket; while in the meantime, the units already bought are in themselves a complete receiving set, whatever their number may be. All you have to do is to place the units side by side straight across with the brass links provided.

**HERE THEY ARE:**

**UNIT No. 1.**
CONDENSER PANEL.
No. Regd.: Optional.

**UNIT No. 2.**
DETECTOR PANEL.
No. Regd.: One.

**UNIT No. 3.**
"L.F. AMPLIFYING PANEL.
No. Regd.: 1, 2 or 3.

**UNIT No. 4.**
H.F. AMPLIFYING PANEL.
No. Regd.: 1, 2 or 3.

**Price.**

Complete (as above) **34/6 each.** Complete (as above) **34/6 each.** Complete (as above) **43/6 each.** Complete (as above) **33/6 each.**

Set of Parts (panel only). **22/6 per set.** Set of Parts (panel only). **20/- per set.** Set of Parts (Panel only). **33/- per set.** Set of Parts (Panel only). **18/- per set.

Mahogany Cabinet **6/- each.** Mahogany Cabinet **6/- each.** Mahogany Cabinet **6/- each.** Mahogany Cabinet **6/- each.

We also hold large stocks of complete Receiving Sets, Coilholders, Coils, Variable Condensers (Assembled and in Parts), Valve Holders, Filament Resistances, H.T. Batteries, Accumulators, Aerial Insulators; in fact ALL AMATEUR REQUIREMENTS.

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.

CATALOGUE POST FREE 4d.

COME AND "LISTEN IN" AT OUR SHOWROOMS. OPEN DAILY from 9 a.m. till 7 p.m.

---

F. WIGGINS & SONS

Telephone: AVENUE 2248

Largest Stock in the World.

FOR CONDENSERS

AND ALL PURPOSES.

102, 103 & 104, Minories, London, E.1

---

MANUFACTURERS

and RETAILERS

promptly supplied with

Terminals, Screws, Valve Legs, Spacers, Nuts, Washers, &c.

Prices Right. Quality Right

APPLY FOR TRADE TERMS

The ORMOND ENGINEERING Co.
199, PENTONVILLE ROAD, LONDON, N.1

Phone: HOLBORN 1812
THE "BROWN" LOUD SPEAKERS
WITH NEW IMPROVED CURVED HORNS.

The requisites of a Loud Speaker are pure tone, clear articulation, and good volume of sound. The "BROWN" Loud Speaker possesses these qualities, and they are enhanced by the new improved curved horn.

THE AMATEUR does not always need the full sized Loud Speaker (H.1) as used in Lecture Halls, and a small type (H.2) has been designed to meet his more modest home requirements.

THE NEW HORN used with both H.1 and H.2 is constructed on the logarithmic law of increasing openings and is acoustically perfect.

**PRICES:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H.1 (Large)</td>
<td>Low Resistance, 120 ohms</td>
<td>£6 5 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.2 (Small)</td>
<td></td>
<td>£3 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Pattern (with upright funnel)</td>
<td>Low Resistance, 120 ohms</td>
<td>£5 10 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(High Resistances for all patterns 2/6 to 5/- extra)</td>
<td>Catalogues post free on application.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOLE MANUFACTURERS:

S. G. BROWN, LTD.,
SHOWROOMS: 19 MORTIMER STREET, LONDON, W.1
Telephone: Museum 4950

Early delivery of Telephones and Loud Speakers can now be given.

THE WIRELESS CRYSTAL OF TO-DAY
AND THE FUTURE.

"HERTZITE"

Simple to use. No Battery required.

**PRICE 2/6 POST FREE.**

Mounted in our Patent Detector 5/9
BRITISH "R" VALVES - 27/-
"ORA" VALVES - 15/-
H.T. BATTERIES, tapped:
15 volt, 4/- 36 volt, 8/- 60 volt, 14/6
30 " 7/9 50 " 13/- 75 " 16/6
BEST WHOLESALE PRICES FOR ALL CRYSTALS

RUSSELL AND SHAW,
38, Great James St., Bedford Row, W.C.1
From Holborn through Brownlow Street, or Hand Court

---

THE WIRELESS WORLD AND RADIO REVIEW
JULY 22, 1922
A FA "DUROS" CELLS
The only accumulator supplied in a charged state. They retain their charge for very long periods.
Stocked by all leading dealers in "Wireless Supplies."
E. G. LIND & CO., 58a, BUCKINGHAM PALACE ROAD, WESTMINSTER S.W.1

THE WIRELESS WORLD AND RADIO REVIEW
THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE WIRELESS SOCIETY OF LONDON
A MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY

CONTENTS
A Further Development of the Armstrong Circuit. By Felix 503
A Four-Valve Station Suitable for Short Wavelengths (continued). By P. W. Harris 506
Experimental Station Design 510

Contents continued on next page.

SELF CONTAINED OR UNIT SYSTEMS
Marconiphones, Marconi Scientific Units, Waveora System, Etc.

Apply for Lists of Receiving Equipment and Accessories.

At our Showrooms 168 Regent Street, W.1 we give demonstrations to purchasers.

Special quotations for Technical Colleges, Schools and Educational Institutions.

Telephones:
Gerrard 3039.
Western 847.

The Radio Waveora Co.
168 Regent Street, London, W.1

Telegrams:
Wychwood,
Phone, London.
MEN IN THE WIRELESS SERVICES DESIRING RAPID ADVANCEMENT


State YOUR ambition in confidence, to—SECRETARY'S DEPT. (Desk W.).

UNIVERSITY ENGINEERING COLLEGE, WESTGATE-ON-SEA, KENT,
and expert advice with the New prospectus. No. 8, will be sent you without obligation.

CONTENTS (Continued)

Some Effects of Capacity on Mutual Induction - - 512
The Elementary Theory of the Thermionic Valve. By Gordon Fryer, L.D.S., R.C.S.Eng. - - - - - 513
Amplitude of Electrical Oscillations Generated by Electron Tubes. By G. Breit 517
Experimental Wireless Station 2KU. By A. J. S. - - - - - 524
Notes - - - - - - - - - - - 525
Club Reports - - - - - - - - - - - 528
Questions and Answers - - - - - - - - - - - 533

THE WIRELESS WORLD AND RADIO REVIEW is published weekly on Saturdays.

All correspondence relating to contributions should be addressed to THE EDITOR, THE WIRELESS WORLD AND RADIO REVIEW, 12-13, Henrietta Street, London, W.C.2.

No responsibility can be taken for MSS. or photographs sent without stamps to defray cost of return postage.

Telegraphic Address: "Radionic, Rand, London." Telephone No.: Gerrard 2807.
Advertisement Managers, Bertram Day & Co., Ltd., 9 & 10, Charing Cross, S.W.1.
Telephone No.: Gerrard 8063 and 8064.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES.—
28s. per annum, post free. Single Copies 6d. or post free 7d.
Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by Magazine Post to Canada & Newfoundland.

HOLLOW STEEL MASTS FOR AERIALS

These masts are light, strong, easily erected, and will last a lifetime. All lengths over 15ft. are made in sections and each mast is supplied complete with baseplate, finial; rope cleat, pulley sheave, guy clips, three steel guy ropes and strainers, painted one coat ready for immediate erection. Being made of steel, no lightning conductors are required.

PROMPT DELIVERY.

PRICES P.O.R. FOR CASH WITH ORDER, EACH
10ft. ... 32/6 15ft. ... 42/6 20ft. ... 45/-
25ft. ... 57/6 30ft. ... 84/- 40ft. ... 126/-

Other Lengths supplied at equally Low Prices.

THE WIRELESS STEEL MAST & ACCESSORY COMPANY
Lombard Street West, West Bromwich

Telephone No. 447
THE IDEAL WIRELESS SET CAN BE BUILT UP ON THE MARCONI SCIENTIFIC UNIT SYSTEM

If you invest in this series of units you need not scrap any of your gear when you wish to improve your set.

Units 1, 2, and 4 form a nucleus which will give you all the broadcast programmes and all telephony and telegraphy between 300 metres and 26,000 metres.

This nucleus consists of a Variable Condenser; a Retroactive Tuner; and an Amplifying Detector.

If you want greater range add Unit 3, a High Frequency Amplifier.
If you want greater audibility add Unit 5, a Note Magnifier.
If you wish to use low resistance telephones add Unit 6, a Telephone Transformer.

THE FULL SYSTEM.

FULL DETAILS AND FREE ADVICE upon the combination most suitable for your special needs will be sent on receipt of your enquiry by

THE MARCONI SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT CO., LTD.

40 DEAN STREET, SOHO, W.1

TELEGRAMS: THEMARINO, WESTCENT
TELEPHONE: GERRARD 7745
ALL RADIO NEWS, CONCERTS, SPEECHES, etc.
can be RECEIVED IN YOUR HOME AT MODERATE COST by simply installing one of the high-
quality sets we supply. Why not call at our showrooms to inspect the complete range of receiving apparatus
on view. Our extensive experience is at your disposal to help you in deciding the best receiver to suit
your particular requirements. If unable to call, send card or phone for illustrated Catalogue, Price 6d.

An Ideal
Valve Accumulator

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50 Amps</td>
<td>£10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 volt</td>
<td>£20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 volt</td>
<td>£30.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Carriage
2 volt  | £1.00 |
4 volt  | £2.00 |
6 volt  | £3.00 |

Dimensions of each cell: 8 x 4 x 3
Weight without Acid: 31 lbs.

VALVES
- Mullard "Ora" £15.00
- Marconi-Oram R Type £26.60

DE LUXE CRYSTAL
RECEIVER

Suitable for Receiving
Telephony or Telegraphy
Price (without valve) £4

WATES HIGH
TENSION BATTERY
15 volt standard size with
strip connection, 3/6 each
Postage, 6d.

WATES BROS., 13/14 Gt. Queen St.
Grams: Zywateng-Westcent.
Phone: Gerrard 576.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF WIRELE-
SS RECEIVING APPARATUS
BY PAUL D. TYERS.
The only book which tells you HOW to MAKE ALL the
PARTS of a Valve or Crystal Set.
- Inductances
- Resistances
- Condensers
- Grid Leaks
- High-
Tension Batteries
- Detectors
- Potentiometers
- etc.

In fact, EVERYTHING you wish to make. No Lathe or ex-
pensive tools required. Essential to all who wish to make
their own sets.

PRICE 1s. 6d. Net. (Post Free)
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A Further Development of the Armstrong Circuit.

HOW TO APPLY THE PRINCIPLE TO EXISTING APPARATUS.

By EDGAR H. FELIX, Associate I.R.E.

SUPER-REGENERATION is the term used in description of the new circuit recently described by E. H. Armstrong. In utility it overshadows previous achievements of its discoverer.

Armstrong is responsible for the development of the regenerative principle in its application to heterodyning by means of which we amplify short wave signals at radio frequencies to an extraordinary degree.

The super-heterodyne was used last December by the American observer in receiving amateur signals from the United States. Two hundred feet from his head-phones he could easily hear the signals from one of the American amateur stations.

Now, if the super-regenerative circuit is used, such results are possible with but two vacuum tubes instead of ten. With its use the radio frequency transformer becomes unnecessary. With this circuit it is claimed that the only limit to the amplification obtainable for any signals is the tube's current carrying capacity.

LIMITATIONS OF THE REGENERATIVE CIRCUIT.

If you operate a regenerative receiver, you have noticed that there is a definite limit to the amplification of music by means of regeneration. Too much reaction coupling causes the receiver to generate continuous oscillations. When it does this, the good tone quality of the music received is lost.

Armstrong's new discovery is a method by which we can make full use of reaction without causing the receiver to generate oscillations.

The reaction may be considered as the insertion of "negative resistance" in the vacuum tube circuits. Such resistance wipes out the positive resistance of the tube and its associated circuits or tends to do so. When the negative resistance applied by reaction approaches a certain relation to the positive resistance—let us say when the negative and positive resistances are approximately equal—the receiver generates continuous oscillations.

Immediately before this point of approximate equality is reached there is, however, considerable amplification of music without distortion. For five or six years, many have exclaimed to themselves: "If only the negative resistance could be made greater than the positive without having the undesirable oscillations set up, what tremendous amplification would be possible!"

It seems obvious that the theoretical limit of amplification is reached when the positive resistance approaches and approximately equals the negative resistance. Certainly, it was

* This refers to the station 1BCG.—Ed.
argued, the system will oscillate if the negative resistance becomes greater than the positive.

Armstrong set out to solve the seemingly impossible problem—and he has succeeded.

Armstrong's home station uses a small loop antenna and two vacuum tubes connected up with his super-regenerative system. WJZ is twenty miles away. Yet, 1,500 feet from his phones, Armstrong can hear the music sent by WJZ.

For illustration, imagine first an alternator generating a current of fifty thousand cycles or more—in fact any frequency beyond audibility. Next, imagine such an alternator coupled with the plate circuit of an ordinary regenerative receiver. If the apparatus could be adjusted so (1) that the maximum regeneration would take place when the alternator is positive and (2) so that regeneration would be prevented when the alternator is negative, you would have something that would meet the case. In such a case regeneration would not destroy the quality of music, for it would be choked so frequently and so rapidly by the alternator that the musical qualities would be retained; and in addition, full advantage would be obtained from the regenerative effect which would build up during the positive period of the alternator's cycle.

The same result would be obtained were the alternator coupled with the grid circuit or with the secondary circuit.

The most satisfactory generator of continuous waves of high frequency is of course the vacuum tube associated with the proper circuits. Armstrong therefore evolved circuits employing the vacuum tube as the generator of the

![The Super-Regenerative Circuit, adapted to a reaction receiver for reception of telephony.](image)

**Fig 1.** The Super-Regenerative Circuit, adapted to a reaction receiver for reception of telephony.

Changes required in the receiver are: (1) Substitution of battery to give a negative potential in the grid for grid condenser and grid leak; and (2) tap connected to top of secondary inductance.
high frequency oscillations. One tube serves the ordinary function of detector and regenerator; the other serves as oscillator, producing high frequency current which is impressed upon one of the circuits of the first tube in such a way that the negative resistance exceeds the positive resistance at intervals of 1,500,000 of a second or less.

Super-Regeneration for Radio-Telephony.

Figure 1 shows the circuit best adapted to reception of radio-telephony. The section enclosed in the box on the left shows an ordinary reaction receiver, modified only by the substitution of a grid battery and a tap at the top of the secondary of the vario-coupler. L₁ and L₂ are the primary and secondary of the tuning circuits; L₄ is the reaction coil.

The second tube and its circuits comprise the oscillator. The grid and plate circuits are coupled by inductances L₄ and L₅. The grid inductance is shunted by the variable condenser which determines the frequency of the oscillations generated. The output of the oscillator tube is impressed on the secondary of the receiving transformer or vario-coupler.

When the oscillator tube is conductive, it short circuits the secondary, stopping for the moment the generation of oscillations. When the charge on the grid of the oscillator tube reverses, the first tube oscillates. The oscillator tube therefore acts as a switch, short circuiting the secondary 50,000 times per second or more.

How to Adapt Super-Regeneration to a Reaction Receiver.

This circuit is drawn so that from it you can make a super-regenerative unit to add to your regenerative set, thus converting it into a super-regenerative receiver.

Figure 2 shows a circuit particularly adapted to C.W. reception. It employs a third tube which acts as detector. A separate inductance coupled to the secondary is used to transfer the output of the oscillator tubes to the detector tube. The heterodyned frequency is controlled by the variable condenser across the inductance in the plate circuit of the first tube and by the variable condenser across the grid inductance of the second tube. In this circuit the oscillator tube acts upon the positive resistance of the plate circuit.

The third circuit acts upon both the grid and plate circuits of the first tube, reducing the negative resistance while increasing the positive, and vice versa. This circuit gives the greatest amplification possible with two tubes. It will appeal to amateurs wishing to make the most of their equipment, even at the expense of greatly increased number and difficulty of adjustments.

Adjusting the Super-Regenerative Circuit.

The process of adjusting these circuits after they are set up is as follows.

First, the coupling of the oscillator tube is reduced to a minimum, so that no oscillations are generated by the oscillator tube.

Second, the antenna and secondary circuits are tuned in the usual manner.

Third, the reaction is adjusted until maximum amplification without distortion takes place.

Fourth, the coupling of the oscillator tube

Fig. 2. The Super-Regenerative Circuit adapted to C.W. reception. The third valve acts as a detector of the combined outputs of the oscillator and amplifier valves.
circuits is increased until one hears the familiar click which indicates that continuous oscillations are passing through the phones.

Fifth, the reaction coupling of the first tube is increased.

Sixth, the variable condensers of the oscillator tube circuits are readjusted until the quality of the music is restored.

**REDUCTION OF SPARK STATION INTERFERENCE.**

In addition to possessing extraordinary amplification properties, the super-regenerative system greatly reduces interference from spark stations. With ordinary reaction, the trouble from spark stations is much increased because their interfering signals are maintained after the incoming energy from the spark station has ceased.

With the super-regenerative circuit, regenerative action is periodically damped out tens of thousands of times per second, so that the interfering spark signal is stopped as soon as it ceases affecting the receiving antenna.

The super-regenerative system requires "hard" valves.

A remarkable feature of the super-regenerative circuit is that its amplifying power increases inversely as the square of the wavelength. This means that the shorter the wavelength the greater the amplification. In this way the problem of interference is greatly minimised, for the shorter the wavelength the smaller the band of wavelengths affected by one transmitter.

Cascade amplification is possible with the system, but with entirely new methods and circuits. Audio-frequency amplification, as we are familiar with it, sets up harmonics, rendering the system inoperative. This difficulty is overcome by applying audio-frequency amplification to the second harmonic of the station whose signals it is desired to amplify.

Within a short time many amateurs will have supergenerative sets in use, and no doubt simple variations and applications of the system will be evolved. This article attempts merely to make sufficient information available to enable the amateur to begin his experiments. Much interesting information is left for the future.

**A Four-Valve Station Suitable for Short Wavelengths (continued).**

By PERCY W. HARRIS.

2.—THE HIGH-FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER AND DETECTOR UNIT.

In the last article the tuner for this station was described. This, as mentioned, is the first of three units. The second is a two-valve high-frequency and detector unit which can be used by itself or in combination with a two-valve low-frequency amplifier to be described in a further article.

For short wavelengths the resistance-capacity method of high-frequency amplification is ruled out, and one must have recourse to either transformer or reactance-capacity coupling. When it is not desired to receive wavelengths much below 600 metres, tapped transformers and reactance coils prove very satisfactory, one method of using such having been described by the present writer in *The Wireless World and Radio Review.*

The particular receiver described in this article has been tested down to 140 metres and has been found very efficient. The circuit used is that described before the Wireless Review, April 1 & 8, 1922.
Society of London by Mr. Frank Phillips.†

This uses reactance-capacity couplings, the reactance coils being interchangeable. One set of coils can be used for both tuner and amplifier, as the coil used in the amplifier is always larger than that used in the tuner. The chief feature of this particular circuit apart from its efficiency is its stability, which is obtained by connecting the grid of the H.F. valve to the positive filament terminal, thereby maintaining the grid at positive potential and stopping all tendency to self-oscillation. The loss of efficiency due to positive grid potential is made up by the reaction coil which supplies from the H.T. battery the energy otherwise lost. Unless the grid is so connected it is necessary to use a potentiometer to control grid potential, and this introduces a complication and further adjustment (although in some cases a slightly higher efficiency may be obtained).

In considering the construction of such a receiver, the writer thought it advisable not to incorporate the reactance tuning condenser in the instrument, as condensers are very useful in experimental work, and few experimenters wish to reserve a good variable condenser for one purpose alone. Terminals are therefore fitted for the connection of an external condenser, which may be of a value to suit the particular range of waves being received. In most cases a maximum of 0.0001 mfd. is the largest advisable.

Fig. 1 shows the general appearance of the

† Wireless World and Radio Review, April 8, 1922.

Fig. 2. Layout of Panel. Terminals on the left are for “Input.” On the top row they are for reaction, reactance condenser, and H.T. respectively; the pair on the right side being for L.T., and those at the front for telephones or note magnifier unit.
Fig. 3. The underside of the panel, showing the wiring connections.

Fig. 4. Layout of underside. The ordinary type of filament resistance can be substituted for the special type shown here.
instrument. It is designed to use V24 or QX valves, as these are particularly efficient on short wavelengths, owing to their small internal capacity. Obviously the four-pin type of valve could be used with slight modification of the design.

A separate filament rheostat is fitted for each valve, as the purpose of the two valves is different, and separate adjustment is necessary to obtain best results. There are twelve terminals on the instrument, for "Input," "Reaction," "Tuning Condenser," "H.T.,” "L.T.,” and "Output” respectively. The plug-socket for the interchangeable coils is placed between the two sets of valve clips, and immediately adjacent are the terminals for the reactance tuning condenser. In this way the leads to the condenser are kept short.

CONSTRUCTIONAL DETAILS.

The box is made as described in the last article, and measures 10 ins. by 6 ins. by 5 ins. deep. As the box for the two-valve note magnifier is of the same dimensions, both may be made at the same time. They can be finished with two coats of mahogany varnish stain, if made of ordinary deal, or French-polished if constructed of better wood. The top is of ebonite, and should be drilled with clearance holes for the terminals and valve-clip screws, as shown in the drawing. Holes must also be drilled for the filament resistance fittings and for the plug-socket screws. In this instrument the writer has used for the first time a form of filament resistance in which contact is made with the resistance wire by means of a long spiral. This gives a smoother action than the better-known type.

The plug-socket is one sold for fitting to coils, and in order to adapt it to this instrument the curved portion on which the coil rests has to be cut off. Nr. 6 B.A. screws pass through clearance holes in the ebonite, and hold the plug from the back. These also afford the necessary connections with the coil above.

Figures 3 and 4 show the underside of the panel. Three fixed condensers are used, one for the grid (0.0002 mfd.), one across the H.T. battery (0.01 mfd.) and one across the output terminals (0.001 mfd.). The first and third are secured by means of 6 B.A. screws in blind holes tapped into the ebonite (washers gripping the lugs), and the second is held by the locking screws of the two H.T. terminals. The grid leak is of the lead-pencil type on bakelite, of a valve of 1 1/2 megohms. This is also secured by 6 B.A. screws tapped into the ebonite.

In the layout of this instrument care has been taken to keep all the leads as short as possible. An external telephone transformer is used with L.R. telephones.

OPERATION.

The operation of this instrument is rather tricky at first as simultaneous tuning of two condensers is generally required. In his paper* Mr. Phillips gave useful tables of coils for various wavelengths. For short wave work the tuning condenser for the reactance coil should be of not more than 0.0001 mfd. maximum capacity, although larger condensers can be used on long waves.

A good method of beginning work with this set is to take a buzzing wavemeter (the "Townsend" type serves admirably) and hold it near the reactance coil. If the wavemeter is set to, say, 360 metres, the correct reactance coil being in its plug-socket, vary the tuning condenser until maximum strength is obtained in the telephones. The wavemeter, still buzzing, should then be set near the tuner and this adjusted until maximum strength is once more obtained, the reactance tuning condenser being left as previously adjusted. After a little practice with a wavemeter, signals can be tuned in with comparative ease, particularly when notes have been made of the best adjustments.

VALVES.

Good results are obtained with V24 valves in both clips, using 30 volts on the plates. A little better results are found by using a "QX" as the detecting valve. Best of all are two QX valves with 60 volts on the plates.

CONVERSION TO LONG WAVES.

For long wave work the large multilayer coils can be used, but it is far simpler to connect a resistance of about 80,000 ohms across the two condenser terminals in place of the condenser. The amplifier is then of the ordinary resistance-capacity coupled type. Another method is to fit the resistance to a plug, and to substitute it for the coils, the condenser being of course removed.

RESULTS.

On the aerial described in The Wireless World and Radio Review for April 1st, page 13 (50 ft. long by 20 ft. high, and using reactance capacity coupling), the Hague Concerts come in on the two valves without difficulty, tuning being sharp and selective. On long waves American stations can frequently be heard.

*Wireless World and Radio Review, April 8, 1922.
Experimental Station Design
(Continued from page 454, July 8th, 1922.)

HAVING completed the construction of the single valve panel described in the previous article under this heading, it now remains to explain the method for connecting up and operating the panel for the reception of signals and in particular the telephony that is transmitted on wavelengths between 300 and 450 metres.

There are many designs for the construction of tuning coils, but in order that the reader may not be delayed further by the necessity for making new to wireless and who first aim is to build a simple set capable of receiving broadcasted telephony and consequently may cover ground already familiar to many readers. The succeeding instalments, however, will advance by easy stages, and in the course of the series the construction of an elaborate station will be evolved.

VIII. A SIMPLE VALVE RECEIVING SET.

The information contained in the first few articles under this heading is to help those unacquainted with the more simple processes of instrument making. Of course, where good workshop facilities exist, the designs may be readily modified.

Economy is made an essential feature, bearing in mind always that where low-priced component parts can be obtained their use has been embodied in the designs. For those who do not desire to make their own workshop equipment, the descriptions will assist them in selecting the equipment for their stations.

The succeeding instalments, however, will advance by easy stages, and in the course of the series the construction of an elaborate station will be evolved.

Experimental Station Design
(Continued from page 454, July 8th, 1922.)

These articles, which appear in alternate issues, are intended not only to be a complete guide to those new to wireless, but to give explicit details on the construction of all the components of the experimental station. Actual designs will of necessity in some instances be somewhat crude, in order that they can be made up without elaborate workshop equipment. Practical working instructions will be given where necessary for the help of those unacquainted with the more simple processes of instrument making. Of course, where good workshop facilities exist, the designs may be readily modified.

Economy is made an essential feature, bearing in mind always that where low-priced component parts can be obtained their use has been embodied in the designs. For those who do not desire to make their own workshop equipment, the descriptions will assist them in selecting the equipment for their stations.

The information contained in the first few articles under this heading is to help those new to wireless and whose first aim is to build a simple set capable of receiving broadcasted telephony and consequently may cover ground already familiar to many readers. The succeeding instalments, however, will advance by easy stages, and in the course of the series the construction of an elaborate station will be evolved.

VIII. A SIMPLE VALVE RECEIVING SET.

HAVING completed the construction of the single valve panel described in the previous article under this heading, it now remains to explain the method for connecting up and operating the panel for the reception of signals and in particular the telephony that is transmitted on wavelengths between 300 and 450 metres.

There are many designs for the construction of tuning coils, but in order that the reader may not be delayed further by the necessity for making other instruments, the tuning coils described in an earlier issue* can be made use of. These should be wound exactly as described, two such coils being required, one for connection in the aerial circuit and marked “A” on the panel, and the other which is necessary to produce reaction effects is connected to the terminals “R.”

An accumulator is necessary for providing the current for heating the filament of the valve. Most valve filaments need only 4 volts for this purpose, and consequently a 4 volt 20 ampere hour accumulator will suffice. It is inadvisable to select a battery with less capacity than that suggested, as it will need to be in use for several hours at a time. Moreover the ambitious experimenter will not be content with a single valve set for very long, the addition of amplifying valves increasing the current consumption.

The high tension battery may be of any well-known make, and those made up in 15 volt units can be specially recommended. Three 15 volt units providing 45 volts will operate most of the receiving valves at present on the British market. These batteries must be connected in series, that is, the negative, end of the first battery is taken to the negative H.T. terminal of the panel, its positive end being connected to the negative end of a second battery, the positive end of which is taken to the negative end of a third battery, which has its positive end ready for connecting to the H.T. positive terminal of the panel when the remainder of the apparatus has been connected up. It is always advisable when connecting up a valve circuit to leave the joining up of the H.T. terminal until last, for should an error in connection have been made whilst the H.T. battery is connected, it will probably be found to have become completely discharged, especially if working equipment.

fixed and moving plates should be occupied by no other insulator than air. One of specially large capacity need not be selected. It would be more expensive, and owing to its large dimensions would not be capable of giving fine adjustment. A condenser having a maximum capacity of not more than 0.001 microfarads should be obtained if the chief aim of the reader is the reception of short wave signals, and in any case a cheap low capacity variable condenser is always useful. This instrument will probably have an ebonite knob for revolving the moving plates, and it is advisable not to put it into use without providing an extension arm so that adjustments can be made without bringing the hands near to the plates, which is apt to cause small variations of tuning. A small hole drilled into the side of the knob and tapered by means of the tag of a file can be made to firmly hold the tapering point of a 5 in. piece of ebonite rod.

In connecting up the outfit, the aerial is taken to one terminal of the aerial tuning condenser, the other terminal of which is connected to one end of one of the inductances. This end is also taken to the terminal marked "A1." The other end of this inductance is connected to the terminal marked "A2," and also to the earth wire. In the diagrams of the valve panel, terminals were shown marked "aerial" and "earth." These were provided for subsequent use should the experimenter decide to convert the detector panel into a complete receiving tuner, in which case these terminals would be needed. To obviate the connecting of two wires under each of the terminals "A1" and "A2" internal connections may be made across between "A" and "A1," and "E" and "A2" (Fig. 1, page 455). The inductance will then remain connected on the "A1" and "A2" terminals, whilst the lead from the variable condenser will pass to terminal "A" and the earth wire will be connected to terminal "E." A similar inductance has its ends connected to the terminals marked "R1" and "R2." The H.T. and L.T. batteries, the telephones, and the insertion of the valve complete the connecting up of the set.

The method of operation is first to adjust the brightness of the filament to nearly maximum. There is little danger of burning the filament out when working from an accumulator of only four volts. The aerial tuning condenser is set to a mid-position adjustment and the aerial and reaction coils are placed almost completely over one another. If a shrill whistling noise is heard the top coil should be slowly pushed away from the other with a small piece of ebonite until the noise just ceases. If no whistling is heard a click should be obtainable in the telephones as the two coils are moved apart. If this is not obtained, one of the coils should be turned over and the test repeated. The turning of the aerial tuning condenser should now bring in signals. The overlap of the coils should be kept at a minimum during reception, and they should only be sufficiently close to bring in the signal. Too much overlap will reduce the signal strength, but, moreover, and this is very important, excessive overlap will give rise to the production of oscillating current in the aerial circuit of sufficient intensity to cause interference with other receiving stations which may be near by.

It is probable that the experimenter will receive, first of all, ship and coast stations on wavelengths of about 600 metres and in searching for telephony the aerial tuning condenser must be turned to a smaller value than is required to bring in 600 metre transmissions which can be recognised by their buzzing note. These stations use transmitters of the spark, or damped wave type, which can be identified by the fact that no variation is obtained in the pitch of the note as the tuning is altered. Telephony reception, particularly from amateur stations, is usually attended by a shrill note which fluctuates with movements of the aerial tuning condenser, and it is frequently very difficult to tune in speech transmitted on low power, away from noise of this kind, generally referred to as the "carrier wave." With moderately high power transmission, however, there is no difficulty in tuning into the telephony by critically adjusting the variable condenser by means of its extension handle. A refinement that facilitates critical adjustment is the connection of a small value (0.0005 microfarads) variable condenser across the reaction coil.

Sir Oliver Lodge's Address to the Wireless Society of London

The following is the text of a letter received from Sir Oliver Lodge, F.R.S., regarding his address to the Wireless Society of London, published in our issue of July 1st. Sir Oliver Lodge suggests that the letter should be published as a means of drawing attention to one or two corrections to be made to the report of his address.

10th July, 1922.

To the Editor of THE WIRELESS WORLD AND RADIO REVIEW.

Sir,—I regret that I had not time to correct and amplify the report of my lecture to the Wireless Society, published in your July issue. But the report is very well done, and someone has kindly corrected it for me. There remain only a few errata, of which I need only mention the following:—

Middle of first column, p. 409:—"The ether being the light" should be "the ether being treated as an elastic solid."

In the first equation on p. 409, p should be 2r.

The first paragraph on p. 412 should be in quotation marks, because it was the footnote with which I concluded my Paper on Electric Waves in the Phil. Mag. for August, 1888; the preceding paragraph being also a virtual, though rough, quotation from the conclusion of that same Paper.

Near end of second column on p. 415, 1889 should be 1899.

Yours faithfully,

(Signed) OLIVER LODGE.

F. H. H.
Some Effects of Capacity on Mutual Induction

The following is a reply to the discussion on the paper read by Mr. J. H. Reeves on the above subject.

Mr. J. H. Reeves (in reply communicated).

Prof. G. W. O. Howe has brought to my notice a paper by himself written in 1912 (Electrician, Vol. 68, p. 1,017) in which he showed that the effect of electrostatic coupling helps or opposes that of electromagnetic according to the direction of winding of the respective coils. Mr. Carpenter gives a qualitative explanation of the same phenomenon. Interesting though this is, I do not see how to use it for improving the design of reception coils unless numerical values can be calculated for coils of stated dimensions, and he gives no hint how these calculations can be made as regards the co-efficient of electrostatic coupling. Mr. Carpenter gives precise directions as to where to seek for the necessary expressions, but Washington, U.S.A., is rather far for the amateur. I will try to get a copy but wish it could be bought in this country.

I see so much distinction between the two types of electrostatic coupling because I found in practice there is a great difference in action as regards passing through jamming signals, and I will state in greater detail the experiments which made me abandon the variable condenser coupling. I used my No. 40 coils very loosely coupled, fully one foot apart, so that the coupling should be almost entirely static. I arranged the variable condenser and the static coupling circuits so that each could be coupled up instantaneously through one of two plugs. Using the latter coupling first I tuned into 400 metres by a buzzer wavemeter and then, bringing in the other, I adjusted the condenser till the strength of the signals was as nearly as I could judge the same. Hence I concluded I had reached Mr. Coursey's criterion of equally effective capacity couplings. With the circuits left in this adjustment I listened in for the FL 9.30 G.M.T. time signals. These were easily readable on the condenser coupling, quite inaudible on the static coupling connection. I changed over to single circuit working. FL continued to come through with some variation in strength. I turned back to coupled circuit working (a single switch makes these changes) and disconnected the earth connection of the A.T.I. FL came through the secondary with appreciable, but small, alteration of strength, till the strength of the signals was as nearly as I could judge the same. Hence I concluded I had reached Mr. Coursey's criterion of equally effective capacity couplings. With the circuits left in this adjustment I listened in for the FL 9.30 G.M.T. time signals. These were easily readable on the condenser coupling, quite inaudible on the static coupling connection. I changed over to single circuit working. FL continued to come through with some variation in strength. I turned back to coupled circuit working (a single switch makes these changes) and disconnected the earth connection of the A.T.I. FL came through the secondary with appreciable, but small, alteration of strength, till the strength of the signals was as nearly as I could judge the same.

My theory is that when the FL wave effect reaches the junction of the end of the A.T.I. and the lead to the secondary via the coupling variable condenser it has two paths in parallel direct to earth, and the oscillations forced on either of these is independent of that on the other, or nearly so, while in the case of the static couplings the FL wave effect sets up forced oscillations in the A.T.I., much possibly, but very slightly, by back action, from the encircling strip. The forced oscillations, greatly diminished in strength, are passed on to the second strip, and by it, with still further diminution, are passed on to the secondary. This may also explain my observations on atmospheres. I was unable to listen in for some days preceding the reading of the paper as I was in bed by medical orders. The fact that atmospheres were exceptionally bad during those days makes me regret still more my enforced abstinence from wireless work. I hope, however, to be able one day to take my set of No. 40's over to Mr. Blake on a really bad day and we will have a comparison between these and the Reinartz set he so interestingly described.

In reply to Mr. Blake's enquiry as regards signal strength I will include an allusion to Mr. Child's suggestion that I use extra high amplification. The 55D was designed more for simplified working over a large range than for high efficiency on any one; further, its minimum range is 1,500 metres and most of my later work has been done on 600 and 400, with only four V.24's instead of the full number of six. Hence the H.F. amplification is certainly not extra high, and indeed on a friend's circuit with one H.F., tuned transformer coupled, I have heard better than with my four. As regards long distance 600 metres work, the best I have got, with No. 26 coils, magnetic coupling only has been Alexandria, SUH. With the same amplification, using my No. 40's feet apart and relying on the static coupling only, Mr. Murchie and I have read a ship answering Ajaccio, FUI. Hence as regards reception, provided reaction just short of oscillation is used, there would seem to be little difference. There has been marked difference as regards elimination of jamming by the alternative methods of (a) very loose magnetic coupling; (b) balancing magnetic against electrostatic, whether by means of the inherent self-capacity of No. 26 coils, wound with the turns touching, or by the No. 40 coils using static couplers. I refer Mr. Blake to my early remarks re eliminating GFA from Croydon and Mr. Child's telephony. I am not expert enough to be able to recognise with certainty the harmonics of GBL. There is a frequent harmonic in the neighbourhood of 600 metres. With the No. 40's this is reduced to a restricted band on either side of which ships come through on their natural note.

From Mr. Child's remarks about the way my coils and apparatus generally are well spaced, it would seem that my reception unit is of unwieldy dimensions, so I have had the curiosity to make a few measurements. The base is a cupboard, floor area 23 ins. by 18 ins; on the top back of this is a series of panels 18 ins. by 11 ins. mounted vertically over one another. This leaves a shelf, 23 ins. by 7 ins. on which can rest any set of coils with which I am experimenting. The base area of my No. 40 set is 17 ins. by 4 ins., and the 17 ins. could be made 14 ins. by altering the reaction adjustment. Surely these dimensions are smaller as regards "room-occupying" space than those of many of which photographs have appeared in The Wireless World. I would willingly double all if by so doing I could get nearer to perfection in the elimination of jamming and distortion.

The close agreement of the estimates of Mr. Phillips and Mr. Child as to capacity values is interesting. I can only regard as a lucky chance the fact that the first pair of laminated couplers came so closely to about the right order of things. I have not yet had time to try the effect of making them smaller or larger, but as soon as I get H.F. amplification more suitable for 400 metres and under I will try varying their magnitude.
The subject of my paper is the elementary theory of the thermionic tube or valve as we are in the habit of calling it, and after the interesting lectures and demonstrations that we have had in the recent past, I fear the subject may appear somewhat tedious.

I do not claim anything original in what I may say, but I am only trying to explain in a simple manner the present accepted theory which you may read much more fully in any text-book dealing with the subject.

From this you may gather that I am addressing primarily those among you who have but recently entered upon this fascinating branch of science.

Roughly, we may divide those interested in wireless into three classes.

There are first, those whose chief interest is in making wireless sets and tuners and in turning out beautifully polished panels and cabinets; in other words, their bent is to be wireless instrument makers. Secondly, we have the men who, having obtained or made a set of some kind or other, devote their time to reading the Morse messages, their ambition being to become more or less efficient operators. And, thirdly, we have the class to which we amateurs chiefly belong, who, without neglecting the constructional and operating sides, are far more interested in experimental work, in trying new circuits and instruments, always with the idea and hope of bettering our present one and with ever the possibility of discovering something new that may advance the science.

But before we can reach this stage of amateur research work, we must obviously know exactly what our instruments are doing, how they do it, and why.

There must be no gadget on our bench whose use we do not know, and we must be able to picture in our minds what is actually taking place at any point of our circuit. And if this evening I am able to assist any of you over the first fence of the difficult course of wireless theory, my object will have been accomplished.

If I crush a piece of chalk into a very fine powder and take the smallest particle of it which is hardly visible to the eye, it would still appear quite large under a microscope. If this were further divided into innumerable smaller particles, we should at length reach a stage where it could no longer be divided without destroying its character as chalk. This smallest particle of any element or compound that can exist of itself is called a molecule. Each molecule consists of one or more atoms, which may be defined as the smallest part of an element which can enter into combination with another atom. (See Fig. 1.)

Now, let us consider the structure of one of these atoms.

According to what is now known as the electron theory, an atom consists essentially of a central nucleus or core around which revolves at varying distances one or more corpuscles which are called electrons.

Of the central nucleus we know very little, except that its mass is very much greater than the electrons that revolve around it, and that it is supposed to consist essentially of positive electricity.
slowly, in fact it would take 50,000 years for a piece of radium to change into an element of slightly different characteristics.

The size of the atom may be likened to the dome of St. Paul's Cathedral; an orange suspended by a thread would represent the central nucleus and several flies circling round relatively show the size of the electrons.

The atom with its nucleus and revolving electrons may be likened to our solar system; the size of the atom to the Solar system is as 1:10²². Now, although you can see at a glance what a tremendous size this figure is, you will gain a better idea of its size if you will try and imagine that an atom with its electrons and nucleus is actually a sun with its revolving planets, and let us imagine that one of these electronic planets be peopled as the earth is. Now, even as their size is 10²² times smaller than ours, so is their time. In other words, one of our seconds is equal to 10²² of their seconds.

This time is so short that hundreds of thousands of years of their time pass during a second of ours. It is thus quite impossible for us to destroy one of the worlds.

A book written by Prof. Fournier d'Albe, called "The Infra and Supra Worlds," deals with this fascinating theory, and I should recommend any of you sufficiently interested to read it.

Now besides these fixed numbers of revolving electrons in an atom, there are other electrons which are called free electrons because they are able to move freely between atom and atom, and under suitable conditions are able to leave the atom altogether. They, also, consist of negative electricity and their number varies in every element, and they are supposed to give to an element its physical properties. It is these free electrons which take part in electrical phenomena. A substance that contains many of these free electrons, which are easily movable from atom to atom, is a good conductor of electricity such as the metals, as a current of electricity, as we shall see later, is simply a flow of these free electrons from molecule to molecule.

Now, under normal conditions, all the electrons which, as I have said, consist of negative electricity, neutralise the positive core in an atom, which thus possesses no electrical charge. If, however, we take a number of these free electrons away from the atom, the positive charge in the case will preponderate, and the atom will possess a positive charge, and the more electrons we take away the more positive it becomes; thus, by withdrawing electrons from an uncharged or neutral piece of matter we may be said to give it a positive charge.

Similarly, if we add electrons to an atom it will become negatively charged. A positively charged atom is called a positive ion, and a negatively charged atom is called a negative ion.

According to the well-known law, like repels like and attracts unlike. Thus two bodies negatively charged will repel one another, but would attract an uncharged or positively charged body, and if we have two bodies, one of which possesses a greater number of free electrons than the other, it is said to be at a higher negative potential than the other, and if these two bodies be brought together until they touch, the electrons will flow from the one with the higher negative charge to the other until they are both of the same potential.

If, however, the difference in potential between the two bodies is very great and they are brought towards each other without touching, the electrons will fly across from the one to the other, producing in their passage through the air an electric spark (Fig. 3), which is simply the heated molecules of air caused by the friction of the electrons as they pass through it at terrific speed.

The free electrons are in continual motion in the atom, and their speed increases with the temperature.

If we heat some water in a kettle the molecules of the water increase their speed until at last they are able to overcome the pressure of the atmosphere and leave the water issuing from it as steam. Now exactly the same thing occurs with electrons.

If we heat a piece of wire, say, by means of an electric current flowing through it, the movements of the electrons will increase in speed as the temperature is raised, and if we take away the pressure of the atmosphere their speed will increase much more rapidly.
I have gradually, step by step, been leading up to the point where we are in a position to understand what takes place in a wireless valve.

![Diagram](image)

In an assembly such as the present, there is no need for me to describe the valve in great detail, but essentially it consists of a glass bulb, highly exhausted of air in which is first a filament of tungsten, of which we can raise the temperature by means of a 4 to 6 volt accumulator. Secondly, there is sheet of nickel, which is generally of cylindrical form, and surrounds the filament, it is called the plate; and, thirdly, we have between these two and somewhat nearer the filament what is known as the grid. This takes various forms according to the make of valve, but usually it consists of a spiral of fine molybdenum wire. Two of the legs of the valve belong to the filament, one goes to the plate and the other to the grid.

Let us see what takes place when we heat the filament, ignoring for the present the plate and grid.

As the temperature of the filament is raised, the free electrons vibrate at a rapidly increasing rate. At length their speed is so great that they are able to leave the filament altogether (Fig. 4). Here they meet the resistance caused by the molecules of gas still left in the bulb. Their energy is rapidly exhausted and they return to the filament in exactly the same way that a stone thrown in the air returns to the ground.

We thus have a cloud of electrons surrounding the filament, and this is called the space charge as it really constitutes a negative charge in space.

Now any electrons leaving the filament have to overcome three things:

First the attractions of the positive core. Second, the resistance caused by friction between the molecules of gas in the bulb. Third, the repulsion caused by cloud of electrons. But as the electron travels further from the filament the number of electrons of the space charge in front decrease and those behind increase until at last the space charge would be helping the electron on its way from the filament.

Now let us introduce a thin unconnected metallic plate some distance from the filament. This plate has no charge and is therefore at a higher positive potential than the rest of the bulb. Electrons which always tend to flow from a point of low positive potential to one of high potential will therefore accumulate on the plate and charge it negatively. This will continue until the plate is so negative that it begins to repel electrons which were going to it.

Now having considered an isolated plate, let us suppose we give the plate an electrostatic positive charge. Since the plate is positive it has had electrons taken away from it, and it makes good the deficiency by attracting to itself the electrons which are being emitted by the filament. I may mention here that the attraction of the plate causes a strain on the filament itself, so that sometimes it may even break the filament. This is the reason that the plate is usually in the form of a cylinder around the filament.

Now by connecting the positive of the battery to the plate, and the negative to the filament, as in Fig. 5, we shall maintain a constant positive potential on the plate and maintain a constant flow of electrons from filament to plate. This is called the plate or anode current.

This constitutes the two-electrode valve or Fleming valve.

The essential feature of the three-electrode valve is the grid.

The function of the grid is to control the flow of electrons that we have just been considering and it is sometimes called the "control electrode." Now let us connect up a circuit as in Fig. 6, by which means we are able to place a varying potential upon the grid.

Starting with no charge upon the grid, the flow of electrons to the plate circuit is normal (Fig. 6), but if we put a negative charge upon the grid, it will now repel many of the electrons that would have
gone to the plate. This means less plate current, and as we increase the negative potential upon the grid, we shall at length reach a point where the charge upon the grid is so great that it will turn back all the electrons that would have gone to the plate. The plate current would now be zero. (Fig. 7.)

Conversely, if we put a positive potential on the grid the plate current is increased, and if we keep increasing the positive potential on the grid a point will at length be reached when all the available electrons are going to the plate, after which any further increase of positive potential would have no further effect. This is called saturation point, and is illustrated in Fig. 8.

So you may see that by altering the potential of the grid we can vary the plate current from zero to saturation value.

I have given in Fig. 9 a curve to show the value of plate current for different values of grid potential. You will see there are two bends to the curve. The one at A is due to the space charge which decreases as the potential of the grid rises and the one at B is due to the effect of saturation.

The portion between A and B is fairly steep; this means that small variations of grid potential will cause large variations of plate current.

Now without going into any further details I conclude with a diagram (Fig. 10) which shows how we use the valve in a simple wireless circuit.

Electrons are emitted from the heated filament; these are attracted to the plate, which is kept at a positive potential by the H.T. battery, so that we have a continuous regular plate current. The telephone is inserted in the plate circuit, but, of course, while the current in the plate circuit is steady it has no effect upon the telephones. The grid is connected to the aerial, and the oscillations sent out by the transmitting station cause a varying potential of the grid, which in its turn varies the plate current. These variations affect the telephones and we get signals.

The Wireless Society of London.

The new session of the above Society will commence in September next. Application for membership or for affiliation of Provincial Wireless Societies should be made to:

The Hon. Secretary,
(Mr. L. H. McMichael)
32, Quex Road,
Amplitude of Electrical Oscillations Generated by Electron Tubes.*

By G. Breit.

THE calculation of the amplitude of electrical oscillations generated by electron tubes has been treated by Van der Pol and by Moeller by different methods.† In this paper a still different method of discussing the question is indicated.

This method is based on the geometrical fact that a curve may be approximated by a polygon (inscribed or circumscribed). It thus substitutes a polygon for the characteristic curve of the tube. It is clear that the general method may be also used in other problems in which the connection between two of the variable quantities is not linear provided the problem can be solved for the case in which this connection is linear.

The fact that the polygon is never an exact substitute for the curve offers no difficulty because the graphical solution of the transcendental equations involved can be carried out with practically as much ease for a polygon with many sides as for a polygon with few sides. Thus, the approximation can be always made as close as is desired.

Notation and Assumptions.

The symbols and quantities used are illustrated in Fig. 1.

Fig 1.

G denotes grid terminal of valve.
P denotes plate terminal of valve.
Eg = Voltage of grid battery reckoned positive when + terminal faces grid.
Eb = Voltage of plate battery reckoned positive when + terminal faces plate.
L = Inductance of plate coil.
R = Resistance of plate coil.
C = Capacity of plate circuit condenser.
R' = Leakage resistance of plate circuit condenser.
M' = Mutual inductance between plate and grid coil, reckoned positive when the mutually induced e.m.f. is of same sign on G and P with reference to F.
V' = Excess of potential between G and F.
Vp = Excess of potential of P over that of F.
i1 = Plate current reckoned positive when flowing from plate to filament inside tube.
i2 = Current through plate circuit inductance from F to P.
i3 = Current through plate circuit capacity from F to P.
i4 = Current through leakage resistance of plate circuit capacity from F to P.
The current i4 is composed of the three currents i1, i2, i3, shown on the figure, i.e.,

\[ i_4 = i_1 + i_2 + i_3 \]  

(1)

It will be assumed that i1 is a function only of Vp, Vp, and that this function is of the form

\[ i_1 = f(V_p + \mu V_p) \]  

(1')

where \( \mu \) is a constant called the amplification constant of the tube. The grid current will be neglected throughout.

* Received December 22nd,1921.
Derivation of the Fundamental Equation.

Since the potential differences across the coil \((R, L)\), across the capacity \(C\), and across the leakage resistance \(R'\) are equal we have

\[
\left( L \frac{d}{dt} + R \right) i_1 = \left( \frac{i_t}{C} \right) + R'i_3
\]

or

\[
i_1 = \left( LC \frac{d^2}{dt^2} + RC \frac{d}{dt} \right) i_1
\]

\[
i_3 = \left( \frac{L}{R'} \frac{d}{dt} + \frac{R}{R'} \right) i_1
\]

Hence by (1)

\[
i_p = \left[ LC \frac{d^2}{dt^2} + \left( RC + \frac{L}{R'} \right) \frac{d}{dt} + 1 + \frac{R}{R'} \right] i_1 \quad \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots (2)
\]

Further

\[
\begin{align*}
V_p &= E_0 - \left( \frac{L}{d} + R \right) i_1 \\
V_p &= E_0 + M \frac{d}{dt} i_1
\end{align*}
\]

so that

\[
V_p + \mu V_p = E_0 + \mu E_n = \left( \frac{L + \mu M}{d} + R \right) i_1
\]

or letting

\[
\begin{align*}
(V_p + \mu V_p) &= V \\
E_n + \mu E_n &= E
\end{align*}
\]

We have

\[
V - E + \left( \frac{L + \mu M}{d} + R \right) i_1 = 0 \quad \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots (2')
\]

Operating on this with \(LC \frac{d^2}{dt^2} + \left( RC + \frac{L}{R'} \right) \frac{d}{dt} + 1 + \frac{R}{R'}\) and using (2) we obtain

\[
\left[ LC \frac{d^2}{dt^2} + \left( RC + \frac{L}{R'} \right) \frac{d}{dt} + 1 + \frac{R}{R'} \right] V + \left[ (L + \mu M) \frac{d}{dt} + R \right] i_p = \left( 1 + \frac{R}{R'} \right) E \quad \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots (3)
\]

This is the fundamental equation of the problem.

Method of Solution.

It was assumed that

\[
i_p = f(V) \quad \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots (4)
\]

Thus it is required to find a solution of (3) for which (4) is satisfied. The relation (4) may be represented graphically as in Fig. 2.

The method of approximation consists in inscribing polygons in the curve representing the relation (4) as e.g., the polygon A B C D F G. For any side of the polygon we have

\[
f(V) = a + bV
\]

Thus substituting into (3) a new variable \(v\) defined by

\[
v = V - \frac{E - \frac{aR}{1 + R/R'}}{\frac{bR}{1 + R/R'}} \quad \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots (4')
\]

and replacing the differential operator \(\frac{d}{dt}\) by a variable \(\xi\) in the usual way we obtain the quadratic
The two roots of the equation we denote by \( a \) and \( \bar{a} \).

In terms of these
\[
v = A \, e^{at} + \bar{A} \, e^{\bar{a}t}
\]

where \( A, \bar{A} \) are arbitrary constants. Differentiating (I) we have
\[
\dot{v} = A \, a \, e^{at} + \bar{A} \, \bar{a} \, e^{\bar{a}t}
\]

Multiplying (I) by \( a \) and subtracting \(*\) from (II).
\[
\dot{v} - av = A (a - \bar{a}) e^{at}
\]

Writing the above equation for \( t = t_1 \) and for \( t = t_0 \) and taking the ratio of the two we get
\[
\frac{\dot{v}_1 - av_1}{\dot{v}_0 - av_0} = e^{a(t_1 - t_0)}
\]

Similarly, on multiplying (I) by \( \bar{a} \), subtracting from (II) and taking the ratio of the results for \( t = t_1 \) and \( t = t_0 \) we get
\[
\frac{\dot{v}_1 - \bar{a}v_1}{\dot{v}_0 - \bar{a}v_0} = e^{\bar{a}(t_1 - t_0)}
\]

and eliminating \( t_1 - t_0 \) between (III) and (IV).

\[
\frac{(\dot{v}_1 - av_1)^n}{(\dot{v}_1 - \bar{a}v_1)^n} = \frac{(v_1 - av_1)^n}{(v_1 - \bar{a}v_1)^n}
\]

This means that \( \frac{v'}{v} \) remains constant while one of the sides of the polygon is followed.

This fact will enable us later to follow the changes in the system while it remains on one side of the polygon.

Further, if the system passes from one side of the polygon to the next \( V \) changes continuously. This, as we shall show presently, implies also that \( \dot{V} \) changes continuously.

In fact, since \( V \) is continuous \( i_1 \) is also continuous because \( L \) is an inductance. Consequently, by \( \frac{di_1}{dt} \) is continuous and by (4) the same is true for \( i_1 \). Hence, from (2) we infer the continuity of \( \frac{d^2i_1}{dt^2} \) and differentiating (2') we find that \( \dot{V} \) is continuous.

In most practical cases \( a \) and \( \bar{a} \) are conjugate complex numbers. Only these cases will be considered at present.

Since \( v, \dot{v} \) are real
\[
\frac{\dot{v} - av}{\dot{v} - \bar{a}v} = e^{a \theta}
\]

where \( \theta \) is real.

Writing \( a = \alpha + j\beta \) we have for positive \( v \)
\[
\dot{v} = e^{j\beta} \frac{\rho \, e^{-i\phi} \alpha + j \beta}{(\rho \, e^{i\phi} \alpha - j \beta)}
\]

where
\[
\rho = \sqrt{\left(\frac{\dot{v}}{v} - \alpha\right)^2 + \beta^2}, \quad \tan \phi = \frac{\beta}{\frac{\dot{v}}{v} - \alpha}
\]

*The procedure here employed is shorter than that originally used and has been suggested by Prof. H. A. Lorentz.
Hence, for positive $v$ the quantity
\[ \theta = \beta \log v - \alpha \phi + \beta \log \rho \]
\[ = \beta \log v - \alpha \tan^{-1} \frac{\beta}{v - \alpha} + \beta \log \sqrt{\frac{v^2}{(v - \alpha)^2 + \beta^2}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)
remains constant during the motion.

Similarly, for negative $v$ the quantity
\[ \theta' = \beta \log (-v) - \alpha \tan^{-1} \frac{\beta}{v - \alpha} + \beta \log \sqrt{\frac{v^2}{(v - \alpha)^2 + \beta^2}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)
remains constant.

Theoretically the problem is thus solved because on any side of the polygon either (5) or (6) establishes a connection between $v$ and $\dot{v}$. It is most convenient to express this connection graphically.

**Graphical Methods.**

The motion of the system can be studied by means of the curves
\[ y = Y(x) = -\alpha \tan^{-1} \frac{\beta}{x - \alpha} + \beta \log \sqrt{\frac{v^2}{(x - \alpha)^2 + \beta^2}} \]
drawn for each of the sides of the polygon. The curve will be always supposed to be plotted for positive $\beta$ and has the general shape shown in Fig. 3.

**Case of $v > 0$.**

Let us consider the case of $v > 0$ in more detail. Let us denote $\frac{\dot{v}}{v}$ by $x$. Then in virtue of (5), changes in $y$ are equal and opposite to changes in $\beta \log v$. If now $\dot{v}$ is also positive then $\frac{\dot{v}}{v}$ is positive and corresponds therefore to a point $A$ (see Fig. 3) on the right branch of the curve. Since $\beta > 0$, $v$ is increasing, and, hence, by (5) $y$ is decreasing so that the point corresponding to $\frac{\dot{v}}{v}$ slides down the curve. If its new position is $A_1$ and if $v_{A_1}$ is the value of $v$ in that position, then by (5)
\[ y_A - y_{A_1} = \beta \log \frac{v_{A_1}}{v_A} \]

In particular if $P$ is the lowest point of the curve
\[ y_{A} - y_P = \beta \log \frac{v_P}{v_A} \]
But at $P v = 0$, because $v = \infty$ at $P$.

Therefore, if $v = v_A e^{(x - y_1)/\beta}$ is on the side of the polygon the system turns back at $P$ and does not reach the next side.

On the contrary if $v = v_A e^{(x - y_1)/\beta}$ is not on the side of the polygon then the system passes on the next side.

If the system reaches $P$ and turns back $v$ and $v$ become negative. The value of $\frac{v}{v}$ corresponds then to a point on the left branch of the curve; $v$ being negative $v$ decreases and hence by (5) $y$ increases. Thus the point moves up the curve. When it reaches a point $A'$ for which $y$ has the same value as $\bar{A}$ it has by (3) the same value of $v$ as at $\bar{A}$. If this value is one common to two adjacent sides the system passes to the next side at $A'$.

Thus we found that IF THE SYSTEM TURNS BACK ON THE SIDE OF THE POLYGON AND IF THE VALUE OF $v$ WHEN IT ENTERS THE SIDE IS THE VALUE OF $x$ AT $\bar{A}$, THEN THE VALUE OF $v$ WHEN IT LEAVES THE SIDE IS THE VALUE OF $x$ AT $A'$ WHERE THE LINE $\bar{A}A'$ IS PARALLEL TO OX. (See Fig. 3.)

This presupposes that $v$ does not change sign on the side considered.

If the system passes on the next side and if $v = 0$ is not on the side considered formula (7) suggests a construction for $v$ at the end of the side opposite to $\bar{A}$. If $v_A$ be the value of $v$ at that opposite end and if $v_A$ the value of $v$ at $\bar{A}$ then THE STEP $B A A'$ IN WHICH $A B = \log v_A$ GIVES THE POINT $A$ AT $A$ WHICL $x$ IS THE VALUE OF $v$ AT THE END OF THE SIDE OPPOSITE TO $\bar{A}$.

Case of $v = 0$ on the side considered.

Let us refer to one end of the side by the suffix 1 and to the other by the suffix 2. Let $v_1$ be negative and let $v_2$ be positive and suppose that the system enters the side at 1 with $v_1$ positive. Then in the vicinity of 1, $\log (-v)$ is decreasing and therefore by (6) $y$ is increasing. Thus the representative point moves up the left branch of the curve. It moves off to infinity when $v = 0$. When $v$ changes sign $v$ changes sign and the point reappears on the right branch. Here $\log v$ increases and hence in virtue of (5) $y$ decreases so that the point moves down the right branch of the curve. For some proper value of $y$ on this branch the value $v = v_2$ is obtained. In order to ascertain this value of $y$ it is necessary to ascertain the relation between $\theta$ and $\theta'$.

This may be obtained from the fact that $\theta$ is continuous at $v = 0$. Now clearly for an infinitesimal $\frac{\theta}{v}$ and for a finite positive $\frac{\theta}{v}$ at $v = 0$

$$\theta = \beta \log \frac{v}{\theta}, \quad \theta' = \beta \log \frac{v}{\pi \beta}$$

because $\tan^{-1} (-\theta)$ in this case is $\pi$ since $\tan^{-1}$ passed through $\frac{\pi}{2}$ for $x = \alpha$ and after that went into the second quadrant.

Thus $\theta = \theta' + \pi \alpha$

Hence, since

$$\theta' = \beta \log (-v_1) + y_1, \quad \theta = \beta \log v_2 + y_2$$

we have

$$y_1 - y_2 = -\pi \alpha + \beta \log \left(\frac{v_2}{v_1} - \frac{v_1}{v_2} \right) = \beta \log \left(\frac{v_2}{v_1} - \frac{v_1}{v_2} \frac{\pi \alpha}{\beta} \right)$$

Thus if $v_1 < 0$ and $v_2 > 0$ we step down by the amount $\beta \log \frac{v_2}{v_1} \frac{\pi \alpha}{\beta}$ and pass to the opposite branch of the curve as is shown by passing from $A$ to $C$ in Fig. 3.

The point $C$ so obtained gives by its abscessa the value of $\frac{\theta}{v}$ at $v_2$.

If the side is entered with a negative $\dot{v}$ the same construction applies. In fact the side must then be traversed from 2 to 1. Thus the start has a negative $\dot{v}$; $v$ decreases and by (6) $y$ decreases. The point moves down and thus the two cases are alike if 1 and 2 are reversed.

The step down in this case is

$$\beta \log \left(\frac{-v_1}{v_2} \frac{\pi \alpha}{\beta} \right)$$
Combination of turning point and \( v = 0 \) on same side.

We are now ready to treat the case in which the system enters a side, passes the point \( v = 0 \), comes to its turning point, passes the point \( v = 0 \) again, and finally leaves the side. It is clear that at the beginning \( \frac{\dot{v}}{v} \) is negative. The values of \( v \) and \( \dot{v} \) at the beginning we call \( v_1, \dot{v}_1 \). We choose a value \( v_2 \) between 0 and the turning point. The diagram then proceeds along \( A B C D E F \) (Fig. 3), where

\[
A B = \beta \log \left| \frac{v_1}{v_1} \right| e^{\pi \alpha / \beta} \\
D E = \beta \log \left| \frac{v_1}{v_1} \right| e^{\pi \alpha / \beta}
\]
or simply along \( A G F \) where \( A G = -2\pi \alpha \).

Thus a step down \( A G F \) of amount \( AG = -2\pi \alpha \) must be made if \( v = 0 \) is passed twice on a side. It then gives a point \( F \) whose abscissa is equal to the value of \( \dot{v} \) on leaving the side if \( v \) on entering the side is equal to the abscissa of \( A \).

Case of \( v < 0 \).

A comparison of equations (5) and (6) shows that this case is the same as that of \( v > 0 \) provided the \( |v| \) is used instead of \( v \).

We have thus made a complete study of the motion along a side of the polygon. The advantages of the graphical method, however, become most marked when the transition from side to side is discussed.

Transition from side to side.

Let us first consider the special case in which \( R = 0 \). This case contains the most essential features of the problem.

By (4') \( v = V - E \) for this case. Thus, since \( V \) and \( V \) are continuous \( v \) and \( \dot{v} \) are also continuous, and consequently \( \frac{\dot{v}}{v} \) is continuous. Therefore, if the representative curves of two adjacent sides of the polygon are \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) (Fig. 3), and if on leaving the first side the representative point is at \( P \) then on starting on the second side the representative point is \( Q \) where \( PQ \) is parallel to \( OY \). Thus, in discussing the motion of the system we need not deal with the values of \( \frac{\dot{v}}{v} \). It suffices to make the construction for the representative point on leaving a side and then to transfer the point in a direction parallel to \( OY \) to the curve of the next side. In such a way we shall follow the motion of the system and we shall find how the steady oscillation is established.

If \( R \neq 0 \) the construction is a little more complicated. In this case (see (4')

\[
v = V - \frac{E - a\delta}{b} \frac{1}{1 + \delta}
\]

where

\[
\delta = \frac{bR}{1 + \frac{R}{R'}}
\]

Hence, the boundary condition at the passage between two sides is

\[
\left( \frac{\dot{v}}{v} \right)_2 = \left( \frac{\dot{v}}{v} \right)_1 \frac{1 - E}{1 + \frac{E}{1 + \delta_2}} \frac{1 - a\delta_2}{1 - \frac{E}{1 + \delta_2}} \frac{1}{1 - \frac{E}{1 + \delta_1}} \frac{1}{1 - \frac{E}{1 + \delta_1}} \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots (8)
\]

where the suffix 1 refers to side 1 and suffix 2 refers to side 2. If \( \delta \) is small one can also write

\[
\left( \frac{\dot{v}}{v} \right)_2 = \left[ 1 + \frac{E}{V - E} \left( \frac{a\delta_2 (E \delta_2 + 1) - \delta_1 (a_1 + 1)}{E (E \delta_2 + 1) - \delta_1 (a_1 + 1)} \right) \right] \left( \frac{\dot{v}}{v} \right)_1 \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots (8')
\]

The equations (8), (8') mean that if \( R \neq 0 \) the transition between \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) is made by changing the abscissa of the representative point in the proper ratio and then moving the point down to \( C_2 \) parallel to \( OY \).
For convenience of reference in the following illustration the graphical rules are here recapitulated, the three important rules being (b), (d), (e).

(a) Curve is always plotted for positive $\beta$.

(b) Pass from right branch to left branch along horizontal in case the turning point is on the side and $v = 0$ is not on the side. The turning point is on the side if the maximum step down possible is less than $\beta \log \left( \frac{v_2}{v_1} \right)$.

(c) Pass from left branch to right branch by step down of $-2\pi \alpha$ if turning point and $v = 0$ are on side.

(d) Remain on same branch of curve if the maximum possible step down is greater than $\beta \log \left( \frac{v_2}{v_1} \right)$, $v_1$, $v_2$ being the values of $v$ at the beginning and the end. It is assumed that $v = 0$ is not between them. Under these conditions step down by $\beta \log \left( \frac{v_2}{v_1} \right)$ in order to get

$$\left( \frac{\dot{v}}{v} \right)_1 = \left( \frac{\dot{v}}{v} \right)_2.$$

(e) If at entrance of side the representative point is on the left branch and if $v = 0$ is on the side, pass from left branch to right branch by step down of $2\pi \alpha \log I$.

The meaning of the symbols $\alpha$, $\beta$, $v$ is also restated. $\alpha \pm j\beta$ are the two roots of the quadratic in $\xi$:

$$C L \xi^2 + \left[ \frac{L'}{R} + b (L' + \mu M) \right] \xi + 1 = 0$$

where $C$, $R$, $L'$, $M$ are as in Fig. 1, where $\mu$ is the amplification constant and where

$$\frac{d}{dv} \frac{\partial}{\partial v} \log (V_p + \mu V)$$

is the excess of $V_p + \mu V$ over $E_h + \mu E'$, i.e.,

$$v = V_p + \mu V - (E_h + \mu E')$$

Illustration.

Let the polygon have three sides (I), (II), (III) (see Fig. 4). The curves corresponding to these sides are numbered (I), (II), (III). It is supposed that the numbers are small so that $\dot{v}$ is continuous at the passage. Also the point $v = 0$ is placed on the side (II). On II $\alpha$ is positive and on (I) and (III) $\alpha$ is negative.

If the system is started on side (II) with a negative $\dot{v}$ given by A its value on leaving (II) is the abscissa of C where C is obtained from A by the step up A B C. Then the system starts on (I) with a positive $\dot{v}$ . On I the system suffers damping and the absolute value of $\dot{v}$ is already diminished at E.

With this negative value of $\dot{v}$ the system traverses (II) again beginning at F, making a step up F G H (FG $\neq$ AB in general). From H the system passes on to (III) from which it emerges at K with the value of $\dot{v} = (x)$. The path of the system from there on nearly coincides with the stationary path.

The introduction of a few more sides does not involve any complications because the construction there is the simple one shown in Fig. 3 for the case A B A,.

The maximum value of $v$ reached on the sides (I) and (III) is obtained from the location of the points P and Q because the difference in the ordinates of P and D gives directly $\beta \log \left( \frac{v_m}{v_f,II} \right)$ where $v_m$ is the maximum $v$ and $v_f,II$ is the $v$ of the intersection of (I) and (II).

One can design mechanical devices which will facilitate the constructions here discussed. It must be also remarked that instead of plotting $\dot{v}$ as abscissae a function of $\dot{v}$ could be plotted as long as this will keep the two branches distinguishable.

The author is very grateful to Prof. H. A. Lorentz, Prof. P. Ehrenfest and Dr. Balth. van der Pol for reading the manuscript.

His thanks are also due to the National Research Council of the United States of America, of which he was Fellow while writing the paper.
Experimental Wireless Station 2 KU.

By A. J. S.

The receiving set shown in Fig. 1 is the result of about 18 months' experimenting with various methods of amplification, both high and low frequency. This set now consists of two radio-frequency amplifying valves, with tapped transformers for wavelengths of 200 to 20,000 metres, a rectifying valve, and two audio-frequency magnifying valves, with iron-core transformers. The whole is made up into a panel set with tuning condensers, series-parallel switch, and plugs for high and low resistance telephones. By the aid of six single circuit plugs and sockets, and four switches to valve filaments on panel front, any of the following nine combinations may be used:—

1. One valve detector circuit.
2. One valve detector and one valve audio-frequency magnifier.
3. One valve detector, and two valve audio-frequency magnifiers.
4, 5 and 6. One valve radio-frequency amplifier, with any of above.
7, 8 and 9. Two valves, radio-frequency amplifying, with any of the above.

The tuning inductances consist of honeycomb coils, covering all wavelengths from 180 to 28,000 metres with 0.0015 variable condenser. In parallel with this condenser are two 0.00008 variable condensers for fine tuning. The series-parallel switch, when moved to series position, cuts out the large condenser, and puts the two small condensers (in parallel) in series with the aerial for short waves.

Provision is made by two terminals to use capacity reaction, for loop and frame aerial work, also for grid potential adjustment to rectifying and radio-frequency valves. A potentiometer can be connected to terminals on panel front. The whole set is self-contained, with the exception of batteries and tuning inductance, and not being over weighty it is easily transported, which makes it very useful for demonstrations at club meetings, field days and exhibitions. Good loud signals are received on a 3 ft. frame aerial.

Fig. 1. The Receiving and Transmitting set of 2 KU
Fig. 2. Recording Apparatus.

The recording apparatus shown in Fig. 2 consists of a valve relay as described in The Wireless World, January 22nd, 1921, but since altered to the description in the proceedings of the Wireless Society of London in The Wireless World of November 12th, 1921, a Siemens relay and Morse inker. On the right will be seen an old Marconi wavemeter, which was reconditioned and its range increased. (The valve relay does not show very well in the photo, being behind the Morse inker.)

The C.W. and telephone transmitter shown on left of Fig. 1 is yet being experimented with, using various methods of microphone control, and on short waves 200 metres and less. The H.T. supply is at present from dry batteries, but an H.T. generator is being constructed from an old aeroplane generator to give about 500-volts D.C.; also it is intended to experiment with the A.C. transformed to 2,000 volts and rectified by valves. On the shelf above, in Fig. 1, will be seen the 180 metres spark transmitter, using an old motor ignition coil. In the right-hand top corner is a Brown’s loud speaker; the large voltmeter in centre is for testing H.T. voltage of both transmitter and receiver. The aerial ammeter is in centre of C.W. and telephone transmitter, and the H.T. input ammeter on left.

The other ammeter is the aerial ammeter for spark transmitter. On the extreme right is an old crystal receiver, fixed to side of cabinet, still doing useful service for experimenting with crystal rectification for short waves. The cabinet has a spring roller-blind shutter, to exclude dust while constructional work is being carried on at the work bench. The whole of the apparatus is constructed of more or less junk, the accumulation of over 12 years’ wireless and electrical experimenting.

Notes

Conditions in Norway.

"Radio-activity in Norway seems now at last to have reached the steep part of its characteristic, both government and amateur," says Mr. Kaye Eystein Weedon, Hon. Secretary of the Norwegian Wireless Amateur Club which has a membership of approximately 40. Co-operation with the Petty-Officers' Society at Horten, the base of the Norwegian navy, and with the "Norsk Elektro-teknisk Forening," has been arranged. Amateur working conditions in Norway differ in many respects from those of the British amateur. The British amateur may talk of bad screening from hill 100 feet high some distance away, but what of Kristiania, which is surrounded on all sides but one with what foreigners call mountains, some of which are more than 300 metres in height. And last, but not least, while it was stated somewhere that but one in a hundred of the British amateurs is so lucky as to have 'juice' installed in his house," it is not too much to say that there will not be more than one in a thousand Norwegian enthusiasts (yet to be, of course), who will have to do without.

The "Telegrafdepartement" is continuing the great work of the late Mr. Ths. Heftye, Director of Telegraphs—the erection of a system of W/T stations throughout the country. LCH, Kristiania, is to be altered for duplex working, and to this end a separate receiving station is to be erected, as is the case with LCM. The few D/F stations that exist are very poor and out of date, bearings being sometimes given which differ up to 100 degrees from the true one. Therefore, when the Government announced that a big modern W/T station is to be erected at Mandal (on the south coast between Kristiansand S. and Lindesnes), the Kristiansand Shipmates Society sent the Government a petition, asking that an up-to-date D/F station be at the same time built there.

Comparative Rates for Transmission.

The difference between the rates charged for transmission of messages by wireless and cable to Australia and India is worthy of note. Under an agreement between the Australian Commonwealth Government and the Amalgamated Wireless, Ltd., the proposed rates are two shillings a word for full rates, a shilling for deferred rates, sixpence for weekend rates, fivepence for press rates and threepence for deferred press rates. These costs are two-thirds of those for cables between Britain and Australia.
New Station at Honduras.
About £70,000 is being spent on a contract for the construction of a station near Tegucigalpa, in the Republic of Honduras. Operations will not commence before October, by which time it is expected the station will be in working order, with two towers 458 ft. in height.

Ocean Depth Sounding.
It is announced by Colonel Theodore Roosevelt, the United States Assistant Secretary of the Navy, that successful tests have been made of a new wireless sounding device, which instantaneously registers ocean depths by measuring the time which a sound takes to travel from the ship to the bed of the ocean and back. The device is an invention of Dr. Harvey C. Hayes, physicist at the Naval Engineering Station, Annapolis. It has just been tested on board the U.S. destroyer “Stewart,” during a voyage from Newport to Gibraltar. Over 900 soundings were made, ranging from 2,400 to 28,000 ft.

Closing of Poldhu.
Operations hitherto conducted from Poldhu, Cornwall, are now being carried out at Radio House, London. Direct transmission to Madrid and Central Spain is now established by the Marconi Company. The new transmission station at Ongar, Essex, transmits to Canada, U.S.A., Central and South America, West Indies, Australasia, etc.

British Association Meeting.
September 6th has been fixed as the date for the opening of the British Association meeting at Hull. At that meeting exhibitions will be given daily by the Air Ministry of synoptic weather charts and forecasts. Weather data employed will be received from the broadcasting stations in this and other countries, and demonstrations of the reception and of the decoding and charting of the reports will be given by representatives of the Meteorological Office and of the Controllerate of Communications of the Ministry.

The Association is making a great effort this year to secure a fuller attendance of the younger scientific students at the meeting.

Time and Distance Differences.
Long distance transmitters have to bear in mind the difference in time in various geographical localities. Listening-in messages timed by transmitting stations at great distances must be conducted according to the time at those stations, and not at the time at the receiving stations. As an illustration of this point, a case occurred in which bookmakers in Vienna were discovered to have been accepting bets upon horses run in Paris after the races had taken place. The difference in time between Vienna and Paris was sufficient to allow the arrangement to work successfully.

Communication with Road Transport.
From the information received from America, which clearly indicates that considerable advance has been made along the lines of adapting apparatus to moving trains for the purpose of telephonic communication, there appears another phase of the same idea upon the horizon. Recently a big
effort was made to organise road transport that lorries and cars conveying loads on an outward journey might not return empty. It was thought that if some means could be devised of informing the man in charge as to where he could pick up a load for the return journey a tremendous saving would be effected. This scheme, for some reason, has not become very prominent, and the reason is probably that communication is not properly organised. Here is a new field for experiment. While our American friends are perfecting their railway scheme, which is fairly certain, we believe, to mature very shortly with far-reaching results, some enterprising people in this country might be fortunate enough to establish communication with moving transport on the road with equal success.

Safety Rules and Avoidance of Risk.

New safety rules to the National Electric Code in America have been adopted. The proposal was made by the National Fire Protection Association, and provide for the protection of receiving and transmitting equipment against lightning effects, avoidance of risk of contact with neighbour- ing electric light and power circuits, and protection from effects of high potential surges in the lines supplying power to the equipment, as well as the ordinary requirements of sound construction. In the case of receiving equipments, a lightning arrester is required where the leading-in wire enters a building and, on account of the larger size of the ordinary transmitting aerial, which is more likely to be subject to damage from lightning, and the high voltages produced in the apparatus, the provision is recommended in transmitting stations of a double-throw switch for connecting the aerial either to the transmitting apparatus or to earth. The use of this switch is to disconnect the aerial entirely from the transmitting apparatus. On account also of the difficulty which has been experienced by the induction of voltages in the supply lines of a transmitting station, it is advised to use a protective device across the power line near its point of entrance. Copper-clad steel wire is recommended throughout as an alternative to copper wire.

Suggested Sale of Apparatus by Methodists.

A suggestion is made in the Methodist Recorder to the effect that the Sunday School Department of that body should sell apparatus for the installation in Mission Halls and for use in Methodist meetings. The need for broadcasting the principal discussions at conferences for the benefit of Methodists who cannot attend was expressed.

Cardiff Technical College Apparatus.

At a recent meeting of the Cardiff Technical Institute Committee, Mr. Charles Coles said in regard to the question of the disposal of the wireless apparatus at the Technical College of which he was Principal, that he recommended its retention for the existing departments of the college. He said it should be placed in charge of the head of the engineering department. The apparatus, in view of the decided interest shown in wireless by the proposal to make Cardiff one of the provincial broadcasting stations, would be available for popular lectures.

Wireless Broadcasting.

It is reported that the Cabinet has approved a recommendation of the Postmaster-General that for a period of two years licences for wireless broadcasting should contain a provision that only British instruments should be used.

Calendar of Current Events

Saturday, July 22nd.

MANCHESTER WIRELESS SOCIETY.

2 to 3 p.m., also 7 to 9 p.m.—At Rusholme Public Hall, Manchester. Two lectures on "Broadcasting." Open to the public.

Sunday, July 23rd.

Transmission of Telephony from 3 to 5 p.m on 1,070 metres by PCGG, The Hague, Holland.

Tuesday, July 25th.

Transmission of Telephony at 8 p.m. on 400 metres by 2 MT, Writtle, near Chelmsford.

Thursday, July 27th.

RADIO EXPERIMENTAL ASSOCIATION
(NOTTINGHAM AND DISTRICT).

Meeting.

DERBY WIRELESS CLUB.

7.30 p.m.—At "The Court," Alvaston, Derby. Lecture on "Practical Construction of Single Valve Receiver Set," by Mr. A. T. Lee. LIVERPOOL WIRELESS SOCIETY.

Meeting.

HACKNEY AND DISTRICT RADIO CLUB.

8 p.m.—At 111, Chatsworth Road, E.5., Meeting.

WEST LONDON WIRELESS AND EXPERIMENTAL ASSOCIATION.

"Three Circuit Variometer Tuner," by F. E. Stutt.

Sunday, July 30th.

Transmission of Telephony from 3 to 5 p.m. on 1,070 metres by PCGG, The Hague, Holland.

Tuesday, August 1st.

Transmission of Telephony at 8 p.m. on 400 metres by 2 MT, Writtle, near Chelmsford.

Correspondence

To the Editor of The Wireless World and Radio Review.

Sir,—I would be much obliged if you could enlighten me as to who 5 HD is. He was calling 5 CO and sent out some music, and read several passages out of a book. 5 CO did not answer. This was about 10.30-11.30 one morning just lately. His call letters are not in your latest list, and his wavelength was about 370-400 metres.

G. V. PRIESTLEY.

3rd July, 1922.

Books Received


Wireless Club Reports

NOTE.—Under this heading the Editor will be pleased to give publication to reports of the meetings of Wireless Clubs and Societies. Such reports should be submitted without covering letter in the exact form in which they are to appear and as concise as possible, the Editor reserving the right to edit and curtail the reports if necessary. The Editor will be pleased to consider for publication papers read before Societies. An Asterisk denotes affiliation with the Wireless Society of London.

Brighton Radio Society.*
Hon. Secretary, Mr. D. F. Underwood, 68, Southdown Avenue, Brighton.

At a recent meeting of this Society an interesting discussion ensued, during the course of which the methods of short wave reception were considered. Various useful suggestions were offered by different members who were present, and it was ultimately suggested and decided upon that at the next meeting all members who so desired should bring their short wave sets along for trial with a view to comparing results.

As a means of assisting the beginner as far as possible in the construction of a set capable of attaining the best possible results at the minimum cost, Mr. Magnus Volk, Vice-President of the Society, very kindly offered to provide the funds for the construction of a set upon these lines, which should be used solely for the assistance of members on the lines indicated.

Everything possible is being done to meet the needs of the amateur in this Society and it is sincerely hoped that gentlemen wishing to obtain a knowledge of the science will avail themselves of the facilities which are now being offered by the Society.

Any gentlemen interested are invited to communicate with the Hon. Secretary.

North Middlesex Wireless Club.*

The 94th meeting of the Club was held on Wednesday, June 28th, at Shaftesbury Hall, Bowes Park. In spite of the inclement weather, there was an excellent attendance. The chair was taken by the President, and after a few preliminary remarks, he called on Mr. W. Gartland to deliver his paper entitled “The Miscellaneous Applications of the Thermionic Valve.”

Those of the members who have heard Mr. Gartland on previous occasions were anticipating something interesting, but all were surprised to hear the very good and consistent results obtained by Mr. Gartland on apparatus which he had just brought to the Hall, and had had very little time to adjust. Anyone who has had the unpleasant experience of bringing a lot of instruments for a lecture, and has failed to produce the results intended will the more readily understand how gratifying it is to be able to record that Mr. Gartland’s experiments did not fail, but were a great success.

The chief instrument was an altered Mark III receiver, and by means of an ingenious barrel contact switch either one, two, or three valves could be used as desired. This enabled the lecturer to show the valve being used for detecting and amplifying. Speech and music was received, from several stations, and by means of a simple loud speaker was rendered audible to all present.

Unfortunately the time passed so quickly that Mr. Gartland was unable to go fully into the many other uses of the valve, but the brief outlines which he gave were sufficient to show that the applications of the thermionic valve were only just beginning to be realised. The members will look forward to hearing Mr. Gartland again at an early date.

Particulars of the Club may be obtained from the Hon. Secretary, Mr. E. M. Savage, Nithsdale, Eversley Park Road, N.21.

Croydon Wireless and Physical Society.*

A meeting of the Croydon Wireless and Physical Society was held on Saturday evening, July 1st, 1922, at the Central Polytechnic, Croydon.

Although the attendance was not so large as usual, this was more than compensated for by the enthusiasm of the members present. Mr. A. H. Peakman, a member of the Society, very kindly provided two buzzer sets for Morse practice, and the members divided into two groups, one consisting of the more advanced Morse readers who practised high speed work, and the other of the less experienced gentlemen who were desirous of improving their Morse reading.

After spending a profitable hour, the members had an informal talk on innumerable radio subjects, ranging from the harmonics of GBL to the date on which broadcasting would commence, these subjects in particular calling forth some forcible remarks. The meeting terminated with a vote of thanks to Mr. Peakman for the loan of his instruments.

The Secretary, Mr. B. Clapp, “Meadmoor,” Brighton Road, Purley, wishes to announce that there will not be a meeting of the Society in August, the next meeting being held on Saturday, September 2nd. He will be glad to hear from any lady or gentleman who may be desirous of joining the Society.

Stoke-on-Trent Wireless and Experimental Society.*

Hon. Secretary, Mr. F. T. Jones, 360, Cobridge Road, Hanley.

At a meeting of the Stoke-on-Trent Wireless and Experimental Society on Thursday, July 6th, some buzzer practice for the benefit of the new members was followed by a lecture on “A Short Wave Tuner,” by Mr. A. H. Wilson.

The lecturer, after outlining points concerning wireless receiving sets as a whole, which, if neglected, would greatly reduce the efficiency of any tuner, dealt with the construction of a short wave tuner, on which telephony from local amateur stations and the wireless concert sent out from the Marconi station in Essex could be received with excellent results.
A home-made tuner of the variometer type, constructed by the lecturer, other tuners and a large number of tuning coils, were exhibited and handed round for inspection.

Mr. Wilson was heartily applauded, and the lecture greatly appreciated by the members, who showed their keenness by plying the lecturer with a large number of questions.

Newcastle and District Amateur Wireless Association.*

Hon. Secretary, Mr. Colin Bain, 51, Grainger Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

At the Annual General Meeting, held on July 3rd, the following officers were elected for the ensuing year:—President, Dr. Smallwood, Gateshead; Chairman, Mr. G. Dixon, Rowlands Gill; Secretary, Mr. C. Bain, Newcastle; Librarian, Mr. Fabian, Newcastle; Technical Committee, Mr. White, Radio Communication Co., Newcastle; Captain Stevens, Newcastle; Mr. Douthwaite, Newcastle.

The financial statement for the last year showed a balance in hand of £2 1s. 3½d. This is satisfactory, when an expenditure of £17 for new instruments is allowed for. A voluntary subscription collection box yielded £4 1s. 1d. for the twelve months. A number of fresh applications have since been received.

A lively debate on the question of entrance fee resulted in the following agreement:—Entrance fee, 5s.; subscription, 7s. 6d. per annum; junior members’ subscription, 3s. 6d.; country members, 5s.; junior country members, 2s. 6d.

A number of elementary and advanced lectures for the winter months are now being arranged.

Those desirous of joining the Society should write to the Hon. Secretary.

Newport and District Amateur Wireless Association.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. E. R. Brown, M.S.A., A.T.P.I., 92, Corporation Road, Newport, Mon.

A public meeting was held at the Technical Institute on Thursday, June 29th, 1922, for the purpose of reviving the pre-war activity of the local Association. The meeting was exceedingly well attended and much enthusiasm shown. The following officers were chosen:—President: Rt. Hon. Lord Tredegar. Vice-Presidents: Sir Garrod Thomas, M.D., Sir Frederic Mills, Bart., Captain C. H. Bailey, Alderman Dr. J. McGinn, Mr. D. W. Roberts. Hon. Secretary: Mr. E. R. Brown, M.S.A., A.T.P.I.

Alderman Dr. J. McGinn gave a very interesting and witty address, which, being non-technical but covering useful ground, was very much appreciated by all present.

The membership even now is over 100 and only one meeting has been held. It is hoped to make it the largest Association in Wales.

Bishop’s Stortford and District Amateur Wireless Association.

A meeting of the above Society was held on Friday evening, June 23rd, at 2, Half Acres, Bishop’s Stortford, the Vice-President, Councillor E. F. Cooper, in the chair. The President, Mr. W. A. Field, delivered an address entitled “Wireless During the War.” This was based chiefly upon his own experiences and observations as a naval wireless officer and a pre-war amateur. His address was full of technical and historic interest and threw an entirely new light upon many of the well-remembered incidents of the war, in which wireless played such an important part.

The lecture was followed by questions and an informal discussion, after which a hearty vote of thanks terminated the proceedings.

Buzzer practice is held every Monday at 8 p.m. and an elementary class for beginners half an hour earlier.

Prospective members should communicate with the Secretary, Mr. J. Cooper, 2, Half Acres, Bishop’s Stortford.

Plymouth Wireless and Scientific Society.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. G. H. Lock, 9, Ryder Road, Stoke, Devonport.

On Saturday, July 1st, the Society gave a demonstration and exhibition of wireless apparatus at a fete and carnival held at Torpoint. With an improvised aerial and a six-valve set belonging to the Hon. Secretary, quite good sounds were obtained, and with apparatus brought by Mr. Graves, an interesting and instructive exhibition was arranged. Very inclement weather was responsible for the non-arrival of much apparatus that would otherwise have been on show, but nevertheless the demonstration was in every way a success and added a substantial sum to the total receipts of the fete.

Although membership has increased considerably during the last few weeks, there is still plenty of room for more members, and particulars of the Society will be gladly furnished by the Hon. Secretary.

The usual weekly meetings will be held at “The Court,” Alvaston, on Thursday evenings at 7.30 p.m.

In order to assist the large number of new members recently elected, the following programme, specially suitable for beginners, was arranged:


This series will be extended, and additional papers arranged week by week.
Annual subscriptions due are requested by the end of this month.

The bye-law passed at the Extraordinary General Meeting held on June 22nd last, fixing an entrance fee of half-a-crown for all new members, operates from July 1st, 1922.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. R. Osborne, The Limes, Chellaston, Derby.

**Stockton-on-Tees and District Amateur Wireless Society.**

Hon. Secretary, Mr. W. F. Wood, 4, Birkley Square, Norton, Stockton-on-Tees.

A general meeting of this Society was held in the Jubilee Hall, Stockton-on-Tees, on Thursday, June 22nd, which was attended by a large number of members. This Society, which is only a month old, is one of the largest in the district, having close upon eighty members.

Permanent rooms have been taken in the Malleable Workmen's Institute, Norton Road, together with the monthly use of the large concert hall, in which it is proposed to hold lectures, etc. An aerial is being arranged for and considerable apparatus has been placed at the disposal of the members.

The Committee have arranged that some official shall be in attendance in the rooms every evening to cater as much as possible for the wants of the members and also their comforts. The fees have been fixed as low as possible and can easily be met by any working man. The membership is open to persons of both sexes and any age.

The general meetings of the Society are fixed for the second Thursday in every month.

**Dublin Wireless Club.**

A general meeting of the Dublin Wireless Club was held at the Central Hotel, Dublin, on Tuesday, June 6th, when a large number of members and prospective members were present.

The Club, which was founded in 1913, did good work previous to the war, but owing to Post Office restrictions on experimental wireless, has been in a more or less dormant state since August, 1914.

In view of the removal of these restrictions, it is now being reconstructed and gives promise of great success. The Committee is engaged in redrafting the Rules, arranging a programme and other necessary preliminary duties.

Another general meeting will shortly be held, when the recommendations of the Committee will be submitted and officers elected for the coming season.

It is hoped soon to obtain more suitable headquarters, where up-to-date instruments may be installed, meetings held, etc.

Persons desirous of becoming members should make early application to Mr. A. C. Bridle, the Hon. Secretary, 29, South Anne Street, Dublin.

**Ipswich and District Wireless Club.**

Hon. Secretary, Mr. F. T. G. Townsend, 46, Grove Lane, Ipswich.

A successful field day was carried through on Saturday, June 24th, when by kind permission of Mr. Taylor, of Messrs. Crane Bennett, Ltd., a party of about twenty erected two sets in the field belonging to that firm at Nacton Road. The Club set was tacked on to an aerial attached to a high flag-mast and another set, kindly loaned by Messrs. Boddey, Keeble and Page, gave excellent results on a wire supported by a kite. Mr. Barbrook superintended the arrangements in the unavoidable absence of the Secretary and Assistant Secretary. Transport of the apparatus was effected by means of cars belonging to Mr. Kersey and Mr. Barbrook, to whom the Club is much indebted. The winter programme is now being arranged and any members willing to give lecturers during the winter are requested to communicate with the Secretary.

Also a night is being set aside in the near future for an exchange and mart of members' spare apparatus. All particulars are obtainable from the Secretary.

The Club now musters nearly 60 members and is looking forward to a first class winter programme. A fair number of experimenters in the surrounding districts have enrolled but are very quiet. However, there are several stations under observation and the owners can be sure of a hearty welcome at headquarters any meeting night.

**Liverpool Wireless Society.**

A meeting of the Society was held on Thursday, June 22nd, when an informal exhibition of apparatus was held. Mr. Balmer continued his elementary lectures for beginners.

Mr. A. L. Lyon exhibited a German valve panel and explained its peculiarities. Mr. Vere-Smyth exhibited a single valve home-made set, which was very well made considering that Mr. Smyth is new to the science. Mr. J. H. Swift then brought his home-made three-valve set into action. The results were remarkably good; in fact they were probably the best the Society had ever had at any of its meetings. The set is wired up to Mr. Swift's own diagram and he uses special transformers and not the usual ex-Army type. Music from local stations was audible in the corridors outside and the clearness was remarkable.

A vote of thanks to Mr. Swift and the other exhibitors concluded the meeting.

At a Committee meeting it was decided that Mrs. Skelden, being the first lady candidate for admission, be admitted as a hon. member.
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There will be a meeting of the Society on July 27th.
Hon. Secretary, Mr. James K. Wilkie, "Avondale," Knowsley Road, Cressington Park, Liverpool.

Cardiff Y.M.C.A. Boys’ Radio Club.
The Boys’ Department Radio Club at the Cardiff Y.M.C.A. has now a membership of nearly thirty. This Club is open to boys between the ages of 13 and 18 years. Lectures, classes and special training courses are run during the winter months, and the usual activities during the summer.

Secretary for the department, Mr. N. Craven, Whitehead Club. Call letters, 2 UN.

The Hornsey and District Wireless and Model Engineering Society.
A meeting of the above was held on Tuesday, July 4th. Although this Society is now only a few weeks old and no proper apparatus has been installed, a set was “rigged up” and the concert from Chelmsford clearly heard.

Mr. H. J. Pugh demonstrated a two-valve receiving set, the only aerial used being one of the members standing on an insulated pedestal with one finger on aerial terminal. Messages were clearly heard and readable, many stations being heard.

In future meetings will be held at 29, Felix Avenue, Western Park, Crouch End.

Many interesting features are promised, including elementary lectures for beginners. New members will be heartily welcomed. All particulars from the Secretary, Mr. H. Davy, 134, Inderwick Road, Streatham and Norbury Radio Club.

Monday, July 3rd, was the opening day of this Club. For the time being the headquarters will be the premises of Messrs. R. Woodruff & Co., 550, Streatham High Road, S.W.16. It is hoped that in the near future a hall or other suitable club-house will be found.

Several first-class telegraphists have already joined and it is hoped that amateurs, experimenters and other enthusiasts perhaps more advanced, will bring their respective experiences to the Club for mutual enlightenment. The sole idea of the Club will be to fit out a laboratory where members can experiment and construct a complete station.

Application for membership should be addressed to Mr. F. J. Lock, 548, High Road, Streatham.

Stratford Radio Society.
Hon. Secretary, Mr. R. Singleton, 159, Plaistow Road, West Ham, E.15.

The Society was formed on June 11th with temporary headquarters at the address given above. Prospective members living in the district are invited to communicate with the Secretary, who will furnish all particulars. The area from which the Society hopes to recruit its membership is the Eastern suburbs of London. Experts and novices will both be welcomed.

Gentlemen who might serve as Vice-Presidents are being asked to make themselves known and the Secretary will be glad to receive names as early as possible.

Ilkley and District Wireless Society.
Hon. Secretary, Mr. E. Stanley Dobson, "Lorne House," Richmond Place, Ilkley.

A meeting was held at the Regent Café, Cowpasture Road, at 7.30 p.m. on Wednesday, July 5th, with Dr. J. B. Whitfield, President, in the chair.

Following the reading of the minutes of the previous meeting, the Committee were elected. It was decided to hold future meetings on the second Thursday in the month, and to arrange a series of practices in Morse.

The Chairman then called upon Mr. H. G. Evans, B.Sc., to give his lecture on "Radio-Telegraphy and Telephony."

The lecturer dealt briefly with the properties of the thermionic valves, and its application to simple wireless circuits. The lecture was illustrated with lantern slides, among which were representations of some of the British high power stations.

After the lecture Carnarvon, Leafield, etc., were tuned in on a very fine set which the lecturer had brought with him.

Unfortunately, the telephony which was expected did not come through, on account of a slight misunderstanding as regards the time.

At the conclusion, a hearty vote of thanks was accorded to Mr. Evans, and the audience, which comprised a large number of visitors, including several ladies, adjourned to inspect the apparatus used by the lecturer.

Twelve new members were enrolled. The Hon. Secretary will be pleased to hear from anyone interested, and will furnish particulars of membership, together with the objects of the Society, on application to the above address.

Heckmondwike and District Wireless Society.
Hon. Secretary, Mr. F. Townsend, Secondary School, Heckmondwike, Yorks.

A meeting of the above Society was held on Friday, June 30th, when Mr. Dennison, of Halifax, gave a lecture on "Short Wave Reception."

Mr. Rayner presided over a large attendance.

After the lecture Carnarvon, Leafield, etc., were tuned in on a very fine set which the lecturer had brought with him.

Following the reading of the minutes of the previous meeting, the Committee were elected. It was decided to hold future meetings on the second Thursday in the month, and to arrange a series of practices in Morse.

The Chairman then called upon Mr. H. G. Evans, B.Sc., to give his lecture on "Radio-Telegraphy and Telephony."

The lecturer dealt briefly with the properties of the thermionic valves, and its application to simple wireless circuits. The lecture was illustrated with lantern slides, among which were representations of some of the British high power stations.

After the lecture Carnarvon, Leafield, etc., were tuned in on a very fine set which the lecturer had brought with him.

Unfortunately, the telephony which was expected did not come through, on account of a slight misunderstanding as regards the time.

At the conclusion, a hearty vote of thanks was accorded to Mr. Evans, and the audience, which comprised a large number of visitors, including several ladies, adjourned to inspect the apparatus used by the lecturer.

Twelve new members were enrolled. The Hon. Secretary will be pleased to hear from anyone interested, and will furnish particulars of membership, together with the objects of the Society, on application to the above address.

Brondesbury and Cricklewood Radio Club.
Hon. Secretary, Mr. J. F. Stevens, 119, Fordwych Road, Brondesbury, N.W.2.

The above Club has been misnamed the "Cricklewood and Brondesbury Radio Club." This is likely to cause confusion unless the title is correctly noted. In all communications the title Brondesbury and Cricklewood Radio Club should be used.

Central London Wireless Society.
Hon. Secretary (pro tem.), Mr. Horace E. Hobbs, 15, Rydon Crescent, E.C.1.

Inner London enthusiasts are informed of the formation of this new Society in Central London. The Secretary will be glad to hear from anyone interested as early as possible. There is to be a preliminary meeting and the date is not yet fixed. It is hoped that as many as possible will attend themselves in time to attend in order to discuss proposed rules, etc., and to decide upon the organisation.
Southampton and District Wireless Society. Hon. Secretary, Mr. T. H. Cutler, 24, Floating Bridge Road, Southampton.

A general meeting of the above Society was held on Wednesday, June 28th, at the Kingsland Assembly Rooms. A good attendance was recorded. Mr. W. H. Stockdale was the lecturer for the evening. He devoted the whole evening to the Armstrong regenerator short-wave tuner. He also stated the result he himself had obtained from an Armstrong short-wave set amateur-constructed. The lecturer used the blackboard a great deal, much to the liking of the members. At the conclusion of the lecture questions were asked and answered to the satisfaction of the members and a hearty vote of thanks was accorded Mr. Stockdale.

Owing to the large number applying for membership and not yet having obtained licences, the Society now welcomes Associate Members, and particulars can be obtained from the Hon. Secretary. Anyone in the district intending to adopt wireless as a hobby should join the Society and obtain information before buying sets (such as crystal sets for telephony). By so doing they may save themselves from much labour in vain and unnecessary expense by consulting with fellow experimenters.

A general meeting of the above Society was held on Wednesday, July 5th. It was reported by the Secretary that all the amateurs in the Southampton district (with the exception of a few) are members.

The Society will shortly be announcing a further public demonstration, and a pleasant evening is being looked forward to. This demonstration will be given for the benefit of the future wireless enthusiast.

The members are getting very keen on making and constructing their own sets, and not only assembling. Members have been complaining of late of the inability of the local tradesmen to supply them with component parts, and it is now stated that satisfactory arrangements have been made whereby members can obtain all their requirements from their Society. This will avoid further disappointments.

Any one in Southampton interested in wireless and who has not yet purchased or made his set, and would care to have a demonstration of an amateur set, is invited to make arrangements with the Secretary. His station is the most powerful one in the Southampton district, being converted so as to employ 3, 5, 7, 8 or 9 valves at discretion. Mr. Freeman, the Chairman, has also a very powerful receiving station, using 7 valves, and he also will oblige any amateur interested.

The Hackney and District Radio Society. The third meeting of the above Society took place on June 22nd at 111, Chatsworth Road, Clapton, at 8 p.m. There was again a good attendance. New members continue to come in.

After the minutes of the previous meeting had been read, the Rules and Regulations were again read and confirmed. Now that the Society is well established, an endeavour is being made to build up an interesting programme for the quarter.

Public meetings were held on the 6th and 7th of July. The lecture given at the opening by Mr. E. R. Walker was on the "First Principles in Wireless Telegraphy," showing the audience how the aerial became charged so that it produced waves, and so opened up the present-day means of long-distance communication. After seeing that the audience had more or less grasped the situation, the second lecturer, Mr. D. R. Ison, gave an explicit explanation of reception of these waves, with the aid of a Marconi 31 A tuner. This was followed by a great number of questions being asked by a greatly interested audience and many points were touched upon, including construction of many portions of apparatus. During the evening various items of telephony were received. Many thanks were given for the loan of a Brown loud speaker.

By these means the Society hopes to increase the numbers of its members and make itself popular throughout the Hackney district.

The apparatus which was used consisted chiefly of units made by members, who have gained excellent results with amateur-made apparatus. Membership has greatly increased, being now over 40, and the Society will soon be looking for a more convenient meeting hall for permanent headquarters. Meetings are held every Thursday.

All enquiries as to membership, etc., should be made to the Secretary, Mr. E. R. Walker, 48, Dagmar Road, South Hackney, E.9.

Barnoldswick Wireless and Technical Society. A Society bearing the above name has been established, an endeavour to make arrangements with the Secretary. His station is the most powerful one in the Barnoldswick district, being so as to employ 3, 5, 7, 8 or 9 valves at discretion. Mr. Freeman, the Chairman, has also a very powerful receiving station, using 7 valves, and he also will oblige any amateur interested.

The Society's Receiving Apparatus.
Questions and Answers

NOTE.—This section of the magazine is placed at the disposal of all readers who wish to receive advice and information on matters pertaining to both the technical and non-technical sides of wireless work. Readers should comply with the following rules:—(1) Each question should be numbered and written on a separate sheet on one side of the paper, and addressed “Questions and Answers,” Editor, The Wireless World and Radio Review, 12/13, Henrietta Street, London, W.C.2. Queries should be clear and concise. (2) Before sending in their questions readers are advised to search recent numbers to see whether the same queries have not been dealt with before. (3) Each communication sent in to be accompanied by the “Questions and Answers” coupon to be found in the advertisement columns of the issue current at the time of forwarding the question. (4) The name and address of the querist, which is for reference and not for publication, to appear at the top of every sheet or sheets, and unless typewritten, this should be in block capitals. Queries will be answered under the initials and town of the correspondent, or, if so desired, under a “nom de plume.” (5) In view of the fact that a large proportion of the circuits and apparatus described in these answers are covered by patents, readers are advised, before making use of them, to satisfy themselves that they would not be infringing patents. (6) Where a reply through the post is required every question sent in must be accompanied by a postal order for the amount of 1s., or 3s. 6d. for a maximum of four questions. (7) Four questions is the maximum which may be sent in at one time.

“J.D.” (Lancaster) asks (1) If he can receive PCGG and 2 MT on a Mark III long wave tuner and three-value amplifier. His aerial is 138 ft. long and highest point 48 ft. high. (2) For windings for a telephone transformer for use with 120 ohm telephones. (3) Wavelength of Mark III long wave tuner. (4) Windings and former for reaction coil for Mark III long wave tuner. (1) Yes. you should be able to get both these stations, presuming of course that you can tune down to 400 metres. (2) See page 345, June 17th issue, winding to a diameter of 11/16″ with No. 46 S.S.C. for the primary, and up to a diameter of 3/4″ with No. 40 S.S.C. for the secondary, spacing the cheeks 1 1/2″ apart instead of 1″ as given in the diagram. (3) Probably about 7,000 metres. (4) It is difficult to incorporate a reaction coil in this tuner, but owing to the special design of the inductances it is quite easy with a few minor alterations to use the tuned closed circuit to give reaction effects.

“J.D.” (Liverpool).—(1) and (2) The circuit you show and the dimensions you give of the various components are quite satisfactory. It would be better, perhaps, to arrange a small condenser across the telephones of 0.002 mfd. and a separate condenser of bigger capacity across the high tension battery. Your aerial consisting of six wires each 11 ft. long is not a very good arrangement. (3) You can easily convert your set into one embodying H.F., detector and L.F., and for circuit see page 37, April 8th issue.

“S.M.” (Forest Gate).—(1) The specimen of the asbestos material cannot be recommended as suitable for the mounting of the components of a valve circuit. (2) You would require about 22 movable and 23 fixed plates to give a capacity of 0-001 mfd. (The delay in answering your queries, occasioned by making tests on the material you submitted, is regretted.)

“ANATKH” (Southerick-on-Weir).—(1), (2), (3) and (4) The circuit you show is incorrect, and we would advise you to consult the pages of this journal in which are given scores of reliable circuits. It is doubtful how the valve would function in your circuit, and we cannot see how the set could work at all unless perhaps you have made some mistake in drawing out the circuit.

“C.P.” (Hartly Witney) sends a specimen of wire and wishes to know (1) Its gauge and covering, and (2) If it is suitable for the construction of H.F. transformers.

“W.F.” (Johnstone).—(1) 38 S.S.C. (2) Yes, though double silk covering would be better if you have in mind winding primary and secondary simultaneously.

“W.F.” (Sittingbourne).—(1) Your aerial would appear to be quite satisfactory, though read carefully article on aerial construction in May 27th issue. (2) and (3) Your cardboard tubes will be very useful for the construction of aerial and reaction coils, and you would be well advised to saw them up into three portions, each 4″ long, and making three tuners for short, medium and long wave tuning. The 6″ diameter tube for the aerial coils may be wound with No. 20 D.C.C. for reception up to 650 metres, No. 26 D.C.C. up to 1,200 with parallel condenser and two or four-pile winding of No. 30 D.C.C. for longer wavelengths. The reaction coils, 5 1/2″ in diameter, may have windings of No. 22 D.C.C., No. 28 D.C.C. and No. 34 D.C.C. respectively. (4) We consider that it is improbable that you will be able to receive 2 MT on a crystal in Kent.

“AERO” (Doncaster).—It is very difficult to say why you only receive signals when touching certain parts of your circuit. The usual effect of making contact with your receiving circuit is to cause some slight change in tuning and so bring in a particular signal. In your case, however, as the high tension circuit only appears to be concerned, we should imagine that fault is either in the transformer primary or its bridging condenser, which should have a value of 0-002 mfd., and not 0-0002 as marked in your diagram.

“W.F.” (Johnstone).—It is not possible to advise you as to whether your telephone receivers are suitable for conversion for use with wireless receiving apparatus. High resistance telephones are wound with wire from 48 to 50 S.W.G., according to the dimensions of the pole pieces and the number of turns required. Thinner diaphragms may be required, but without knowing the type at present fitted it is impossible to advise you. Thin diaphragms are not always an advantage, as the stiffness of thicker ones sometimes gives a desirable damping effect, making them operative over a wide range of note frequencies.

“EMMERESSES” (Dundee) asks (1) For dimensions of aerial tuning inductances to tune to 150-800 metres on a 4″ former. (2) Reaction coil...
for some. (3) Dimensions for A.T.I. and reaction coils for 1,500-5,000 metres. (4) Whether a variable condenser of 0-0015 mfd. can be used in parallel with these coils.

(1) Depends on the size of your aerial, but 4 ins. of winding of No. 22 D.C.C. would no doubt be suitable. (2) 3 ins. of winding of No. 26 D.C.C. on a 3" frame, 5/64" thick, wound with No. 28 D.C.C. Reaction coil 44" diameter by 7" long, wound with No. 28 D.C.C. (3) A.T.I. 5" diameter by 7" long, wound with No. 32 S.S.C. (4) Yes; air dielectric recommended.

"F.T." (Bradford) wishes to know (1) If fixed condensers may be mounted one over the other in order to economise in space. (2) Dimensions and number of plates for building a variable condenser. (3) Whether waxed teak can be used instead of ebonite for tuner construction. (4) To what purpose he can put 25/40 D.S.C. wire.

(1) Not recommended, as the condensers are bound to have capacity one to another, which, in a valve circuit, may cause trouble. (2) If the plates have an overlap diameter of 2½", and are stamped on No. 20 S.W.G. sheet and spaced with washers 5/64" thick, then 30 moved and 31 fixed plates will give a capacity of approximately 0-0015 mfd. (3) We do not advise this unless the room in which your receiving apparatus is installed is a very dry one. (4) Quite useful for constructing inductances for crystal or non-reactive tuners, but little would be gained by the use of this special wire, which is essentially designed to minimise damping, if reaction is to be made use of.

"ALPHA" (Huntley) sends circuit similar to that shown on page 372, June 11th issue, and asks (1) If we consider it a good one. (2) For values of grid condenser and leak. (3) The tuning range of his loose coupler.

(1) and (2) The circuit is one which gives quite good results, and the values asked for are given in the diagram referred to above. Arrange to connect aerial tuning condenser, which may have a value of 0-001 mfd., in series or parallel with the aerial inductance. (3) Approximately 800 to 4,500 metres, depending upon the dimensions of your aerial.

"A.W.S.\(^2\)" (Mt. Kennedy) asks (1) If a flat inductance wound on a "spider" is called a slab or a pancake coil. (2) Dimensions of intervale transformers for 450-4,000 metres, consisting of such coils of 100 turns of No. 40 wire. (3) Whether lightning discharge would destroy an aerial wire of thinner gauge than No. 18, and what precautions should be taken to prevent damage from this cause. (4) Whether 1 H.F. amplification will give much better results on distant telephony than one stage L.F. amplification.

(1) Inductances of the flat type are called slab or pancake coils. Those wound on a "spider" are called basket coils. (2) It is difficult to say, but very good intervale transformers can be made by placing basket coils together, or better still, by winding two wires on the "spider" simultaneously. Do not use transformers for wavelengths above 2,000 metres, as the comparatively large capacity given by the many turns would make their action equivalent to capacity reaction intervale coupling. (3) The gauge of the aerial wire is controlled by the mechanical strength required. With small amateur aerials there is very little danger of damage by lightning, but a switch should be arranged to earth the aerial when not in use. (4) Yes, H.F. amplification does not increase signal strength to the same extent as L.F. amplification, but H.F. will bring in weak signals which any amount of L.F. would never render audible.

"T.H.D." (Cardiff) asks (1) For the name of a publication, if not too technical in character, dealing with wireless telephony. (2) Whether any manufacturer of wireless telephony receiving sets rents them out on some such basis as the ordinary telephone.

(1) There is no publication which deals exclusively with the action of wireless telephony. There are many simple theory books, such as "Wireless Telegraphy," Parts I and II, by Bangay, "Wireless Telegraphy," by Stanley, and for practical constructional details you might read "The Construction of the Amateur Valve Station," by Douglas, or "The Radio Experimenters Handbook," by Coursey. An introductory booklet to the properties and applications of wireless telegraphy and telephony is "The A.B.C. of Wireless," by Harris (Wireless Press, Ltd.). (2) We are not aware of any manufacturer offering sets on these terms.

"W.B." (Yevill) wishes to make a two-valve receiver, and asks for information as to how to do this.

A set of this type could be constructed, but would not be very efficient on the low powers and wavelengths used for telephone transmissions. It would give very poor results on long distance telephony, which is only, perhaps, 1/20th of the effective strength of spark signals coming from the same stations. For satisfactory results for 50 miles on a loud speaker from a broadcasting station with an indoor aerial, five or six valves would be required. The life of a good type valve, carefully used, runs from 1,000 upwards to 5,000 hours. Carelessly used it may only last a few hours.

"RADIO" (Hornsea) asks (1) How to connect a variable condenser with a reaction coil. (2) Is a reaction coil of good proportion to the A.T.I., if it has 4/5ths of the amount of wire on it. (3) If the capacity of a condenser is increased or reduced by enlarged spacing between the plates. (4) If 30 volts is sufficient for a Mullard "Ora" valve.

(1) A variable condenser is not essential with a reaction coil, but often quite useful if connected across the coil and having a maximum value of 0-0005 mfd. (2) This figure is often about right, but no hard and fast rule can be given. (3) Large spacing reduces capacity, which is inversely proportional to the width of space. (4) Yes.

"L.L." (Rainham) asks (1) For a diagram of connections for a certain set. (2) Winding data for set. (3) What should be the values of the resistance of the L.F. transformer. (4) For criticism of set.

(1) The combination suggested is not suitable. We should recommend complete connection as in Fig. 5, page 15, April 1st issue, with series parallel switching for A.T.C. if desired. The number of turns might be as follows:—90, 100, 190, 300, 490, 960, 1,800, 2,500, and the total weight of wire approximately 1 lb. (3) Resistances might be 2,000 and 5,000 ohms, with considerable latitude. (4) The set, as we have arranged it, should be quite satisfactory.
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Easy to Build—Sets of Parts

"JUST LIKE MECCANO."

No. 1. SET OF PARTS. Single Valve Receiver
for telephony—everything ready to assemble
drilling and tapping finished, Variable Condenser,
ready built Coils wound, and Cabinets made and
polished—in two units .. .. .. .. .. 63/-
No. 2. SET OF PARTS. Type 9A. Two Valve
Receiver and Amplifier—solely for telephony—
everything ready as in our No. 1—includes
Cabinets and Transformer, in three units .. 98/-
QUALITY COMPONENT PARTS AT
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Support Rods, set of three .. .. .. .. .. 1/-
End Plates .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1/3
Basket Coils 2/- pair, for broadcast, set of 6 5/-
Grid Leaks and Condensers .. .. .. .. .. 3/6
Filament Resistance .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 3/6
Valve Panels, with Leak and Condensers 3
Skeleton Variable Condensers for remounting,
25 plate 12/6, 31 plate 14/6, 43 plate 18/6.
The finest Condensers made.
Ivorine Tabs, set of 7 1/3. Aluminum Scales 1/-
Ebonite Knobs .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 5d., 6d. & 9d.
Screwed Rod, 2BA, 12" .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 6d.
Everything for Amateurs. Get our latest 16 page list.

Amateur Supplies, 134, CROYDON STREET,
TOOTING, LONDON, S.W.
"R.H.W." (Little Sutton).—If your receiver is connected as in your diagram we are surprised you have even heard crackling noises, which are due to atmospherics. We cannot say the capacities of your condensers as you tell us nothing about them. Similarly, we cannot say much about your wavelength, but with connections as in Fig. 2, page 120, April 22nd, you should tune in broadcasting stations all right. The loose coupler might be 6"×5" of No. 22, and 4"×3" of No. 28.

"C.M.B." (Marlborough) asks which of three types of aerials would be most satisfactory, and how he could receive PCGG at Nice. An aerial length of 300 ft. is not allowed in this country. Even if you propose to erect the aerial abroad, we think that the second or third scheme would be better, the choice between them lying with the one having the greater height above the roof or earth as the case may be. Reception of PCGG at Nice would probably give very severe difficulties, and require at least a six-valve set for any results at all. If you succeed, we should be interested to receive an account of your methods.

"R.H." (Stoke Newton) encloses diagram of his set and asks (1) What is its wavelength. (2) What stations transmit between 7 and 9 p.m. (3) If 100 ft. of No. 16 copper wire would be all right for an aerial. (4) The cause of loud whistling in his telephones.

(1) 2,000 metres without a parallel condenser, and about 4,000 metres with a parallel condenser of 0.001 mfd.s. (2) See list in issue of August 6th, 1921. It is hoped to publish an amended list early in August. (3) Yes. (4) We could help you more if you told us the circumstances under which the whistling occurred. It is most probably due to too tight reaction coupling.

"TANKS" (Newcastle-on-Tyne) asks (1) If a four-valve diagram will fulfil certain specialised requirements. (2) Length of aerial required to hear Dutch Concerts and English broadcast stations. (3) If cutting out one or two valves will alter the range and strength of signals. (4) If it is possible to cut out Cullercoats at a distance of 10 miles.

(1) See Fig. 5, page 62, April 8th issue. Fourier 8th issue, a fourth valve being added exactly as the last valve there shown. (2) Anything between 50 and 100 ft. should be satisfactory. (3) Certainly, otherwise there would be no point in using these valves at all. (4) You are unlikely to cut out Cullercoats on wavelengths close to his own, but at other wavelengths you should be able to do so by sufficiently weakening the coupling.

"T.R.S." (Stoke-on-Trent) gives particulars of his set and asks why he cannot receive telephony. The probable cause of failure to receive telephony is the distance from any telephone transmitting station. You would have a better chance with a series A.T.C. rather than a parallel, but we doubt if you will get any success without one or two more H.F. valves.

"INSULATION" (Winchester) asks (1) How does an electrolytic detector compare with a carbon in sensitiveness. (2) Could he hear FL, 2 MT and Croydon telephony on a crystal set with aerial 25 ft. high. (3) Who is GKB. (4) If 110 volt H.T. should be used with an R.S. valve.

(1) More sensitive, but less reliable. It is difficult to give a numerical estimate of the relative sensitivity. (2) FL possibly; 2 MT very doubtful. (3) Regret we have no information. (4) Yes.

"S.B.X." (Liverpool) asks for a diagram of a two-valve and crystal, or three-valve and crystal circuit, with loud speaker suitable for broadcasting telephony.

See Fig. 6, page 215, May 13th issue, with the loud speaker telephone. "G.N.N." (London) describes his set and asks (1) If the reaction coil described will make it suitable for valve reception. (2) Wavelength range of the coil. (3) Capacity of a certain variable condenser. (4) If a single wire aerial 70 ft. long and 25 ft. high, will be suitable for a single valve set:

(1) No, it will probably be necessary for the reaction coil to slide inside the A.T.I. unless considerably more turns are used. (2) The aerial circuit will tune to about 2,000 metres. The closed circuit probably very considerably higher.

"FOGGED" (Croydon) asks for a three-valve set to give best results on all wavelengths.

Neither of the resistance capacity coupled sets you suggest will be of much use below 1,000 metres. The circuit of Fig. 5, page 62, April 8th issue, would fill your requirements, but the necessity for a larger number of transformers could be avoided by using resistance capacity coupling above 1,000 metres. This can easily be made to plug-in in place of, and be substituted for the normal transformer.

"PLUS ONE" (Tonbridge) encloses diagram of circuit and asks (1) How to add one more valve. (2) What voltage should the L.T. be for use with "Ora" valves. (3) What stations should be heard with basket coils, range 300 to 5,000 metres.

(1) See the diagram given to "TRIODE" (West Bridgford). (2) 6 volts with a 6 ohm resistance. (3) Broadcasting, some ships, air stations and Continental stations, such as FL.

"TRIODE" (West Bridgford) wishes to construct a set described in the issue of March 4th, and asks (1) Dimensions of a variometer to tune from 450 to 12,000 metres; gauge and amount of wire required for this. (2) If a valve panel can be used to connect with set, or the short wave receiver described in the issue of June 3rd. (3) If Paris sends out Greenwich time, or must correction be made for the longitude of Paris.

(1) For a range of this extent you would need a set of interchangeable honeycomb coils with turns ranging from about 8 to 5,000. The mean diameter of coil is about 2½", and the wire used might be No. 26. (2) The most suitable arrange-
"A.V.B." (Ostend) asks for a formula to calculate the self-inductance of a duo-lateral winding such as published in the issue of December 11th. There is no accurate formula. That given to "V. 526" (Australia), on page 64 of the April 8th issue gives results which are generally within 10 to 15 per cent. of truth.

"D.H.B.Mcc " (Leicester) asks (1) The number of turns and tapings on a 2½” x 1” former to tune to 25,000 volts. (2) Best values for grid condenser and leak for "Ora" valves in the same circuit. (3) For criticism of two methods of connecting the L.T.

(1) We have no data. Suitable windings would have to be determined by experiment, as the self-capacity of the coils would prevent accurate calculation. (2) Try about 0.002 mfd. and 2 megalohms. (3) Almost immaterial. Method 2 is somewhat less liable to lead to cross connections and short circuits in connecting up more than one set to a single pair of batteries.

"AERIAL" (Reigate) sends diagram of his circuit and asks (1) For criticism. (2) The most suitable type of tuner to use. (3) How to connect the tuner between X and Y. (4) If PGCG will be received on the loud speaker.

(1) Circuit is O.K. (2) and (3) Arrangement as shown is O.K., or any two-circuit tuner may be used with secondary condenser across X and Y. (4) It should be, with careful tuning.

"W.D.O.G." (Harrogate) asks (1) Whether down leads should be taken from the lower or higher end of an aerial. (2) Whether down leads may be lashed together round the insulator from which they fall or should pass freely through it. (3) If not convenient to get down leads to a suitable room, if loud speaker leads may be run from the receiving room to that in which signals are to be heard.

(1) Very little difference. It is generally best to take it from the end nearest to the instruments. (2) Leads should be fastened round the insulators. (3) Yes.

"J.S." (Slaithwaite) asks (1) For winding data for a H.F. transformer for a range of 440 metres. (2) Winding data for transformer for 2,600 metres. (3) If the aerial sketched is correct. (4) What should be the H.T. voltage for two Mullard "Ora" valves.

(1) Try about 90 turns for each coil. The connection is quite simple. Put one end of coil 1 to the aerial and the other end to one end of coil 2, and the other end of coil 2 to earth. (2) A spherical coil of 3” diameter wound full of No. 20 or 22. (3) Enamel might be O.K., well stoved on, but it would not be easy to do, and we do not recommend it. (4) O.K., but why not just bind the wires with a thinner wire and then solder the whole up.

"C.A.S." (Reigate) sends sketch of his circuit and asks (1) The simplest way of altering it to work on lower wavelengths. (2) Would this circuit work on lower wavelengths if duo-lateral coils were used.

(3) Would a separate heterodyne give the required results.

(1) Put the A.T.C. in series with the A.T.I. (2) No, unless smaller coils were used, but you could make smaller coils yourself. (3) A separate heterodyne will not affect the wavelength range of the set.

"B.E.P." (Woking) asks (1) With reference to the article on heterodynes in the issue of May 6th, if the value of C.2 is correct. (2) What is the capacity of the telephone blocking condensers on Mark III tuners. (3) How to clean an enbonite panel where discoloured by light.

(1) No; in this case a value as high as this is desirable. (2) Usually about 0.0025 mfd. (3) Rub it up with emery cloth, finishing up with a very fine grade, then polish with a little oil on a rag.

"ED." (Bristol) asks (1) For a diagram of a switching arrangement for a five-valve receiver, so that any combination of valves may be used at once. (2) How can he obtain a list of stations transmitting telephony, and if any afternoon concerts are run on weekdays.

(1) Detailed design of a set of this type is outside the scope of these columns. However, a set of this kind is shown in Fig. 3, page 31, April 1st issue, in which transformers may be used for H.F. coupling if preferred. If transformers are used the switching arrangement may be as in the diagram.

"STAR " (Romford) asks (1) What is the best size grid leak and condenser to use with a Mullard "Ora" valve. (2) If a Britwire coil is used as a tuner, will another Britwire coil do as a reaction coil.

(3) What size coil will act as reaction for the best size grid leak and condenser to use with a Mullard "Ora" valve. (4) O.K. if you put a condenser across the telephones, but a loose coupled circuit will give much less re-radiation.

(2) No, unless smaller coils were used, but you could make smaller coils yourself. (3) A separate heterodyne will not affect the wavelength range of the set.

"MICA " (Broadstone).—(1) Thickness of copper is 1.5 mils., and mica 3 mils. For 0.002 mfd. use five metal foils with an overlap of 5 sq. centimetres. For 0.004, use nine foils with the same overlap.

(2) Either is suitable at this wavelength. (4) O.K. if you put a condenser across the telephones, but a loose coupled circuit will give much less re-radiation.

(3) Almost immaterial. Method 2 is somewhat less liable to lead to cross connections and short circuits in connecting up more than one set to a single pair of batteries.

"SPARKS " (Harrow) asks (1) If he could increase the wavelength of a set described in the issue of June 10th, and for winding and connecting details.

(2) Dimensions of coil described in the issue of June 3rd. (3) If enamel can be used for insulating the cardboard formers for inductances. (4) If the aerial sketched is correct.
The First Commercial Wireless Telephone Service in Great Britain

is used for Communications between the offices of the Mersey Docks & Harbour Board in Liverpool and the Bar Lightship beyond the mouth of the Mersey. The Marconi apparatus in each case is operated by the ordinary Harbour Board staff and has been in continual use since its installation over a year ago. — "Calling up" is performed by means of the Marconi wireless bell.

MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH CO., LTD.
MARCONI HOUSE, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2
Telephone: CITY 8710.
HALF THE PLEASURE IN "AMATEUR WIRELESS" IS THE BUILDING OF YOUR OWN APPARATUS.

We can supply you with any accessory, from a Terminal to the Polished Mahogany Case for mounting. We can also supply Ebonite Panels engraved to your requirements.

We are also manufacturers of the famous "BRITWIRE COILS."

Listed below are a few items from our extensive stock.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grid condenser and leak, any value</td>
<td>5/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminium condenser vanes, per pair</td>
<td>0.4/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone transformers, unmounted</td>
<td>15/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto, mounted in polished case</td>
<td>10/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactance formers, very suitable for short waves</td>
<td>7/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Frequency transformers, 1-5 ratio, wonderfully efficient</td>
<td>25/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto, ditto cheaper make</td>
<td>22/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set of eight silk-wound slab inductances, for all wave-lengths</td>
<td>15/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone plug and jack</td>
<td>1/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivoline scales, 0-180 degrees</td>
<td>1/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blocking condenser, any capacity</td>
<td>3/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivoline tablets for indicating terminals, set of seven</td>
<td>2/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valve legs, per dozen</td>
<td>2/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact studs, per dozen</td>
<td>1/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switch arms</td>
<td>2/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansbridge 5 mid condensers, each</td>
<td>1/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indoor aerials, consisting of 36 feet thick rubber flex and two ebonite insulators</td>
<td>3/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>And last, but not least, our new Double Headgear Receiver, at present only wound to 4,000 ohms resistance, equal for telephony to any telephone</td>
<td>45/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receivers sold, superior finish price per pair</td>
<td>3/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All orders over 40/- in value carriage paid</td>
<td>1/-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Send for Illustrated List, post free 3d.

POST ORDERS TO BRITISH WIRELESS SUPPLY COMPANY
6, BLENHEIM TERRACE, LEEDS. Telephone: 26926
And at:
11 Church St., West Hartlepool. Tel.: 373.
18 Eldon Square, Newcastle-on-Tyne. Tel.: 360 City
33 High Street, Southampton. Telephone 403.

AMATEURS AND EXPERIMENTERS are advised that the Marconi International Marine Communication Co., Ltd., is disposing of obsolete ship gear at nominal prices. This affords AN UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY OF OBTAINING MATERIAL FOR THE HOME CONSTRUCTION OF WIRELESS SETS

CALL BETWEEN 10 a.m. & 5 p.m. at 31, Wybert St., Osnaburgh St.,
London, W.1
nearest Tube Station Goodge St.
(Hampstead and Highgate Bly.)
the break, exciting the primary by a buzzer, and introducing a secondary in the grid circuit of the valve.

"H.A.W." (Elmhurst Park) asks (1) For suitable reactance coil 5\\x2033 x 8\\x2033 of No. 28. (2) Wavelength of the above coil. (3) Gauge of enclosed wire. (4) If a car ignition coil would be any use as a transformer.

(1) Try 4'' x 6'' of No. 32. (2) Inductance is 14,000 mhs. This will tune a P.M.G. aerial to about 4,000 metres. (3) No. 37. (4) Possibly it could be used as a microphone transformer, but winding is unsuitable for anything else.

"R.V.S." (Manchester) submits diagram of a crystal set and asks (1) Values for the variable condensers. (2) A question about the connecting up. (3) If certain formers will be suitable. (4) For criticism of set.

(1) A.T.C. enclosed circuit condenser 0-0005 mfd. each. Blocking condenser 0-0002 mfd. (2) Preferably to Y. (3) The suggested values should be all right. If you cannot tune down to 325 metres, remove a few turns from the fixed portion of the coil. (4) O.K.

"J.R.C." (Kilburn) asks for a diagram of an amplifier, and asks if it is correct, and various details about it.

"CAREFUL." (Derby) asks (1) For criticism of a circuit sketched. (2) If a set of slab inductances 300/30,000 metres would be suitable for the A.T.I. of his set. (3) Would the circuit be suitable for short-wave telephony, using the aerial sketched. (4) O.K., but interchangeable H.F. transformers will be required to cover a wide range. (2) Yes. (3) Yes, with A.T.C. used in series.

"POMPONIAN." (Portsmouth) gives a diagram of his circuit and asks if it is correct, and various details about it.

Circuit is O.K. For the A.T.I., 8'' x 6'' of No. 22; Coupler, 3'' x 2'' of No. 22; closed circuit coil, 6'' x 4'' of No. 28; closed circuit condenser, 0-0005 mfd.; grid condenser, 0-0002 mfd.; anode blocking condenser, 0-001 mfd.

"SHAFTESBURY." (London) sends a sketch of a three-valve amplifier, and asks (1) If the wiring diagram is correct. (2) If a list of components for an amplifier are correct. (3) Particulars of suitable aerial, A.T.I. and reactance coil. (4) If this set will receive telephony and broadcasting concerts.

(1) Yes. (2) The grid condenser is too big. Two pieces should be enough. The plates of your condenser are probably too big. (3) The A.T.I., 8'' x 6'' of No. 22. Reaction coil, 5'' x 3'' of No. 28. (4) Yes, from stations in the London district.
"FRAME" (Halifax) asks (1) Formula for calculating the inductance of Lokap wound coils; (2) If the P.M.G. has officially allowed experimenters any length of aerial. (3) Size of condenser across telephones. (4) Particulars of a French wireless magazine, and if it would help an experimenter any length of aerial. (5) If the condenser can be used with a set. (6) Will the set receive the Dutch concerts and Home concerts. (7) What is the approximate cost to make. (8) The value of his five-valve receiver and asks (1) What would the best tuner to use with the five-valve amplifier, honeycomb or single-layer coils. (2) If a variable condenser can be used with a set. (3) That given "V.526" (Australia) in the issue of April 8th, page 64, is about the best. (2) No increase of length is to be allowed, except in the case of a multi-wire aerial, where the length may now be brought up to 100 ft. as with a single wire. (3) About 0.001 mfd.s is a very good value. The value suggested is probably lower. (4) It would probably be of interest, but it is doubtful if it would be of any very great help to you.

"BEGINNER" (N.W.8).—(1) and (2) There is no point in making a crystal set to tune above 3,500 metres, as there are no spark stations above this wavelength for it to work on. If you must have a greater wavelength, increase the closed circuit capacity and put the A.T.C. in parallel with the A.T.I. (3) Tappings or a slider may be used if good variable condensers are available. If the condensers are not continuously variable a slider must be used.

"C.L." (Maldon) refers to the Reinartz Tuner, described in the issue of May 13th, and asks (1) What is the maximum and minimum wavelength on a P.M.G. aerial. (2) What would be the approximate cost to make. (3) If a certain loose coupler and reaction would be suitable for the broadcasting and amateur telephony. (4) The reason for humming noise when the hand is put near the valve.

(1) Approximately 200/450 metres. (2) It depends on whether the variable condensers, switch knobs, terminals, etc., are made or bought. If every part is made, the set could possibly be made for 20s. or 30s. excluding the valve. If the parts were bought, and only the set assembled, the cost might be upwards of £5. (4) We cannot say without test.

"JOB" (Manor Park).—The gauges of the samples of wire are as follows:—1, No. 24; 2, No. 22; 3, No. 21; 4, No. 28.

"B.E.J." (Copenhagen) encloses a diagram of his set and asks (1) How to make R oscillate regularly without altering the coils or H.T. (2) Which valve will generate most, and how many watts will each deliver to the aerial. (3) Wavelength range for telephony and telegraphy. (4) Would results be better with 220 volts H.T. with a 25 watt transmitting valve intended for 800 volts H.T.

(1) Put the condensers across the key or microphone contacts, or put a static potential on the grid, or use a grid condenser and leak, or alter the size and position of the reaction coil. (2) Approximately the same. Probably not more than one watt. (3) Difficult to specify. Possibly five to ten miles with critical reaction. (4) Probably, although it may be somewhat difficult to induce it to oscillate on so greatly reduced voltage.

"H.R." (The Hague) encloses a diagram of his set and asks for criticism and an improved diagram.

The set is of quite good type, except that there is rather too little L.F. and too much H.F. amplification. Try the circuit of Fig. 3, page 467, July 8th issue.

"R.W.G.J." (Newport) encloses a diagram of his five-valve receiver and asks (1) What would be the best tuner to use with the five-valve amplifier, honeycomb or single-layer coils. (2) If a variable condenser can be used with a set. (3) Will the set receive the Dutch concerts and Home concerts. (4) The capacities of the condensers 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. (1) It depends on the wavelength required. Use solenoids for ranges up to 3,000 metres, and honeycombs if a wider range is required. Many examples of windings suitable for wavelengths of different ranges have been given recently. (2) Yes, in the closed circuit. Capacity 0.0005 mfd. for short waves, and 0.001 mfd. for long. (3) Condensers 1, 2 and 3, 0.001 mfd.; No. 4. 0.0002 mfd.s; and No. 5. 0.002 mfd.s. (N.B.—We should advise you to work with a simple set until you have obtained more experience.)

"OHM SWEET OHM" (Lytham) asks (1) Which is the best circuit to use for a four-valve H.F. set. (2) Would this set receive PCGG, 2MT and the broadcasting stations. (3) If this is powerful enough to work a Brown loud speaker. (4) Wavelength of the set.

(1) See Fig. 4, page 437, July 1st, introducing a vernier condenser in parallel with a closed circuit condenser. (2) Yes, with a good aerial. (3) Yes, from fairly near stations, but we should prefer one or two stages of note magnification in place of the final H.F. magnification. (4) The closed circuit would tune to 4,500 metres. The primary will tune to this with a parallel condenser of 0.002 mfd.s, but it will be better to use a loading coil.

"CHITTY-BANG-BANG," H.B. (Nottingham) wishes to construct a short wave receiver described in the issue of June 3rd, and asks (1) What is the capacity of the two variable condensers. (2) If a grid leak is necessary. (3) If the grid leak should be connected across the grid filament or shunted across the grid variable condenser. (4) If a L.F. transformer coupled amplifier can be connected in place of the telephones.

(1) It is not necessary for these condensers to be variable, although the grid condenser might be, say, 0.005 mfd. at maximum. The telephone condenser is about 0.001 mfd.s. (2) Yes, it should certainly be used. (3) Immaterial. (4) Yes.

SHARE MARKET REPORT

Prices as we go to press on July 17th, are:—

| Marconi Ordinary | £2.7.0 |
| Marconi Preference | 1.18.9 |
| Inter. Marine | 1.8.9 |
| Canadian | 1.1.0 |

Radio Corporation of America:

| Ordinary | 1.1.3 |
| Preference | 1.15.0 |
Mullard "ORA" Valves are UNIQUE

They do not infringe French Valve Patents. Purchasers will be protected against claims. You are therefore quite safe in using "ORA" VALVES.

Cut off the coupon and send for your requirements now and obtain extraordinary signal strengths with "ORA" valves. They amplify as they rectify as they receive.

If your Wireless Dealer cannot supply, forward the coupon and give his name.

Terms for quantities on application.

Oscillate—Rectify—Amplify

Registered Trade Mark

None genuine without this Mark

Mullard Radio Valve Co., Ltd.

Claybrook Road, Hammersmith, W.6.

Glasgow: 15 Woodside Terrace, Glasgow (Attn: 17 Sandhill, Newcastle; Contractors to H.M. Admiralty & War Office)

Royal Air Force & Post Office

Telephone: 178, Radio Valve, Hammersmith

Mullard 4-pin Sockets

To the MULLARD RADIO VALVE CO., LTD., 36 Claybrook Road, Hammersmith, London, W.6

Please send me post free:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Description and Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mullard &quot;ORA&quot; valves ... each 15/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mullard patent resistance combined with Mullard blocking condenser 12/-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mullard 4-pin Sockets Price 2/6 each.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I enclose (cheque, money order, P.O.) for..................to cover the cost.

Name

Address

Name of usual Wireless Dealer...

Address

R°°o MALLARD VALVE

9-10
MITCHELL-PHONE HEADGEAR.

Over 27,000 pair distributed to the trade in three months, is sufficient guarantee to quality. Although not quite as illustration (a new mechanical improvement being fitted) they are comfortable, highly efficient, and sold on a money back basis.

35/- Pair.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FROM STOCK, and the trade should grasp the opportunity without delay. GOOD DISCOUNTS, and the quality is such that you will obtain many REPEAT ORDERS.

MITCHELL'S ELECTRICAL & WIRELESS LTD.
McDermott Road, Peckham, S.E.15.
Retail Store, 188, Rye Lane, Peckam, S.E.15.
"Phones": NEW CROSS 1540/1.

TRADE ONLY.

We hold Large Stocks of Wires
for Instruments, Dynamos and Motors.
Stranded for Aerials.

ORDERS & ENQUIRIES INVITED BY
Kent Bros. Electric Wire Co. & E. H. Phillips, Wire Manufacturers,
15, BERBERS STREET,
LONDON, W.1.

ACCESSORIES

New Stock. Guaranteed Satisfaction.

DELIVERY BY RETURN

Telephones, double headgear, 4000 ohms, complete with cords ...... per pair 45/-
Accumulators, 6 volt 60 amp. hours ...... 44/7
........ 6 volt 40 amp. hours ...... 32/9
Insulated Sleevings, red, green, yellow, per yard 5½d. per dozen yards ...... 5/-
H.T. Batteries, 15 volts, long life each ...... 3/6
Terminals, 4BA brass, ...... per dozen 3/-
Ivorine Scales, Engraved 0°-180°, each ...... 1/6
Aerial Stay Wire, flexible steel cable, 15 cwt. breaking strain, sample on request ...... per 100 feet 5/-

Goods above £2 in value carriage paid.

W. J. Henderson
2, Hollywood Road,
South Kensington.
Nearest Station, Earl's Court. Nos. 14 & 37 'Buses.

R.B. British Made WIRELESS DRY BATTERIES

No. 1 W. Pocket lamp size, 4½ volts, with special wire terminals for connecting batteries in series (patent applied for) ...... 7/6 doz.
No. 2 W. Slab, 15 volts (11 cells), 3 screw terminals, size 9" x 4½ x 3½" high ...... 7/6 doz.
No. 3 W. Rectangular 15 volts, 2 screw terminals, size 3½" x 2½" x 2½" high ...... 7/6 doz.
No. 4 W. Rectangular 38 volts, 1 screw terminal and 8 plug holes, size 6½" x 2½" x 2½" high ...... 9/9 doz.

The above prices are subject to liberal trade discount.

ROSE BROS. ELECTRICAL CO. LTD.
25/27, MILTON STREET, LONDON, E.C.3.
And at Glasgow, Manchester and Bristol.
Receiving Outfit.

30th Edition NOW READY ! !
The most INTERESTING, INSTRUCTIVE and COMPLETE Catalogue of 'Everything Electrical & Wireless'
EVEPUBLISHED. Post Free 6d.
A wide range of CRYSTAL and VALVE RECEIVING SETS is shown and in addition we list the most wonderful range of "UNITS and COMPONENTS" for those desiring to make their own sets.

TELEPHONY SETS

Crystal Set enclosed in polished mahogany cabinet. £2 10 0
Complete with double-headed telephones, Aerial Insulators.
£5 5 0
H.B. Super Slab Inductances, range 240 to 36,000 Per Set of Nine, 15 6 Postage 9d.
Fully Illustrated Catalogue. Post free 4d.

H. D. BUTLER & CO., LTD
Telephone: Hop 3029. Telegrams: "Ingenuity Phone, London."

ACCUMULATORS.

ALL NEW STOCK AND GUARANTEED.

4 Volt. 25 Amp. Celluloid - 11 3 each.
Postage 1/-

4 Volt. 40 Amp. 17/6 6 Volt. 40 Amp. 25/6
4 " 60 " 21/3 6 " 60 " 31/-
4 " 80 " 27/- 6 " 80 " 36/-
Packing 1/6 extra. Packing 2/- extra.

7/22 Aerial Wire - - - 6/6 per 100 ft.
Mullard Ora Valves - - - 15/- each.
15 Volt. Siemens H.T. Batteries 4 "
Accumulator Charging Board - - 37/6
Voltmeters, watch pattern, 0/12 Volts 6/-
CASH WITH ORDER.
Goods despatched per return.

LOWKE & SONS, LTD.,
NORTHAMPTON.

INSIST ON HAVING A FULLER ‘BLOCK’ TYPE ACCUMULATOR FOR YOUR WIRELESS SET!
The only Accumulator on the market that will hold its charge from 12 to 18 months when not in use.
4-volt 40 amp. hours, £1 12 6, plus 1/3 carriage
6-volt 40 " 2 8 9 - 1/6
Note: - These prices are 33 1/3% below those of the actual makers.
8,000 Sold. 20,000 still in stock.
Descriptive and Instructive Pamphlet on request from—
The CITY ACCUMULATOR Co. (Dept. 88)
79, MARK LANE, E.C.3 (Tel. No. Avenue 91)
Also supplied by—
AGENTS WANTED IN ALL PARTS.
**THE WIRELESS WORLD EXCHANGE AND MART**

**TARIFF.** Advertisements are accepted for this Section at the rate of two pence per word, with a minimum charge of two shillings. The advertiser’s name and address will be charged for, and single letters and single figures will be counted as words. Compound words will be counted as two words.


**TO BUY.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Complete three valve wireless set, known maker.</td>
<td>2s. 10d.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Send us your enquiries for INSTRUMENT CASES, etc., and all classes of Woodwork in Mahogany, Teak, etc. : : : TRADING COMPETITIVE PRICES!

The Central Aircraft Company

179, High Road - KILBURN N.W.6

BUREAU OF AMERICAN RADIO SUPPLIES, 12 Upper Camden St., Dublin, Ireland.


**FOR SALE.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single Valve Panel</td>
<td>25/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone Transformers</td>
<td>15/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L.F. Transformers</td>
<td>25/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filament Res.</td>
<td>5/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condenser Plates Fixed or Moving</td>
<td>2/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iivorne Scales</td>
<td>10d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid Leak and Condenser</td>
<td>5/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valve Legs</td>
<td>3d.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

List for 2d. Stamp.

**PARKES**

S. E. PARKES & CO. LTD.

46, Camberwell Green, London, S.E.5

Telephone—HOP 2167.

**Instrument Wires FROM STOCK**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single Slide Inductance Valve Panel Condensers, new</td>
<td>12/- 5/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two 24 H.P. Motor Generators, one 45' Mast, 36' Mast</td>
<td>6/- 5/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direction Finders, Drafting Instruments, etc.,</td>
<td>15/- 10d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRADING COMPETITIVE PRICES!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Parts**

- Single Valve Panel
- Telephone Transformers
- L.F. Transformers
- Filament Res.
- Condenser Plates Fixed or Moving
- Iivorne Scales
- Grid Leak and Condenser
- Valve Legs

List for 2d. Stamp.

**WIRELESS WORLD AND RADIO REVIEW**

164, LEVER ST., CITY RD., LONDON, E.C.1

SA ME ADDRESS SINCE 1900.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bamboo Poles for Aerials</td>
<td>5/- 2d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bamboo of Every Description</td>
<td>5/- 2d.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**When Signals are Weak**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>When Signals are Weak</td>
<td>5/- 2d.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ELECTRICAL SUPPLY STORES, 5, Albert Terrace, King Cross, HALIFAX**

**I Buy Wireless Gear of every description.**

Send your particulars to: WILKINSON

Lonsdale Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6

SAME ADDRESS SINCE 1900.

**Book**

Electrical Supply Stores, 5, Albert Terrace, King Cross, Halifax.

**Electrical Supply Stores, 5, Albert Terrace, King Cross, Halifax.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poles for Aerials</td>
<td>5/- 2d.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FOR SALE—Continued.

Crystal Sets, 166, 215. Variable Condensers, £001, 185. 6d.; £005, 10s. Potentiometer, 6s. Inductance, 25, 6d.—MacDonald, Kirk Street, Campbeltown.

Aerial Masts.—Tubular joined, hinged at base to socket for purposes complete, with three-stranded wire stays, turn uncle and ground anchors, pulley, guyline and spreader. All painted two coats. Free on col. £02, £07s. 6d., £03, £05s. each. Other sizes to order.—GOSWELL, ENGINEERING CO., LTD., 12A, Pentonville Road, N.1.

Wireless Instrument Cases, Walnut or Mahogany, from 12" to 4" (outside), 8d. Second quality, 7s. 6d. Any size proportionately. Prompt delivery. Trade inquiries invited.—HINSCOCK, CL2, 58, Matthew Road, N.1.

New Fuller Black Accumulators, guaranteed 50 hours discharge at 3 amps, equal to 2 receiving valves. 17s, 6d. per cwt. delivery.

Two-Valve Amplifier.—One High Frequency, one Medium, complete with cabinet, 45s., 1,000 metre transformer, 6s. Slab coils, 9s. 6d. Price quoted.

Wireless Instrument Cases, Walnut or Mahogany, 12½ sets Sullivan's, made, 20s. Complete with cords, 21s. 6d. and 15s. Send Post Free. Not rubbish. Clean and smart (Marconi Q 28 valves as new).—EVLIN, 2, Frensham Road, Portsmouth.

Two-Valve Amplifier.—One High Frequency, one Medium, complete with cabinet, 45s., 1,000 metre transformer, 6s. Slab coils, 9s. 6d. Post free.

In Groups of 30 volts I actual amp hour.

Situations Vacant—Continued.

Assistant Inspector of Wireless Telegraphy.—There is at present a Vacancy for an Assistant Inspector of Wireless Telegraphy in the Post Office. Candidates should preferably be about 28 years of age; they should either be graduates in Physics or Electrical Engineering, or have had a practical training in Electrical Engineering. The successful candidate will be required to pass an examination, and may be called on to serve abroad. The scale of salary attached to the post is £300 per annum, and £500 to £600 per annum.

Assistant Inspector of Wireless Telegraphy..—There is at present a Vacancy for an Assistant Inspector of Wireless Telegraphy in the Post Office. Candidates should preferably be about 28 years of age; they should either be graduates in Physics or Electrical Engineering, or have had a practical training in Electrical Engineering. The successful candidate will be required to pass an examination, and may be called on to serve abroad. The scale of salary attached to the post is £300 per annum, and £500 to £600 per annum.

Applications must be made in writing, and should be sent to the Assistant Director of Wireless Telegraphy, Post Office, London, E.C., on or before July 31st.
**WIRELESS**

Aerial Wire, 7/22 Bare Copper Stranded in 100 ft. Hanks... each 5 6
Ring Pattern Insulator, 2½ x 1½ holes... each 0 6
Cardboard Cylinders, 4 x diam. x 12 long... each 0 10
1½ sq. Section Brass Rods for Sliders, cut in 3½ lengths, and drilled each end for fixing... each 0 8
Inductance Slider, complete with plunger... each 1 0
Plain Cardboard Tube, 12½ x 4, shellac varnished, wound ready for fixing on supports with No. 24 enamelled wire... each 6 0
1000 m. Condensers complete, assembled in polished Mahogany Box;... each 17 8
All necessary Parts for above Condenser, no drilling or fitting required, but unassembled... each 15 0
Ditto, but without Box;... each 11 0
Ditto, but without Ebonite Top and Box suitable for Panel Mounting;... each 10 0
Government Surplus Accumulators, 16 volts, 15 amp., hours, in case complete, (Sent carriage forward) ea. 1 5 0
Hart Accumulators, 4 volt, 24 amp. hour... each 14 9
Postage and Packing extra, each 1/3

Phone: Wimbledon 1030. Works: Merton.

**J. B. Bower & Co., Ltd.**

*Wireless Manufacturers.*

15, Kingston Road, WIMBLEDON, S.W.19

---

**NOTICE.**

MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH CO., LTD., v. A. C. COSSOR, LTD.

Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Company, Limited, GIVE NOTICE that an Order was made in the High Court of Justice, Chancery Division, by Mr. Justice Russell on the 1st March, 1922, restraining Messrs. A. C. Cossor, Ltd., from infringing the Marconi Company's Letters Patent Nos. 29413 of 1913 and 126658 except so far as Messrs. A. C. Cossor, Ltd., manufacture for H.M. Government.

Messrs. A. C. Cossor, Ltd., were further ordered upon oath to destroy all articles and apparatus (other than those constructed to the order of H.M. Government) made or used by them in infringement of these patents, and to pay the Marconi Company damages and costs.

The M-O Valve Company, Limited, of Osram Works, Brook Green, Hammersmith, London, W.6, is the only firm in this country licensed to manufacture thermionic valves under the patents belonging to the Marconi Company.

Any valve similar to those generally known as the "French type" constitutes an infringement of the above patents whether manufactured in this country or imported from abroad.

HELLESEN DRY BATTERIES FOR WIRELESS

"POLAMP" 4½ volts ... 1/- each
"RECORD" ... 1½...

Full prices and details of all types FREE ON APPLICATION.

A. H. HUNT, LTD.
H.A.H. Works, Tunstall Rd.,
CROYDON : : SURREY

"SEMAPHORE"
High Tension Dry Batteries for Wireless Receiving Sets

TERMINALS. — The 15 volt Batteries are supplied (unless otherwise ordered) with 2 Brass Connecting Strips as illustrated. All the other sizes have 2 Insulated Plugs. Brass Sockets are fixed to every other Cell so that Tappings can be taken at each 3 volts.

Other sizes can be supplied and quotations given on receipt of enquiries.

The "SEMAPHORE" is THE Battery for Wireless Work.

SEMAPHORE, Ltd., DRY BATTERY SPECIALISTS

HEADGEAR RECEIVERS

Designed and manufactured by leading Telephone Manufacturers. Backed by many years' experience.

Highest efficiency, concentrated magnetic field, instantaneously adjusted to the ears, comfortable in wear, either receiver detachable from headband, protected terminals, light weight, twin series cord.

A.T.M. LOUD SPEAKING RECEIVERS
Three types of amplifying horn.

A.T.M. Crystal Detector Sets
Highest Grade. Maximum Efficiency. Moderate Cost.

Ask your dealer for A.T.M. Broadcasting Apparatus

Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Head Office & Works: Milton Rd., Edge Lane, 60 Liverpool
London Office: 60 Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C.2.
G. Z. AUCKLAND & SON
395, ST. JOHN STREET, LONDON, E.C. 1
Manufacturers of Radio Apparatus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTERVALVE TRANSFORMERS</td>
<td>22/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TELEPHONE TRANSFORMERS</td>
<td>15/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONDENSERS, .001 Panel Type</td>
<td>24/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONDENSERS, .0005 Panel Type</td>
<td>18/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONDENSERS, .0002 Panel Type</td>
<td>15/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COILS, (Duo Lateral)</td>
<td>from 2/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COILS, Stands, 3 Coil</td>
<td>18/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COILS, Stands, 2 Coil</td>
<td>21/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BROWN'S A TYPE 'PHONES, H.R.</td>
<td>55/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BROWN'S A TYPE 'PHONES, L.R.</td>
<td>50/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VALVE HOLDERS, Screwed Legs</td>
<td>1/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VALVE LEGS, with 2 nuts and washers</td>
<td>3d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWITCH ARMS</td>
<td>2/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STUDS</td>
<td>per doz. 1/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONDENSER DIALS, Bevelled</td>
<td>3d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONDENSER PLATES</td>
<td>per pair 21d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONDENSER SPINDLES</td>
<td>9d., 11d. 1/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONDENSER WASHERS, Large, 9d., Small 3d.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEMICIRCULAR SCALES</td>
<td>10/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBONITE KNOBS</td>
<td>9d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VARIOMETER FORMERS</td>
<td>7/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.T. UNITS, 15 v.</td>
<td>4/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.T. UNITS, 15 E., Ready</td>
<td>1b. 5/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBONITE, any size</td>
<td>5/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIRES, BRASS ROD, etc., in stock</td>
<td>5/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIL. RESISTANCES</td>
<td>1/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRYSTAL DETECTORS, several patterns.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We are the actual Manufacturers of all Component Parts.

We also carry out Press Work, Repetition work in brass or ebonite, engraving, etc.

The Wireless Press, Limited
12-13, Henrietta Street, Strand, London, W.C.2

WE SPECIALISE IN
EBONITE EQUIPMENT
FOR WIRELESS SETS

SHEETS : TUBES : PANELS
KNOBS, CONDENSER COVERS
WHOLESALE ONLY
FROM STOCK

HIGHTENSITE LTD.
Normandy St., Custom House, E.16

The Construction of Amateur Valve Stations
By ALAN L. M. DOUGLAS
78 pages. 55 Diagrams and Illustrations.

Price 1/6 NETT.

The aim of the author in compiling this volume has been to place within the reach of the amateur who is interested in Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony a Handbook which will enable him to obtain data that he has otherwise difficulty in acquiring, in order that he may construct for himself apparatus which he desires to make, but does not quite know how to design correctly.
**PETO’S PROGRESS**

We beg to announce that we have secured the lease of a much larger showroom at Featherstone House, No. 64, High Holborn, W.C.1.

Will patrons kindly note that in future all correspondence and sales will be dealt with at the new address.

**ANOTHER IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.**

The huge demand for our high-class condenser, in parts and ready to use, has necessitated the installation of the latest type of machinery, thereby reducing the cost of production.

WE have decided to PASS ON THE ENTIRE BENEFITS TO THE PUBLIC.

Our new prices are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approx. Capacity in Micro-farads</th>
<th>Ready to assemble for Panel Mounting</th>
<th>Price assembled for Panel Mounting</th>
<th>Complete in Polished Mahogany Cabinet ready for use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-0015</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>24/-</td>
<td>27/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-001</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>21/-</td>
<td>27/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-00075</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>14/-</td>
<td>17/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0005</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>11/-</td>
<td>10/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0003</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9/-</td>
<td>9/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0002</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7/-</td>
<td>6/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0001</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6/-</td>
<td>8/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-00005</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4/-</td>
<td>8/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prices are for parts with Irovine Scale and Pointer. Bevelled Dial, as illustrated, 3/- extra.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Full set of parts contain—Ebonite panel drilled and tapped, grid leak (Sphinx Tubular Type guaranteed 12 months), grid condenser, telephone condenser, sylotex wire, all terminals, set of engraved ebonite tablets, valve sockets, blue print... 15/9 Post 9d.

We can supply a polished cabinet to fit, at 3/- extra. A few pairs of Brown 'Phones, ex W.D., but as new, 120 ohms A type... 15/9 Post 9d. (Subject to being unsold. Limited number.)

French headphones. Delivery from stock, 8000 ohms, New... 15/9 Post 9d. 35/-

Sullivan's and Ericsson headphones, ex W.D., 120 ohms with cords... 17/-

Less cords... 12/-

Delivery per return. Post 9d.

YOU ARE SAFE IN DEALING WITH PETO.

**NOTE:** Did you read your W.W. of July 8th. 'Nuff said.

An apology is due on our behalf to the thousands who have been kept waiting a week for their catalogues.

We really underestimated the magnificent call for our neat little handbook with its list of stations and transmitting times, and have persuaded the printers to work overtime on our FIFTH EDITION.

By the time this is in print our new supply will be available, Send 6d. for your copy right now.

DON'T FORGET THE NEW ADDRESS:


---

**HIGH GRADE EBONITE SHEETS RODS TUBES MOULDINGS**

"Bakelite," "Wittonite" & Fireproof Mouldings Suitable for Electrical, Wireless and Mechanical Requirements.

ENQUIRIES INVITED

**THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., LTD.**, Insulation Dept., MAGNET HOUSE, KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2

Insulation Works: WITTON and COVENTRY.
**CQ Std bi for ERICSSON PHONES**

When you install your wireless set—crystal or valve—you'll get maximum results if you fit Ericsson Phones—clarity, sensitivity, strength of signals and absence of "click." Specially suited to telephony, Ericsson Phones embody the accumulated experience of telephone manufacture for a generation. Easy to the hand, light and comfortable. The magnets never lose their strength and "shorts" are non-existent.

Write for Particulars

The BRITISH L. M. ERICSSON MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd.

Head Office: 60, Lincoln's Inn Fields, E.C.2.

---

**ACCUMULATORS FOR WIRELESS, ETC.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4 volt</th>
<th>60/6</th>
<th>6 volt</th>
<th>40 amp</th>
<th>26/3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>21/6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>31/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>28/2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>37/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>30/6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>41/6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2/6 extra for packing case (returnable).

Special 4 volt 24 amp. (Celluloid case) 11/9

Postage 1/-

F. YATES & SONS LTD., 144, Church St., Kensington, London, W.8

Phone: Park 4276.

WRITE FOR LISTS.

---

**THE "ESI-FIX" AERIAL**

Patent applied for

"FIX IT LIKE A CLOTHES LINE."

A new "one-piece" aerial with patented continuous insulation, complete with straining eye, adjustable suspension and terminal. No lead-in tube, or other insulators required. No joints, no soldering, no leakage, no bother. Can be thrown up anywhere, and is absolutely weatherproof. Maximum efficiency guaranteed. Send cash with order and secure delivery at once. Length 50 ft., 10/-; 75 ft., 12/6; 100 ft., 15/-. Carriage paid in U.K.

Agents wanted.

CHAMBERS & ELLIS

6 & 7 Craven House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2

---

**DON’T MAKE any haphazard purchases until you have seen OUR CATALOGUE OF WIRELESS INSTRUMENTS, ACCESSORIES and MATERIALS SEND NOW!**

RADIO, ELECTRICAL & MECHANICAL SUPPLIES,

SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY STORES

8, NEWINGTON CAUSEWAY,

LONDON, S.E.1.

---

**SEA-CLIFF TUBE, SHEET, WIRE, STRIP, ROD & CASTINGS IN PHOSPHOR BRONZE, COPPER, BRASS, &c., &c.**

CHARLES CLIFFORD & SON, LTD., BIRMINGHAM.
ENLIGHTENMENT!

The increasingly important part played by the Valve in all Modern Wireless Installations makes it essential that all those interested in Wireless communication should have at least an elementary knowledge of its action and the principles underlying its various uses.

The Oscillation Valve

The Elementary Principles of its Application to Wireless

BY

R. D. BANGAY

215 Pages 110 Diagrams

Price 6/- nett
(post free 6/6)

CONTENTS.

The Wireless Press Ltd., Dept. W.W.
12-13, Henrietta St., London, W.C.2

Questions and Answers COUPON
To accompany Questions sent in during the week commencing July 22nd, 1922.

VOL. X, NO. 17.

See Conditions on Page 533.
CONQUEST
THE MAGAZINE OF
POPULAR SCIENCE
Written for all the family to understand.

SCIENCE :: INVENTION :: INDUSTRY

ON SALE EVERYWHERE.  PRICE 1/- MONTHLY

WIRELESS APPARATUS
Take advantage of our fourteen year's experience of Wireless Telegraphy. Build your own receiving apparatus. We can show you how to do it, and supply you with parts for same.

James Fraser & Co.
(In collaboration with the Electrical Training College.)
21, Manor Gardens, Holloway, N.

WITH GOOD APPARATUS YOU CAN GET GOOD RESULTS
THE "W.P."
Morse Practice Key
Well Made. First-class Finish. Thoroughly Reliable
Price 7/6 Post Free

THE WIRELESS PRESS, LTD.
12-13 HENRIETTA STREET, LONDON, W.C.2

"THE BOOK OF THE WEEK"
FIFTY YEARS OF ELECTRICITY
The Memories of an Electrical-Engineer
by J. A. FLEMING, M.A., D.Sc., F.R.S.
371 Pages. 111 Plates.

PRICE 30/- NETT.
(Postage 1/-)

CONTENTS.
Introduction.
Chap. I. Telegraphs and Telephones in the last Fifty Years.
II. Dynamo's, Alternators, Transformers and Motors.
III. Electric Lamps and Electric Lighting.
IV. Electric Heating, Cooking and Furnaces in Five Decades.
VI. Theory and Measurements.
VII. Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony.
Conclusion.

THE WIRELESS PRESS, LIMITED
Dept. W.W.
12/13, Henrietta St., London, W.C.2
BEFORE YOU CAN STUDY WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY
AND TELEPHONY YOU MUST HAVE A
KNOWLEDGE OF MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY

Dear Sir,

A READER'S APPRECIATION.

I received in good condition a copy of "Mag. and Elec. for Home Study" on Saturday last, and I am very highly pleased with it. I have much pleasure in enclosing a P.O. for 6/- which I trust you will find in good order. Again thanking you for the value offered and the prompt attention.

Yours faithfully.

To many who are anxious to gain a knowledge of Magnetism and Electricity some text books on the subject have a very forbidding appearance.

The formulae and equations too frequently haunt the non-mathematical reader and cause him to abandon his intention.

Such fears, however, need no longer deter anyone from acquiring the knowledge desired as in MAGNETISM & ELECTRICITY FOR HOME STUDY By H. E. Penrose will be found FIFTY COMPLETE LESSONS prepared in such a form that the reader ceases to regard them as a study.

The various facts and theories are elucidated subtly but surely. No effort has been spared by the Author to explain the subject so clearly and thoroughly that no one can misunderstand him.

At the conclusion of each lesson is placed a series of questions which enable the reader to test his progress and assure himself that his knowledge is well grounded. In this way he will know that his future study of Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony will be based upon a solid foundation.

A copy of the book will be sent ON APPROVAL to all who complete the request form below.

The Manager, Mail Order Dept.,
THE WIRELESS PRESS, LIMITED,
12-13, Henrietta St., LONDON, W.C.2

I enclose 6d. for postage.

Please send me a copy of MAGNETISM & ELECTRICITY FOR HOME STUDY. By H. E. Penrose.

If I retain it I will remit the sum of 6/-. Otherwise I will return the book in good condition within 5 days of its receipt.

Name

Postal Address

Date: 1922
ALL BRITISH WIRELESS EXHIBITION & CONVENTION

will be held at the

HORTICULTURAL HALL

WESTMINSTER : LONDON : S.W.1

SEPT. 30TH TO OCT. 7TH
(SATURDAY) (SATURDAY)

This will be the most representative Wireless Exhibition ever held in Great Britain

THIS EXHIBITION has the full support of the trade

THE CONVENTION will be held under the auspices of the WIRELESS SOCIETY OF LONDON and all affiliated societies.

APPLICATIONS for stands, will only be accepted from BRITISH Allied and Kindred Trades.

Applications should be addressed to

THE MANAGERS

BERTRAM DAY & CO., LTD.

Official Advertising Agents for the "WIRELESS WORLD"

9 and 10, Charing Cross, S.W.1  Gerrard 8063/4
The OHMER INSULATION TESTING SET (COX'S PATENT)

This is the lightest, cheapest and best instrument of its kind on the market. It consists of an Ohmeter and Generator mounted in one case. The Ohmeter is of the Electrostatic type, giving extreme lightness. Absolutely unaffected by external fields. It reads directly in Megohms and is independent of the voltage or speed of the generator.

NALDER BROS. & THOMPSON, LTD.,
97a, DALSTON LANE, LONDON, E.8.

DON'T WORK in the Dark

If you have a Wireless Set and know but little of the principles of its working, you are missing a great amount of the interest and pleasure which the man obtains who has this knowledge.

It is nice to get good results but where is the satisfaction if you know not how they are obtained?

The Elementary Principles of WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY by R. D. BANGAY

tells in the simplest possible manner, the theory, and practice of wireless.

The Author makes the subject intelligible to persons who do not possess much technical knowledge, and at the same time it is brief and accurate.

The book is so arranged as to be useful as a reference book for students and amateurs.

It is published in two parts

PRICE 4/- EACH (post free 4/5)

or combined in one volume

PRICE 7/6 NETT (post free free 8/3)

THE WIRELESS PRESS, LIMITED, DEPT. W.W., 12-15, HENRIETTA ST., STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2

Registered "NIPHAN" Trade Mark.

WATER-TIGHT PLUGS and CABLE COUPLINGS TO MEET HOME OFFICE REQUIREMENTS

COUPLING CONNECTING CABLES

Telegram: "Niphon, London."

SIX WAY TEE CONNECTORS

As used by H.M. War Office, Electric Supply Companies, Railway Companies, Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Company, Simmonds Bros., Ltd.

4, 6 & 8, NEWTON STREET, HOLBORN, W.C.
The following operations are quite automatic with Elwell plugs and jacks:

1. Filaments switched on.
2. Telephones put across crystal, first, second, third or fourth valve as selected.
3. Intervalve transformer disconnected at point of insertion, so ensuring maximum efficiency of set.
4. Only chosen number of valves lights up. The remainder stay out of circuit.
5. Removing plug, completely switches off set.

Other advantages are:—Once connected up, no errors can subsequently be made in connections and switching. Comparative tests of telephones and loud speakers can be made with ease and accuracy. With Elwell plugs and jacks you can get the best out of a set.

Write for descriptive leaflet—

C. F. ELWELL, LTD., CRAVEN HOUSE, KINGSWAY, W.C.2

ALWAYS USE
HART ACCUMULATORS
SUITABLE FOR ALL CLASSES OF ELECTRICAL WORK
WE SPECIALISE IN
HART HIGH TENSION BATTERIES

HART ACCUMULATOR CO., LTD.
STRATFORD

BRANCH OFFICES AT:
BELFAST: 41, Chichester Street.
BIRMINGHAM: 174, Corporation Street.
BRISTOL: 37, Victoria Street.
YORK: 6, Bridge Street.

GLASGOW: 107, Wellington Street.
LONDON: 36, Victoria St., S.W.1
MANCHESTER: 4, Victoria Bridge.
SELF CONTAINED OR UNIT SYSTEMS
Marconiphones, Marconi Scientific Units, Waveora System, Etc.

Apply for Lists of Receiving Equipment and Accessories.

At our Showrooms
168 Regent Street, W.1
we give demonstrations to purchasers.


Special quotations for Technical Colleges, Schools and Educational Institutions.

The Radio Waveora Co.
168 Regent Street, London, W.1

"Wireless for all"
Before you decide on the construction of your set. It will pay you to have particulars of—

Condensite Celoron
For PANELS and OTHER PARTS.
This material is waterproof, immune to atmospheric and climatic conditions, will not warp, has high surface and volume restivity, high di-electric strength, low specific gravity.

SEND PARTICULARS OF YOUR EXACT REQUIREMENTS TO THE MANUFACTURERS

DIAMOND FIBRE LTD.
DIAMOND-FIBRE WORKS
HIGH ROAD SOUTH TOTTENHAM, N.15.
THE H.P.R.
UNIVERSAL TUNER

Calibrated from 150 to 30,000 metres

Can be operated at sight, without any wireless or electrical knowledge, for speech, song, music or Morse on any wavelength. The patent Automatic Wavelength Indicator (adjustable for any P.O. Aerial) is an “indispensable guide to the ether” for novice and expert alike. Any station may be tuned in five seconds. The Reaction Coupling is finely adjustable. The patent H.P.R. Windings effect very sharp tuning. Annapolis, U.S.A., may be read with one valve. Each instrument is individually adjusted, calibrated and finished. The handsomest, most efficient and most convenient tuning instrument ever produced. Guaranteed by signed certificate. Demonstrated with pleasure.

This instrument, combined with the H.P.R. Universal 3-Valve Amplifier (£40), constitutes the handsomest, most easily operated, complete, compact and efficient 3-valve receiving station obtainable at any price. May be dismantled and re-erected in five minutes. Provision is made for the addition of further amplifying units (high and low frequency) as required.

Full particulars of these and many other instruments on application. Everything guaranteed. Trade supplied.

H.P.R. WIRELESS, LTD.

Tel.: REGENT 1719

Head Office and Demonstration Room:
CARLTON HOUSE, GREAT QUEEN STREET, KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C. 2

A New Condenser for Wireless Receivers

THE DUBILIER TYPE 600 MICA CONDENSER

The illustrations show two types of this new condenser for wireless receiving circuits. The condensers have the same perfect mica insulation, the same high efficiency and the same permanence of capacity as the larger Dubilier Mica Condensers used in wireless transmitters. Distortion when receiving telephony is often due to bad design of the components of the receiver—therefore use efficient Dubilier Condensers in your receiver to obtain the best out of your set.

PRICES:

Capacity between 0'0001 and 0'001 mfd - 2/6 each

" " 0'001 " 0'005 " - 3/- "

Condensers complete with Grid Leaks - 7/6 "

TRADE TERMS ON APPLICATION.

Both types of condenser (with or without clips for a grid leak) are fitted with screw terminals as well as tags for making soldered connections.

THE DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1921), LTD.,
DUCON WORKS, Goldhawk Road, Shepherd's Bush, London, W.12
The Name "BURNDEPT" GUARANTEES Cent. Per Cent. QUALITY & EFFICIENCY.

BURNDEPT
WIRELESS APPARATUS

LIVERPOOL
10, South John Street.

BIRMINGHAM:
133 New Street.

MANCHESTER
61, Bridge Street, Deansgate.

LEEDS:
48, Gt. George Street.

LONDON OFFICE & SHOWROOMS
15 Bedford Street, Strand, W.C.2

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
(W.) post free, 6d.; to all who apply & mention "The Wireless World.
This gives full details of our one, two, three and four-value RECEIVING SETS complete and ready for use.
Prices from:
£21

The Set De Luxe

The Burndept Ultra IV. Receiving Set.

The Burndept Ultra IV., in addition to receiving ALL BRITISH CONCERTS, will also receive loudly and clearly the HAGUE, PARIS and BERLIN CONCERTS, as well as Morse code messages from ALL European, North African, and some AMERICAN commercial stations.

WE HAVE A COMPLETE STOCK OF ALL WIRELESS ACCESSORIES


LONDON SHOWROOMS: 15, Bedford Street, Strand, W.C.2

BURNDEPT, LTD.,
Manufacturers of Wireless Apparatus
AERIAL WORKS, BLACKHEATH,
LONDON, S.E.3

The Baynton High Tension Unit Regd. No. 11896/22

Containing 45 Cells

ADVANTAGES:
(A) Each Battery can be separately Tested.
(B) Exhausted cells replaced at the cost of a few pence.
(C) No soldering required, exhausted Batteries replaced by undoing 2 screws.
(D) Four Tapping, or more if required.
(E) A neat Polished Box, with Ebonite Top and Brass Terminals.

PRICES:
60 volts... £27/6
75 volts... £32/6

SEND FOR ONE TO-DAY
The Best Value on the Market

ALL BURNDEPT APPARATUS IN STOCK

Sole Manufacturers—C. S. BAYNTON & SON, 133, New Street, BIRMINGHAM.
Sheet, rod and tube stocked in qualities suitable for all Wireless work. Knobs (Moulded), various patterns stocked. Condenser dial and knob. 3" and 4" dia.—0°—100°. Watch this Advert. for new mouldings.

EBONITE
(HARD RUBBER)

Enquiries Solicited-

WHOLESALE ONLY.

AMERICAN HARD RUBBER CO.
(BRITAIN) LIMITED
13a, FORE STREET, LONDON, E.C.2
Teleg. "Ebonisth, Ave., London." "Phone : Central 12754

Genuine & Original

HELLESEN DRY BATTERIES FOR WIRELESS

36 volts High Tension wander plug, tapping every 4 1/2 volts.
Size—6 7/8 x 2 1/8 x 3"

Price 8/6 each

Known all over the world as THE BEST

HELLESEN POCKET BATTERIES
"POLAMP" 4½ volts ... 1/2 each
"RECORD" ... 1/2 each
Full prices and details of all types free on application.

A. H. HUNT, LTD.
H.A.H. Works, Tunstall Rd., CROYDON : : SURREY

BATTERIES OF MERIT.

15 Volt Strip Connection ... 2/6, postage ½d
15 " 2-terminal type, 7½ or 15 volts ... 3/6 ... 6d
15 " Wander Plug, 3 volt variation ... 4/6 ... 6d
56 " " " " " ... 7/6 ... 1/-
60 " " " " " ... 10/6 ... 2/-

Fully Illustrated List of Wireless Goods, post free, ½d.

H. D. BUTLER & CO., LTD.
Office: BANK BUILDINGS, 222, GT. DOVER ST., S.E.1
(Oppositeboro Tube Station)
Works: CANONBURY, LONDON, N.1
Telephone : Hop 3000. Teleg. "Ingenuity, Phone London."

"DIOPLION"

INTERVALVE TRANSFORMS

21/- 21/-

Are the result of 18 months careful research, and will be found equal to any. They are sold on the "money back" principle, and we are confident that once you have made a test, your future supplies will all be "DIOPLION" types.

Immediate delivery can be given to EARLY APPLICANTS and the trade should take advantage without delay.

MITCHELL'S ELECTRICAL & WIRELESS Ltd.
McDermott Road, Peckham, S.E.15
(Retail Store, 188, Rye Lane, S.E.15)
ELECTRICAL AND
Mechanical Engineers
Contractors to the Admiralty, War Office & Air Force

Manufacturers of Marconi's Wireless Disc Dischargers.
Rotary Converters. Dynamos.
Electric Motors. Transformers.
Boosters. Box High Vacuum Pumps.

COMPLETE ELECTRIC LIGHT INSTALLATIONS
For Country Houses and Yachts.

AN EFFICIENT STAFF FOR REPAIRS

Inventors' ideas carefully and skilfully carried out from the preparation of detailed drawings to the completion of the finished article.

W. MACKIE & CO
ESTABLISHED 1882
THE PALACE ENGINEERING WORKS
129, 131, 133, Lambeth Road, London, S.E.1
TELEPHONE 182 HOP
IF YOU REQUIRE 
A LIGHT MAST OR 
AERIAL SPREADER
WRITE TO
MCGRUER HOLLOW 
SPAR CO. LTD.
COMMERCIAL ROAD, 
LAMBETH, LONDON
S.E.1
'Phone
HOP
718
Wires :
"OLLOSARSH 
WATLOO, LONDON."

SIEMENS
DRY BATTERIES
for 
H.T. 
Circuits

15 volts (11 cells) \{ Fitted with end connec-
tion strips in brass.
30 " (21 " ) \{ As illustrated, fitted 
with plug socket con-
nexions at the end 
terminals, and at inter-
mediate positions. For 
use with suitable re-
movable plug terminals 
supplied at a small 
extra charge.
36 " (24 " )
50 " (36 " )
60 " (44 " )
90 " (66 " )
100 " (72 " )

Full descriptive pamphlet and prices on application to
THE MANUFACTURERS:
SIEMENS BROTHERS 
& CO., LIMITED
General Offices & Works : 
WOOLWICH, LONDON, S.E. 18
Telegrams : 
SIEMENS, WOOLWICH.
Telephone : 
CITY 6400 (7 lines)
and at 
Belfast, Birmingham, Bristol, Cardiff, Glasgow, 
Leeds, Manchester, Newcastle, Sheffield, Southampton.
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BATTERIES FOR WIRELESS
High Tension Block Accumulators

Block Accumulators, unlike the ordinary Plate Type, retain their energy for 12-18 months on one charge. Unequalled for use with Wireless Thermonic Valves. Standardised sizes—1½ and 3 A.H. capacity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>No. of cells</th>
<th>Voltage</th>
<th>Capacity A.H.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A 12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1½</td>
<td>£4 15 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A 30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>3 A.H.</td>
<td>£10 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A 12/K</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3 A.H.</td>
<td>£5 15 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A 30/K</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>3 A.H.</td>
<td>£10 10 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fuller Plate and Patent Block Cells (2 and 6-volt sets) are eminently suitable for Wireless Work.

EBONITE—Rod, Sheet and Tube

FULLER’S UNITED ELECTRIC WORKS, LTD.
WOODLAND WORKS, CHADWELL HEATH, ESSEX.
Telegrams: Fuller, Chadwell Heath, Telephone: Ilford 171 (4 lines), London Telephone Area.

Silk and Cotton Covered H.C. Copper Wire, Resistance Wires, Fuse Wire, Binding Wires, Charcoal Iron Core Wire, Asbestos Covered Wire, Braided and Twisted Wires, Bare Copper Strand and Flexibles of any Construction, Wire Ropes and Cords (fine sizes) in Galvanised Steel, Phosphor Bronze, &c.
NOW IS THE TIME to acquire a sound theoretical and practical knowledge of THREE ELECTRODE VALVES, (as applied to C.W. Radio-telegraphy and Radio-telephony), by means of my POSTAL INSTRUCTION COURSE.

Perfectly Simple

May I Send you Particulars?

2/Lt. E. REDPATH, 19, Niger St., BARROW-IN-FURNESS
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HOLLOW STEEL MASTS FOR AERIALS

These masts are light, strong, easily erected, and will last a lifetime. All lengths over 15ft. are made in sections and each mast is supplied complete with baseplate, finial, rope cleat, pulley sheave, guy clips, three steel guy ropes and strainers, painted one coat ready for immediate erection. Being made of steel, no lightning conductors are required.

Prompt Delivery.

Prices F.O.R. for Cash with Order, Each

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10ft.</td>
<td>32/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25ft.</td>
<td>57/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15ft.</td>
<td>42/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30ft.</td>
<td>84/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20ft.</td>
<td>45/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40ft.</td>
<td>126/-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other Lengths supplied at equally Low Prices.

The Wireless Steel Mast & Accessory Company
Lombard Street West, West Bromwich

Telephone No. 447
THE IDEAL WIRELESS SET CAN BE BUILT UP ON THE MARCONI SCIENTIFIC UNIT SYSTEM

If you invest in this series of units you need not scrap any of your gear when you wish to improve your set.

Units 1, 2 and 4 form a nucleus which will give you all the broadcast programmes and all telephony and telegraphy between 300 metres and 26,000 metres.

THE FULL SYSTEM.

FULL DETAILS AND FREE ADVICE upon the combination most suitable for your special needs will be sent on receipt of your enquiry by

THE MARCONI SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT CO., LTD.

40 DEAN STREET, SOHO, W.1
Ideal Valve Accumulator.

50 Amps.

By far the best value in Accumulators on the market. Ask those who already have them.

2 volts ... 10-
4 ... 20-
6 ... 30-

Carriage.

2 volts ... 1/-
4 ... 2/-
6 ... 3/-

Dimensions of each cell 8 x 4 x 3.

Weight without Acid 5½ lbs.

Brown Sterling Phones.

Multi-Magnet Type

The world renowned headphones giving unsurpassed efficiency:

120 ohms: 49-2
2,000 ... 81-
4,000 ... 82-

Complete with best quality cords.

Radio Telegraphy & Telephony.

We hold Large stocks of all your requirements, call and inspect them.

SWITCHES mounted on porcelain bases, carrying capacity 25 Amps. ideal for earthing and change-over purposes, as illustrated. S.P.D.T., 3/- each; D.P.D.T., 6 - each.

GRID LEAK AND CONDENSER, combined in one unit size: 3⁄4 x 1. Values, 1 meehm and 5000 mgs.

Price 5/- each.

INDUCTANCE TUBES, specially impregnated ready for winding; Easily cut to required length. Supplied in 12" lengths only. Diam. 6⁄8"; 1⁄2"; 10⁄32; 3⁄8", 8d. each. Postage extra.

VARIOMETER FORMERS, hard wood ball and casing complete ready for winding, 10/-.

BUZZERS, for testing crystal receivers and for Morse practice. High tone adjustable note. In nickel-plated or brass finish. 5/- each.

H.T. BATTERIES, 36v. units with tappings every 6v. Supplied complete with two plugs, 7/- extra.

INSULATING SLIEVING, any colour per yd. 6d. Mica sheet, best only, 1½ by 3/4 by .002's, per doz. 3/-.

VALVE HOLDERS in ebonite with small flange, 1/2.

SPECIAL OFFER OF AERIAL WIRES.

Finest quality British made high conductivity material only. Per 150 ft. lengths. Phosphor Bronze, 7/20, 12-; 7/22, 10-; 7/23, 8-; Copper, 7/20, 12-; 7/22, 8-; 7/23, 5-.

Postage 9d. extra.

Everything from present stock. Let us know your requirements.

RADIO SUPPLIES (Dept. 1), 236 High Holborn.

London, W.C.1

EBONITE AND VULCANITE

TUBES—RODS—SHEETS

LARGE STOCKS

BRITANNIA RUBBER AND KAMPTULICON CO., LTD.

7, NEWGATE ST., LONDON, E.C.1

Telephone: 2169 Central.

Telegram: Britannia, London.
A Tuner for all Wavelengths

By W. Forbes Boyd.

It has been said that an efficient tuner is as good as an extra valve, and although this naturally assumes that comparison is made with a badly designed tuner, there is undoubtedly a certain amount of truth in the statement.

Wireless literature for amateurs is redundant with improved methods of amplification, but tuner design is only infrequently given, and these thoughts have prompted the writer to give the following particulars of a tuner in which he has attempted to combine efficiency at all wavelengths with facilities for quickly changing the wavelengths. This means that the aerial tuning inductance must be built up in sections which can, as far as possible, be isolated from one another not only electrically, but also magnetically, to prevent the "dead-end" effect that so often worries the amateur at short wavelengths.

The writer has assumed that for efficiency, compactness and cheapness, the coils taken from the Mark III Short Wave Tuner are the most suitable for short wavelengths, and that the machine-wound duo-lateral type of loading coil, on account of its low equivalent or self capacity, combined with the space occupied, is the most efficient for the longer wavelengths, and for these reasons they are embodied in the design.

Two variable condensers of 0.001 and 0.0003 mfd. capacities are included in the tuner attached to concentric telephone plugs so that they may be connected:

(a) In series with the aerial lead.
(b) In series with the earth lead.
(c) In parallel with the inductance.

These alternative positions for connecting up the condensers form an attractive feature of the design.

For short wavelengths the 0.001 mfd. condensers

---

Left figure shows diagram of connections and the right figure an alternative and simpler arrangement, but in order to "dead-end" the sections not in use, it is necessary to remove the idle coils.
condenser is connected in series with the aerial lead, and the 0.0003 mfd. condenser in series with the earth lead.

This arrangement, more especially the small earth series condenser, facilitates reaction at short wavelengths, and whereas reaction with parallel condensers fails at about 300 metres, it is safe to say that with series condensers reaction can easily be obtained at 100 metres or even a smaller wavelength.

The series aerial and earth jacks must be so arranged that when the condenser plug is
withdrawn, the two contact pieces are shorted through the two centre contacts. This is done by using 4 or 5-way contact jacks and permanently connecting the two centre contacts together as shown in Fig. 1.

Another advantage of using the “plug-in” method of connecting condensers to the open oscillatory circuit is the fact that there is no gap in the range of wavelengths, which is sometimes the result when only one condenser is used with the ordinary series parallel switch. For example, using a particular inductance, one condenser and series parallel switch, wavelength may be obtained as follows:

- Condenser in series with inductance. Range (say) 300-600 m.
- Condenser in parallel with inductance. Range 750-1,500 m.

And from the above it is seen that there is a gap in the wavelength between the series and parallel connections.

When using two condensers and the “plug-in” method of connection this gap can easily be bridged as follows:

- 0.001 mfd. and 0.0003 condensers in series. Range (say) 300-600 m.
- 0.001 mfd. in series and 0.0003 in parallel. Range 500-1,000 m.
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0.001 mfd, and 0.0003 condensers in parallel. Range 750-1,500 m.

So much for the condensers. The aerial tuning inductance at first sight is perhaps a little more involved, but in actual practice it is easily manipulated, and the design is such that all unnecessary complications have been omitted.

Actually there are two circuits in the tuner, which are used as aerial tuning inductance and reaction. The reaction circuit can easily be adapted so that it can be used as a closed or tuned oscillatory circuit, but in this article it is described as a standard reaction circuit.

The aerial tuning inductance is arranged in three sections, each section being isolated by means of the section or A.T.I. switch as shown in Fig. 1.

The first section of the inductance is the well-known single layer inductance taken from a Mark III short wave tuner, and is connected to a 19 point switch as shown in Fig. 1, marked A.T.I. Range 1.

The reaction for this section is the closed circuit, or loose coupled inductance taken from the Mark III short wave tuner, and has five tapping points.

These two coils are mounted under the ebonite face plate as shown dotted in Fig. 2.

The second and third sections of the inductance are duo-lateral coils, which are plugged into sockets on the outside face of the ebonite base-board.

The reaction for the second section of the inductance is also plugged into a movable arm by means of which the coupling can be altered.

In connecting up Range 1 of the inductance to Ranges 2 and 3, we could add 2 studs to the 19 point tapping switch and connect section 2 between studs 19 and 20 and section 3 between studs 20 and 21, but this arrangement, by adding the loading coils at the end of Range 1, would prevent the use of the 19 tapping points of Range 1 for fine tuning,

In connecting up Range 1 of the inductance to Ranges 2 and 3, we could add 2 studs to the 19 point tapping switch and connect section 2 between studs 19 and 20 and section 3 between studs 20 and 21, but this arrangement, by adding the loading coils at the end of Range 1, would prevent the use of the 19 tapping points of Range 1 for fine tuning,
but isolates the section not in use. For example, when the contact arm is on stud No. 1, ranges 2 and 3 are absolutely disconnected in order to eliminate dead-end effect. This is done by vertical and curved contact plates which are short-circuited by two wiper arms attached to, but insulated from the contact arm. The contact plates are held firmly in place by driving them into saw-cuts in the ebonite.

Fig. 4 shows a nearer view of the section switch, the contact plates and the two wiper arms.

It will be noted that the outer contact plates are short-circuited when the contact arm is on studs 2 and 3, and that the inner contact plates are shorted only at stud 3. Reference to the diagram (Fig. 1) shows how these studs and contact plates are connected.

**Reaction for Ranges 2 and 3.**

This is shown in Fig. 3 and also a view taken from the top of the tuner is shown in Fig. 5.

The reaction coil is plugged into the end of a thin fibre arm which is strengthened at the bearing end. The bearings are phosphor bronze or brass strips, which project through the ebonite face plate a sufficient distance to allow the arm to be horizontal with the ebonite face plate when in the maximum coupling position.

This means that there is a space under the fibre arm, and this space is used for the reaction terminals which are hidden from view, being behind the bearing strips.

The reaction terminals consist of two sockets into which a 2-pin plug fits, the plug being connected to the reaction leads from the amplifier. This allows the reaction coils to be quickly reversed, an advantage which users of H.F. magnification will appreciate.

**Duo-lateral Coils.**

These coils are a well-known make, but the writer, not being satisfied with the standard method of mounting with plug and socket attached to the outside of the wire, has brought out an alternative design which has the advantage that the wire need not be handled when in use.

The method of coil mounting is shown in the photographs, and it will be noticed that two large holes are cut in the ebonite centre-piece to facilitate handling. The inside of the coil is first lined with fibre paper, the centre-piece is pressed into position, and with the use of "Seccotine" or shellac is held firmly in position.

The ebonite centre-piece is $\frac{3}{16}$ in. thick, and the top of the ebonite is $\frac{1}{8}$ in. lower than the top of the coil, so that the nuts which hold the split pins are practically flush with the top of the coil.

**Application.**

In using the tuner it will be found that reaction can be readily obtained on the shortest wavelengths if the condensers are connected in the aerial series and earth series positions, especially if the value of the earth series condenser be kept small.

When using the condensers in the parallel position always use the smallest value of condenser and the largest value of inductance. For example, 1,000 metre telephony can be received on Range 1 with the 0.001 mfd. condenser in the parallel position, but it can also be obtained by adding a 150 turn duo-lateral coil at Range 2, and connecting the 0.001 mfd. condenser in the aerial series position. This latter combination gives practically double the signal strength.

Then again it often happens that one wants to listen-in to 180 m. and 1,000 m. telephony, and at more or less the same time to keep in touch with stations which are transmitting at from 2,000 to, say, 5,000 metres.

For the purpose of tuning to short wavelengths such as the telephony which is transmitted on 280 to 450 metres, it may be found convenient to substitute ebonite control levers for the brass ones shown in the photograph (Fig. 3). Extension rods might also be fitted for critically revolving the condensers and making manipulation possible without bringing the hands too near to the coils and other parts of the receiver.

The A.T.I. section switch allows this to be done at maximum efficiency without changing any of the inductances.

In conclusion, it is not claimed that the above article involves any new principles or describes the simplest form of tuner, but at a time when everyone is working for better results it must be understood that a certain amount of complication is necessary, and when once mastered it will be found to be well worth the trouble, so that possibly the last valve in the amplifier will be scrapped after all.
ARRANGEMENTS have been made for a Wireless Exhibition and Convention to be held at the Horticultural Hall, Westminster, from Saturday, September 30th, to Saturday, October 7th inclusive.

Hitherto the interest of the general public in wireless has not been sufficient to justify the holding of an all-wireless exhibition in London on any large scale. With the advent of Broadcasting, and the great increase in interest taken in wireless, and wireless telephony in particular, there is ample scope for a really comprehensive exhibition, which may be expected to draw huge crowds.

The present Exhibition and Convention is being held under the auspices of the Wireless Society of London, and with the support of the affiliated Societies. It is obvious that no exhibition of this nature could hope to be a complete success without the co-operation of the wireless societies, or at least their goodwill. It is therefore hoped that Secretaries of Societies will bring the Exhibition to the notice of their members, in order that the Societies may be represented by as large an attendance as possible.

The social side of the exhibition will be conducted by the officers of the Wireless Society of London, and the co-operation of the affiliated Societies is required in these arrangements.

The Managers of the Exhibition, Messrs. Bertram Day & Company of 9 & 10, Charing Cross, S.W.1, are arranging that special accommodation shall be given for demonstrations and lectures, to be open to all visitors to the Exhibition, and it is expected that it will be possible to organise something of this nature to be in progress at all times throughout the period of the Exhibition.

At the present time, when so much public attention is being paid to the question of the support of British industries, it is not surprising to learn that the Postmaster-General is proposing to give to British firms the monopoly of supplying apparatus for the Broad-casting for a period of two years. Such a start should enable the industry, which is largely a new field for manufacturers in this country, to lay for itself a foundation which will be able to withstand the force of later competition from abroad. In this connection it is most gratifying to learn that the managers of the present Exhibition have decided that this shall be an all-British event, and that only British manufacturers of wireless apparatus shall be invited to exhibit.

This is a point which the Committee of the Wireless Society of London had not been slow to appreciate, and no doubt the affiliated societies are all agreed as to the importance of supporting British industries in the wireless boom. Each individual can do his share in this direction by insisting that whatever apparatus he may purchase from time to time should bear the hallmark of British manufacture.

Taking into consideration the difficulty which many of those interested in wireless would find in attending the Exhibition during ordinary weekdays, it is interesting to note that the period during which the Exhibition will be open embraces two Saturdays, and this arrangement should appeal to those in the provinces who may only be able to come up to London at the week ends.

The price of tickets for the Exhibition will be 1s. 3d. (including tax). A Trade Day will be held on Monday, October 2nd. Tuesday, October 3rd, will be a Special Day for the public, when 5s. will be charged. On both these special days there will be admission at ordinary prices after 6 p.m.

The Managers of the Exhibition are arranging to supply to the Wireless Society of London a number of complimentary tickets for distribution amongst their members and affiliated Societies.

An orchestra is to be provided, and arrangements will be made with a good firm of caterers for refreshments to be available for the public.
Time Signals
THE TRANSMISSIONS FROM EIFFEL TOWER
By W. G. W. MITCHELL, B.Sc., F.R.A.S., F.R.Met.S.

The most important routine work of an astronomical observatory is the determination of exact time. This is done every evening when weather and sky conditions permit, but it frequently occurs, and especially in winter, that it is not possible to make astronomical observations of the transits of stars every night. It is therefore necessary to be satisfied with the times registered by the chronometers kept at the observatory.

The time signals sent out by Eiffel Tower are controlled by apparatus situated at the Paris Observatory and under the direct supervision of the staff of that institution. For this purpose the Observatory is connected up by underground wires with the transmitting apparatus at FL (Figs. 1 and 2). The pendula which control the emission of the 300 rhythmic beats or scientific signals are kept at the Eiffel Tower station and these are shown on the left of the terminus panel in Fig. 1.

Ordinary Time Signals (French System).
The ordinary time signals shown in Fig. 3, transmitted twice daily, at 1044 and 2244, are semi-automatic. The dots at 45, 47 and 49 minutes past the hour are the only signals sent automatically, all the other signals being sent by hand by an operator at the Observatory. A few minutes before the transmission takes place, connection
is established with the transmitting apparatus at FL through the underground lines referred to above. The automatic signals at 45, 47 and 49 minutes past the hour are given by a clock placed in the time-keeping room at the Paris Observatory. This clock operates the three cams A, B and C (Fig. 4). A makes one complete turn in 24 hours and has two notches, one corresponding to 10h. 44m. 30s., and the other to 22h. 44m. 30s.. The function of this cam is to permit of the closing of the contacts at the correct hour. The length of the notches corresponds to a duration of five minutes. B makes one complete turn in one hour and has three notches, corresponding respectively to 44m. 30s., 46m. 30s. and
Fig. 4.

Pendulum used for transmitting automatically the T.S. at 1045-47-49 and 2245-47-49 from the Paris Observatory.

- $a$ = sending contact.
- $b$ = seconds pointer.
- $c$ = toothed seconds wheel.

Fig. 5.

Details of the Discs Mounted on $O^2$, $O^n$ (Fig.7).

The discs have equal diameters; the outer circles represent the underneath discs, which function the closing of the circuits; the inner circles represent the upper discs which function the breaking of the circuits.

48m. 30s. Similarly, this cam permits of the closing of the contacts at the correct minutes. Finally, $C$ makes one complete turn every minute and controls the time signal.
The Brillii-Leroy apparatus which automatically transmits the International time signal from FL daily.

When the gears $p$ and $p'$, carrying with them the lever $D$, run into the notches of the cams $A$ and $B$, the lever $D$ is displaced towards the left and this sets free the springs of the transmission contact. This contact can then be closed by the cam $C$ at the zero second, i.e., 45, 47 or 49 minutes exactly. But actually, in practice, $C$ does not function on the exact minute. The position of the cam $C$ with regard to the toothed seconds wheel is such that the transmission contact $a$ is closed 0.20 seconds before the "listening-in" contact $f$. This is to compensate for the self-induction and consequent lag in the instruments between the observatory and the aerial at FL.

AUTOMATIC DAILY TIME SIGNALS AT 0923.

The apparatus employed in automatically transmitting the International Signals is much more elaborate than that described above. Fig. 6 is a photograph of the Brillii-Leroy apparatus now employed for this purpose. Reference should now be made to the circuit-diagram in Fig. 7, in conjunction with the brief description which follows.

---

**Fig. 7.**

Circuit diagram of the Brillii-Leroy Automatic Time Signal Apparatus.

(A) Motor which drives the whole of the apparatus. (B) Cam secured to $o'$. (C) Insulated support carrying three rings. (D) Drum with cams setting in action the contact levers $a$, $b$, $c$, $d$, $a'$, $b'$, $c'$, $d'$. $O^2 O^4$ axis of transmitting disc (one turn in ten seconds). (E) Wheel commutator closing the circuits. (F) Fork operated by the cam $B$, alternately closing circuits $X$ and $Y$ every half second. (J) Interrupter automatically closing the circuit at 9h. 26m.
Fig. 8. After adjusting the pendula the lag due to the automatic transmission apparatus interposed between the pendulum and the aerial is measured before the time signal is sent out.

Fig. 9. Paris Observatory Pendulum Room.

Central telephone desk used for the comparison of all the pendula at the observatory by the method of coincidences by ear and also by aural comparison of the pendulum controlling the scientific time signal sent out by Paris, Lyons and Bordeaux.
The pendulum of the master clock at the Observatory functions a small electrically-controlled pendulum, which in its turn synchronises the motor $A$ of the signal transmission apparatus. The motor receives every second the emissions of current from the pendulum through the intermediary of a commutator. $O'$ is the axis of the synchronising commutator, which completes one turn per second. The armature of the motor has three branches and turns between the two poles of an electro-magnet. It receives its current from a battery of four accumulators. The wheel commutator $E$ is also functioned by the motor and makes one complete turn in five minutes. This wheel carries a sector $S_1$, whose length corresponds to 55 seconds approximately. This sector closes successively the three circuits $\ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots$, each of 55 seconds duration, and forming the signals of the last three minutes. The sector $S_2$, whose length again corresponds to 55 seconds of time, closes the circuit $\ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots$, forming the first minute of the signals. In the same way the sectors $S_9$, of length corresponding to five seconds of time, close the circuit $\ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots$, which are the signals at the end of the last three minutes of the time signal.

Figures 8 and 9 illustrate other apparatus at the Paris Observatory.

The eight discs $a, b, c, d, a', b', c', d'$, turn once every ten seconds and send out the signals shown against them. They are furnished with notches; one set establishes, the other cuts off the current which actions the relays of the sending apparatus. They are shown in detail in Fig. 7.

It is regretted that in the article on Time Signals which appeared in the issue of July 15th, an error has been made in the last paragraph. Instead of "Similarly, by altering the position of $A_2$, the two series (local pendulum and T.S.) may be superimposed," should be read "The operator then finds by trial a position for $A_2$ which enables him to hear a time signal between two beats, or inversely, a beat between two time signals."

[We wish to acknowledge indebtedness to General Ferrie for the very kind assistance which he has given to the author in supplying information used in the preparation of the present article.—Ed.]

The Capacity Unit.

By R. C. Clinker, M.I.E.E.

Is it not high time that we dispensed with the decimal point, together with its row of noughts which are almost invariably used when designating the capacity of a radio-frequency condenser? If we want to tell a friend how much we put into a collection box we don’t say “no pounds, no shillings and no-pence halfpenny.” Why, then, should we write the capacity of a grid condenser as 0·0003, when “300 m.m.f.” is so much more quickly grasped, once one is used to the smaller unit?

It is rather unfortunate that the practical unit of capacity is so large. I remember that, when first learning my units, I asked how large a thing a farad was, and I got for answer: “about the size of a haystack.” Further enquiry as to the reason for this enormous bulk elicited the information that it is “commensurate with the greatness of the genius whose name it bears.” However this might be, the farad had very soon to be divided into a million parts to make it convenient for laboratory use, and now it is surely time that all wireless men agreed to again divide by a million, and to use the micromicrofarad (MMF or $\mu \mu F$) as a more convenient unit.

Personally, for quick calculation, I prefer the centimetre unit, although it is related in size to the MMF by an awkward ratio, viz., 1:0.9. The reason I find it convenient is as follows:—If we measure capacity (C) in cm., and inductance (L) in millihenries, it is easy to find the wavelength by remembering that a product (LC) of 1,000 gives almost exactly 2,000 metres (1,985, to be exact). If, then, we have a certain product, the corresponding wavelength is quickly found on a slide-rule by setting the 1 on the top slider-scale opposite the product, and reading off the wavelength on the bottom fixed scale at the point where the 2 on the bottom slider-scale is found. If one prefers the microhenry as an inductance unit, one can use the “jar” (1,000 cm.) as the capacity unit, and get the same convenient product. No doubt this procedure makes use of a mixture of units, but it is a handy mixture. In any case, it is surely advantageous to eliminate those serried rows of o’s which worry the mind and eyesight, to say nothing of the exasperation to the compositor. What a stock of decimal points and zeros The Wireless World and Radio Review printing office must hold!
Experimental Transmissions between Aberdeen and London

AN ACCOUNT OF TESTS CONDUCTED BY 2 UV AND 2 JZ.

By W. E. F. CORSHAM.

GREAT interest has recently been aroused in the tests carried out by Mr. Spence of Aberdeen and myself at Willesden, London, and it has been suggested that an account of some of the most important transmissions should be "written up," together with a detailed description of the apparatus used at the respective stations. Unfortunately, however, Mr. Spence, or as he is better known to the amateur, 2 JZ, is working on a special circuit and is not quite ready to give a complete description of his apparatus yet, but that will doubtless be forthcoming at a later date.

He experiments with practically every system of telephony transmission, and we have had wonderful results at times. One night I altered some of his different circuits were tried in succession, and each proved successful in bridging the distance. Details of his receiving circuit will be found in The Wireless World of February 4th, 1922. At the present, therefore, I am devoting this article to the chief features of the Aberdeen Tests and a description of 2 UV. Since the result of the transatlantic tests, experiments between London and Aberdeen have been practically continuous night after night, my own part in these experiments taking place on Saturday and Sunday nights after 9 p.m., when I have had excellent results, speech and music from 2 JZ being clearly read on my three-valve set through heavy jamming from ships and static. Time after time I have been able to report "your speech and music O.K., old man," when other stations have reported "carrier wave O.K., but no speech," and each report to 2 JZ carried conviction in the shape of either the words used or the name of the gramophone record transmitted. But soon local amateurs began to get wind of what was happening and the chorus of howls from oscillating receivers began to swell the QRM very considerably, making reception of howls from oscillating receivers begin to swell the QRM very considerably. A very noticeable point being that during the best reception of 2 JZ here I have noticed that the local weather has been cloudy and in some cases wet. It will be remembered that in the Transatlantic test the best nights of reception were when the weather over the Atlantic was very rough, so that apparently bad weather helps wireless transmissions very considerably. A very curious point was noticed during a transmission from 2 LG of Birmingham to me a few weeks back. 2 LG's note was reported at Birmingham as being a very clear and intense C.W., but was received here in Willesden a scratchy hiss, sounding, in fact, like an arc harmonic with plenty of "hash," a very interesting note. The receiving side of 2 UV consists of a three-valve low frequency detector amplifier; its connections will be found in the complete station wiring diagram, and will be seen to differ slightly from the usual. Its finest test was its reception of the American amateurs during the Transatlantic test, and it has proved a very efficient all-round receiver for distance work. Distortion in speech is not noticeable to the human ear on the fainter signals, and can be cleared on the louder signals by taking the circuit a little further off oscillation. Actually, the distortion noticed is ridiculously slight and not worth troubling about on a station that has to be prepared to pick up phone and Morse work at short notice. In my opinion the distortion complaints that the poor low frequency circuit has to put up with have been considerably overdone. I have used a low frequency circuit for nearly four years now, and in practice I find that distortion is very very...
slight. The Dutch Concert has always been readable to me by its means, even on her very low power, and it would pay some experimenters to do a little more experimenting in low frequency work. 600 metre work is very good, the Italian shore stations being readable when they can be picked out of the QRM, and no difficulty is experienced in reading the American high power stations at any period of the 48 hours. The transmitter is slightly different to the usual, and is divided into two parts—tonic train and continuous wave. In the accompanying Fig. 1 it can be seen on the extreme left, and as can be seen from the diagram (Fig. 2), is very easily changed to either side. The feed for tonic train consists of a small \( \frac{1}{2} \)-inch spark coil, fed from a 4-volt battery, and the C.W. side consists of a high-tension battery of 150 volts made up from 4-volt flash lamp batteries. A

Fig. 1. The Station of Mr. Corsham, showing the apparatus used in conducting the experiments described in this article.
generator is on the station, but cannot be used until
the Council lay the mains near to the house.
Telephony is obtained by means of a coil coupled
to the aerial circuit, a heavily damped microphone
being essential for speech and a fairly sensitive
one for music. The music is transmitted by means
have both received C.W. signals from me when
I was only using 8 volts on the plate of the trans-
mision valve, 2SX using two valves for reception,
and 2VW only one. In all cases signals were
quite readable. The power valve is an AT.40,
and the present valves for receiving are Mullard

Fig. 2. Circuit diagram of 2UV.

of a large horn fixed over the opening of the gram-
phone, and when properly adjusted is quite satisfac-
tory. Some very satisfactory low power tests
have recently been carried out from this station,
speech and music being successfully received by
2OD, Gerrard’s Cross, receiving on four valves,
the input to the power valve being only 14 volts,
and 2SX of Putney and 2VW of Chalk Farm
“Ora”; previous to this, French “R” type
valves were in use. I hope in further tests to
increase my tonic train transmitting range very
considerably, and always welcome reports from
amateurs receiving my signals. The whole of
2UV is home constructed, and most of the parts
are home made.

Will those who have not yet forwarded particulars of their Transmitting
Stations kindly do so.
An Amplifier for the Broadcasting

By G. P. Kendall, B.Sc.

The instrument herein described is intended to meet the needs of those who wish to construct from standard components a simple but effective amplifier for picking up the programmes of the broadcasting stations. On a fair aerial it may be expected to give signals strong enough for a loud-speaker from several of the stations, except, of course, in very out-of-the-way localities.

Three valves are employed, one as H.F. amplifier, one as rectifier, and one to magnify at audio frequency. The circuit is shown in Fig. 1. As will be seen, a two-stud switch is included to enable either of two H.F. intervalve couplings to be used, the first being a semi-aperiodic reactance-capacity type, and the second the well-known "tuned anode" coupling, which is probably the most efficient known. It is intended that the untuned coupling shall be used when searching for a station, and when the signals have been picked up and the aerial circuit tuned to them the switch is to be placed on No. 2 stud and the plate circuit tuned to the wavelength of the aerial. (This generally involves a slight readjustment of aerial tuning, and also of reaction coupling.) The signals will then be heard more loudly and with less interference from other stations.

Construction.

The first requirement is an ebonite panel 12 x 14 x \(\frac{1}{4}\) ins., which is best obtained cut to size and rubbed down matt. All the parts are to be mounted on this panel, which may desirably form the lid of a shallow box.

Fig. 2 indicates the general arrangement of the parts, but does not give exact dimensions, since these must depend to some extent upon the make of the various components. A list of components and materials required follows:

Three valve sockets; three filament resistances; one grid leak of 2 megohms; one grid condenser of 0-0003 mfd.; one blocking condenser of 0-003 mfd. (C₂ in Fig. 1); ditto of 0-001 mfd. (C₁ in Fig. 1); one reservoir condenser (C₃) preferably a 0-3 mfd. Mansbridge. Any large fixed condenser will serve, provided the capacity is not less than 0-005 mfd.; one L.F. intervalve transformer; one 0-0002 mfd. variable condenser for panel mounting (C₄); ivoryine scale for the above; two switch arms; one dozen switch studs; piece of \(\frac{1}{4}\) in. ebonite 3 ins. square; 5 ins. of 3 in. diameter ebonite tube; \(\frac{1}{4}\) oz. of No. 40 d.s.c. resistance wire; 4 ozs. of No. 22 d.s.c. copper wire; 10 terminals.

The semi-aperiodic reactance coil is to be wound on a bobbin as shown in Fig. 3. The completed coil is to be screwed to the under side of the panel in the position indicated in Fig. 2. The plate circuit tuning coil (L₂ in Fig. 1) consists of 4 ins. of single layer winding on the 5 in. by 3 in. ebonite tube. Use the No. 22 wire for this coil, and make nine points for tappings to the ten-stud switch. Directions for winding follow:

- First drill two \(\frac{1}{4}\) in. holes in the tube at points \(\frac{1}{2}\) in. from each end; these are to enable the finished coil to be fastened to the panel.
- Next drill a pair of 1/16 in. holes at each end, at a distance of \(\frac{1}{2}\) in. from the ends; these four holes are to secure the ends of the winding by passing the wire through them in the manner illustrated in Fig. 4, and they are best placed at the opposite side of the tube to the securing holes, in order that the ends of the wire may be in a convenient position when the coil is fastened in place. Having secured the end, proceed to wind on the wire in a single close layer winding by revolving the tube, and not by passing the wire round and round it. When about an inch of the former has been filled make a loop for the first tapping, then continue winding and making loops at intervals of \(\frac{1}{4}\) in. until the ten sections have been wound on, the end of the last section being secured by passing the wire through the two 1/16 in. holes. The tapping points are made by twisting up a loop in the wire of about \(\frac{1}{4}\) in. diameter at the required places; do not put in more twist than is necessary to maintain the loop, which will probably be one turn or thereabouts. It is, perhaps, a rather over-careful attention to details which prompts this warning, since the increase in the self-capacity of the coil which would be produced by a number of tightly twisted loops is probably very minute. However, the writer holds strongly that it is by attending to such little things throughout a receiver that the additional 5 per cent. of efficiency is obtained which makes your set better.

FIG. 1. CIRCUIT FOR THE AMPLIFIER.

\(R\) = Reaction Terminals. \(T\) = Telephones.
than the other fellow's. This example shows the principle carried rather to excess, but serves to emphasise a point upon which most old hands agree. A better but more troublesome method of making loops which will appeal to those who think, like the writer, that no trouble is too great in the cause of efficiency, is shown in Fig. 5. As will be seen, the loop is secured by a small ebonite or fibre washer, which is quite a satisfactory method for the thicker gauges of wire. If difficulty is experienced in obtaining the washers they may be easily cut from 1/32 or 1/16 in. sheet by means of a tool made by filing up a sharp edge to the end of a piece of ½ in. brass tube. If this tool is heated it will be found quite easy to press it through the ebonite. (Drill the centre hole of the washer first, of course.) When the winding is completed the coil must be damp-proofed, and this can be done with either paraffin wax or shellac varnish, according to preference. If wax is used it should be melted in some form of double boiler, such as a jam jar standing in a saucepan of boiling water. Dry the coil thoroughly in front of a fire, or (preferably) in a moderately warm oven, then soak in the wax for ten minutes, or until bubbles cease to rise from it, lift it out and drain as much of the wax off as possible. Since the size of the coil is such as to necessitate the use of a rather large wax-bath it may be easier to use varnish. If it is decided to do so, obtain the varnish from an electrical supply stores, and not from an ordinary paint and colour merchant. If desired, it can be made by dissolving an ounce of brown shellac in about half a cupful of methylated spirit. The lac takes some time to dissolve, so it should be put in a wide-necked bottle with the spirit and left for two or three days, with occasional shaking. Apply a thin coat to the coil, using sufficient varnish to thoroughly impregnate the cotton covering of the wire, but no more. It saves trouble later if one avoids varnishing the tapping loops, since these will later have to be scraped bare and soldered upon. After varnishing, the coil must be thoroughly dried by baking in a moderately hot oven. (If it is a gas oven turn off the gas jets before you put the coil, or you may have an explosion from the...
alcohol vapour.) After cooling, the coil is to be fastened to the under side of the panel in the position indicated in Fig. 2, by means of two \( \frac{1}{4} \) in. by 1 in. brass screws and nuts, passing through the two \( \frac{1}{4} \) in. holes in the tube. It is better not to screw the coil up tightly against the panel but to arrange for it to be held about half-an-inch below it. This is easily done by the use of an ebonite bushing on each screw, which can be made by cutting a \( \frac{1}{4} \) in. length of \( \frac{1}{4} \) in. diameter ebonite tube for each.

Fig. 6 shows one end of the tube in section and should make the use of the bushing quite clear. The commencing end of the winding (i.e., that with the 1 in. section) is to be connected to the H.T. positive terminal, while the tapping points and the other end of the coil are to be connected up in order to the studs of the ten point switch. The moving arm of this switch is then to be connected to No. 2 stud of the two-way switch.

The completion of the amplifier is now only a matter of drilling the necessary holes in the panel and attaching the ready-made components in the positions indicated, and then connecting them up. This part of the work should not require any more detailed guidance than that given by the following hints on the wiring: use No. 16 or 18 wire, preferably bare tinned copper, and try to keep all connections as straight and direct as possible. At the same time avoid running wires parallel with others which are indifferent circuits; sacrifice a certain amount of straightness and directness in order to space out the wiring and avoid parallelism of connections which come at all close to each other. Each wire should be sleeved with a piece of systoflex tubing (sometimes called spaghetti), preferably coloured green for filament circuits, red for plate circuits, and yellow for grid. Take care when ordering this tubing to specify the size of wire it is intended for, since one may lose much time trying to push No. 18 wire into systoflex intended for No. 26.

From the point of view of the reliability of the finished instrument it is well worth while to solder all connections, even those which might be screwed down under nuts or terminals on the various components. (If you are ignorant of the art of soldering, the first thing to do is to get rid of the idea that it is difficult, and the second is to get The Wireless World for January 21st, 1922, and read the article on it therein.) The extra trouble involved is more than repaid by the freedom from faults which results.

Cost.

If all the components except the impedance coil and the tuning coil are purchased ready-made, the cost of the amplifier will be in the neighbourhood of £5 10s. This figure can be considerably reduced, by making such components as the various fixed condensers and the filament resistances. An economy of about 15s. can be effected by the construction of the condensers, and this course can be recommended, since they are easily made, and their capacities are not at all critical. Suitable dimensions follow:—Grid condenser, two plates only, each of one square inch of copper foil, separated by mica and clamped between two pieces of ebonite, \( \frac{3}{4} \) by \( \frac{3}{4} \) ins. \( C_5 \)—Five plates each side (i.e., ten in all) of copper foil, 1 by 2 ins. clamped between ebonite as before. \( C_3 \)—Three plates each side (six in all) same size as for \( C_5 \). \( C_2 \)—Not less than ten plates each side (20 in all), 2 by 3 ins. of copper foil. For the other condensers mica of 0-002 in. thickness is specified, but it can hardly be used for \( C_4 \) because the large quantity required would make the condenser unduly expensive. Instead, use waxed paper, which will be quite satisfactory and will only cost a few pence. (It is supplied by all electrical stores.)

Modifications.

For the benefit of those who may wish to make the amplifier their main receiving unit for all purposes, it may be desirable to indicate the slight alteration necessary to adapt it to their requirements. First, the plate circuit tuning coil should be made large enough to cover waves up to and including 600 metres. This will require about 6 ins. of winding instead of 4 ins. on the 3 in. diameter ebonite tube, whose length should be increased to 7 ins. Two more studs should be added to the ten-point switch, to cover the increase in the size of the coil. For the longer waves a third stud can be added to the two-point switch and a resistance of 80,000 ohms connected to the H.T. positive terminal and the extra stud; this provides an untuned intervalve coupling for use on 1,000 metres and upwards. If a more selective system is desired the tuned anode coupling can be extended to the longer wavelengths by mounting a standard coil socket on the panel and connecting it between the arm of the twelve stud switch and the stud of the three-way switch to which the arm was previously connected. A set of coils can then be used to give long waves, or the short wave coil can be used
alone by inserting a shorting plug in the socket. The connections of the plate circuit of the H.F. valve will be understood more readily from Fig. 7, in which S is the coil socket and R the anode resistance.

**Operation of the Amplifier.**

The circuits embodied in the instrument are all of well-known types, and probably do not need any detailed instructions for use. The following hints, however, may be helpful:—First, as to valves. Much depends upon getting a suitable combination, especially in the case of the H.F. amplifier and the rectifier. The latter is the most important valve in the set, so try all the different ones you possess in this position until you are satisfied that you have found the one which gives the best results.

![Fig. 6. One end of the inductance former.](image)

Make sure that you are using a suitable valve of plate voltage, for if not you may get the condition known as overlap, which makes satisfactory reception of telephony an impossibility.

![Fig. 7. Connections of the plate circuit of the H.F. valve.](image)

The amplifier can, of course, be connected to any type of tuner, but a loose-coupled circuit is strongly recommended, in spite of the difficulty of searching for stations with this type of tuner. Its use will probably be well repaid by the relative immunity it confers from jamming by 450 metre D.F. stations, and should, moreover, be compulsory for the purpose of reducing interference by radiation from sets in the oscillating condition.

**Telephone Phonetic Alphabet.**

Amateurs are recommended to use the following phonetic means of expressing the letters of the Alphabet, which have been found very convenient for keeping distinct those letters which, used in telephony, are sometimes confused owing to their similarity of sound.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Letter</th>
<th>Phonetic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Ac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Beer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Charlie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Don</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Edward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Freddie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>George</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Harry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Ink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>Johnnie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>King</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Monkey</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
An American Short-wave Regenerative Receiver.*

BY NORMAN A. NYQUIST.

A suitable receiver was required for amateur relay work on 200 to 450 metres, a receiver that gave maximum signal strength and one sufficiently selective to exclude local interference while receiving distant stations.

The following design was adapted from an American Signal Corps interception receiver, and gave excellent results on all wavelengths between 150 and 750 metres. Tuning was very sharp and a pleasing degree of selectivity was obtainable.

Referring to Fig. 1 shows the schematic wiring diagram of the receiver, and it will be noted that the primary circuit consists of the antenna, primary variable condenser, primary variometer, primary coupling coil and ground, all connected in series.

![Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of Receiver.](image1)

The secondary circuit consists of the secondary variometer, secondary coupling coil and secondary variable condenser, all in series. One terminal of the secondary variable condenser is connected to the grid condenser and through the grid condenser to the grid. The other side of the variable condenser runs to the negative side of the filament battery and completes the secondary circuit.

There is a tertiary circuit, making the receiver of the Armstrong regenerative type. This circuit simply consists of a third tuning circuit similar to the secondary circuit, allowing the plate circuit to be tuned, for regeneration or to produce oscillations to receive undamped signals. It will be noted that the tertiary variometer and tertiary variable condenser are connected in parallel. One side of the tertiary variable condenser runs to the plate; the other side runs to the positive side of the high potential battery, and from the negative side of the high potential battery to the telephones.

One terminal of the secondary variable condenser is connected to the filament battery. A by-passing fixed condenser is connected across the high tension battery, and telephones to provide a path for the high frequency oscillations which would otherwise be impeded by the high resistance of the telephones and battery. This completes the entire circuit with the exception of the positive side of the filament battery, which should be run through a suitable filament current rheostat to the other filament terminal.

Now, in regard to the construction of this receiver and its novel features: the primary-secondary coupler is shown cross-sectionally in Fig. 2, and is shown in the right hand upper corner of Fig. 3. It consists of a fixed tube 3/4" in diameter fastened to the back of the panel. On this are wound 10 turns of 3-16 No. 38 Litzendraht wire and then varnished. The movable coil is 2 1/4" in diameter and is pile wound with 12 turns of wire, six to a layer. From the drawings it will be noted that a 90 degree range of coupling can be obtained from the zero point, and that a 10 degree range of coupling can be obtained in

![Fig. 2. The Loose-coupler, showing constructional details.](image2)

![Fig. 3. Rear view of the set. The secondary variometer and condenser are mounted at right angles to those in the other circuits.](image3)

* Abstract from Radio News.
the negative position (Fig. 4). This feature is to overcome any fixed primary-secondary coupling that may exist, due to the manner in which the receiver is wired externally.

The most important part of the receiver is the construction of the variometers. These variometers are mounted on the same shaft as the variable condensers. An ordinary variable condenser has a minimum to maximum capacity ratio of two and one-half to one. Likewise an ordinary variometer has a minimum to maximum inductance ratio of two and one-half to one. Placing a variable condenser and variometer in parallel, and both on the same shaft, working from minimum to maximum simultaneously, we get a wavelength range of at least five to one. In the antenna circuit we have a little different condition. The condenser and variometer are in series with the antenna and ground, which is really a condenser, and a wavelength range of only about five to one can be obtained. But in the closed circuits such as the secondary and tertiary circuit, and using specially shaped plates and good variometers, a range of eight to one can be obtained.

Fig. 4. Front View of the Receiver in which the Capacity and Inductance of the Circuit are adjusted simultaneously.

Fig. 5 shows cross-sectionally the construction of a variometer and the manner in which it is attached to the variable condensers. It is seen that one ebonite disc is fastened permanently to the back of the variable condenser by three spacers. This ebonite disc holds the stationary coils of one variometer. Another disc is attached to the variable condenser shaft. Only one take-off pulley is required to bring out one lead of the movable coil. The other lead of the movable coil is connected to the shaft of the variable condenser. The shape of these coils is shown in Fig. 6, which also shows the manner in which they are connected.

To wind these coils, a brass form is made, with the sides removable so as to remove the coils from the form after they are wound. However, before removing the coils they should be dipped in paraffin wax, form and all, and left to cool, so that the coils retain their shape. All the coils are wound with 3/16 No. 38 Litzendraht. The primary coils consist of six turns per coil (four coils per variometer, two stationary and two movable), two turns per layer and three layers. The primary coil has more turns than the other coils, as this variometer is in series with the antenna and antenna condenser and requires more inductance. The secondary and tertiary variometers have four turns per coil, two turns per layer and two layers. These finished coils are waxed to the ebonite discs, which have previously been machined to the required shape with considerable accuracy, as the forms should not rub during the 180-degree rotation and the face of the movable and fixed coils should be ten-thousandths of an inch apart.

The outside diameter of these coils is just four inches. Fig. 6 shows how to connect the four coils of one variometer so that they assist each other in the proper manner at all points on the scale.

Fig. 7 shows the construction of the grid condenser and by-passing condenser, both of which are fixed units. The grid condenser has four copper plates and five mica plates; the by-passing condenser has eight copper plates and nine mica plates, of sizes cut in accordance with the drawing.

The interior of the receiver is shown in Fig. 3 and
The operation of the receiver requires considerable care for best results. Assume that the receiver is ready for operation, the filament being light and the high potential battery being connected. Suppose that we wish to receive a station of unknown wavelength, then set the tertiary control at zero and the coupling at about 70 degrees. Now work the primary and secondary control simultaneously, starting at zero and working toward 180 degrees. Provided signals are incoming, you will pass points where signals will be heard. Release the secondary control at one of the points and tune the primary control closely. Then tune the secondary control to that same wavelength. Now taking the tertiary control, bring that toward 180 degrees. As you move the tertiary circuits, it immediately starts regenerating and the signal strength will increase gradually. As the signal strength increases with the forward movement, it will finally increase to a point where the tone of the spark being received changes and becomes mushy. At that point the regeneration has reached a point which has caused oscillation to start.

If, while tuning to one incoming signal, you are being interfered with by a second or third station, reduce the coupling toward zero, at the same time readjusting the primary and secondary controls. On reaching a point where the one desired station is being received, bring the tertiary control over starting regeneration, at the same time adjusting the coupling control and secondary control. Remember that when you reduce the coupling, you reduce the resistance in both the primary and secondary circuits, but at the same time reduce the amount of energy being transferred. There is a point when maximum signal strength will be obtained for all stations and it will never be at 90 degrees for weak signal when the receiver is properly tuned.

Wireless telephone signals are received just the same as spark signals or other damped types of oscillations. However, inasmuch as this receiver is capable of starting oscillations in itself, it can be used to receive continuous or undamped oscillations as well, on wavelengths of 150 to 750 metres.

The tuning is similar to tuning in spark signals, only the tertiary control must always be sufficiently near the 180-degree point of the scale to have oscillations generating all the time tuning is being done. That is, if your incoming oscillation is 1,500,000 cycles, you tune your set to generate oscillation having a period of 1,499,000 cycles, a difference of 1,000 cycles, and get a corresponding note in the telephones. This oscillation set up in the receiver can be varied by varying the tertiary control and any note desired produced in the telephones from inaudibility to a few cycles a second.

Inability to oscillate may be due to low filament temperature, low high potential battery, low grid leak, the tertiary circuit being improperly connected. To remove the trouble of the telephone cords acting as coupling from the tertiary circuit back through the body to the secondary circuit, the receiver case may be lined with sheet copper, connected to the negative side of the filament battery and grounded. The telephone cord should also be covered with copper braid and grounded as well.

The Wireless Society of London.

THE Wireless Society of London concluded its last session on June 14th, when an address was delivered by Sir Oliver Lodge, F.R.S., at the Institute of Electrical Engineers.

Although the Society does not hold further general meetings until September, its activities are in no way curtailed, and the names of proposed new members and associates will come before the Committee at their monthly meetings, and all applications passed prior to the first meeting of the next session will be balloted at that meeting.

Under the auspices of the Society, a Wireless Exhibition and Convention is being held at the Horticultural Hall, Westminster, from Saturday, September 30th, to Saturday, October 7th, inclusive. Full details of the Exhibition will be duly advertised. Complete arrangements are being made in connection with the social side of the Exhibition, and the organisers have kindly offered to place at the disposal of the Wireless Society of London a number of complimentary tickets of admission, which will be distributed amongst the members of the Society and affiliated Societies.
The membership of the Society now stands at close on 600. Country members are admitted at half fee, and there is the grade of Associate Member for those not at present technically qualified in wireless work, but who are interesting themselves in the science. Societies affiliated with the Wireless Society of London now number over seventy, and any new Wireless Society which is being formed or has recently been formed is invited to make application for particulars of the affiliation scheme (if this has not already been done), to the Hon. Secretary, Mr. L. H. McMichael, 32, Quex Road, West Hampstead, N.W.6.

The Society publishes a journal, in which reports of lectures and proceedings of the meetings of the Society are fully dealt with. This journal is distributed to each member and associated member, and to affiliated societies. Book of rules and application form for membership can be obtained on application to the Hon. Secretary.

Notes

The Imperial "Chain."

In reply to a question in the House of Commons, Mr. Kellaway said:—"The Government have further considered the question of the Imperial wireless chain, and have decided to erect in England a station of the ultimate power contemplated by the Expert Commission, instead of the smaller power which they proposed should be used in the first instance. The Government are advised that this station will provide especially direct commercial communication with India, South Africa, and Australia. In India, the Imperial Government will erect and the Indian Government will work a station also capable of direct communication with England, South Africa and Australia. As a corollary of this decision the proposed second station in Egypt and the station in East Africa will be deferred; and the question of erecting stations at Singapore and Hong Kong will be reconsidered. Communication is proceeding with the Union Government as to the station in South Africa, and the experts of the Canadian Government are expected to reach England very shortly in order to discuss the participation of Canada in the scheme."

It is reported from Melbourne that the Commonwealth Prime Minister has received from the Secretary of State for the Colonies an outline of the Imperial Government's proposals.

He regards the scheme as a complete justification of his attitude at the Imperial Conference in favour of direct communication.

Important modifications have been made in the scheme regarding the smaller links. Four suggested stations have been for the moment cut out. These are Suez Canal, Singapore, Hong Kong and East Africa. But as indicated by Mr. Kellaway, the stations at Singapore and Hong Kong may yet be established at no distant date, and the other two are even now in mind, the question of their erection being only deferred.

North Atlantic Ice Reports.

Ice reports are issued by the American Hydrographic Office in respect of the movements in the North Atlantic. Information is received from the Coastguard cutter on patrol. The ice-patrol vessel will give ice information at any time to any ship with which the patrol vessel can communicate on 600 metres.

American Invitation to Correspond.

Mr. George E. Hall, Jr., 17, Emerson Place, Lynn, Mass., U.S.A., will be glad to correspond with a British amateur.

A Godalming Amateur Station.

The accompanying photographs show the aerial and apparatus of the station erected by Mr. W. G. Fudger, of Godalming. Mr. Fudger commenced his station in January last, and the results shown in the photographs were achieved by the beginning of May.
Mrs. Lloyd George Hears FL.

An interesting feature of the recent tour of the Western Counties by Dame Margaret Lloyd George, D.B.E., was the series of demonstrations of wireless telephony and telegraphy given by Mr. I. Chapman, Associate I.R.E., of Poole, Dorset.

The first and most interesting was given at Clifton Zoological Gardens on July 10th, when over 5,000 people attended the meeting.

A special transmission of music from FL by kind permission of the French authorities was given at 3.45 p.m., and Dame Margaret Lloyd George was an interested listener.

Successive demonstrations were given on following days at "Cumbe," Pennsylvania, Exeter, and Gillyndune Gardens, Falmouth, when the usual daily telephony transmission afforded much enjoyment to the large gatherings of people.


Before distributing the prizes at the half-yearly inspection of the cadets of the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich, the Earl of Cavan, Chief of the Imperial General Staff, stated that he looked to all young officers to obtain a knowledge of wireless.

He was sorry to learn that for financial reasons instruction in the elements of wireless had been dropped. He hoped that instruction might be restored. During the war he was horrified at the number of casualties among men engaged in burying telephone wires, and with the advance of wireless the question arose, "Why not abolish telephone wires?" In this connection the Army Council had decided that from "Division" to the front line there would be no telephone wires in future wars.

Radio Education at Swansea.

Swansea Technical College is to have installed apparatus costing about £50 for the purpose of a course of telegraphy and telephony. The Education Committee decided to approve of the scheme on the recommendation of the Higher Education Sub-Committee.

P.M.G. on Broadcasting.

The Postmaster-General said on July 18th, "I have intimated to a committee representing the manufacturers of wireless apparatus in this country the conditions on which I propose to grant licences for broadcasting, and I understand these proposals will be submitted to the general body of manufacturers forthwith. I have informed the manufacturers that in the event of their supplying the capital required and providing efficient broadcasting services, I will agree that the apparatus which it will be permissible to use under the Post Office licence for the reception of these services shall for two years be restricted to apparatus manufactured in Great Britain."

In reply to a question as to whether he had power to do what he proposes, Mr. Kellaway said: "The power is given me by this House to issue licences, and it is inconceivable to me that we should allow a new form of communication in this country to be exploited by foreign manufacturers."

Captain W. Benn asked, "Is not the right hon. gentleman taking advantage of the powers of licence to impose a protective system in this hole-and-corner way?" to which Mr. Kellaway replied, "No, not a protective system, but a proper method of protecting a new means of communication in this country."

Replying to Sir H. Brittain, Mr. Kellaway said: "A site for the proposed high-power wireless station has been selected provisionally. Its final adoption depends on the result of certain inquiries which are now in progress." He could not give a date for installation.

A New Type of Terminal.

The accompanying illustration shows a new type of terminal which is shortly to be placed on the market. This terminal has distinctive features which should appeal especially to experimenters who require to make constant and rapid changes in connections.

Instead of gripping the lead by screw-applied pressure, the new terminal grips by means of a spring, as indicated in the section illustrated. Various types of these terminals are made, some only being illustrated here. They are being made in both nickel and lacquered brass finish and with ebonite caps as shown.

Transmitting from a Racing Car.

A very interesting wireless experiment was conducted recently by Mr. Colin Gardner in connection with Mr. S. F. Edge's world 24-hour speed record with a Spyker car.

A wireless set was installed on the car, the total time available for the equipment being only one minute 45 seconds. Mr. Gardner was successful in transmitting messages from the car whilst travelling at a speed of 85 to 90 miles an hour.


An action has been brought by Messrs. Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Company, Ltd., against Messrs. The Mullard Radio Valve Company, Ltd., for alleged infringement of valve patents. At the time of going to press, the hearing is proceeding.

K.B. Units.

It is regretted that in the advertisement of K.B. Units, which appeared on page vii of the
July 22nd issue, the numbers relating to the units were misplaced.

The Hague Concerts on Increased Power.

It is announced that the Daily Mail and Evening News have entered into an arrangement with the organisers of the Hague Concerts, to support the latter financially so as to ensure the continuance of the transmissions with an increase of power. The transmissions of concerts between 7 p.m. and 8 p.m. on Thursdays and Sundays, will accordingly take place. On Thursday, 27th, the power used will be 800 watts, and by the following week this will be increased to 1½ k.W.

Transmission by 2 LO (Marconi House).

The Marconi Company hopes to transmit from 5 p.m. to 6.30 p.m., and again at 9 p.m. on July 29th. This Company will appreciate criticism by amateurs of the transmission of telephony by their station 2 LO, and expresses willingness to endeavour to advise those amateurs who care to send stamped addressed postcards in advance, of the times of their transmissions.

Correspondence

To the Editor of The Wireless World and Radio Review.

Sir,—I have from time to time seen correspondence in your columns dealing with harmonics radiated from various high-powered stations such as GBL, GSW, GKIU, etc., and I have often wondered at what distance these could be heard. Much was my surprise when, on July 9th, at 2210 BST., I heard Barcelona (EAB) call ICI, when listening in on a wavelength of 430 metres. At the time I was using 4 valves, 2 being H.F. and 1 a note magnifier, and with these valves on an aerial 22 ft. high EAB was very strong. I switched off to one H.F. and one detector only, and he was still readable. Having heard EAB on several occasions on a wavelength of about 4,300 metres C.W., I quickly changed to this, and was much astonished when, with all four valves again, he was only slightly louder than the harmonic, which was probably his tenth harmonic. I searched, both above and below the true wavelength, for other harmonics of EAB, but the one on 430 metres was the only one I could hear. I also heard him some days previously on 430 metres calling POZ, but it was at the end of his message, so that I did not get a chance to follow the thing up. EAB is 850 miles away, so that I should think clear reception of his message on one-tenth of the true wavelength is somewhat strange. There was no fading or variation of the signal whatever. It was just dusk at the time, but, so far as I can remember, the reception of this harmonic on the previous occasion mentioned, took place in daylight. I have also noticed several nights recently, when it was just dark, that S. Maries-de-la-Mer (FFS) came in as loud as Liverpool (GLV), both being on 600 metres spark, and the distance from the former being 800 miles, while the latter is only 30 miles away, both of these stations being readable at a distance from the telephones. I should be pleased to hear of other similar experiences which have no doubt occurred to many readers of The Wireless World and Radio Review.

B. L. Stephenson.

Calendar of Current Events

Saturday, July 29th.

Hounslow and District Wireless Society. Demonstration at Hounslow Hospital Fete.

Sunday, July 30th.

Transmission of Telephony from 7 to 8 p.m. on 1,070 metres by PCGG, The Hague, Holland.

Tuesday, August 1st.

Transmission of Telephony at 8 p.m. on 400 metres by 2 MT, Writtle, near Chelmsford.

Thursday, August 3rd.

Transmission of Telephony from 7 to 8 p.m. on 1,070 metres by PCGG, The Hague, Holland.

Hackney and District Radio Society.

8 p.m., at 111, Chatsworth Road, Clapton. Meeting.

Friday, August 4th.

South Shields Y.M.C.A. Amateur Wireless Society.

8 p.m., at Y.M.C.A. Buildings, Fowler Street, South Shields. Meeting.

Sunday, August 6th.

Transmission of Telephony from 7 to 8 p.m. on 1,070 metres by PCGG, The Hague, Holland.

Monday, August 7th.

Southend and District Wireless Club.


Tuesday, August 8th.

Transmission of Telephony at 8 p.m. on 400 metres by 2 MT, Writtle, near Chelmsford.

Thursday, August 10th.

Transmission of Telephony from 7 to 8 p.m. on 1,070 metres by PCGG, The Hague, Holland.

Ilkley and District Wireless Society.

7 p.m. at Regent Café. Meeting.

Stockton and District Amateur Wireless Society.

Monthly Meeting.

Hackney and District Radio Society.

8 p.m. Meeting.

Friday, August 11th.

South Shields Y.M.C.A. Amateur Wireless Society.

8 p.m., at Y.M.C.A. Buildings, Fowler Street, South Shields. Meeting.
NOTE.—Under this heading the Editor will be pleased to give publication to reports of the meetings of Wireless Clubs and Societies. Such reports should be submitted without covering letter in the exact form in which they are to appear and as concise as possible, the Editor reserving the right to edit and curtail the reports if necessary. The Editor will be pleased to consider for publication papers read before Societies. An Asterisk denotes affiliation with the Wireless Society of London.

Wireless Society of Highgate.*
Hon. Secretary, Mr. D. H. Eade, “Gatra,” 13a, Sedgemere Avenue, E. Finchley, N.

On Friday, July 7th, Mr. J. Stanley gave the fourth of his series of lectures on the theory of wireless telegraphy and telephony, dealing this time with detectors and telephones. He first of all showed why signals could not be detected by simply connecting telephones in the receiving circuit, and explained that it was necessary for the high frequency oscillations to be rectified and converted into low frequency pulses. He then described how a crystal detector performs the function of rectification and explained the meaning of the characteristic curve of various crystals. In this connection he pointed out that in order to get certain crystals to work at the best point of their curve for rectification purposes, it is necessary to apply across them a steady voltage, and he showed how this could be done by means of a potentiometer and a small cell.

Mr. Stanley went on to deal very carefully with the construction and action of the telephones, mentioning specially the Brown telephones, and described also the action of the blocking condenser usually connected across the telephone terminals. Finally he showed the advantages in increased selectivity, which could be obtained by using loose coupling between the aerial and a closed circuit instead of coupling direct on to the aerial.

This proved to be one of the most interesting of Mr. Stanley’s lectures and he was followed throughout with great interest, a very hearty vote of thanks being given him at the conclusion.

On Saturday, July 8th, the Society gave a demonstration at a garden party held by the Hornsey Branch of the National Council of Women at The Grange, Highgate. A number of special transmissions from London amateurs were arranged, and in addition the transmissions from Marconi House and 2 FQ to other fêtes were picked up. Owing to the wet weather the demonstration could not be given on the lawn as was intended, but two leads about 100 yards long were taken from the receiving set to the hall of the house, where a loud speaker (kindly lent by Messrs. Brown) was placed, and a large number of people had the pleasure of listening to some excellent music by radio.

The Hon. Secretary will be pleased to answer enquiries regarding the Society and to give particulars of the series of lectures now being held.

The West London Wireless Experimental Association.*
Hon. Secretary, Mr. Horace W. Cotton, 19, Buhl Avenue, Harlington, Middlesex.

At the meeting held on Thursday, July 6th, a fairly good attendance was made. Mr. F. E. Stadt continued his paper, “Interpretation of Wireless Circuits.” In the course of his lecture he dealt with several “freak” circuits, and by diagrams on the blackboard showed how they could be illustrated to the best advantage for ease of interpretation. A very hearty vote of thanks was duly accorded the Vice-President for his instructive lecture.

The Committee hope, almost immediately, to arrange a half-hourly lecture at each weekly meeting for the benefit of the large number of new members who are not yet greatly acquainted with the science of radio-telegraphy and telephony. The Association is still adding to its apparatus and this will prove a very great help to its members.

A meeting was held on Thursday, July 13th, members attending in strong numbers. The Morse practice class was well attended and it is hoped that the new pattern buzzer recently presented by Mr. J. F. Bruce will have plenty of exercise. New members will be glad to learn that Messrs. J. F. Bruce and R. Cole have offered to give 20 minutes at each meeting to the explanation of construction of apparatus for beginners’ use, so that by the time the members desiring this knowledge have attended a few of these classes they will be able to construct their own receiving sets.

Mr. F. E. Stadt, the President, again gave a paper, “Paul’s Compact Crystal Receiver.” After a full description of the apparatus and the inspection of same by the members, a very fine lecture was given. The dimensions and data of the windings of the coils, description and measurements of the crystal detector and condenser, together with the very little necessary alterations to make the set capable of tuning up to 600 metres, was very interesting and instructive. The lecturer then, by diagrams, showed how simple it was to alter the set to a one-valve amplifying and crystal rectification circuit. At the conclusion of the Vice-President’s remarks a very hearty vote of thanks was accorded him, with much applause.

On July 20th a lecture was given on “A Three-Valve Variometer Circuit,” by Mr. F. E. Stadt. Information regarding the objects, subscriptions, etc., will be gladly given by the Secretary.

Club-rooms: Belmont Road Schools, Chiswick, W.

Leeds and District Amateur Wireless Society.*
Hon. Secretary, Mr. D. E. Pettigrew, 37, Mexborough Avenue, Chapeltown Road, Leeds. A general meeting was held on Friday, July 14th, at the Leeds University, Mr. G. P. Kendall, B.Sc. (Vice-President), taking the chair at 8 p.m. The Chairman called upon the Hon. Secretary to discharge certain business, which included an announcement to the effect that as a result of a meeting of the Committee, it had been decided that any person
who is elected to the membership of the Society during the course of the remainder of this season, shall be entitled to all the benefits attached to the membership for that period, upon receipt of entrance fee of half-a-crown. The Chairman then called upon the Hon. Secretary to deliver a paper on the subject of “Maritime Wireless Communication.”

The Chairman commenced his paper with a consideration of the great advantages that were resultant upon the installation of wireless apparatus at sea, and briefly reviewed the very many facilities that such apparatus readily presented. The subject was outlined historically from the day when Marconi installed his plant aboard the Italian cruiser “San Martin,” exactly twenty-five years ago to the day, through the progressive years that followed, until the present day, when wireless has become almost an essential part of a vessel’s equipment. The various apparatus used from the very first days of marine wireless, down to the plant as used nowadays, were described practically and theoretically with the aid of diagrams, which were distributed to the meeting. On the transmitting side, such apparatus as the plain aerial and tuned aerial sets using induction coils; power sets having fixed, rotary or quenched spark gaps, using low frequency alternating current; continuous wave valve transmitters using rectifiers; L.F.A.C. were considered, and some actual working ranges as may be obtained with such sets were submitted to the meeting. Receiving gear was treated in a similar manner, various apparatus, including the magnetic and crystal detectors, valve and crystal circuits, low frequency valve magnifiers, separate heterodynes to enable the reception of continuous waves to be carried out, complete three-valve receivers, and single four-electrode valve circuits being described. The performance of such apparatus was also considered, and a brief sketch of marine wireless and direction finding work then followed. At the conclusion of the lecturer’s remarks a discussion was opened by the Chairman, and various points relating to the valve sets were considered at length. Following upon the discussion, numerous lantern slides, kindly loaned by Marconi’s Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd., Radio Communication Co., Ltd., R.M. Radio, Ltd., and Mr. N. Whiteley, were exhibited and were a great aid to the lecturer, and the meeting especially from the practical point of view.

After a vote of thanks had been accorded to the Hon. Secretary, the meeting was declared closed.

Wireless Experimental Association.*

Hon. Secretary, Mr. F. E. Bailey, 157, Trent Boulevard, West Bridgford, Notts.

A meeting of the above Association was held in Room 74, Mechanics’ Institute, at 7.30 p.m. on Thursday, June 29th.

Mr. Fritchett, who had consented to lecture during the evening, delivered his remarks with marked ability. The subject, “Functioning of Valve Circuits and Their Components,” proved one of great interest. He dealt with the various parts of a valve receiver, showing clearly the way in which each worked, and also explained fully how it was possible to obtain the very best out of one’s set. As usual, in a lecture of this description, the audience had before them “Characteristic Curves,” and Mr. Fritchett explained how very essential it was to understand the particular characteristics of each valve in use. The lecturer also plotted an actual curve relating to a valve he had brought with him. He did not use any expensive apparatus, but only such as might be seen lying around any average amateur’s receiving set, and the only piece of apparatus which could not be said to be home-made was a milli-voltmeter.

This demonstration was greatly appreciated by the members present.

During the evening Mr. Ley demonstrated the working of a “Lokap Lattice Coil Winder,” and also exhibited a set of coils he had wound. This machine is for the use of members who pay a small nominal sum for the loan of it.

Full particulars will be supplied on application to the Hon. Secretary.

The Southend and District Wireless Club.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. D. L. Plaistowe, 21, Oakleigh Park Drive, Leigh-on-Sea.

A general meeting was held at Headquarters, 51, Queen’s Road, Southend-on-Sea, on June 30th.

Mr. Mayer took the chair. The minutes of the previous meeting were read and approved, and the Secretary’s report dealt with.

A general discussion followed on topics of interest to members, and several interesting points were raised and disposed of by various members, after which the Chairman called upon Mr. Plaistowe to give the second of a series of lectures of an elementary nature for the benefit of the non-technical members.

The properties of oscillating circuits were enlarged upon and capacity and inductance, etc., were explained by analogy and also by means of the splendid diagrams provided by Mr. Jagged.

The lecturer was accorded a hearty vote of thanks, after which Mr. Mayer showed an extremely small and compact one-valve receiver that he had made out of odds and ends when in the Service,
and that could be packed up in the kit bag. A short description of the set was given.

The Club was represented at a Garden Fête at Leigh Rectory on Saturday, July 8th, and a good show of apparatus was arranged by members.

Successful results were obtained on the portable receiver, which, though not complete, as only three L.F. coupled valves were used instead of the two H.F. rectifier and two note magnifying valve, with which the set will be provided, gave loud and pure speech with “Brown” microphone relay and loud speaker.

Short lectures were given to the people, and during the intervals of telephone transmissions from 2 LO and also 2 LZ and 2 WW, a high speed Morse operator read some of the ship stations.

One lady endeavoured to put on a pair of headphones while wearing a large hat, and was prevented in time from breaking the headband in trying to stretch it. In a case like this it was considered that elastic or other expandable material might be used.

The next public demonstration will take place on August Bank Holiday at the Garden Fête in the Rectory, Leigh-on-Sea, when we hope to have a good exhibit of apparatus.

Those interested should communicate with the Hon. Secretary.

The Radio Scientific Society of Manchester.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. H. D. Whitehouse, 16 Todd Street, Manchester.

An enjoyable outing was held by the above Society at Prestbury, near Macclesfield, on Saturday, July 15th. During the afternoon an aerial was erected and a five-valve amplifier brought by Mr. Halliwell. Strong signals were received from ships and coast stations. Punctually at 4 p.m. Mr. Lewis (2 AY), of Sale, was heard calling up, and this was followed by a musical programme. Unfortunately, considerable interference was experienced. Certain portions were received clearly, the music and speech being excellent.

After taking tea at a neighbouring farm, about a dozen members and friends persevered with an additional three-valve set, but were only able to hear snatches of music and singing in the intervals between the Morse signalling from numerous spark stations. In spite of the “jamming,” the afternoon was voted a success by all who participated.

Although during the summer months the Society’s efforts have been somewhat curtailed, it is hoped that anybody interested in amateur wireless will not hesitate to communicate with the Hon. Secretary, who will be very pleased to answer any enquiries at the above address

Southampton and District Wireless Society.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. T. H. Cutler, 24, Floating Bridge Road, Southampton.

A meeting of the above Society was held on Wednesday, July 12th, a large attendance of members being present.

An interesting demonstration and lecture will shortly be given by Dr. Norman Aldridge, X-ray specialist of the R.S.H. & S.H., who, by the way, is a member and a regular attendant at the Society’s meetings.

The Society continues to enrol new members. Large attendances are being recorded, but there is still room for more. The Hon. Secretary will be pleased to furnish all particulars.

The Belvedere and District Radio and Scientific Society.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. S. G. Meadows, 1, Kentish Road, Belvedere, Kent.

The inaugural meeting was held on Friday, July 14th, at the Erith Technical Institute, at which about 50 people were present.

Mr. T. E. Morriss took the chair at 7.30 p.m. in the absence of Mr. J. F. Watson, who was unfortunately called away on business at short notice.

Mr. A. G. Warren, who explained the desirability of forming a Radio and Scientific Society at the present time, was followed by the Chairman, who outlined the objects and constitution of the Society. Both speakers were then thanked by all present for their most interesting addresses, after which the following officers were elected:—President, Mr. J. F. Watson; Vice-Presidents, Mr. T. E. Morriss, Mr. W. Neagle, B.Sc., A.M.I.Mech.E.; Mr. J. C. Williams, A.M.I.E.E.; Hon. Technical Advisor, Mr. A. G. Warren, M.Sc., M.I.E.E., F.Inst.P.; Hon. Secretary, Mr. S. G. Meadows, 1 Kentish Road, Belvedere; Hon. Treasurer and Equipment Engineer, Mr. S. Burman; Committee Members, R. L. Chantrill, W. F. Ellis, S. W. Hurst, A.I.E.E., A.Fel.Aer.Inst., C. Morriss, L. W. Scudder, A.M.I.C.E., W. A. Selho, H. H. Smith.

The necessary business was carried through successfully, and it was decided to hold the first general meeting on September 8th next.

All interested are requested to obtain particulars from the Secretary

Halifax Wireless Club and Radio Scientific Society.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. Louis J. Ward, Clare Hall, Halifax.

The third annual meeting of the club was held on Wednesday, July 3rd, 1922. About 50 members were present under the Presidency of Mr. Walter Emmott, M.I.E.E., M.Inst.C.E., M.I.Cons.E. The President briefly reported on the past session and congratulated the members on the success achieved. The Treasurer’s report showed that the club was sound financially.

The election of officers was as under:—President, Mr. W. Emmott; Vice-Presidents, Messrs. J. R. Clay, A. H. Gledhill, G. E. Rawling, H. Mortimer.

The ballot for membership of the Committee resulted in Messrs. W. R. Haswell, J. H. Hardy, W. J. Holroyd, H. Town, W. Scott, and T. P. Brennan being elected. Mr. J. R. Clay was re-elected Hon. Treasurer and Mr. L. J. Wood, Hon. Secretary. The Technical Committee, consisting of Messrs. J. R. Clay, J. E. Mitchell, H. Mortimer, and L. J. Wood, was re-elected.

Many members spoke in enthusiastic terms of the progress of the club, particular reference being made to the petition to the Postmaster-General, which was inaugurated by the club, and taken up by the London Society, which resulted in the weekly transmission of telephony from Writtle, and which has proved to be the forerunner of the present broadcasting scheme.

The rules of the club, which have been brought up-to-date by the Committee, were approved. Membership of the club is now sub-divided into
two sections. Full membership is only open to British subjects over 21 who have held a P.M.G. licence for 12 months, or who in the opinion of the Committee possess exceptional technical ability. British subjects under 21, or who have not held a P.M.G. licence for 12 months, will be admitted as Associates. Associates will have the full benefit of the club, but will not be able to take any active part in the management, or vote at meetings.

It has been decided to open the club-room each Monday, Wednesday and Friday, from 7.30 p.m., when an efficient steward will be in charge of the instruments. Members and others interested are invited to attend on these evenings with their difficulties, but non-members are not expected to attend more than once per month.

The instruments belonging to the club have been overhauled by the Technical Committee, and the club now possesses very efficient transmitting and receiving apparatus. In the event of broadcasting becoming an accomplished fact, the room will be open nightly, but due notice will be given of this.

If any amateur in Halifax and district who is not a member wishes to enjoy the advantages of the club, there is still room for a few more members or associates, and full details of the club will be supplied on application to the Hon. Secretary.

Warwick School Wireless Society.

Secretary, Mr. P. Wintham, Warwick School.

A wireless society for members of Warwick School is in the process of formation to carry on the work of the Wireless Section of the Natural History Society, in view of the impetus given to the study of the subject during the last few months.

The School has had a receiving station for well over two years, and on its recent excursion to Edge Hill, the Wireless Section took a small two-valve portable set, which is shown in the accompanying photographs.

The set was erected and signals were being received within ten minutes of arrival. Eiffel Tower telephony and music were heard very distinctly, while STB, and, of course, GKL, GBL and many other stations came in well, and this despite the fact that the aerial was only about two feet six inches high at the lower (lead-in) end, while the earth was a nine-inch iron rod. Moreover, the set was placed by the highroad, which did not make it any easier to hear speech.

Warwick School Society's Portable Set in use.

The set taken was a two-valve resistance-capacity amplifier, using “Burndept” coils and Mullard “Ora” valves, and was placed in an old Mark I aircraft tuner case. It was put together quite hurriedly in the school.

The situation of the set on Edge Hill was very interesting, as it overlooked the famous battlefield, while the upper end of the aerial was attached to the well-known Edge Hill Tower.

The Durham City and District Wireless Club.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. Geo. Barnard, 3, Sowerby Street, Sacriston, Durham.

The first meeting of the above took place on Tuesday, July 11th. The attendance exceeded all expectations, as also the enthusiasm displayed. In the absence of Mr. Morsen, Mr. Sargent very ably carried out the duties of Chairman.

Before proceeding to business, Mr. Barnard gave a few explanatory remarks, and also outlined the objects of a wireless club. A very interesting discussion then took place, which ended in the Club being formed, the name being as above.

It was decided to hold meetings every fourteen days, on the Fridays, at 7 p.m. A committee was then elected, consisting of the Rev. Perkins, of Shadforth, Mr. Brown, of Sherburn Hill, Mr. Nurthen, of Durham, Mr. Clark, of Chester-le-Street, Mr. Sargent, of Durham, Mr. Kelly (Hon. Treasurer), of Durham, and Mr. C. Barnard (Hon. Secretary), of Sacriston. It was decided to let the Presidency, Vice-Presidency, also Chairman, stand over for a few weeks.

The next meeting took place on Friday, July 21st, at 7 p.m., in the hall of The Rose and Crown Hotel, when the Rules and Regulations
were read, after which a lecture was given by Mr. Geo. Barnard, on “The Electro-Magnetic Theory and its Application to Wireless.”

The Secretary wishes to thank the many brother secretaries who have so kindly sent letters of advice, thereby greatly helping to set the new club upon a sound foundation. He will also be very pleased to hear from anyone interested in radio who is desirous of joining the Club; better still, to attend personally the next meeting.

**Barnsley Amateur Wireless Association.**

Hon. Secretary, Mr. G. W. Wigglesworth, 13, King Edward Gardens.

A general meeting of the Barnsley Amateur Wireless Association was held on Tuesday, July 11th, in the Guild Room of the Co-operative Education Department, Market Street.

The question of permanent headquarters was freely discussed and suggestions from the members present were considered, with the result that the Association is very hopeful that at a very early date some of the proposals brought forward will materialise and that the work of the Association will commence in earnest.

The annual subscriptions were fixed as follows:—

- Adult members, 10s.; age 18 to 21, 7s. 6d.; junior members, 5s.

The existing Committee was re-elected en bloc, viz.:—Mr. G. W. Wigglesworth (Secretary); Mr. J. A. T. Carr (Treasurer); and Messrs. C. Pickering, Crossley and Harding; with the following additions:—Messrs. Smith, Hattersley, Roseveare, Lewis and Rhodes, whilst Mr. C. Pickering was subsequently elected as Chairman.

The question of President, Vice-Presidents, etc., was then discussed, and finally left in the hands of the Committee.

In conclusion, a vote of thanks was passed to the local Co-operative Education Department for the loan of the room for this meeting, and also to the Chairman of the evening’s proceedings.

The meeting was then declared closed and new members were enrolled.

There were upwards of 40 members and prospective members present, and judging by the liveliness of the proceedings and the interest displayed, the success of the Association is assured.

Intending members are requested to communicate with the Secretary.

**Walthamstow Amateur Radio Society.**

Hon. Secretary, Mr. R. Cook, 49, Ulverstone Road, E.17.

At the meeting of the above Society, held at its Headquarters, Y.M.C.A., Church Hill, Walthamstow, E.17, on Wednesday, July 12th, a very interesting and enjoyable evening was spent. After the usual informal discussion between members, business of the Club was commenced; minutes of the last meeting were read and approved. Three new members were admitted to the Club, bringing the total up to 45 members.

Mr. Butler gave an interesting lecture (for the benefit of the more elementary members of the club), on how to make a crystal set, and demonstrated on the blackboard how to construct and wire same.

The Secretary invites any gentlemen interested in radio telephony to join the Society, which will give them most valuable help.

A public demonstration was announced at the above address on Tuesday, July 25th, at 7.30 p.m.

All applications for membership and terms of subscription, together with the objects of the Association, will be immediately replied to by the Secretary.

**Gravesend Wireless Society.**

Communications for this Society should be addressed to the Hon. Secretary, pro tem., Mr. W. C. Birchall, Kirbydene, 29, Pier Road, Rossvile, Gravesend, and not to the Globe Hotel, as hitherto.

**Midland W. Herts. Wireless Club.**

Hon. Secretary, pro tem., Mr. J. R. Francis, Ivy Cottage, Redbourn, Herts.

Correspondence was addressed to all willing to assist in the holding of meetings in St. Albans, Harpenden, Hemel Hempstead and Berkhamsted, in connection with this new Club will be welcomed by the Secretary.

**Hyde Amateur Radio Society.**

Secretary, Mr. A. Stainthorpe, 5, Cheapside, Hyde.

The Society now boasts of about a dozen members.

A meeting was held on Wednesday, July 5th, at the Flowery Field Hotel, and a discussion was held on the design of the forthcoming two-valve set, many good suggestions being given.

A series of lectures are to be delivered shortly.

**Capham Wireless Club for Boys.**

An endeavour is being made to form a wireless club for boys in the Capham and Stockwell districts.

Mr. E. J. Valencia, 34, Stockwell Road, S.W.9, is willing to receive the names and addresses of those interested.

The “Radio Rendezvous.”

Secretary, Mr. W. F. Fuller, Club address.

Amateurs in the districts of East Ham, Manor Park, Wanstead, Ilford, Forest Gate and Barking, are cordially invited to join the above club. The club rooms, 709, The Broadway, Manor Park, E. 12, are open until 10 p.m. daily, except Sunday.

**Sutton and District Wireless Society.**

Hon. Secretary, Mr. E. A. Pywell, “Stanley Lodge,” Rosebery Road, Cheapside, Surrey.

Although this is a comparatively new society, it is doing remarkably well and has already twenty members. There must be many other wireless experimenters in the district, however, who are still working on their own, and it is hoped that they will now come along and join forces in this society. In this way they will contribute to its success as well as get the advantage of each other’s experience.

Full particulars and application form for membership may be obtained from the Hon. Secretary.

**Bridlington and District Wireless Society.**

A wireless society for Bridlington and district is being formed. The undermentioned gentlemen would like to get in touch with those in and about Bridlington who are interested.

It is requested that communication be made with any of the gentlemen whose addresses are given below as soon as possible, who will gladly receive suggestions so that a society may be formed with little delay and of the most benefit.

Mr. O. Thalander, “Cliffcote,” South Cliff, Bridlington; Mr. Norman E. Haigh, 24, St. John’s Avenue, Bridlington; Mr. M. Horspool, “Darley,” Marton Road, Bridlington.
Questions and Answers

NOTE.—This section of the magazine is placed at the disposal of all readers who wish to receive advice and information on matters pertaining to both the technical and non-technical sides of wireless work. Readers should comply with the following rules:—(1) Each question should be numbered and written on a separate sheet on one side of the paper, and addressed “Questions and Answers,” Editor, The Wireless World and Radio Review, 12/13, Henrietta Street, London, W.C.2. Queries should be clear and concise. (2) Before sending in their questions readers are advised to search recent numbers to see whether the same queries have not been dealt with before. (3) Each communication sent in to be accompanied by the “Questions and Answers” coupon to be found in the advertisement columns of the issue current at the time of forwarding the questions. (4) The name and address of the querist, which is for reference and not for publication, to appear at the top of every sheet or sheets, and unless typewritten, this should be in block capitals. Queries will be answered under the initial and town of the correspondent, or, if so desired, under a “nom de plume.” (5) In view of the fact that a large proportion of the circuits and apparatus described in these answers are covered by patents, readers are advised, before making use of them, to satisfy themselves that they would not be infringing patents. (6) Where a reply through the post is required every question sent in must be accompanied by a postal order for the amount of 1s., or 3s. 6d. for a maximum of four questions. (7) Four questions is the maximum which may be sent in at one time.

“A.B.C.” (Leicester) asks (1) Whether the making up for his own use of various apparatus to circuits which contain patented features renders him liable to action for infringing the patents. (2) If he will be allowed to sell similar sets to friends. You may make up sets for your own experimental use without rendering yourself liable, but you must not make up sets for any commercial or similar use, and by the sale of such sets, both you and the purchaser would immediately become liable.

“F.A.G.” (S.W.1) gives details of coils and windings and asks (1) The wavelength range. (2) Winding data for a frame aerial to fit the lid of a Mark III tuner case. (3) Details of a five-valve circuit with switching arrangements for two, three, four and five valves.

(1) You apparently wish to use a frame aerial set. If so, coils may be used to load up the frame, as many as required at any time being connected in series with it. The arrangement would not be very efficient, and we do not recommend using these coils at all. (2) Wind about 120 turns of No. 28 in a single layer on a former of the required size with tappings at 3, 6, 15, 30 and 60 turns. (3) See Fig. 3, page 31, April 1st issue. The range would be about 8,000 metres, with a 0-002 mfds. condenser.

“G.R.G.” (Marlborough) wishes to construct a Johnson & Rahbek loud speaker, and asks various questions about same.

(1) Distortion would be introduced in this arrangement from the telephone diaphragm employed. (2) Yes, but this arrangement might be found less sensitive. (3) The windings would depend on the input winding of the amplifier. If H.R., make the primary 4 ozs. of No. 32; if H.R., 2 ozs. of No. 44. For the secondary use 4 to 6 ozs. of No. 44.

“E.D.” (Birmingham) asks (1) What is the longest distance telephony can be heard with head telephones, and the longest distance with Brown’s loud speaker. (2) Details for making a set. (3) If the seven-valve set in “Amateur Valve Stations,” page 14 is suitable for long and short distance telephony. (4) Would Brown’s type A head telephones, wound with 4,000 ohms, be best, and the loud speaker wound for the same.

(1) It depends entirely on the power of the transmitter and the sensitivity of the receiving set. Under favourable conditions telephony is possible across the Atlantic. (2) It is impossible to answer this without a more definite statement of requirements. Many good circuits have been given in these columns, almost any of which would serve your purpose, but we should recommend studying a textbook on the subject before starting to make a set. (3) The set referred to is quite unsuitable for your use or construction, and moreover it has no tuning circuits. It is purely a commercial amplifier. A three-valve set would be quite sufficient for your purpose. (4) 4,000 ohm telephones O.K. The loud speaker can have any standard high resistance telephones.

“P.R.T.” (Southport).—(1) and (3) The circuit is incorrect; see Fig. 1, page 303, June 3rd issue, and many other recent diagrams for the correct arrangement of the valves. (2) About 0-0002 mfds. for short waves. (4) Not essential, but convenient if a large range of wavelengths is to be covered.

“J.E.W.” (Berkhamsted).—The information you give is rather sketchy, and there is nothing to indicate why the circuit will not work. The diagram submitted is correct. We cannot give the wavelength range as you do not say the size of your inductance former. The capacity of the variable condenser is approximately 0-0003 mfds.

“W.C.A.” (Plymouth) asks (1) Why a single valve set gives no results. (2) Whether an indoor aerial of wires 17 ft. long under the roof would be satisfactory. (3) If an outdoor aerial 35 ft. long and 20 ft. high, somewhat screened, would be better than the aerial above.

(1) We cannot say without more information. Your circuit may be wrongly connected, or have some accidental disconnection, or the valve may be defective, or see below. (2) The aerial is very poor and unlikely to give much except on a three or four-valve set. (3) Considerably better, but better still would be required for really good results.

“NUMBERS” (Paddington) asks for winding data for tuning coils for various wave ranges with aerials ranging from 90 to 110 ft.

It is impossible to predict sufficiently accurately to distinguish between such aerials, as the gauge of wire, height above ground, etc., would affect results considerably. The figures given must be
taken as approximate only. Reaction coil should preferably be small enough to slide inside A.T.I. Say, A.T.I. 2” diameter; reaction coil, 1½”; wire being No. 28.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>λ</th>
<th>A.T.I.</th>
<th>R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>440</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,050</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"C.B." (Cardiff) sends diagram of set and asks for a variation adding further valves. (2) If his present connections would be suitable for 2 MT and PCGG.

"J.G.G." (Holland Park) asks if it is possible to obtain results on a single valve set with a twin aerial 28 ft. long on masts raised at 6 ft. above a flat metal roof.

The arrangement will give very poor results unless the height of the masts is increased. If the height is increased to say 15 or 20 ft., results should be quite satisfactory.

"A.L.D." (Horsforth) asks for information with regard to a circuit. (2) For data for a tuner.

(1) Quite satisfactory, except that for short waves A.T.C. should be in series with A.T.I., also that the set would give serious re-radiation. C.1, C.2 and C.4 may be 0-0005 mfd.; C.3 may be 0-001 mfd. Grid condenser 0-002 mfd., and leak 2 megohms. (2) Coils used might be as given to "J.D." (Cambridge) above.

"J.L.C." (Finchley) submits an arrangement for supplying H.T. for a valve from house mains and asks (1) If satisfactory. (2) If it is detrimental to an aerial to have it fixed to a tree with overhanging branches. (3) If he will be infringing a patent by using home-made apparatus which is patented by a commercial firm.

(1) This depends on the voltage your valves will stand. The arrangement will give them practically full voltage of mains and will be correct if they will stand it. Otherwise, a number of lamps should be used in series as a potentiometer, and the valve tapped across the desired number to get the right voltage. (2) This will lead to some inefficiency. (3) See reply to "A.B.C." (Leicester) in this issue.

"PETE" (Earl’s Court) asks how to make a 0-0015 mfd. variable condenser as described in the issue of August 21st, 1920, which is now out of print. (2) What resistance telephones are required for the single valve set described in the issue of February 5th, 1921.

(1) The condenser had 30 fixed and 29 moving plates, diameter of moving plates being 2½/16", gauge of plates No. 20; spacing washers 2 mms. thick. (2) Anything over 2,000 ohms.

Fig. 1.

(1) See diagram Fig. 1. (2) The set is O.K. for the purpose, except that the reaction coil should be in series with the anode resistance and not in shunt across it.

"J.L.S." (Huddersfield) asks (1) Which of the following coils, honeycomb, slab or solenoid, are best for various types of reception. (2) Dimensions for 0-0001 mfd. and 0-001 mfd. condensers, using 0-01 ebonite.

(1) We have frequently pointed out that this is largely a matter of wavelength. Cylindrical coils are best, but become impracticable on long waves owing to the size involved. Therefore, at such ranges, the more portable but less efficient honeycomb and slab coils are used. Of these, honeycomb coils are considerably better than slab. (2) For 0-001 mfd. seven foils with an overlap for each of 3 cms.; for 0-001 mfd., 19 foils with an overlap of 10 sq. cms.

"F.W.P." (Tooting).—(1) The arrangement is quite good, but we should expect it to tune to higher values of wavelengths than you suggest. (2) We prefer the use of C.1 and C.2 to that of C.3 and C.4, but even with these condensers it will be necessary to use interchangeable or tapped transformers to cover the whole range. (3) Diameter, say 1½", length up to 4", windings varying from about 30 turns each up to about 50 turns each. Make the final adjustment experimentally.
"J.D." (Cambridge) asks (1) For a loose coupler for 100,000 metres with a 0.002 mfd. condenser. (2) Diagram for a three-valve panel to fulfil certain conditions. (3) If a crystal with separate heterodyne gives as good results as a single valve. (4) Approximate range with a 1½ kW. telephone transmitter and a three-valve receiver.

Fig. 2.

(1) Primary, 6" x 4" of No. 22, with a slider secondary 5" x 3" of No. 26, tapped at 1", 2" and 3". (2) See diagram Fig. 2. (3) No. (4) About 100 miles for good results.

"W.H.M." (Kingston) asks (1) If a larger aerial makes reception stronger, or if it merely governs the wavelength. (2) Asks for a multi-valve set to fulfil certain requirements. (3) If increase of his aerial will need the introduction of any instruments to bring the wavelength back to normal value. (4) Generally gives increased strength of signals. See Fig. 2, page 276, May 27th issue, and many similar circuits, but we should caution you that the satisfactory construction of such a set is extremely difficult without previous experience with simpler types, as there are numerous pitfalls which can only be found out by experience. (3) The increase of your aerial will not very greatly affect your wavelength except at minimum values. The wavelength can be reduced again by the addition of a series A.T.C. if necessary.

"MINOR" (Dartford) asks for information on the construction of a resistance capacity L.F. amplifier.

The arrangement should be exactly similar to the H.F. amplifier of this type, except that the interstage capacity used may be about 0.005 mfd., and the leak less than usual, say 200,000 ohms.

"TREBLE" (Littleborough) asks (1) Whether certain Brown telephone transformers are suitable for use with low resistance telephones. (2) Number of sheets of foil for a certain condenser. (3) Wavelength range of his set. (4) Whether a power station 100 yards away is likely to give him any trouble. (1) We cannot say without examination, but probably not, as many of these instruments are merely for use with the Brown telephone relay, with windings quite unsuitable for your purpose. (2) Four. (3) 7,000 ms. max. (4) Probably not seriously, although it is impossible to say for certain without test.

"R.B." (Oldham) asks (1) Whether a single valve circuit would give good results on broadcasting at ten miles with a loud speaker. (2) For a good book on valve theory. (3) Windings for an A.T.I. and reaction coil for 3,000 ms. (4) Why telephony is receivable on a crystal. (1) No, at least one stage of note magnification would be required for good results. (2) Bangay's "Oscillation Valve" is quite a good book at a reasonable figure. Scott-Taggart's book on valves is also a good work on a larger scale. (3) Primary, 9" x 6" of No. 22; secondary, 7" x 5" of No. 26. (4) Because the audio frequency variations of the carrier C.W. have similar effects on the detector and the telephones as the audio frequency sparks of a spark set.

"S.W." (Portsmouth) asks how to add an amplifying panel to his present single valve panel. See diagram Fig. 3.

Fig. 3.

(1) The prediction of a variometer to tune a circuit from 400 to 1,500 ms. (2) For a reaction coil to suit a circuit up to 15,000 ms., and to use with a certain frame. (1) The prediction of a variometer to fulfil this requirement would be very difficult, and the instrument would be very inefficient at the shorter wavelengths. It would be much better to use a solenoid coil with taps, and a spherical at one end to provide tuning between the taps. Coil might be 8" x 4" of No. 22, with a 3" spherical at one end. (2) Try 9" x 8" x 1½", wound with No. 26, with tappings at 6, 12, 24 and 30 turns.
“A.E.R.” (W.1.) asks for diagram of a six-valve receiving set embodying five H.F. valves and one rectifier and making use of magnetic reaction.

For circuit see Fig. 4. It is essential that the transformers should be of precisely the same value as in a multi-valve H.F. amplifier. Should one or two transformers have slightly different values they will filter out wavelengths on which the others are designed to give amplification. With an amplifier of this sort you are advised to adopt a construction for the transformers that will permit of them all being precisely the same. We would recommend you to wind the transformers on a 1” ebonite rod, making primary and secondary each of a single layer and insulated from one another by a single wrapping of empire cloth. Make both windings in the same direction and the finishing ends will go to grids and plates. The rectifying valve should be specially selected to give good rectification, such as “Q1,” “Qx,” or “R4B.”

“C.H.H.” (Sheffield) asks (1) Whether a certain three-valve set can be used with a frame to receive 2 MT and other similar stations. (2) For the capacity of certain condensers. (3) What type of valve to use. (4) If the aerial and the set should be in the same room.

(1) Possible, if not too badly screened. (2) Variable, 0-0005 mfd.; fixed, 0-0002 mfd. (3) Any good hard valve on the market. (4) Yes.

“THREE VALVE” (Westcliffe) asks (1) For a three-valve circuit to fulfil certain requirements. (2) If H.F. is the best way to add a third valve. (3) Why long wave stations have gone weak on his set although it still gives short wave stations all right. (4) Why the positive plates of his accumulator have fallen to pieces.

(1) See diagram for “J.D.” (Cambridge), using an L.F. transformer in place of the second H.F. transformer shown. (2) Yes. (3) Impossible to say without some knowledge of the type of circuit you are using; but it may be due to a bad connection or a short-circuited turn in some part of your circuit which is not in use on the shorter wavelengths. (4) This is a common result of careless treatment, too rapid charge or discharge, or wrong density of acid.

“N.S.” (Manchester) asks where to obtain drawings of the seven-valve amplifier shown on page 14 of “The Construction of Amateur Valve Stations.”

This amplifier is the design of a commercial company, who have naturally not authorised the publication of their drawings, although diagrams of the instrument have appeared in various places, as for instance in Fleming’s book of valves. The instrument is a commercial amplifier designed for special purposes, and is useless as a receiver without the addition of suitable tuning circuits.

“W.G.” (Hastings) asks (1) Circuit shown is quite correct. Wavelength maximum probably about 3,500. (2) See Fig. 5, page 124. (3) The telephones may be used without change. (4) Circuit should be efficient at all wavelengths.
CROCROSS WOUND COILS.

SHORT WAVE-LENGTH SERIES.

These coils have been so designed that the overlap of range when shunted with a '0005 condenser is sufficient to enable some other number to be used for reaction purposes. There is no need therefore to purchase a double set.

When used in the aerial circuit the wave-lengths obtainable from each coil will be lengthened by an amount which will depend upon the properties of the aerial in use.

The self-capacity of these coils is extremely low, and the wire used is large enough to enable them to operate with success in sets not employing autodyne reception. Used in crystal sets they replace the old style cumbersome cylindrical inductances. These coils can be supplied either mounted or unmounted.

All coils are nicely taped, and mounted coils are fixed to standard British gauge ebonite push fittings.

Each of these coils is tested in an oscillatory circuit before dispatch.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sizes</th>
<th>Ranges when used with '001 variable condenser in parallel.</th>
<th>Ranges when used with '0005 variable condenser in parallel.</th>
<th>PRICES. (Subject to Trade Discount.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1350</td>
<td>1350</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8a</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>8a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prices: Unmounted. Each. £1 15 0 per set mounted, £3 0 0 per set unmounted.


Also Manufacturers of Enamelled Aerial Conductors, prices on application.
Manufacturers of Electrical Apparatus to the Trade for over 35 years.
THE "BROWN" MICROPHONE AMPLIFIER

This Amplifier magnifies signals, or music, without distortion, and is of considerable interest to amateurs and scientific investigators. The Magnification is much greater than that obtained from two valves, and the current consumption is about 50 milliamps. In construction, this instrument is simple, and it is much more robust than other sensitive relays of this class. This instrument satisfies the urgent demand for a reliable, inexpensive amplifier, which the most inexperienced amateur can use, and which the most experienced requires. It is much cheaper, ultimately, than a multi-valve amplifier, and the operator is relieved from many of the varied causes of breakdown. It includes a transformer suitable for low resistance telephones or loud speakers.

The price of the "Brown" Microphone Amplifier is £5 for low resistance (120 ohms) input and £5 2s. 6d. for high resistance (8,000 ohms) input.

THE "BROWN" LOUD SPEAKER

With an Amplifier signals or telephony may be so magnified as to cause discomfort to wearers of headphones, yet not be loud enough to be audible at any appreciable distance from the head. Every wireless experimenter sometimes wishes to let his friends hear, which would involve the use of several pairs of telephones simultaneously with consequent loss of signal strength, as well as considerable expense. The "Brown" Loud Speaker was designed to meet this need efficiently and economically, and is used in all up-to-date receiving stations. The sound is intensified by means of a horn.

The "Brown" Loud Speaker (120 ohms), Standard Pattern with Upright Funnel is £5 10s. Wound to special high resistance up to £5 15s.

THE "BROWN" SUPER-SENSITIVE TELEPHONES FOR WIRELESS, ETC.

These Telephones are unquestionably the clearest and most sensitive made, and, consequently, increase the distance over which the wireless can be heard. IN UNIVERSAL USE. As supplied to British, Allied and Foreign Governments.

The "Brown" "A" Type Radio Headphones—

Low resistance

High resistance

The "Brown" "D" Type Headphones (Improved flat diaphragm type)—

Low resistance

High resistance

The above telephone prices include Cords.

CATALOGUE POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

Sole Manufacturers: S. G. BROWN, LTD.,

SHOWROOMS

Where the above Instruments—may be Inspected.


Telegrams: Sidbrownix, London.

Telephone: Chiswick 1469.


Brown's Wireless Apparatus can be purchased from all Wireless Suppliers.

EARLY DELIVERY of Telephones and Loud Speakers can now be given.

THE CREED HIGH-SPEED PRINTING TELEGRAPHS

The CREED SYSTEM is the only automatic printing telegraphs successfully applied to Wireless Working. It is now in regular operation on the wireless routes between London, Paris, Cologne, and Berlin. Several foreign Navies are also installing Creed apparatus as part of their standard equipment.

The new Creed apparatus is very simple in design and requires no compressed air.

Send for our Text-Book - Price 1/2 post free

CREED & CO., LTD., Telegraph Engineers, Croydon, Surrey

Telegrams: "Credo, Croydon."

Telephone: Croydon 2190.
"C.H.S." (Wolverhampton) asks (1) If it is probable that the use of reaction will not be allowed in the case of broadcast receiving apparatus. (2) If there is a circuit which gives the advantages of reaction without the risk of reradiation. (3) For circuit diagram of a two-valve broadcast receiver. (4) For the errors to be pointed out in certain calculations he has made from data with regard to inductance and wavelength.

(1) and (2) We cannot say, but we should imagine that no steps would be taken to prohibit the use of such an excellent property as reaction in receiving circuits, though every effort should be made to prevent the use of circuits in which the reaction coil is coupled back directly to aerial inductance. Reradiation is reduced by adopting inter-valve H.F. coupling and arranging the reaction between grid and plate circuits of the second valve. See circuit Fig. 5. (3) See circuit Fig. 3, page 436.

"O.K." (Bournemouth) asks (1) For a diagram of a two-valve transmitter for C.W. and telephony. (2) Data for wiring transmitter. (3) If more valves can be added without dismantling set. (4) Values of condensers and resistances.

(1) See diagram (Fig. 00). (2) It depends largely on the aerial. Try about 40 turns on a former 3" diameter for the A.T.I., and 80 turns on a 2" diameter former for the reaction. (3) Not usefully, except in parallel with the oscillating valve. (4) For grid condenser 0-001 mfds, with 250,000 ohms. Feed condenser try 0-0005 mfds.

"N.S." (Pendleton) asks (1) Why transmitting stations give call signals in Morse and not speech. (2) For an opinion on B.T.H. portable set. (3) How to adjust his three-valve set.

(1) Telephonic stations usually give calls in speech. Telegraphic stations use Morse, as they are generally incapable of speech. Some telegraphic stations experimenting in telephony call in Morse as this is their normal method of communication. (2) This set is quite O.K. for getting various high power stations and ships under favourable conditions, but is not intended for short-wave telephony on which the range is poor, unless specially wound for the purpose. (3) Impossible to say without knowing the type of set to be employed.

"BEGINNER." (Leyton) asks (1) If an amateur can construct an efficient portable set. (2) Where he can obtain details of construction of same. (3) In which issue can he get detailed instructions of a three-valve set. (4) Would this set be efficient on a frame aerial.

(1) Yes, but we should not advise a beginner to work on a set of this type. (2) We do not know of any suitable detailed instructions. (3) and (4) A suitable set for this purpose is described in numbers 16 to 21, Vol. VIII, which can be obtained from the publishers.

"T.J.W." (Much Wenlock) asks (1) The simplest way to add a valve to a certain crystal set. (2) What telephony he would hear if a second valve were added. (3) Why he gets nothing with his crystal set although he gets clicks when joining up the telephones. (4) If a broadcasting station is likely to be established near.

(1) The only easy way would be the addition of a note magnifier, as in Fig. 3, page 336, but a new set on the lines of Fig. 5, page 124, would give much better results. (2) You should get stations as in question 4, with the altered set. There is probably very little to be got at present. (3) The set and aerial are of somewhat poor quality. You are not likely to get calling signals in a crystal in your district. (4) Birmingham and Manchester will be the nearest stations, neither of which you are likely to get very strongly on a crystal set.

"READER." (Norwich) asks (1) What is the maximum distance from which his set would receive telegraphy. (2) How much wire would wind a certain former full of No. 26. (3) Would his circuit be satisfactory using the inductance sketched. (4) What wavelength could he reach with a certain set which he describes.

(1) You should get FL, Nauen, and a few similar high power Continental stations. (2) 700ft., say 2 lbs. (3) O.K. (4) 4,500 metres.
"DEAF" (Wolverhampton) asks (1) If there is any likelihood of the Post Office refusing to allow amateurs to use valve sets. (2) Will it be possible to receive broadcasting successfully on a crystal set and to use a loud speaker at about 30 miles distant. (3) The best crystal set which does not require a battery. (4) Can crystals be purchased which need no readjustment. (1) No, although sets capable of reradiation may be forbidden. (2) 30 miles can be done under favourable conditions on a crystal set, but it will not operate a loud speaker, which would necessitate the use of a two or three stage L.F. amplifier. (3) Zincite-copper pyrites is very good, but, like all other sensitive combinations, does require some adjustment. (4) Carborundum seldom needs adjustment, except a slight variation of potentiometer setting from time to time.

"PARALLELEPIPED" (Bournemouth) asks (1) Could he receive at Bournemouth F.T. time signals and weather forecast with an aerial frame 4' square and where he can obtain a Marconi crystal detector. (2) How many turns of the in the aerial would give the best results with 2,600 metre waves. (3) Would tram wires 80' distant cause trouble. (4) What is the carborundum detector described on page 359 which requires no adjustable potentiometer. (1) Yes, if condenser is used across the telephones, but the set will give serious reradiation trouble. (2) About 20. (3) Not unless you are using several stages of amplification. (4) The crystal used is of normal type. The absence of need for a potentiometer is due to the special circuit employed, of which we are not at present at liberty to give further particulars.

"S.O.S." (Oundle).—(1) Impossible to say on the little information you give. Either there is something seriously wrong with the connections or the coils are of unsuitable dimensions. (2) Yes, if condenser is used across the telephones, but the set will give serious reradiation trouble. (3) Connect a condenser across the frame and a condenser across the filament and grid of the valve. (4) About 45 plates would be required.

"J.H.B." (Muswell Hill) asks for criticism of a set. The circuit is fairly good, but a condenser is required across the telephones, also the use of coupled circuits would minimise reradiation; and we do not advise gas-pipe earths.

"M.G.N." (Yarnoton) wishes to make up receiving set to the diagram given on page 368, June 17th issue, and asks (1) Whether certain make of inter-valve transformers would be suitable. (2) Whether any alteration is necessary. (3) The resistance ratios of the transformers marked 1/1 and 10/1. (4) What size can one obtain suitable variable condenser. (1) We should prefer you to use transformers of the type marked "B." It is essential that these inter-valve transformers be wound in such a way that their values can be relied upon to be identical. Should one transformer operate on a slightly different band of wavelengths to the others, it will filter out signals which the remainder of the transformers would efficiently amplify. (2) No alterations are necessary excepting that a much smaller aerial tuning condenser will be required, as you only intend to tune up to about 3,000 metres.

(3) 9,000 to 1,700 ohms and not 1/1 as shown. 11,000 to 120 ohms for low resistance telephone receivers. (4) Use an aerial tuning condenser with air dielectric and a maximum of 0·0015 mfd.

"W.E.C." (Putney) asks (1) If circuit diagram Fig. 33 on page 340, June 10th issue is suitable for use with "Oojah" slab coils and five inter-valve H.F. transformers for ranges of 300 to 5,000 metres. (2) Or alternatively, for a three-valve diagram embodying one H.F., one rectifier and L.F. magnifier. (1) Yes, these coils and transformers may be used as components for building up the circuit for wavelengths beyond 1,500 metres. You may find it easier to adopt resistance capacity valve coupling as shown in Fig. 2, page 294, June 3rd issue. (2) For suitable circuit see Fig. 1, page 58, or Fig. 1, page 37, in April 8th issue.

"R.W.S." (Highbury) wishes to know how he can use a Marconi crystal receiver set, Type 16, in conjunction with a three-valve amplifier and loud speaker.

You would be well advised to dismantle the crystal receiver and re-wire the components, making use of the potentiometer for controlling the grid of the first valve. The aerial circuit may stand as it is for tuning, and the closed circuit, together with its "Billi" condenser may be arranged to give reaction effects. Suitable circuit to use as a guide in effecting these changes will be found on page 304, June 3rd issue. You do not describe the three-valve amplifier, but if it is of the low frequency type you may fit the reaction coil in the plate circuit of the first valve, bridging the primary of the first transformer with a condenser 0·002 mfd.

"J.A.R." (Walsall) wishes to install a receiver suitable for reception of broadcasted telephony, and asks (1) For circuit diagram and dimensions of coils, condenser, etc. (2) For details of high-tension transformer, if it is needed for use with his receiving set. (1) It is regretted that we cannot give you sufficiently complete details to be of help to you in setting up your receiving station. We would suggest that you read carefully the articles that are publishing in alternate issues under the heading of "Experimental Station Design," the first of which appeared on May 27th last. The first instalment relates to the construction of aerials, and subsequent ones deal with the design of apparatus, and as you intend to construct your own outfit, it is probable that these articles will reach an advanced stage, giving you all the information required before you have had time to complete your outfit. (2) A high-tension transformer is not required for use in receiving apparatus, and no doubt you mean an inter-valve transformer, a description of which will shortly be given in the articles referred to.

"J.G.C." (Ealing) refers to the article on an "American Short Wave Receiver," in the June 3rd issue, and asks the meaning of "Regenerative." The word "Regenerative" has usually the same meaning as reaction, and in the tuner referred to both grid and plate circuits are tuned by means of variometers, these automatically adjusting the setting up of oscillations. The coupling back of the plate circuit to the grid circuit is effected by the relative positions of the various coils shown from Fig. 2, on page 283.
MARCONI GIVES UNRIVALLED WIRELESS SERVICE

THE MARCONI INTERNATIONAL MARINE COMMUNICATION CO LTD.
MARCONI HOUSE, STRAND, LONDON
DELIVERY FROM STOCK

can be given by very few firms nowadays, but we can supply most of your requirements immediately.

WE stock complete sets and all accessories required by the amateur at reasonable prices consistent with quality.

We can supply in quantity the following goods of our own manufacture, immediate delivery.

Tuning coils, filament resistances, low frequency transformers, telephones, valve legs, valve holders, condenser vanes, slab inductances, switch arms, ivorine scales, grid condensers and leaks, etc.

Our works are fitted with latest type engraving machines, and we can engrave ebonite panels to your requirements.

Send for Illustrated List, post free 3d.

POST AND TRADE ORDERS TO
BRITISH WIRELESS SUPPLY COMPANY
6, BLENHEIM TERRACE, LEEDS.

Telephone: 26926.

And at:
11 Church St., West Hartlepool. Tel.: 373.
18 Eldon Square, Newcastle-on-Tyne. Tel. 360 City
33 High Street, Southampton. Telephone 403

"Exide"
BATTERIES
FOR
WIRELESS

WE specialize in the manufacture of batteries for filament current supply to Valves and high-tension batteries for application of Anode Potential. We can supply these batteries in glass, ebonite or celluloid containers to any desired voltage.

Exide batteries can be relied upon for wireless work and retain their charge over very long periods.

Prices and Particulars on Application.

THE Chlord ELECTRICAL STORAGE COMPANY LIMITED.

Head Office: London Showrooms:
Clifton Junction, 219/229 Shaftesbury Av.
Nr. Manchester. W.C.2

6 Volt, 80 Amp. Hour Exide Battery.
"H.R.W." (Mildenhall) gives a cross sectional drawing of a former for constructing inter valve transformers, the diameter of which is 1½, and asks for windings to cover wavelengths on 300 to 3,000 metres.

For 300 to 500 use 450 turns for primary and the same number for the secondary; for 500 to 1,000 use 1,200 turns for each, and for 1,000 to 3,000, 5,000 turns. We recommend you not to make use of tappings, but to make separate transformers. As you propose to use a variable condenser with the transformer it is better to put the two windings on separately with insulation between. Put the windings on in opposite directions, taking the finishing end of the primary to plate and the beginning end and secondary to grid, the secondary winding being wound on over the primary.

"HEAD WEIR" (North Devon) submits a circuit of a five-meter amplifier which makes use of break jacks for varying the number of valves and circuit, and asks (1) For diagram showing the external connections and (2) For the number and dimensions of plates for the construction of the various condensers shown.

(1) The aerial inductance is connected in series or parallel with aerial tuning condenser according to whether reception on short or long wavelength is required. The grid of the first valve and the common L.T. minus are connected across the ends of the aerial inductance. The reaction coil which is coupled to the aerial inductance, is plugged into the jack, which is connected in series with the plate circuit of the third valve.

(2) The grid condenser should consist of three plates, being wound one in one direction, and two in the other, separated from each other by micr 0.002" in thickness, and having an overlap of 1" by 3/8". The condenser which shunts the primary of the first low frequency inter-valve transformer, should consist of 15 plates, being 7 in one direction and 6 in the other, and having an overlap of 1" by 3/8". Condensers are not required across the second and final L.F. transformers. The condenser which bridges the high-tension battery may have a value between 0.05 and 0.25 mfd., and can be made of tin foil with wax paper or silk, and might roughly consist of 20 plates with an overlap of 4"x6".

"F.H." (Long Eaton) is constructing the American tuner described on pages 281 to 284, June 3rd issue and asks (1) The capacity of the grid condenser. (2) What wavelength 416 turns of No. 22 wire on a round former 6½" in diameter would give. (3) Whether the set is suitable for the reception of C.W. (4) Whether any additional apparatus is required.

(1) A maximum value of 0.0005 mfd. (2) This depends upon the dimensions of your aerial, but with double cotton-covered wire the maximum wavelength would be about 3,500 metres on a two-wire aerial of the dimensions specified by the P.M.G. (3) Yes, but a little coupling between the grid and plate inductances is assumed owing to the manner in which they are arranged in the set. (4) No other apparatus is required to complete the single-valve receiver, and it can be thoroughly recommended for use exactly as shown in the diagram without the addition of other variable condensers.

"M.A." (Nottingham) asks for windings of H.F. aperiodic transformers, using "Eureka" wire, and suitable for wavelengths between 300 and 1,000 metres.

Wind with No. 47 S.S.C. "Eureka" wire on a 1½ ebonite rod former, using 600 turns for primary, and 600 for secondary, separated from each other by a single layer of empire cloth, and both wound in the same direction. The leads which terminate at one end of the former are taken to grid and plate. 300 to 1,000 metres is rather a broad band for one transformer to operate on, and you will get better results if you provide a tapping at 200 turns on each winding for use on wavelengths of less than 100 metres.

"F.H.N." (Colchester) sends specimens of variable condenser plates and asks (1) The number required to build up condensers of 0.0003, 0.0005 and 0.0015 mfd. capacity. (2) If you will be infringing patents by constructing and offering for sale, single, two and three-valve tuned circuits. (1) You do not say the spacing you propose to adopt between the plates, but if you make it one eighth of an inch between consecutive fixed or consecutive moveable ones, you will require 7 fixed and 6 moveable for 0.0003 mfd., that is, 13 plates: 21 for 0.0005 mfd., and 61 for 0.0015 mfd. (2) We regret that we cannot constitute ourselves as advisers on questions relating to the use of patents.

"A.C.D." (Leeds) possesses tuning coil and loose coupler, and asks for a three-valve circuit making use of this, and giving particulars of the other components required to build up a three-valve circuit.

If you have fair experience in the manipulation of wireless apparatus you might adopt circuit tuning Fig. 1, July 1st issue. This circuit is described more fully on page 37, April 8th issue, where the values of the various condensers are shown. If you are a beginner we would advise you to follow the articles which are appearing fortnightly in this journal on Experimental Station Design. You will easily be able to embody your tuner in the making of the sets described.

"H.B." (Birmingham) states that he is constructing an aerial tuning inductance 8" long by ½" in diameter, and proposes winding with No. 24 H.F. wire, and asks for the positions for tapping off to give wavelengths 250, 500, 2,500, 3,500, stepping up by ranges of approximately 100 metres in the lower values and 500 metres in the higher ones.

It is impossible to say to what wavelength your inductance will tune as the range entirely depends upon the capacity and inductance of the aerial to which it is connected. Using a parallel condenser of maximum capacity 0.0015, your inductance will probably tune to a maximum wavelength of 3,500 metres on a two-wire aerial of the maximum dimensions specified by the P.M.G. If connected to a single-wire aerial the coil will probably only tune to 2,500 metres. We regret we cannot give figures for the wavelengths you ask, but would recommend you not to bother about particular wavelengths, but to tap off at increasing intervals along the coil, bearing in mind that the wavelengths are proportional to the square of inductance, which is approximately directly proportional to the number of turns.
‘P.V.’ (Manchester) refers to a diagram of the Marconi seven-valve H.F. amplifier and asks (1) How to couple it to a tuner, making use of interchangeable coils. (2) Sizes of former, and wire for winding H.F. transformers suitable for reception of telephony. (3) The values of the condensers that bridge the primary and secondary windings of the transformers and (4) The method for connecting potentiometer to the rectifier valve.

(1) Connect the aerial tuning inductance across the grid and potentiometer terminals of the first valve; i.e., the two terminals shown on the extreme right. Reaction may be arranged in a variety of ways, but as the amplifier is only operative on a narrow band of wavelengths, perhaps the best way is to wind an inductance that can be coupled with the aerial coil, and connecting it to the terminals “G” and “F,” leaving terminal “P” connected across to the next terminal on the right. Alternatively a small coil may be wound, say of 20 turns of No. 34 S.S.C. wire on a 1” former, and connected in series with the aerial inductance. This coil should be placed near the end of the third or fourth intervalve transformer. (2) The winding of the transformer is very important, and must be very carefully carried out. One faulty transformer will filter out wavelengths on which the others operate best. On wavelengths of 250-429 metres, wind the transformers with 260 turns of No. 38 S.C.C. on a 1” ebonite rod. Primaries and secondaries should have exactly the same number of turns, and be separated from one another by a single layer of empire cloth. The two windings should be in the same direction, and the leads which come from one end of the transformer are taken to grid and plate. (3) The six condensers bridging the transformer windings should be of the order of 0-0005 mfd. The condenser bridging the L.F. transformer to have a capacity of 0-001 mfd., that across the potentiometer 0-0005, and the one from the telephone transformer secondary to the L.T. minus, about 0-05 mfd. (4) Separate grid control for the rectifier valve can be arranged by connecting a variable condenser, and if that does not give good results, the maximum capacity condenser that may be used efficiently is 0-0004 mfd. The remainder of your circuit is quite correct and should give good results. It is advisable in such a circuit to use special valves designed to function efficiently in the various circuits in which they are connected. The H.F. and note magnifier valves should be of the “R” type. The detector valve should have good rectifying properties, such as “R1B” or “QX.” As you use a potentiometer to control the grid potential of the rectifier, a soft valve, or one having a steep curve, would give good results. (2) We have scrutinised your diagram for tapping out the reaction transformer without a variable condenser, and if that does not give good results, the maximum capacity condenser that may be used efficiently is 0-0004 mfd. The remainder of your circuit is quite correct and should give good results. It is advisable in such a circuit to use special valves designed to function efficiently in the various circuits in which they are connected. The H.F. and note magnifier valves should be of the “R” type. The detector valve should have good rectifying properties, such as “R1B” or “QX.” As you use a potentiometer to control the grid potential of the rectifier, a soft valve, or one having a steep curve, would give good results. (2) We have scrutinised your diagram, and it is quite correct.

SHARE MARKET REPORT

Prices as we go to press on July 17th, are:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shares</th>
<th>Marconi Ordinary</th>
<th>£2 3 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Preference</td>
<td>2 1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inter. Marine</td>
<td>1 7 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Canadian</td>
<td>11 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Report of the Directors of the Marconi International Marine Communication Company, Ltd., and Statement of Accounts for the Year ended 31st December, 1921, was presented to the shareholders on Tuesday, July 25th, 1922.

The Directors recommended the payment of a final dividend at the rate of 5 per cent., which, together with the interim dividend declared at the beginning of December last, amounts to 10 per cent. for the year.
Variable Air Condensers of Precision.

HIGH INSULATION. PERMANENT CALIBRATION. SOUND MECHANICAL DESIGN. FULLY GUARANTEED. LOW COST.

The condenser shown in the illustration embodies 25 years' experience in the design and manufacture of Wireless Components.

CONSTRUCTION—The workmanship and materials embodied in this instrument are of an exceptionally high order. The fixed vanes are mounted on a heavy solid brass plate. The moving system is carefully built up and pivoted, to work easily and smoothly. Temperature variations have no effect on the ease of operation. A thoroughly well-made article in every detail.

ROBUSTNESS—To demonstrate its sound construction the condenser may be submitted to rough handling or sustained vibration without displacing any of the parts or affecting the calibration.

MOUNTING—it can be supplied for easy panel mounting as illustrated, or fitted in a polished mahogany case for use as a separate unit.

ECONOMY—It is more economical to purchase this well-made condenser than to attempt to assemble an inferior instrument from stampings and washers.

CAPACITY—Note the high capacity range:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capacity Range</th>
<th>Price (Cash in mahogany box)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.000025 to 0.001 microfarads</td>
<td>£2 10 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To secure early delivery order immediately.

RADIO INSTRUMENTS Ltd
Managing Director: J. Joseph, M.I.E.E.
Chief Designer: W. A. Appleton, M.E.E., M.I.R.E.

12a, Hyde Street.
NEW OXFORD ST., W.C.1

1 HAVE IN STOCK
5000 BROWN'S PAIRS (120 ohms) "A" PHONES
NEW AND UNISSUED

POST 45/- PER PAIR
CASH WITH ORDER

WILKINSON, Lonsdale Rd., Kilburn.
TRADE SUPPLIED (Same address since 1900) N.W.6

I HAVE IN STOCK
5000 BROWN'S PAIRS (120 ohms) "A" PHONES
NEW AND UNISSUED

POST 45/- PER PAIR
CASH WITH ORDER

WILKINSON, Lonsdale Rd., Kilburn.
TRADE SUPPLIED (Same address since 1900) N.W.6

JUST OUT!
WIRELESS VALVES SIMPLY EXPLAINED
By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F. Inst. P.
Author of "Elementary Text-book on Wireless Vacuum Tubes" and "Thermionic Tubes in Radio Telegraphy and Telephony," etc.

CONTENTS:

PRICE 2/6 NET 3/- CLOTH

The Construction of Wireless Receiving Apparatus by PAUL D. TYERS
THE only book which tells you HOW to MAKE ALL the PARTS of a Valve or Crystal Set.

Price 1/6 NET

Available at the same price as these books, or order post free RADIO PRESS LTD.
Publishers of Authoritative Wireless Books
34/35, Norfolk Street, LONDON, W.C.2

BROWN'S HEADPHONES
(NEW) TYPE A (Reed Adjustment)

Price

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resistance</th>
<th>Complete, for panel mounting</th>
<th>In mahogany box</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>120 ohms</td>
<td>£2 10 0</td>
<td>£2 15 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8000 ohms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42/- Cash</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49/- Order</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Free.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WHY WAS SOL ANNOYED (SOLENOID)?

A Prize for the best Answer.

Watch these Advertisements for Winners.

Tin Foil. Free from lead. Sheets, 26" by 13", 4d. each.
Valve Sockets. With nut and washer. Fine finish, set of four, 10d.
Valve Holders. Best quality ebonite. 1/6 each.
Valves. 4-pin vertical filament, 10s. each.

SUPERIOR QUALITY WIRE. BRITISH MADE.

S.W.G. | S.C.C. | D.C.C. | Single Silk | D. Silk | Enam. | B.A.
---|---|---|---|---|---|
12 | 1.10 | 1.11 | 4 - | 5 - | 6 - | 7 -
14 | 1.11 | 2 - | 4 - | 5 - | 6 - | 7 -
16 | 2 - | 2.1 | 4.2 | 5.6 | 6.1 | 7.1
18 | 2.1 | 2.2 | 4.4 | 5.6 | 6.1 | 7.1
20 | 2.2 | 2.3 | 4.6 | 6.2 | 6.2 | 7.2
22 | 2.6 | 2.1 | 5 - | 6.8 | 6.8 | 7.8
24 | 3 - | 3.6 | 5.6 | 7.4 | 7.4 | 8.4
26 | 3.7 | 4.1 | 6 - | 8.2 | 8.2 | 9.2
28 | 4 - | 4.7 | 7 - | 9.8 | 9.8 | 10.8
30 | 5 - | 5.6 | 8 - | 10.8 | 10.8 | 11.8
32 | 6 - | 7.3 | 9.2 | 12.8 | 12.8 | 13.8
34 | 7 - | 8.3 | 11.6 | 14 - | 14 - | 15.6
36 | 8.8 | 10.2 | 13.6 | 16 - | 16 - | 17.6
38 | 11.2 | 13.2 | 16 - | 18 - | 18 - | 19.8
40 | 14 - | 16 - | 18 - | 20 - | 20 - | 22.8
42 | 17.6 | 21.1 | 21 - | 23.6 | 23.6 | 25.6
44 | 21.1 | 23.6 | 23.6 | 25.6 | 25.6 | 27.6
46 | 25.6 | 28.1 | 28.1 | 30.6 | 30.6 | 32.6

At per lb.

Carriage extra. Please remit ample postage, balances returned. Orders over £2 carriage paid. Money back if not satisfied.

J. L. CARTWRIGHT & CO., Manufacturing Electrical and Radio Engineers

DEPT. W.

130/132, LONDON ROAD, MANCHESTER.

The E.M.F. of the "Block" cell will not fall below 2 volts even if left unattended for a period of 12 to 18 months.

Don't run the risk of making a fool-proof, an important factor when the same is to be build up a wide connection amongst wireless enthusiasts by supplying a really efficient Accumulator, one that is fool-proof, an important factor when the same is to be used by the Amateur.

There is an unprecedented opportunity for the retailer to establish relable ACCUMULATOR CHARGING STATIONS throughout the country in readiness for the rush of business which is sure to follow as so many of the broadcasting scheme is launched.

THE CITY ACCUMULATOR CO. (Dept. 83)

79, MARK LANE, E.C.3

Watch these Advertisement for Wingers.
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"SEMAPHORE"  
High Tension Dry Batteries for Wireless Receiving Sets

TERMINALS. — The 15 volt Batteries are supplied (unless otherwise ordered) with 2 Brass Connecting Strips as illustrated. All the other sizes have 2 Insulated Plugs. Brass Sockets are fixed to every other Cell so that Tappings can be taken at each 3 volts. Other sizes can be supplied and quotations given on receipt of enquiries.

The "SEMAPHORE" is THE Battery for Wireless Work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volts</th>
<th>Number of Cells</th>
<th>Price Each Carriage paid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>8/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>9/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>13/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>16/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>24/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>26/6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The "SEMAPHORE" Ltd., DRY BATTERY SPECIALISTS
Telephones MUSEUM, 5422 and 5423.
Telegrams ARWELIDITE, HOLB. LONDON.

SKINDERVIKEN BUTTON, 
A Supersensitive Microphone. Known all over the world and patented in every civilized country. Over 80,000 sold. ENGLISH Manufacture.  
Make up your own Loud Speaker. Transmit your GRAMOPHONE music to any room in your house.
The only practical Microphone for use in Detectiphone Sets. 
Price 5/- each
Special Low Resistance Receivers (for use with Skinderviken Buttons) ... 10/- each
Special Gramophone Attachments ... 1/-
Write for 16 page BOOKLET fully illustrated and containing much useful information for all interested in Electrical Sound Transmission. 6d. Post Free.

SKINDERVIKEN BUTTON.

ALL READERS
Wishing to try out the various circuits are invited to send AT ONCE for our Catalogue of Components. Accessories and material designed to make the construction of your set so simple that THEY can be assembled on the KITCHEN TABLE WORKSHOP, yet have the appearance and GIVE the results of the First-Class Instruments.

RADIO, ELECTRICAL & MECHANICAL SUPPLIES.  
SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY STORES  
8, NEWINGTON CAUSEWAY, LONDON, SE1

Distortionless Audio Frequency INTERVALVE TRANSFORMER designed and built on scientific lines  

25/-

Immediate delivery if order is placed at once.

WINDING AND INSULATION—The winding is effected by a patented process in which every individual turn is specially insulated from adjacent turns, in addition to the insulation between layers. Tested between windings at 1,000 volts.

DIMENSIONS—The dimensions, reduced to the smallest limit consistent with absolute reliability, are 3½ wide, 2½ over feet, 3½ deep. The gauges of wire used in unusually heavy that eliminating a common weakness in other designs, where efficiency and reliability are sacrificed to space.

CONSTRUCTION—The closed core is made from best quality Stalloy iron laminate, and the transformer is built up on exact scientific lines to power transformers.

IMMUNITY FROM BREAKDOWN—Scientific design and careful construction coupled with high insulation, large gauge wire, and efficient dimensions ensure absolute immunity from breakdown or burning out. Comparative tests confirm the superiority of our designs.

Send cash with order to secure delivery at once.

OTHER PRODUCTS—We also invite inquiries for Short Wave Anode Reactances, Efficient Tuning Inductances, Precision Air Condensers, H.F. Transformers, and any other components used in wireless practice.

Every article is manufactured at our own works under the direct supervision of the directors.

RADIO INSTRUMENTS Ltd
Managing Director: J. Joseph, M.I.E.E.
Late Manager to Mr. H. W. Sullivan.
Chief Designer: W. A. Appleton, M.B.E., M.I.R.E.
Late Admiralty Technical Research Officer.

ONLY ADDRESS:  
Works, Offices, Showrooms:  
12a, Hyde Street, NEW OXFORD ST., W.C.1

ALL BRITISH WIRELESS EXHIBITION & CONVENTION

will be held at the

HORTICULTURAL HALL

WESTMINSTER : LONDON : S.W.1

SEPT. 30TH TO OCT. 7TH
(SATURDAY) (SATURDAY)

This will be the most representative Wireless Exhibition ever held in Great Britain

This exhibition has the full support of the trade

THE CONVENTION will be held under the auspices of the WIRELESS SOCIETY OF LONDON and all affiliated societies.

APPLICATIONS for stands, will only be accepted from BRITISH Allied and Kindred Trades.

Applications should be addressed to

THE ORGANISERS

BERTRAM DAY & CO., LTD.

Official Advertising Agents for the "WIRELESS WORLD"

9 and 10, Charing Cross, S.W.1 Gerrard 8063/4
ACCUMULATORS.
ALL NEW STOCK AND GUARANTEED.

4 Volt. 25 Amp. Celluloid - 11/3 each.
Postage 1/-.

4 Volt. 40 Amp. 17/6. 6 Volt. 40 Amp. 25/6.
4 60 21/3 6. 60 31/6.
4 80 27/- 6. 80 36/6.
Packing 1/6 extra. Packing 2/- extra.

7/22 Aerial Wire - - 6/6 per 100 ft.
Mullard Ora Valves - - - 15/- each.
15 Volt. Siemens H.T. Batteries 4/- .
Accumulator Charging Board - - 37/-6.
Voltmeters, watch pattern, 0/12 Volts 6/-.

CASH WITH ORDER.
Goods despatched per return.

LOWKE & SONS, LTD.,
NORTHAMPTON.

HIGH QUALITY :: CONDENSERS ::

\[ \text{UNIT COIL HOLDERS} \]
Made of Ebonite and brass throughout with excellent gun metal finish.
Fixed Unit ... ... 4/2
Moving Unit ... ... 5/0

Prices post free.

ASHLEY RADIO
69, Renshaw Street, LIVERPOOL
Telephone: 4628 Bank. Telegrams: "Rotary, Liverpool."

The Crystophone
CENT PER CENT EFFICIENCY

The Crystophone is a handsome piece of cabinet furniture and trial will prove it to be within its Broadcasting range— as efficient as any Receiver irrespective of type, design or price.

The Complete Wireless Receiver from £2 10 0

The Crystophone, unlike numerous Foreign productions, which apparently cannot find purchasers in their own country, is British designed and British made for British Broadcasting.

WIRELESS SUPPLIES CO.
64 Mortimer Street, London, W.1

To the Trade
CONDENSER PLATES
in quantities
QUICK DELIVERY. Movable plates (small size) 2-0/16'' diam. 1/2'' square hole. Large size movable plates 3-1/2'' diam., 2'' square hole.
ALSO COPPER ROTARY-SWITCH ARMS.
WRITE FOR SAMPLES

ESTIMATES given for all stampings for Wireless. We specialise in DEEP DRAWN WORK.

M A N C H E S T E R METAL STAMPING & ENG. CO. LTD.
Chester Road, Cornbrook, MANCHESTER.
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FOR SALE

All Wireless and Electrical Goods stockaded at 9, Colonial Avenue, Minories, near Aldgate Station. Handiest place for City buyers.-LESLIE DIXON & Co. Telephone:416.

Two 24 D.P. Motor Generators, one 400, Direction Flinders, Drafting Instruments, etc., ex Admiralty. Half price.-THE LONDON ELECTRIC FIRM, Croydon.

B.A. Screws, Nuts and Washers, assorted gross, 25, lists 2d.-H. BENNETT, Station Road, Willesden Junction.

New Wireless List Ready, post free. Write now.-THOMPSON, 5, Westborough, Scarborough.

Edison's New Bluem Amberol Records, list free.-ROBINSON, 331, Hainton Avenue, Grimsby.

Wireless Instrument Cases, Walnut or Mahogany, finest finish, 12½ by 7½ by 4 (outside), 8½, ed. Second quality, 1½ by 1½ by 1½, prompt delivery. Trade inquiries invited.-Hitchcock, Chester.

Springs.-1 Gross Box Assorted, 25, Samples, 3d.-Cotton, 10, Derby Range, Heathon Moor, Stockport.

Diapers.-Improved Gilter Type. Light and strong. 30 to 50 ft. at 15 ft. to 100 ft. at 35 ft. 6½, 10½, Ditto, carrier, forward.-F. Armstrong, Weybridge.

Engineers' Brass Drills.—Powerful two-speed ball-bearing, precision-engraved gears, self-centring, £1 each, Studwell, 139, London Road, Manchester.

Two-valve Amplifier H.F., Honeycombs 500-3000, 10,000, 10,000, 4-watt Accumulator, £1 10s.—Benson, Southwell, Notts.

Watch Receivers, P.O. pattern, 150 ohm, perfect, 6d. post free.—W., 39, Tuned Track Road, N.7.

Hand Drill, balanced pinions, 1½ chuc. Tool dealers' price, 17½. 6d. approval, 10s. Absolutely unused bargains. Indispensable experimenters.—Cook, 139, London Road, Manchester.

Two-valve Amplifier L.F., Transformer, 7½ by 7½ by 3½ (outside), 15½, 25½, Ditto, carrier, forward.—F. Armstrong, Weybridge.

WIRELESS SUPPLIES Co.

Our SPECIAL WEEKLY OFFER

Single Valve Detector
Can be used with any type of inductance.

Price Until August 8th, £1 5s. 0d. post free.

EVLINS

MAIL ORDER OFFICE: 106, FOREST ROAD, DALSTON, LONDON, E.8

Price list post free. Trade supplied.

STAR DELTA WIRELESS SUPPLY COMPANY

INSTRUMENTS TESTED FREE.
The House For All Wireless Accessories

Have You Called? If Not, Why Not?

338a, Oxford Road, MANCHESTER.

The MULTICRYST

Fit a "Multicryst" to your Wireless Set and increase its Utility, Efficiency and Delicacy by 100%. No single crystal can possibly give better results under all conditions. With a "Multicryst" you have a choice of three crystals, thus ensuring the most efficient signal under every condition. To fit the "Multicryst" simply unscrew existing crystal holder and replace with the "Multicryst".

A Great WANTED EVERYWHERE CASE WITH TRADE DELIVERIES GUARANTEED.

WIRELESS SUPPLIES Co.


61 G

Post Free.

Order

ELECTRADIX RADIOS


Cords for double 'phone, new, 2/6 and 3/6.

Listed, 1/6.

Microphone Transmitters, breast plate, 12/6:
Hand, 2½. Insets, 6d.

Aerials.—Wire and every accessory in stock.

Condemns.—Fixed and variable in all sizes.

Relays, G.P.O., 2½; Weston M., £2 10s.

Morse Inlets, 4½. Sounder sets for making rectifiers, 12½.

Panel Switch and Flush Fitting, D.P. change over, 2½. Plugs and Jaller, 1½ 60 volt Battery, 4½ units, in polished mahogany case, six sockets, two plugs, 17½.

Finest set ever offered.

Receivers, all new. Marconi Trench, 50 D.C.

Cost 1/6. Complete, £2 20s.

Amplifier Receiver, Mark II, 2 valve, with variable condenser, £7 10s. Single valve panel, 25½. 3-valve Amplifier L.F., H.T. Motor Generators to 1,000 volts, £15. 1 kw. 220 to 25 volts, 25½.

EVERYTHING FOR WIRELESS.

Call at our Electrical Showrooms and inspect.

LESLIE DIXON & Co.

Near Aldgate Station, Bet. 15. First Turning off left in Minories.

KEYSTONE WIRELESS SUPPLIES

WHOLESALE ONLY.

Ebonite, cabinet work, engraving, expert designers in amplifiers. Slab inductances, basket coils, etc., Switch arms, contacts, Terminals. Etc.

Low Prices. Offsets — High Finish.

33, Trinity Road, TOOTING, S.W.

Crystor

GUARANTEED TESTED CRYSTALS

You do not take a chance when you buy a Crystor Guaranteed Tested Crystal. Every Crystal is tested from the Aerial and guaranteed to function. Galena, Silicon, Berellite, Carbournite.

In sealed boxes, 1/6 each, post free.

Sold everywhere but insist on a Crystor Crystal in sealed box.

WIRELESS SUPPLIES Co.

Cabinets for Wireless.
Made to your own specifications. Mahogany or Teak, well finished and polished.
Wholesale only. Prices on application to:
M. MAGNUS,
1a, Gransden Avenue, Mare Street, Hackney, E.8.

BY DIRECTION OF THE DEPOSIT BOARD.
SALE BY AUCTION IN LOTS
WIRELESS MATERIAL, ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT, Etc.

AT ROYAL DOCKYARD, WOOLWICH, S.E.18
(Chief to Woolwich Dockyard Station, on the S.E. & C. Railway, Trams Nos. 39, 39b and 40, and Buses Nos. 53 and 58a pass the gates.)
TO BE SOLD ON THE 15th and Following Days,
at 11 a.m. precisely each day, comprising—

Continued.

WIRELESS SERVICE
Head Phones, H.R., from per pair £15 0
Inductance Tubing, all sizes £2 0
Condensers, variable, 0.0005... each £1 0
Condensers, Varnished... each £0 0
Condenser Plates, Aluminium, pair Do.
Do. Spindles, from pair 1 0
Filament Rhenium, Panel Mounting... each 4 0
Do. do. do. Best quality, each 5 0
Switch Arms 5 0
Aerial Wire, 7/22 enamelled, 100 ft. £1 0
Do. do. do. 200 ft. £1 5
Do. do. do. 500 ft. £2 0
Condenser, Mark III, new £2 0
Accumulators, 20 V., 125, £2 5
Covered lead-in per foot 2 0
Condenser, Mark III, each 2 1
Do. do. do. 15 ft. 3 0
Do. do. do. 100 ft. 25 0
Coils for all wavelengths at lowest prices obtainable.

EX-GOVERNMENT STOCK
Mk I Variometer Single Valve receiver and wave meter combin- ed, new, with H.T. box, £2 0
Loft Speakers, with adjustable dia- phragm, 200 w. £1 6
Do. do. 4,000 w. £2 7
Adaptors to fit Horn £2 0
Horn, Brown's Straight Type £1 9
Transformers, Intervalve £1 12
R.A.F. Aerial, rubber covered, with two insulators, 65 ft. £1 6
Buzzers, platinum contacts, high note £1 10
Wires sold set, and aerials erected. Wireless sets given free. Repairs a speciality.

TO BUY.
Wanted.—Complete three-valve wireless set, known maker,—2, Tower Street, Stockton-on-Tees.
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MISCELLANEOUS—continued.

Northern Wireless Buyers, get your requirements from The Grand Electrical Supplies Depot, Ocean Road, South Shields. The Wireless Supplies Dept., 2, Margaret Place, Morpeth. Large stocks for amateurs making own sets. Burndept 3-valve, Burndept Ultra IV, Tingey 5-valve Sets, 759; Morse, 1st and 3rd Sunday. Subscription, 6d. per month. Members wanted. August 6th, Open Competition. Prices, Gold and Silver Medals. Home made crystal set. Transmitting from one end of hall to the other. August 20th, Single Valve Competition.—Apply Secretary, W. Helps, Telephone Hop 719.

Southwark has its ear to the keyhole of the world.—The Southwark Wireless Telephony Association, Headquarters, King's Hall, London Road, S.E. Meeting and listening in 1st and 3rd Sunday. Subscription, 6d. per month. Members wanted. August 6th, Open Competition. Prices, Gold and Silver Medals. Home made crystal set. Transmitting from one end of hall to the other. August 20th, Single Valve Competition.—Apply Secretary, W. Helps, Telephone Hop 719.

Printing.—Memos, Billheads, Cards, Price Lists, etc., very low prices, samples free—VICTORIA PRESS, 283, Kensington Library, Manchester, W. 12.


TRADE ENQUIRIES.

Wireless Repetition Work for trade.—LIBERTY ENGINEERING co., Ltd., 10, Alleyens Town Station, W. 3.


These are our own manufacture. The greatest possible care is taken in their construction and the finish conforming to the very best instrument practice. Test and inspect them at our risk.

Unmounted 14/- post free.
L.F. INTERVALVE TRANSFORMER

PHONE TRANSFORMER in highly polished mahogany cabinet with ebonite top and PHONE CONDENSER, INCORPORATED.

These are our own manufacture. The greatest possible care is taken in their construction and the finish conforms to the very best instrument practice. Test and inspect them at our risk.

Unmounted 14/- post free.
L.F. INTERVALVE TRANSFORMER

PHONE TRANSFORMER in highly polished mahogany cabinet with ebonite top and PHONE CONDENSER, INCORPORATED.

These are our own manufacture. The greatest possible care is taken in their construction and the finish conforms to the very best instrument practice. Test and inspect them at our risk.

Unmounted 14/- post free.
L.F. INTERVALVE TRANSFORMER

PHONE TRANSFORMER in highly polished mahogany cabinet with ebonite top and PHONE CONDENSER, INCORPORATED.

These are our own manufacture. The greatest possible care is taken in their construction and the finish conforms to the very best instrument practice. Test and inspect them at our risk.

Unmounted 14/- post free.
CRYSTAL RECEIVING SET.

Specification.—Solenoid-type inductance with tapings, 0.005 variable condenser, perikon detector or galena, the whole being assembled on 1" ebonite, and mounted in a highly polished cabinet. This receiver is ideal for the reception of telephony. Wavelength, 180,1,800 metres approx. Price, complete with phones (4,000) 55/-.

CRYSTAL RECEIVING SET.

Specification.—Double slide tuning inductance, galena detector with dustproof case, blocking condenser, the whole being assembled on a highly polished mahogany base, being an ideal receiver for the reception of telephony. Price, complete with phones (4,000) 54 10 0.

CRYSTAL RECEIVING SET.

Specification.—Double slide tuning inductance, galena detector with dustproof case, blocking condenser, the whole being assembled on a highly polished mahogany base, being an ideal receiver for the reception of telephony. Price, complete with phones (4,000) 54 10 0.

CRYSTAL RECEIVING SET.

Specification.—Double slide tuning inductance, galena detector with dustproof case, blocking condenser, the whole being assembled on a highly polished mahogany base, being an ideal receiver for the reception of telephony. Price, complete with phones (4,000) 54 10 0.

CRYSTAL RECEIVING SET.

Specification.—Double slide tuning inductance, galena detector with dustproof case, blocking condenser, the whole being assembled on a highly polished mahogany base, being an ideal receiver for the reception of telephony. Price, complete with phones (4,000) 54 10 0.
TEC

HIGH TENSION DRY BATTERIES
for WIRELESS SETS

NORMAL SIZE, No. W 70 V, 15 Volts
Price 5/-

W 71 V, 50 Volts
Price 15/-

GIANT SIZE, No. W 73 V, 15 Volts
Price 6/6

SUPPLIED IN TWO SIZES FOR 15, 50 or 60 VOLTS.
and with Tappings in 3 Volt Steps.

ALL BATTERIES FITTED WITH PLUG SOCKETS AND MOVABLE TERMINALS.

Complete Illustrated Price List on Application.

THE EFANDEM CO., LTD., FALLINGS PARK WORKS,
DRY BATTERY MANUFACTURERS WOLVERHAMPTON

---

WE OFFER PROMPT DELIVERY

of complete Receiving Sets and all apparatus required
by the Amateur Experimenter.

ONE TO THREE VALVE SETS COMPLETE. "K.B." UNIT SYSTEMS.
COMPLETE SETS OF PARTS to build Valve Panels, Condenser Panels,
Variable Condensers, etc.

AERIAL WIRE
INSULATORS
FILAMENT RESISTANCES
ACCUMULATORS
H.T. BATTERIES
VALVE HOLDERS
SWITCHES
KNOBS
TERMINALS,
&c., &c.

EBONITE SHEET,
ROD AND TUBE

Trade Enquiries Invited.

VISIT OUR SHOWROOMS (open 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.), WHERE YOU CAN "LISTEN IN" ON OUR RECEIVING SETS
AND INSPECT OUR LATEST PRODUCTIONS.

"K.B." RADIO EQUIPMENT COMPANY
WORKS : QUEEN'S PARK, N.W.

Bus Services 8, 16, 28 and 51 pass the door.

3 minutes Kilburn Park Station (Bakerloo Railway).
Why are our prices so low?
The reason is simple. We buy in the cheapest possible market. We buy in very large quantities. We are content with smaller profits.

CHEAPEST ON THE MARKET AND USUAL QUALITY.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aerial Wire, phosphor bronze, stranded, per 100 ft.</td>
<td>5/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polished Ebonite Valve Sockets</td>
<td>1/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valve Legs, set of (4) with nuts and washers</td>
<td>9d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed Condensers, all values, mica and copper</td>
<td>1/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivorine Tablets</td>
<td>5/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phones, 4,000 ohms, by reputed maker (double)</td>
<td>37/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1⁄4&quot; square Brass rod</td>
<td>per ft. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact Studs, with 1⁄4&quot; head</td>
<td>each 1d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ebonite, finest quality</td>
<td>per lb. 3/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filament resistances</td>
<td>3/8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A Crystal Set at a reasonable price.
Expressly designed for "Broadcasting" with good aerial; will reach many long distance stations.


Set of Parts ready to assemble £1 2:6

Carriage extra.

THE SCIENTIFIC WIRELESS COMPANY,
188, BRUNSWICK STREET, OXFORD ROAD, MANCHESTER.

This is Not PETO'S First Appearance
See Our Advertisements long before the Boom
EVERY ARTICLE ILLUSTRATED DELIVERED FROM STOCK

SEND FOR OUR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE WITH LIST OF TRANSMITTING STATIONS. POST FREE 6d.

NOTE PETO'S NEW HOME
PETO SCOTT (The Condenser King)
Featherstone House, 64, High Holborn, W.C.1
(Also at—17, FROME ROAD, WOOD GREEN)
THE CONSTRUCTION OF AMATEUR VALVE STATIONS
By ALAN L. M. DOUGLAS. Price 1/6 nett. 78 pages. 55 Diagrams and Illustrations. Postage 2d.

The aim of the author in compiling this volume has been to place within the reach of the amateur who is interested in Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony a Handbook which will enable him to obtain data that he has otherwise difficulty in acquiring, in order that he may construct for himself apparatus which he desires to make, but does not quite know how to design correctly.

THE WIRELESS PRESS, LTD., 12-13, Henrietta St., Strand, London, W.C.2
To get the best from your set use the best phones: BROWN'S

The GUARANTEE of Messrs. S. G. BROWN, Ltd.

Messrs. LESLIE McMICHAEL, Ltd., having purchased our entire stock of re-conditioned Telephones, we beg to state that these are the only ones which have been RE-CONDITIONED BY US, and are provided with aluminium diaphragms and carry OUR full guarantee.

These Type A (Reed type of telephones) are excellent in every way. They are recognised as the finest produced, and guaranteed in perfect condition.

BROWN'S

HIGH RESISTANCE: LOW RESISTANCE

8,000 ohms. 120 ohms.

Price 55/- Per Pair  Price 50/- Per Pair

There is no Telephone Headgear in the World so Sensitive and so Comfortable to Wear.

B. Mark II. Detector Amplifier Set. Price (less valves), £6 5 0. Price with Variable Condenser included, £7 5 0.

LOUD SPEAKERS

20" Horn. Exceptional Value. Price 27/6

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

16 Pages, 100 Illustrations. Write for Catalogue (W). Price 6d. post free.

TO THE TRADE

Excellent selection and full stock for supplying trade. Advice and assistance in choice freely given if desired.

3-Valve L.F. C Mark III (without valves), condition perfect. Price £7 10 0
THE
FELLOWS
HEADPHONE
PRICE 30/-
Complete with cord
Stock resistance 4000 ohms
Other resistances to order

These Headphones are highly efficient, well finished and British throughout.

We also Manufacture—

Complete Valve Receiving Set; Crystal Sets; Valve Holders; Ebonite Knobs; Grid Leaks; Grid Condensers (mounted and unmounted); Valve Legs; Condenser Vanes; Variable Condensers; Filament Resistances; Valves; High Tension Batteries; Accumulators; &c., &c.

Write for List. Deliveries from Stock.

FELLOWS MAGNETO CO. LTD.
CUMBERLAND AVENUE, PARK ROYAL, N.W.10.
Telephone: WILLESDEN 1560. Telegrams: QUIXMAG.
HEADGEAR RECEIVERS

Designed and manufactured by leading Telephone Manufacturers. Backed by many years' experience.

Highest efficiency, concentrated magnetic field, instantaneously adjusted to the ears, comfortable in wear, either receiver detachable from headband, protected terminals, lightweight, twin series cord.

A.T.M. LOUD SPEAKING RECEIVERS
Three types of amplifying horn.

A.T.M. Crystal Detector Sets
Highest Grade. Maximum Efficiency. Moderate Cost.

Ask your dealer for A.T.M. Broadcasting Apparatus

Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Head Office & Works: Milton Rd., Edge Lane, Liverpool.
London Office: 60 Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C.2.

Barlaw Radiophones
EFFICIENT AND RELIABLE.
Complete Receiving Sets from £4.
SUPPLIERS ALSO APPARATUS of all the WELL-KNOWN MAKES.
SPARE PARTS, ACCESSORIES and EVERYTHING FOR WIRELESS.

The Barlaw Engineering Co., Ltd.
47, VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.1
Telephones—VICTORIA 699. Telegrams—ENGIBARAC, VIC. LONDON.
**IMPORANT NOTICE**

A. C. Cossor, Limited, hereby give notice that the order of Mr. Justice Russell of the 1st March, 1922, continually advertised by the Marconi Co., was an order ARRIVED AT BY CONSENT.

Being engaged at the time in the production of an improved and different type of valve, A. C. Cossor, Limited, did not consider the patents in question of sufficient importance to warrant the expense of litigation.

A. C. Cossor, Limited, respectfully leave the public and the Trade to judge whether the constant repetition of the notification of the judgment referred to is necessary or expedient in the circumstances.

A. C. Cossor, Limited,
Aberdeen Works,
Aberdeen Lane,
Highbury Grove, N.5.

**WE SPECIALISE IN**

**EBONITE EQUIPMENT FOR WIRELESS SETS**

- SHEETS
- TUBES
- PANELS
- KNOBS
- CONDENSER COVERS

**WHOLESALE ONLY FROM STOCK**

**HIGHTENSITE LTD.**
Normandy St., Custom House, E.16

Phone: EAST 3153.
WIRELESS TRAINING COLLEGE LTD.
ST. MARY ST., CARDIFF, & NEPTUNE CHAMBERS, VICTORIA ST., BRISTOL.

The above Colleges are amongst the most successful in Great Britain for quickly qualifying Students for the Wireless Service. We have, since the outbreak of War, passed over 1,000 Students to Wireless Appointments. Two Systems are taught, the Marconi and Siemens Quench Spark System. We make a speciality in training ex-service men who have some knowledge of Wireless. Ex-service men can have a free test to ascertain the time it would take to qualify them if they will call at the College.

LIBUT - COMDR. J. R. SCHOFIELD, M.B.E., R.N.V.R. (C), Principal.
P.S. Every student who qualified at our Colleges was placed in a permanent situation.

WARNING.
MARCONI’S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH CO., LTD., v,
A. C. COSBOR, LTD.

Marconi’s Wireless Telegraph Company, Limited, GIVE NOTICE that an ORDER was made in the High Court of Justice, Chancery Division, by Mr. Justice Russell on the 1st March, 1922, restraining Messrs. A. C. Cosbor, Ltd., from infringing the Marconi Company’s Letters Patent Nos. 28413 of 1913 and 126658, except so far as Messrs. A. C. Cosbor, Ltd. manufacture for H.M. Government.

Messrs. A. C. Cosbor, Ltd., were further ORDERED upon oath to DESTROY all articles and apparatus (other than those constructed to the order of H.M. Government) made or used by them in INFRINGEMENT of these patents, and TO PAY THE MARCONI COMPANY DAMAGES AND COSTS.

The M-O Valve Company, Limited, of Osram Works, Brook Green, Hammersmith, London, W.6, is the only firm in this country licensed to manufacture thermionic valves under the patents belonging to the Marconi Company.

Any valve similar to those generally known as the “French type” constitutes an infringement of the above patents whether manufactured in this country or imported from abroad. Marconi House, Strand, London, W.C. 2.

Wireless Components
Best British Manufacture
Standard Quality + Lowest Prices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Filament Resistances, Ebonite Knobs, tapped</td>
<td>2 B.A. 6d. each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head Receivers, 4,000 ohms</td>
<td>30/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filament Resistances for Panel Mounting</td>
<td>3/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Zenith” Valves</td>
<td>10/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condenser Vanes, aluminium, true alignment</td>
<td>guaranteed 1/- doz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condenser Spacing Washers, accurate</td>
<td>small 4d., large 8d. per doz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condenser Screwed Rod, 2 B.A. 9d.; 4 B.A. 6d. each</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid Leaks, all tested...</td>
<td>2/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switch Arms</td>
<td>1/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable Condenser, 305, mounted on ebonite</td>
<td>12/6 each</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COMPLETE CRYSTAL SETS, fitted with Head Phones, 4,000 ohms, from 52/6

When remitting, please include sufficient to cover postage; balance will be returned. Orders over £5 carriage paid.

Alliance Electric Company
5, Longford Buildings, Oxford Road, Manchester

Questions and Answers
COUPON
To accompany Questions sent in during the week commencing July 29th, 1922.


See Conditions on Page 569.
NORTH WALES WIRELESS COLLEGE & AMATEUR SUPPLIES
COLWYN BAY.

Most Complete Stock of all Wireless Instruments and Accessories
PROMPT DELIVERIES.
List by Return. 1d. stamp.

Students prepared under ideal conditions
as Wireless and Cable Operators.
POSTAL & ORAL TUITION.
SPECIAL POSTAL COURSE FOR AMATEURS.
Prospectus Post Free.

WIRELESS RECEIVERS REWOUND
4000 Ohms AND UPWARDS

G TURNOCK
41 HIGH ST ASTON BHAM

M.C.C. Variable Condensers
OUR SPECIALITY

-00015 (Variable) . . Price 13/-
-0003 . . . . . . . . 15/-
-0005 . . . . . . . . 18/-
-001 . . . . . . . . . 30/-
-0015 . . . . . . . . . 4/-
-00005 (Venier) . . . 7/-

If fitted with scale and in polished mahogany case 6/- extra.

Send for our Price List. Trade Enquiries Invited.
S. MAGNUS & CO.
52, Linthorpe Rd., Stamford Hill, London, N.16

THE TINGEY UNIT SYSTEM
has proved its efficiency
Write for
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
which contains an article on Wireless Made Easy and a Complete List of all Wireless Goods in Stock

Write for Illustrated Catalogue 3d. post free

W. R. H. TINGEY, 92, Queen Street, Hammersmith, London, W.6

RE RECEIVERS
REWOUND
4000 Ohms
AND UPWARDS

PER 12/- SET

G TURNOCK
41 HIGH ST ASTON BHAM

A SIMPLE SYSTEM OF MEMORISING OF THE MORSE CODE

Morse Made Easy
BY ARTHUR L. RYE

THE WIRELESS PRESS LTD., 12-13, Henrietta Street, Strand, London, W.C.2

Can I help you?
I WILL GIVE YOU £50
if I fail to produce over 7,000 testimonials from others I have helped.

Yours to success,

Every man is the Architect of his own Fortune!

ARE YOU QUALIFIED FOR THE JOB YOU SEEK?

WE TEACH
BY POST

ADVICE FREE.
Most moderate charges payable monthly.

LEARN A TRADE OR PROFESSION.

Write for one of our FREE BOOKLETS on any of the following subjects:

- Architectural Drawing
- Building Construction
- Clerk of Works' Duties
- Aviation
- Boiler Engineering
- Boiler Making
- Chemistry
- Civil Engineering
- Concrete and Steel
- Draughtsmanship
- Electricity
- Engineering
- Foundry Work
- Internal Comb. Engines
- Marine Engineering
- Mathematics
- Matriculation
- Metalurgy
- Mining
- Mine Surveying
- Motor Engineering
- Naval Architecture
- Pattern Making
- Salesmanship
- Sanitation
- Shipbuilding
- Structural Engineering
- Surveying and Levelling
- Telegraphy & Telephony
- Wireless Telegraphy
- Special Course for Apprentices

What proof do you carry? Your word to an employer is not proof that you are efficient, but a College Qualifying Diploma or Certificate, signed by the Professional Staff, is a proof of efficiency, and a valuable asset in seeking a remunerative position.

We specialise in all exams connected with technical subjects. If you are preparing for any exam, ask our advice. All particulars FREE OF CHARGE. Parents should seek our advice for their sons. If you are interested in any of the subjects mentioned above, write, naming the subject, and we will send you our FREE BOOKLET.

Please state your age, Courses specially combined to meet all requirements.

A SIMPLE SYSTEM OF MEMORISING OF THE MORSE CODE

Morse Made Easy
BY ARTHUR L. RYE

THE WIRELESS PRESS LTD., 12-13, Henrietta Street, Strand, London, W.C.2

EXPLAINS IT ALL!
Printed on strong linen card, this valuable Illustrated Explanation can be carried about ready for use, anywhere and everywhere.

PRICE: 3½d. Post free.
THE "ESI-FIX" AERIAL

"FIX IT LIKE A CLOTHES LINE!"

A new "one-piece" aerial with patented continuous insulation, complete with straining eye, adjustable suspension and terminal. No lead-in tube, or other insulators required. No joints, no soldering, no leakage, no bother. Can be thrown up anywhere, and is absolutely weatherproof. Maximum efficiency guaranteed. Send cash with order and secure delivery at once. Length 50 ft., 10/-; 75 ft., 12/-; 100 ft., 15/-.

Carriage paid in U.K. Agents wanted.

CHAMBERS & ELLIS
6 & 7 Craven House, King'sway, London, W.C.2

FOR YOUR AERIAL

100 ft. 7/22 COPPER WIRE, 4 REEL INSULATORS, 20 yd. SKEIN ROPE CORD, 1 MAST PULLEY, LEAD-IN-TUBE.

Henry J. Brewster & Co. 11, Queen Victoria St., London, E.C.4

WALTER H. PORTER
44, Church St., Birmingham.

Telegraphic Address: "PLENITY, BIRMINGHAM."

Marconi Type 18, converted into a two-valve Telephony Receiving Set, price £10 0 0

Complete single valve Telephony Receiving Set, wavelength from 180 to 1,000. £5 0 0

Complete two-valve Telephony Receiving Set, any wavelength £6 10 0

Condensers.—Special design, perfect finish. 100, 190, £0.00, 12/-; 000, 10/-

Vernier Condenser, with aluminium pressing for fixing to panel each 4 0

Condenser Dial, complete, with Scale and Knob, each 2 6

Condenser Scales each 1 0

Knots with B.A. bush each 3 4

Knots, highly finished with B.A. tapping each 5 8

Valve Holders each 1 0

Valve Holders, superior quality each 1 0

Coil Plugs each 1 0

Filament Resistances each 1 3

Filament Resistances, superior make each 2 0

Grid Leak and Condenser each 2 0

Special quotations to trade. Catalogue on application.

Please send Postage.

HERBERT BOWYER
(AGENT IN LONDON)
22, Minder Road, Crouch Hill, London, N.19.

L.F. INTERVALVE TRANSFORMERS.

This transformer is specially designed for long life. Unlike many of the small types of Transformers, it is wound with heavy gauge wire. As a consequence it is almost impossible to burn out the windings and the Transformer remains noiseless. Correct ratio of transformation is obtained and the resistance of the windings is maintained at the best efficiency for the exterior circuits.

Owing to the fact that a great number of turns of heavy wire are used, these Transformers are somewhat heavier than most other types, but our customers will realise that it is to their advantage to have a reliable Transformer which will not burn out or become faulty. SPECIFICATION.

Windings carried out with silk-covered wires and insulated with a special composition. Insulation tested to 2,500 volts.

Size and Weight. 13½ ozs.

Core.—The core is made of specially stamped laminations, each lamination being covered with a heavy gauze to prevent distortion. No solder in the windings themselves. The ends are soldered with non-corrosive solder and pure lump resin is used as a flux. By this method corrosion of two windings, so prevalent in many Transformers, is entirely eliminated. The demand for these transformers is already so great that orders will be dealt with in strict rotation.

Made throughout at our own works in London.

Price 20/- Postage and packing extra.

WIRELESS EQUIPMENT LIMITED

Radio Engineers & Manufacturers, Tel. Address: GERRARD 90, CHARING CROSS ROAD, WESTEND, LONDON, W.C.2

INFORMATION THAT IS VALUABLE TO YOU

is to be found in every issue of

"CONQUEST"

(The Monthly Magazine of Popular Science)

The wonderful contents of the AUGUST ISSUE include articles on

HOW TO ERECT YOUR WIRELESS AERIAL


ABUNDANTLY ILLUSTRATED.

PRICE: 1/-

Obtainable at all Bookstalls and Newsagents, or Post Free 1/2 from The Publishers, CONQUEST, 12-13, Henrietta St., W.12

A big Shillingsworth! Get your copy to-day
THE NEW INTERVALVE

BURNDEPT

Audio-Frequency Transformer

After much research, we are now able to offer a carefully designed transformer for low-frequency magnification, and which we are now using for our valve apparatus.

Due attention has been given to the following points:

1. Correct impedance to ensure maximum amplification per valve, having special regard to the "R" type valve.
2. Most thorough insulation between primary and secondary coils, coils to frame and terminal to terminal.
3. Correct design of stalloy core to obviate distortion of magnified speech.
4. Correct design of primary coil to prevent burn-outs when sufficient current is passed to ensure maximum amplification.

There are many other technical features which have been duly considered.

Each transformer before being sold has to pass a test of 500 volts direct current, winding to winding and winding to frame, after which it must show a minimum insulation resistance of 100 megohms. A steady current of 10 milliamps is then passed through the primary and secondary for half an hour. We therefore fully guarantee each transformer against breakdown.

Mass production enables us to offer these very high-class transformers

Price 24/- each, postage 6d.; immediate delivery.

THE NEW

BURNDEPT PRECISION VARIABLE

Condenser

The design of this instrument is such that it can be produced in large quantities at a reasonable price, whilst retaining a high standard of technical excellence.

Specification. Vanes of hard thick aluminium. Bearings metal to metal. Contact to moving plates by phosphor bronze soldered strip. Adjustable operating tension. Spacing between plates sufficient for pressure up to 1,000 volts. Built upon Bakelite. Suitable for mounting on any panel from 1/4" to 3/8" thick, by drilling 1/4" clearing hole for spindle and 3 3/8" holes for fixing screws. Each instrument supplied complete with a high-class engraved and polished Ebonite dial and substantial knob assembled, and the necessary fixing screws. The maximum capacity is 0.0008 and the minimum capacity negligible.

We recommend this size condenser as being the most suitable for both A.T.I. and secondary tuning. It is the same condenser which is built up into all our new BURNDEPT tuners.

PRICES.

For panel mounting, No. 141 £2 0 0

Mounted complete on Ebonite Panel and polished walnut case No. 142 £2 15 0

A smaller size condenser capacity 0.000275 for high frequency amplification, Vernier tuning, reactance tuning, etc. No. 144 for panel mounting only. The specification of this condenser is precisely the same as the large one.

£1 12 0

The Trade are invited to ask for Quotations for Quantities.

BURNDEPT Ltd. AERIAL & WORKS EASTNOR WORKS BLACKHEATH VILLAGE S.E.3
The London Telegraph Training College, Ltd.
Morse House, Earl's Court, S.W.

ESTABLISHED
25 YEARS.

OFFICIALLY RECOGNISED BY THE WAR OFFICE AND POST OFFICE AUTHORITIES
CABLE AND WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY.

PARENTS desirous of placing their sons in either of the above Services and of affording them the best training facilities should apply for particulars of Courses and the methods of instruction which place this Institution in the first rank. Cable Telegraphy offers at the present time excellent prospects to youths from 15 years of age and upwards, and the College has exclusive facilities for obtaining posts for qualified students in the leading Cable Companies at commencing salaries of £150 to £300 per annum, with yearly increments of £12 to £25, and ultimate possibilities of obtaining positions as Supervisors, Assistant Superintendents, Managers, etc.

In the Wireless Telegraph Service the commencing remuneration at the present time is approximately £150 per annum, and Operators, when qualified by obtaining the Postmaster-General's Certificate of Proficiency, are nominated by the College for appointments.

No Correspondence Classes or Branches.

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES.

An Illustrated Prospectus containing all information will be forwarded on application to THE SECRETARY (Dept. H.), 262, Earl's Court Road, Earl's Court, London, S.W.5

Sole Proprietors of the "Scott" Training Disc, which contains useful formula and other information for Wireless Telegraph Operators and is invaluable to Army Signalling Officers for range finding, etc.

Price, complete with instructions for use, 1/-.

RADIO INSULATION
AS SPECIFIED AND USED BY THE BRITISH ADMIRALTY

BRITISH MADE
PAXOLIN
BRITISH MADE

TUBES DISCS PLATES, &c.
MANUFACTURED IN ALL FORMS, SIZES AND THICKNESSES

THE MICANITE & INSULATORS CO. LTD.
EMPIRE WORKS
WALTHAMSTOW

TELEGRAMS: "MYTILITE, Phone, London." TELEPHONES: WALTHAMSTOW 738, 739
THE illustration shows an improved transformer designed to obtain the maximum efficiency of coupling between high frequency amplifying valves. The former is moulded in solid Bakelite, the metal terminal plates for the coil ends and tappings being moulded in the material itself.

This method of construction ensures the highest insulation, and what is of equal importance the impossibility of distortion with temperature variation. The Transformer is wound with enameled and silk-covered wire and the Bakelite former so proportioned as to produce through the self-capacity of the windings a tuned anode circuit of the best value for each wavelength.

There are four tappings:

(a) For ranges from 200 to 400 metre wavelengths
(b) 400 1000
(c) 1000 3000
(d) 3000 30000

The Transformer can be supplied mounted on an ebonite base with switch and terminals as illustrated, or without switch. This Transformer is the most efficient ever produced and is sold at a price much lower than the Transformers removed from obsolete Disposals Board units. It is therefore within the reach of every Wireless experimenter.

**“TWENTY-ONE WORKING DIAGRAMS of VALVE AMPLIFYING RECEIVER CIRCUITS” 1/-**